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:mt'BRGY DBllAllDS
•

DDUSTRIALISED COUIITRIBS HAVE <JfLY ABOUT <BB QUARTBR OP
!HB WORLD'S POPULA'fI<B A'f PR:BSl!lrT

•

!HIS PHAC!I<B IS BBRDllllG - I! COOLD BB LESS !BAii <BB
PIP!11 BY !HB llAR 2050

•

BU'f !HBSB COUllTRIBS USB OVBR ftO-'fHIRDS OP !HB
BLBCTRICifi Gl!lrBRA!BD
DD C<IDWID ~ OP IUCLBAR POVBR Gl!lrBRATI<B

POWER Gl!lrBRATI<B BASBD <1' IilA DD BUROPBAll IUCLBAR SOCIETY DATA
POR YEAR 'fO BND OP 1985 (RJ:POR!BD D !HB IAEA BULLBTDI, AU!UllB
1986 DD IUCLBAR BUROPB, JULY/AUG 86).
POPULA!I<B DATA BASBD <Jl U1I DOCOJIU5llT •PBRBPBCTIVES POR WORLD
POPULATI<B BST.ABLISHBD II' 1982•, PU11LISHBD II' PDAL PORM II' 1985,
AllD SUIDIARISBD D AllllBX 4 OP •PUTURJ: BTRBSSBS POR JlllBRGY
RJ:SOORC:BS• BY J-R PRISCH (1986).
'VBSTBRR' AllD 'BASTBRR BUROPBAll' COUIITRIBS JIBAJIS 'IOR!H' RBGI<B
IB BORTH 1 (BORTH AXBRICA + VBSTBRR BUROPB + DDUSTRIALISBD
COUIITRIBS OP 'fHB PACIPIC + SOUTH Al'RICA) PLUS BORTH 2 (BABTBRR
BUROPB).
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at present rates of consumption
•USA
USSR "Haves" (11,o/o .of World's)
China
Fossil Reserves
• Rest of World "Have Nots"
• They will use Nuclear Power

·

OIL .UrD GAS COULD RUii OOf VIfHill A Gl!lf:BRAfI<lf, COAL VILL LAST
LlllGBR (BUf PROBLJDIS OP POLLUfilll AID •GRDIJHOOSE BPPBCT").
!IDS fO 1'UXL DBPLl'lI<llB All 'POR VHOLX WORLD BURllillG PROVEB
BECOVBRABLB RJ:SBRVBS AT PRJ:Slllf RADS OP ClllSUJIPfilll (BASBD <If
DAfA Ill AJIID:IS 5, 10, 11 DD 12 OP •PIJfURB B!lmSSES 'POR lllBRGY
RJ:SOORCBS• BY J-R 'PRISCH, PmlL 1986 BY CHWWI DD fROflWI UBDBR
'!HK AUSPIC118 OJ' fHB WORLD lllBRGY Cllf7BRJlllCJI. ·
COAL DABS BlfUKIIOOS, BUB-BifOKIIOOS DD LIG'!IllE ('BROlllJ COAL')
SOLID JIIll:BRAL l'lJELS. ADDI!I(lfAL BECOVDABLE RBSBRVBS OP SOLID
llillBRAL PU1ILS COULD BE fllRD fIJIBS GREAHR fllll fHB PROV:Bl'l
RECOVERABLE RESBRVES. COJ!RESP<llDillG 'PACfORS 'POR CCllVJlllTICfiAL OIL
AIID GAS ARE ABOUT CllE-ffilRD AID fVO RBSPECfIVELY.

/
Current World Utilization of
Nuclear Power
Number of Countries
26
operating Nuclear Plant
Total number of Nuclear
378
Power Plants
Total Generating
265,SOSMWe
Capacity
Nuclear share of Wor1ds
Electricity

JlllY COOIITRIIS ICJ'I USB IUCLBAR POOR

•

!11BRB ARB SBVERAL HUl'DRBD IUCLBAR POOR PLAlfTS

OPBRA!IIG
•

!HII GJllfBRA!B A SIGIIPICD! PRAC!I<JI OP !HB WORLD'S
BLBCfRICifY

DA!A llXLA!BS !O ,1 D:ICDB:IR 1986 DD VAS RBPOR!BD D IUCLBAR
IBVS, PBBRUARY 1987. !HB IUCLBAR B1IARB OP !HB WORLD'S
:BLBC!RICift IS PR<ll !HB IABA BULLftD, AUfOJllf 1986.
JIARillE IUCLBAR PROPDLSI<JI UllI!S ARB IM' DCLUDBD IR !HE DATA.

League Table of Dependence
on Nuclear Power
Country 0/oNuclear
France
65
Belgium
58
Taiwan
52
Sweden
42
Switzerland
39
Finland
38
Bulgaria
32
FAG
31
Hungary
24
Japan
23
Spain
22
22
Korea
UK
21

Country 0/oNuclear
USA
16
Czechoslovakia 15
Canada
13
GDR
12
Argentina
11
USSR
10
Netherlands
7
Yugoslavia
6
Italy
5
South Africa
4
India
2
Brazil
2
Pakistan
1

8fiXRAL COIJll'fRIBS ARE HOV HIGHLY DEPl!llDllJ!I' UP<li BUCLBAR

POOR
LBAGUB !ABLE IS BASED <Ii IilA DD l!liS DATA :POR !HB YEAR TO THB
l!liD O:P 1985, UPORHD D !HB IilA BULL:HD, AU!lJllll 1986 AlfD
JllJCLBAR EUROPE, JTTLY/AUG 1986.
!HB DATA :POR !BB USSR IS ~JCT TO UKCBRTADH. IABA ESTIMATES
BAU BBllJ USED !O llADTAD A CCllSISTJllT BASE VI!H DATA :POR OTHER
COIJll'fRIBS, BtJ! !HB IilA BSTillATB 01' 152 Rh (10.,") ll'UCLBAR
GllrBRATICll D 1985 IS S<IDMIAT LBSS !HAlf !HB 170ftll (15") STATED
BY !BB SOVIETS AT !BB CBBRll'OBYL POS!-ACCIDllrT RBVIBV llDTDG Ill
VIlllJlA, AUGUST 1986.
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· l!!l!!~~h~.~~~,::::.~)!'":O:chemobyl re...::e-mphasised that·'
Y.'c.::~.-~ . <'· the safety of nuclear power
~
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generation is an
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.We need cori 1oence not only in
· ouro\t'OiiiJl~nt, but in that of our
neighbours too
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A COOI!RY C.AlmOT YABH I'fB HAJrDB 01' IUCLDR ISSUES, B:ICAUSE I'f Cll
BE A:PP:BCHD BY !HE AC'fI<lfS OF I'fB I:BIGHBOORS - YH:B!HBR AB A
RESULT 01' A LARGE 111JCL:BAR ACCIDllll'f Cll 'fRllS-BOOIDARY POLLU'fIClll'
BUCH AB ACID RAill IP COAL BURlflllG IS IllCRBS:BD.

llAP CJI BOROPB SHOlfDIG LOCATICllS OP JIUCLBAR PLAIT.
JIUCLBAR PLAIT DISTRIBtJTBD THROUGHOUT DSTERll EUROPE
•

JIAllY QUITE CLOSE TO BORDBRS

COOITRI:IS J'O! Covmmll CCllSIST•TLT - ALL :IIISTIJ'G A1fD PLAJIIIBD
JIUCLBAR POOR PLAITS ARB SHOVI II' THB J'RG, VBBRBAS POR PRAllCE,
llDLTIPLB UJIIT SI!BS APPEAR AS SIJ'GLB DOTS A1fD CllLY OPBRATIJIG
. ·. SI!BS ARB SHOVI.

/.
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Principles of the Operation of · ·
Nuclear Reactors
· Containment building
ling
uit

oonnn:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

OJ' 111JCLBAR POOR S!ATilll. SHOllS

CORE
ClllTROL RODS
PRBSSURJ: CIRCUIT (PRillARY CIRCUIT - llDIRBCT CYCLB)
P1JllP
SHAii GBIDATOR (BOILER)
ClllTAillUllT
SBC<llDARY CIRCUIT (llDIUCT CYCLB)
!URBll:B/GJll:BRATOR
ClllDJllS:BR

COOLAIIT YOULD J'LO'I CLOCXYIS:B ll BOTH PRillARY DD S:BClllDARY
CIRCUITS Ill F.IGUR:B.
ClllTAIJIUSllT JllCLOS:BS YHOL:B OJ' PRillARY CIRCUIT.

_/

Fuel matrix

e

Metal
•Oxide

Cladding
U02 Fuel

.•.
-

-- _,
\

CROSS-SEC!ICll OP PUEL ROD {PAST REAC!OR)
BHOVS U02 OXIDB PBLLBT VI!H RADIAL CRACXlirG AlfD CBll!RAL VOID.

CLAD

nr

S!AillLBSS STDL - BBIJ!RCll llSORPfICll D S!ADLBSS S'rllL
llORB SIGBI:PICAlff D fDRJIAL REACfORB (AGR) AID LBADS fO fHIBBBR
CLADDDG fHICDBSS.
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Fuel changed from metal to oxide '
and fabricated into thinner fuel rods
to increase the power generated
per tonne (rating)

RAISllG RA'fllG IICUASBS CBl!RAL TBllPBRA'fURB OP PUEL ROD - PURB
URAIIIUJI BAS llB'l'ALLURGICAL PBASB CHAJIGB A'f 660C '!BAT CHAllGES
CRYSTALLllB S'fRUC'fURB AID PRODUCBS DIS'fOR'fl(J(, 80 CBITRAL
'fBllPBRA'fURB OP PURB URAIIIUJI POEL llUST JIB LillI'fBD.

. • . 'fO RAISB RA'fIIG
•

CHAJIGB tO OIIDB

:nm;

(BO PBASB CHAJIGB PROBLBMS AID HIGH

JllL'fllG POIIT, 28500).
•

1'ABRICA'fB POEL D'fO 'fHDBBR RODS 'fO COllPBISA'fB POR
BPPBCT OP RBDUCBD tHBRJIAL C(J(DUC'fIVI'fY (JI( CBITRAL
'fDPBRA'fURB.

·.

...
Material for Fuel Cladding
• Low Cross Section
• Compatible with Fuel and
Coolant
• Strong at High Temperature

D:BBIRABLB PROPBRTI:BS POR Pl1XL CLADDIBG llATBRIALS.
P11XL CLADDIBG BOLDS Pl1XL PELLETS l l RODS AID PROVIDES BARRIER
AGAIBST PISSICll PRODUCT RELEASE.
llUST ALSO ASSIST BEAT '!RAllS'PER PROM Pl1XL TO COOLAIIT (AGR CLADDIJIG
BAB ROUGBJ!HED BURPACE).
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· Heat Removal at Power
··Gases
• Poor Heat Transfer/Transport
• Low Rating-+Lcarge Reactor
• Low Neutron Absorption
e No Change of Phase

•

DA! RDOVAL A! POOR
PROS ilD CClfS OP GAS COOLIIG
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Removal at Power-·-·-~

·Liquids ·
• Good Heat Transfer/Transport
• Smaller, more Economic
. Reactors
• High Neutron Absorption
(Except Heavy Water)
• Change of Phase

BB.A! RDOVAL A! POllBR

PROS AID C<llS OP LIQUID COOLIBG

~
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Decay Heat Removal.
'<.;.·

•

_,

1o/o and falling with time_)

~

Keep core covered with ~: ::
water and natural circulation
occurs (electric kettle)

·Cl~~,p~te~~~p.!)-

Ke~p gas

c1rcufalors running (hair dryer)

• Reliable Decay Heat Removal in
Both Cases

:c.

•
DECAY Hll'I' RDOVAL

•

BVBli VHBlf CHAD REAC'l'IOI S:etJTDOlflf, RADIOACTIVE DECAY OP
PISSIOI PRODUC'l'S PORJIJIJD VBILJll REAC'l'OR OP:BRA'l'DG
PROVIDJIJS SOORCE OP Hll'I' - DECAY HBAT.
DECAY Hll'l'DG IS A PJllV PBRCEIJ'I' OP POLL POOR DAT
PRODUC'l'IOI IIDIBDIA'l'BLY AP'l'ER S:etJ'l'DOlflf ilD PALLS STILL
PUR'l'HJIJR VI'l'B 'l'IllB.

•

PVR - DJIJP CORE COVBRBD ilD ALLOIJ BA'fO'RAL CIRCULA'l'IClf
'1'0 S'l'EAJI Gl!llJIJRA'l'ORS IP YORllllG, OR ALLOIJ YATER l l CORE
'l'O BOIL, REPLl!llISHillG YA'l'ER BOILED OPP.

•

GAS-COOLED REAC'l'ORS -DJIJP CIRCULA'l'ORS ilD BOILERS
OPERATING.

POR AGRs, BA'l'URAL CIRCULATIOI 0!' GAS

SUPPICIJlllf'I' IP PRJllSSURJll llAillTAillJllD (BOILERS STILL llJllJllDED
OP COORSJll).

D

•
•

C.AIDU - PRESSURB !UllB UAC!OR

•

!HIJJ YALLBD

•

B'OllJE! !O BIGH :UU!IUll PLUXBS
CLOSB !O !BB PU'BL
SHOULD 'I.Bl: llBPORJ: BRBll' .AID BO POIIDAHll OP JIAJOR
PAILUBB

•
•

PRESSURISE YA!BR REAC!OR (PYR)
PRESSURE 'OSSEL 18

•

!mCI VALLE (B-10")
8UBJ:IC! !O LOii IRRADIA!ICJr

•

RDO!B !'ROii Pl1EL

•

KDDS YBRY mGH QUALIH DBSIGJI, PABRICATICJr AlfD
DSPBC!ICJr

•
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ADVAIICBD GAS-COOLED JlllAC!OR (AGR)
PRBSSUR:I VESSEL IS
•

CCllCRE!:I (POS!-HllSICllBD)

•

JIDDS TO 11:1 DP! COOL

•

VOOLD PAIL PROGR:ISSIHLY
BU! DISP:IC!ICll IS DIPPICUL!

•

PR:ISSUR:I

nssm. ALSO •CLOSBS VBOLB

OP

PRIJIARY CIRCUIT.

Control
'

•Delayed Neutron Fraction (0.7°/o) -j
• Reactivity Changes,
•
-Temperature (Doppler)·
-Burn...,.up
-Coolant (Negative Void
Coefficient)
•Neutron Population Control
by Rods
~

C<llTROL llADB POSSIBLE BY 'DELAYED B:BIJ!R<llS', PRODUCED UP !O A:SOUT
1 lllllJ!B A:H:BR I:BIJTR<ll CAP!UR:B. ABCIJ! O. 7~ OP I:BU!RCllS PRODUCED
II CBAII R:BAC!ICll ARE DELAYED. PROVIDED R:BAC!OR IS IOT CRI!ICAL
Cll PROllP! I:BU!RCllS ALCllB ( 'PR<llP! CRI!ICAL'), CBllGBS OP
R:BAC!ITIH AID POOR ARE 'BILD BACX' BY WAI! POR DELAYED I:BU!RCllS
AID OCCUR (If CCll!ROTJ.ABL'B !IIOSCAL:BS.
RnC!ITIH CAI CHAIGB D1J:B !O 'll!:BRllAL' IIPLUJ!BCBS
•
•
•

HllP:BRA!UR:B (DOPPLBR)
BURlf-UP (DBPLBTI<l'I' OP J'ISSILB llAHRIAL, POISCllIIIG)
COOLAI! CHAIGBS (IEGA!IVE TOID COBPPICIBllT)

AlfD D1J:B !0 '11XTBRBAL' IIPLUJ!BCBS
•

CCllTROL ROD ROVBJllJ5RTS
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Protection

• Function to protect reactor
from faults
• Diverse and redundant
signals
• 'Guard' lines
•

:~-:-:.~---~~:::;

·, · ·i

•

. -ii

·i

PRO!BCTI(JI'
RBCOGJIISE PAULTS CAii OCCUR AllD PROVIDB SYSTBllS !0 llAillTAill
REACTOR Ill BAPB C(Jl'DI!I(JI'.

'

. / -,.,,-.,,,.-,· .... ·. - . -- . ·--·- -

~ ......... '•<'···· •. -.;; --
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-. .- : ~:.·: ..:·safeguards-.:·· · · --·'

·~1

,:~· ;:.~J

• To 'trip' the reactor
. ,
• To ensure cooling under al.I. ·.:,,J
conditions:
·1
Eg
. i
.Loss of power -·-1··-~
Loss of
coolant -···~. i
.,
• 'Active' and 'passive' devices l
1

SAPBGUARDS
SBUTDOW!i REACTOR AlfD BllSIJRE ADEQUATE BEAT RDOVAL PROM CORE
VIA COllBIJIATICJr OP ACTIVE AlfD PASSIVE DEVICES.

I

/

.

· Containment
Needed if Fission Products :1
released during design
,
basis accident
~

,

PURPOSE OP Cal!ADllBll! - VB! SOJO RDC!ORS Imm !HD AlfD
O!BBR DO BO!.

CONTAlllMl511T,SBOYIIG !JIB LARGE VOLUJIB !HAT COULD CONTAIN
ALL '!BB 8TBAll DD VAHR RBLBASBD PROJll !HE PRIJllARY CIRCUIT ll
AB ACCIDENT VI!HOU! !JIB PRBS8UHB BXCDDING THE DESIGli
PRES8UHB (50 PSIG).
P1fR

ALL !BB PRIJllARY CIRCUIT IS DCLOSBD BY !HE COiiTADJllDT
BUILDIJIG (!HOUGH SOD CODEC'fllG PIPBVORK PASSES !HOUGH I'r).

AGR-lnte

AGR - PRESSURE VBSSBL JBCLOSES VB:OLB OP PRIJIARY CIRCUIT,
COOLllT IS CLBAli 80 ADDI!ICJIAL PRBSSURB RB!ADIDIG BUILDDIG
IS llOT RBQUIRBD.

+·:··-:·Contain.merit of Fission
· -··-·

1~:-

Products

i'Barriers
!-t-:··.
f 1. Fuel matrix
· 2. Fuel cladding
-3. Pressure circuit
4. Containment building

'

··~·

.,;

. ~ . :;
·~

BARRIKRS !O :PISSI<lf PROD'IJC! DLBABJ:
:PAIL'IJRE OP (lfE BARRIBR YOULD •O! 1J81JALLY LBAD !O PAIL'IJRE OP
OTHERS, SO PISSI<lf PROD'IJC!S YOULD BB C(lfTAilfED.
EICBPTICll IS PRBBSORJ: CIRCUIT PAILlJRB, YBICH COULD LEAD TO
PAIL'IJRE OP ALL O!HBR BARRIBRB, BUT 81JCH PROPAGATICll OP
PAIL'IJRE IS llADB HIGHLY UIILIKBLY BY :IWGD"DRBD SAPBG'IJARDS.
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·;."' · · ··' Defense in Depth · · · · ·
: • Provide a reactor with good : .·1
·. · inherent safety characteristics :
• Assume that things will go · · · ·
wrong and provide automatic,
diverse and redundant
·. ··.
engineered safeguards
• Prevent releases of
radioactivity to the
environment

DXPXRCE II DEPTH
DIVERSITY 01' BARTY C<llCEPTB BMPLORD II DESIGJJ TO ACHIEVE
BAH OPERA TI CJf.

,/
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Types of Accident
.

'Loss of cooling (TM 1-2). ~!::::;~!
':"'·

· • Increase in power
. (reactivity accident
- Chernobyl-4)
•

.
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TYPES OP ACCIDBllT - OTJIBR UAllPLES

•
•
•
•

•
•

l'RU POKL llLDBllT DICIDBIT (POKL BUDBD Ill PLASI'.)
BROllIIS nRRT PIRE Ill CAllLJil !RAYS (S!AR!JilD WITH CABDLJil)
VIllDSCALJil PILJil (:PIRE)
I l l RBAC!OR ACCIDBI! (SIJIILARI!IJilS VI!H CHJilRIOBYL CBADXL YOIDDIG RAISJilD UAC!IYIH, :llPLOSIClf OCCURRJilD)
BL1 ACCIDBI! (SHU UPLOSIClf, RBAC!OR YJilSSE ROSE '"'
' P:IOPLJil nLL:ID)
DR-I (llARI: II CORE BAD POSI!IYJ: DllP:IRA!URE
COJ5PPICIBIT, BLOll-AC!DIG RODS AC!IYA!JilD IJIS!BAD OP
SCRAM RODS !O SBOTDOlfll RBAC!OR POLLOllDIG PLOll RJilDUCTI<li
DST, POKL DL!JilD) •
BIRICO P:IRMI I (ABOTJIBR PAS! RBAC!OR, PLOll BLOCKAGE
CAUSJilD POKL DL!DIG).
LUC:RllS REACTOR (SVI!ZBRLAID, :llP:IRIM:RllTAL GAS-COOLJilD,
PRESSURE-!UBE, HEAVY WAHR llOD:IRA!JilD RBACTOR, POKL
CHAllllEL BURST, LOSS OP COOLAII!).

ABD LJilSS S:IRIOUS DICIDEBTS.

/

/

•

RBJIK

CROSS-SEC!ICIJ - HIGHLIGHT
•

PRESSURE 'fUBBS

•

LIGll'l VA!JIR COOLAIIT

•

GRAPBITB llODBRA!OR

•

PAR!IAL C<ll!ADllBI!

•

CCllPLICAHD PLUJIBIJIG

//

·::··.·The Chernobyl Accident
. Causes

. •Reactor allowed to operate in unstable regime
: •Operators seriously degraded shutdown
• capability
•Additional pumps started for turbogenerator
experiment-all water in circuit brought close
· to boiling
•Operators disabled reactor safeguardsreactor not tripped at start of experiment
• Pumps slowed down, water boiled vigorously
and was expelled from core by steam
•Positive void coefficient and positive power
coefficient caused reactivity and reactor . ·
,,,,, power.to surge~.- -·~C..: •...-.,,~ 0 .,,~ -:~.,.:"'"·~· "'-·-....:C.-- .
•

.•

••

CAUSES OP CH15RllOBYL ACCIDElfT

WHAT HAPPEllED AJID VllY IT LED TO DISASTER

O:ILY A ROUGH SDTCB - IT IS :1.ASY TO BB SVAJIPED BY DETAIL.

I
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Would the RBMK have···-~
. received a licence in the UK? ;.

~O,.r
Because it failed to conform
11
to many of the Nil's safety
assessment principles

!'AILURE O:P RBllK 'rO COll!'ORll 'rO !III SA!'BTY ASSESSMD'I' PRDl'CIPLBS BXAJIPLBS !'OLLOY
!'IRS'I' BXAJIPLB COXCERlfS VOID COKP!'ICID'r, llEX'I' SLIDE HAS
BXAJIPLB COXCER!flll'G IJl!mUl'BRDCE YI'rB Sil'EGUARDS.
llI ·SA!'Bfi ASSESSMD'I' PRllCIPLBS !'OR BUCLBAR REAC'rORS"
PIRS'I' PUBLISHED 1979 AID ox SALB !BROUGH mmo.
USIRC 8 REPOR'I' OX 'rBE ACCIDD'I' A'r 'rBE CHIRliOBIL JIUCLBAR POWER
BTATIOX• (llUREG-1250, JABUART 1987) SHOWS (SECf :5.2.:5) 'rBA'I'
RBllX REACTORS DO IOT COI!'ORll YITll 'rBE SOVIET •GDERAL SA!'Bfi
REGULATIOIS O!' IIUCLBAR POWER PLAITS DURIIG DEBIGI,
COXS'l'RUCTIOX AID OPERA'l'IOX (OPB-82)• (A'rOMirAYA EllERGITA,
54:(2), 198:5).
AS YITll O'fi!ER SOVIET REGULA'rIOIS, TW5lm ARE TARGETS TO AIM
!'OR AID XOXCOB!'ORllI!Y YITll TllEJll YOULD IOT IllPEDE PROGRESS
TOWARDS A SET ECO.llOMIC GOAL. ll THE UK HOWEVER, THE JfII CAI
COllPLETELT HAL'r OPERA!IO.llS AT LICDSED BUCLBAR PLAIT I!' THEY
:PAIL TO COMPLY YI'l'H SA!'Bfi REGULA'l'IOXS.
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~jRBMKFeature.
~.f. Positive void/power
fi coefficients of ·
;(reactivity · .
:::·
:~; __
..,.... ··
-~:.,- '.._ ~ -·- .
~--.....
..
:;:.~ :· ·
:~3.---·--_i..-.

·;-..;

.''? ~

·.NII Safety Principal.: .•. ~

I& "Where changes of · :::~;
~ition ·--such as_ ...; ·· ;

coolant voiding can
adversely affect core
:
reactivity, precautions .
should be taken ii design· -'
and operation to avoid <::..'.
or minimise the effect.-.•< ;
"'

•. ' • -.~- - ~-

~~!it~_~il~tti;1~;i~g{~tt.~l7i¥ili~t~J

:BXAJIPLB OP IOll'COD'ORllIH WITH III SAPBTY ASSESSMENT
PRIICIPLBS
SECOXD EXAJIPLB POLLOVS

31

NII Safety Principal

RBMK Feature

1.,07.1" Adequate protection

Disabling of
safeguards by
.operators

systems should be provided
and, whenever fuel 1s in the
reactor, they should be
maintained at a level of
readiness ad~uate to ensure
nuclear safety.
1.,~~.L."The design should be
suc'li'l:hat the means of
access to all protection
equipment can be
physically controlled to limit
access ......"

~ •'

;
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-
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-
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.,..,

RRTHER KIAJIPLE OP BOBCOIIPORlllft Vl!l!H Bii BAPBTY PRllCIPLES.

no

ADDl!IOIIAL UAJIPLES:

RBllK l'BA!URE BlllJ!DOD BYSTIM REI.ID Oii Ol!SBRTllCJ: OP A RULE
(llDIJIUJII RBAC!ITifY UBERTB BQUITALDf !O 15 RODS) !O JIAllfAIII
IfS JD'PBC!IVBBJSBS.
Bil B.APBH PRllCIPLE 112. -.o BllGLB PAILURE Vl!llll !BE
PROfBC!IOB BYB!IM SHOULD PRfiDT .DY PROHC!ITB .&C!IOII ACBIJ:TllG
ITS REQUIRBD PBRPORJWICJ:. • J'AILURJ: !O OJISERTB !RB RULE DID
PRfiDT !BE BHIJTDOVJI BYS!IM .&CHIIVllG I!S RBQUIRED PBRPORJWICB.
122. •DITBRSIH OP PAUL'! DMBCTIOII llD PRO!BCTIOII SHOULD BB
DPLOllD VBERB RBASOIIABLT PRACTICABLB BO! VHBRE PRODC!IOII SYSTEM
RELIAllILIH IS REQUIRBD fO BB TBRT BIGB OR VBD fBERE 18 DOU1lT
ilOUT !BE RELIAllILifY OR JD'PBC!IVBBBSS OP A BOil-DITBRSB SYS!EM,
DIVERSl!Y SHOULD BB IHRODUCJ:D.• !RB RUSSillS ARE WOY
COl'SIDBRllG ll!RODUCllG DITBRSI!Y.
RBllK l'BA!URE

LIJllHD COIITAIIMJ5BT OF !BE PRBSSURE CIRCUIT.

Bii SAPB!Y PRllCIPLB 152. •A COHAIIMJ5BT SHOULD BB PROTIDBD
AROUIID !BB RBACTOR llD ITS PRIMARY COOLllT CIRCUif, UIILESS IT CAii
BB SHOD THAT .&DBQUATB PROfBC!IOII BAS BBD ACBIBTID BY OflllR
DIJIS. TBB COIITAIIMJ5BT SHOULD ADEQUATELY COIITAll SUCH
RADIOAC!ITB llA!TBR .&S llAT BB RKLBASBD IHO IT .&S A RESULT OP .DY
PAULT ll TBB RBAC!OR PLllf.•
llllY llORB UAJIPLES ALSO ATAILABLB D CBJRllOBYL RIPORf (BOR 4200)
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}Principal Differences Between
RBMK and Western Reactors-~
~Magnox·:'·'~>·· ·. : =ci·~;,_:~-:~:;,frJ;;}~~f;;:~4;~

:e~ .. positive
Fas~-:acting power coefficient G'ID \):~4
·. .. · . . · .. . . · . · . , . : ~< :::.;-~

• No void. coefficient (gas coolant) ··". . .,. . ._;.
:;:--•. =
- - .. ·--.
• No possibility of 'fuel-coolant interactions' :
-•Graphite provides massive heat sink ··
• With worst hypothetical reactivity
transient fuel temperature would rise
at only 1°C/sec.
'

.

.-

RJOOr V. llAGNOX

/

/

•

Principal Differences Between '
RBM Kand Western Reactors c
AGR
• Fas~t-:acting power coefficient Q~yer;,
pos1 1ve
• No void coefficient
•No possibility of 'fuel-coolant interactions'
•Graphite provides massive heat sink
• Prestressed concrete pressure vessel
likely to contain fission products even if
fuel melts

-=··

RBMIC V. AGR

_,,.,'

- .•.

~ -~-·'

.. ''"

•-:-·----------:~~·- .....'\'°?...._• ..,.,._., .... _~~-~-~

~Principal Differences Between~

.-=.RBMK and Western Reactors :
·:.·PWR
...
~

-~
.

. . ··

~- • Fas~-: acting power coefficient

_,

-

.. .
- -· ·-·-··--;
;~

-

~

GBb ·....

..· · positive
. . ·,
':'•Void coefficient either negative or so .· ;
:: · · slightly positive that the power of the
reactor cannot run away
-~

..

··.·
·

-~

RBMK V. PVR

·~··--·-.

--::·

:~

. l
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lh,.~CJlfm.obvf-A~._ ~JUl?t:

~.
,.was VliY serious - a million times - •
worse than TMl-2
.
•was_caused primarily by ~9'819'1 flaw
1 but Olil.ll~9«t.ID~OJ and c,w_,_,OitAri.1 errors contributed (human ,rrC>r)

l
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NNC
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CHERNOBYL ACCIDEllT - llAIB POIBTS

MAGNITUDE
DESIGN l'LAVS
•

HUMAN ERROR

•

BO RBMKs OUTSIDE USSR

•

RBMK DESIGN IS UNIQUE

I'

/

•

i:11~~c-~~In9!>Y.J~. ~91~-'n·~i

lhoRuooianGrophllolik>do•Alud
Charm..& 1Ubo Ronclo<

1

•,. RBMKs were only ever built in the
USSR and would not have been
built in any western country
(NNC report, 1976)

\';
~:

·f..·
~-

..
.
I

-.. ·. -

•,.The Soviets have acknowledged
that RBMK reactors are unique and
'not part of the set of western
reactors
·

NNC
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- · ·The Chernobyl Accident

~£~ ~eve~led,inew phenomena. '.>-,)
~- •

--·

provides no new lessons on design
and operation for the UK and
·
western experts
• has no relevance to PWR design
• does provide information on
·
consequences, crisis management
and evacuation

CHERROBYL ACCIDElfT - RELBVAJICE TO VBST

'•.

.

•

110 1DV PHBllOllDA (::ruEL DBGRADATIOR, PCI'S BTC. HAVE ALL
BKBN OBSERVED PREVIOUSLY II :n:l'ERillBllTS)

•

110 lfEV LBSS<lfS <If D~IGll AlfD OPERA!I<lf - !BB VBST
LBARnD !BB LBSS<lfS YEARS AGO AlfD VOULD llOT BUILD R11MK
REACTORS. UK SAnfi PRDrCIPLBS AJITICIPATKD ALL THE
PAILIJ'GS OP R1IMK REACTORS !HAT TBB CBERJf OBYL ACCIDENT
RBVBALED.

•

HAS llO RELBVAllCE !O PVR'S - POWER COEPPICIEllT ALVAYS
JIBGATIVE, DIVERSE SAPETY SYSTEMS VITH Il'JTERLOCKS, PULL
CCJRTADMJSRT THAT CAJI VITHSTAllD LOSS OP PULL PRIMARY
CIRCUIT IllvERTORY ETC •

'

PROVIDES IllPORMATICJR OR CCJRSEQUEllfCES, CRISIS MAllAGEMEllT
AllD EVACUATION - VEST HAS KEVER HAD SUCH PIRST-HAHD
EIPERIDCE.
COHSEQUEllfCES - CHEMICAL PORMS OP PISSICJR
PRODUCTS/DEPOSITICJR/DECORTAMil'fATIClH/HEALTH
EPPECTS
CRISIS MAllAGEMENT - ORGAllISATICJR OP DISPARATE
SERVICES Ill TIME OP CRISIS
EVACUATION - PLAl111Il'fG, LOGISTICS ETC •

..

i.l

('

/
Practical Steps Being
Taken Internationally
1. The two conventions
2. The Walker initiative
3. Technical programme under
auspices of IAEA
4. Work of other international agencies
(OECD, CEC, WHO, etc)

~-~;

.

..
.....

PRACTICAL STBPS

PURPOSE

Future Developments

-

.~

Development of improved designs

· [aJ "lnherent1y·&afeieacte>rs~ : . ::·

1

- No reactor can meet lnhererit safety · · ·· ·
under all circumstances
·. ·
- There has to be a compromise between '.
engineered and passive systems
• . ·,:
- Some designs look useful for particular
applications
Eg. Process heat (HTR)
,
Remote/urban siting (PIUS)

IPUTURE DEVELOP!IEllTS - 'IBBEREITLY SA!'E REACTORS'

...•

IMPORTABT BOT TO EXAGERATE CLAIMS POR 'IBBEREITLY SA.PE REACTORS'
- CURREllT REACTORS HAVE SOME IBTRIBSIC PEATURES THAT PROVIDE
IBBERDT SAPETY, ABD 'IBBEREB'TloY SA.PE REACTORS' YILL BCllETHELESS
REQUIRE SOME J:IGIBDRED SAPETY P.BATURES.

l'URTHERMORE, IBHERDTLY SAPE REACTORS MAY BOT BE THE <llLY MEANS
OP ACHIEVDJG THE DESIRED GOAL - UTILIZATICBI OP BUCLEAR POWER WITH
BO RADIOLOGICAL RISX: TO THE PUl3LIC.

Future Developments
[bJ Evolution of existing designs
Example: Sizewell 'B'contains safety features
not found in older plant
Goal: To isolate the public from even the
worst imaginable accident to the
reactor
TMl-2 demonstrated partial
achievement of that goal even
in 1979

....•
-~J

..
·.

PUTURE DBVELOPJllEIJTS - BVOLUTIOR OP BIISTDIG DESIGJIS

SIZEVXLL 'B' IJIPROVJ5Ml511TS*
•
._:-.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

PRA llPUT !O DESIGB' PROCESS
ADDITIORAL BIGH BEA:Q SAH!Y llJECTIOR PUJIPS, WITH
DCREASED CAPACI!Y, DEDICATED TO TASK.
LARGER ACCUKIJLATORS
RDIG PORGIB'GS POR RPV
IMPROVED AUXILIARY PEEDYATER SYSTEM (EXTRA STEAM DRIVEN
PUJIP, PUMPS YELL SlfGREGATED, STEAM DRIVD PUMPS DO B'OT
DEPElfD ON SAME SERVICES AS MOTOR DRIVER PUMPS).
EMERGElfCY CHARGIB'G SYSTEM PROVIDED
EMERGElfCY BORATIOlf SYSTEM PROVIDED
COMPUTER-BASED IlfTlfGRATED PROTECTIOlf SYSTEM BACKED
UP BY SYSTEM OP TYPE USED m AGRs
ADDITIORAL DIESEL GENERATORS PROVIDED
DRY COOLilfG TOWERS POR DIVERSITY OP ULTIMATE HEAT

snnc.
•

ADDITIONAL SBIELDIB'G, REMOTE MAil'JTElfAB'CE EQUIPMElfT
TO REDUCE DOSES TO STAPP.
CONTROL ROOM DESIGNED TO LATEST IRGOlfOMIC PRilfCIPLES
AHD EMERGENCY COHTROL ROOM l l REMOTE LOCATIOlf
PROVIDED.

* PROM ClfGB STATEMENT OP CASE, VOLUME
IlfQUIRY.

2, SIZEWELL 'B' PUJILIC

/'
Industrial Explosions (1907-1944)
No. Killed
59
44
565
l
(town destroyed)
1927-Hydocarbon storage, Pittsburgh
28
1933-Hydocarbon storage, ·
100
Neuenkirken,Germany
1939-Cellulose factory + release of chlorine
62
Brachto, Transylvannia
1942-Chemical factory, Limbourg, Belgium
200
1944-LPG tank, Cleveland, USA
136

1907-Steelworks, Pittsburgh, USA
1915-Petrol storage tank, Pittsburgh
1921-Factory, Oppau Germany

-

.

••

!JIB PU!URE Dfi'ELOPJID!S DDOJl'S!RAH !JIB JIUCL:BAR DDUS!RT' 8
COlllll'tKBiiT TO DIPROVDIG BTm PDRTBBR UPOJI' ITS .ALREADY DVI.AJILE
BAPBTY RECORD.

COMPARlm TO OTBBR DDUSTRI:BS, 'fBB JIUCLBAR DDUS!RY IB
UCBP!IOJl'ALLY BAPB - 'fBOUBAJl'DS OP ROPLI, BO'fB VORDRS All'D
GBllERAL PUmiIC, BAD BDJl J:U.LBD BI UPLOSIOJl'S D 0TBBR
DDUSTRllS DURDG '!BB 20th CDTURY.

/'

•..

.

-Industrial Explosions (1966-1984)
No. Killed
.1966-Refinery, Feysin, France
. . ...... -17 , ..
~·1974-Chemical factory, Flixborough, UK - .· · 28
NIL · .
·1976-Dioxin release, Sewso, Italy
·
(ground contaminated)
1978-Propylene road tanker,
216
.
Los Alfaques, Spain
1979-Railway accident-LP .G.+Chlorine
NIL
. Mississouga USA
(240,000 evacuated)
1984-Cloud of high(y toxic gas
2600
Bhopal, India
1984-Explosion at LPG storage site
soo+
Mexico City

•

•

•

,000 PBOPLB 'ORB :nLLED l!Y !HB :UPLOSIOllS AT BHOPAL

DI 1984, OVER
AllD llBIICO CI!Y.

DI !HB VBST'a llOS! SERIOUS BUCLBAR ACCIDD! (TllI), IOBODY VAS
rnr.xn OR DIJlJUD.
DI !HB VORLD'a llOS! SERIOUS BUCLBAR ACCIDDT (CBERllOBIL) !HERE
WERE OllLY
BARLY PA!ALI!DS.

,1

/

Persons Killed by Explosions
of Boilers in the UK
100
"CJ

~

75

::;:
Cl) 50
c
0

~

Q.

25

1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960

.'
'

OP PEOPLE mr.Jm BY JIOILER UPLOSIOIJS BAS SHADILY
D:BCRXASED OYER !JIB PAST 100 YIARS.
!JIB llUJIBER

STATISTICS DICOMPLETE TOWARDS EID OP PIRBT WORLD VAR.

-~.-..._
Fatalities in the Coal, Civil Nuclear J

/ -

·····-.·

.

.

..

. .

.

..

.......

..,.,...

and Offshore Oil and Gas Industries
~·-·vear

1975-76
. 1976-77
. 1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
Totals

·coal

59
38
48
72
31
39
34
44

22
12
746

Civil nuclear Offshore oil
industries
and gas '

1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
0
10

10
17
11
4
10
4
6
12
9
10
116

.,•
~

•

'fBE CIVIL IOCLU.R DDDBDY IS llOCB BAJ'BR !BA11 'fBE COllPB'J'IJIG

DERGY BOPPLY IJIDUS!RllS.

Summary
1. The world needs nuclear power
- not just the industrialised countries
2. No country is isolated - to be
widely used nuclear power must
be safe and be seen to be safe
3. The challenge is to continually
strive for greater safefy - and to
convince non-specialists that we
are doing it well

'.

SUMMARY

/
Is Nuclear Power Safe?
Yes - but there must be no
weakening of the industry's
committment to safety

'.

CQlfCLUSIOlf

/
Safety
Facts:
The accident at Chenobyl, · · · :
Windscale and T~I spanned · i
a factor of 1,000,000 in terms ;
of release of radioactivity
Chernobyl (1986) 20,000,000Ci I
Windscale (1957) 20,000CiI
TM I (1979) 20Ci I
-- •-- ~--

...l

'- ...

.

.

..
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ADDITIOllAL SLIDES

RELATIVE SIZES OP RELEASES PROM C.B:BRlfOBYL, YilfDSCALE AND TMI.

-·

Facts:

Safety

The risk to the public of nuclear
power is not dominated by big
accidents··
For exam pie Layfield gives following
~bles

·

Annual risk
of death
30X1 o-a
4X1 o-a

Normal operation
Design basis accidents
Beyond design basis accident o.2x1 o-a
total 34x10-s

or 1 in 3 million

ADDITIOl!JAL SLIDES
RISK TO PUBLIC BM DOMIBATED BY BIG ACCIDBITS - BIAMPLB PROM
LAil'IELD REPORT (!ABLE 47 .1 .1, P20, SECTIOB' 10).
THIS RUBS COUlfHR TO GBIERAL PJmCBPTICll!J, VBICH IS BASED Cll!J YASH
1400 - BUT THB DEGRADED CORE J'REQUBICY CALCULATED IB YASH 1400
J'OR SURRY 1 ( 60 I 1 o-6 /ROY) IS 50 TIMBS GREATER THAN THAT POR
SIZEWELL

1

B' (1.2 I

10-6/ROY, YCAP 9991), IE RISK OF LARGE

ACCIDEl!l'TS MUCH LESS J'OR SIZEWELL 'B'.
TABLE SHOWS MAIIJIUM IBDIVIDUAL RISK TO MEMBERS OP THE PUBLIC PROM
SIZEWELL 'B' (CORRESPONDS ROUGHLY TO RISK AT SITE BOUNDARY).
BORMAL OPBRATIOB' ABD DESIGN BASIS ACCIDEl!l'TS, RISK IS THAT OF
PATAL CABCERS (NO EARLY DEATHS).

J'OR BEYCl!lD DESIGN BASIS

ACCIDENTS, RISK IS ESSENTIALLY THAT OF EARLY DEATH - RISK OF
J'ATAL CABCER WOULD BE 6 TIMBS LOVER.
J'OR SOCIAL RISKS, BORMAL OPERATION ALSO DOMINATES
(TABLE 47.1.3, LAYFIELD REPORT)
ANNUAL SOCIAL RISK
(DEATHS/YEAR)
BORMAL OPBRATICJR'
DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

2 I 10-4

BEYOl.'fD DBA' S

TOTAL

20 I 10-4

(1 BVBRY 500 YEARS)

FOR

•

/
Accident Probabilities

·_ -~

There have recently been claims that
·i
meltdown of a nuclear reactor should be '
expected every 5 to 1Oyears
;
These claims are based on:
(1) 2 severe core damage accidents
having occurred in 4000 reactor
operating years;
(2) PRA's showing the mean core melt
frequency of US reactors is about
3x1 o-4 per year

-'1~··~)?.~·~-~ !"~J~!.~:~,l~_g {

I,

ADDITIONAL SLIDES

ACCIDENT PROBABILITIES

1.

S. ISLAM A1iD X:. LillDGRElf, •HOV llAllY REACTOR ACCIDENTS
WILL THERE BE?•, IATURB VOL. 322, 21 AUGUST, 1986, PP 691-2.

2.

STATBMENT BY USNRC COMMISSIONER JAKES X:. ASSELSTINE, MAY 22,
1986, TESTIMONY TO HOUSE SUB-COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
CONSERVATION A1iD POWER.
SUB-REF: LETTER 16 APRIL, 1986, B. PALLADI!IO TOE. MARKEY,
AISYER 21A.

•

/
Accident Probabilities · ·
These claims are misleading because:.
• They do not take account of · ,,,,_,,:. · · ~
Improvements backfrtted to Western ~
reactors since the TM 1-2 accident '
• Claim (1) relies on Western and
Chernobyl reactor designs being
equivalent in safety terms Soviet presentations in Vienna,
August 1986, demonstrated this
to l::>e untrue

.· .- ..
.. ...•·,

...

..

. .
.·.

.

ADDITICllAL SLIDES

PROBABILITIES - REASONS WHY THEY ARE MISLBADilfG.

CRITICISM MIGHT NOT BE VALID ~OR ASSELSTINE'S CLAIM, AS HIS
KEAN CORE MELT l'REQUENCY IS BASED ON PRAs PERPORMED POSTTMI.

•

•,

/

- -·

------ ...,- -··.

..

.

- Accident Probabilities

.

.....'-.- ..,"'
i

The same PRA techniques used in (2) · j
· were used in the design of Sizewell '9' J
· and confirm a core melt probability less ·
than the lowest US values and two
:
orders of magnitude lower than
the US average
Core meltdown would in most accidents
not lead to an uncontrolled release of
radioactivity-TMl-2 caused no
immediate deaths and less than one
statistical, latent death

"""
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ADDITIOllAL SLIDES

..

PROBABILITIES - SIZEWELL 'B' DESIGJfBD VITH THE BEREPIT OF
PRA TECHNIQUES AND HINDSIGHT •
;~

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY DIRECTORATE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Safety and Rellablllty Directorate
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE
Telex: 629301 Fax: (0925) 76 6681
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension:

ll!l November 1986

Mr R N Simeone
UKAEA
11 Charles II Street
London
Dear Reggie
EXPERT WORKING GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN NUCLEAR
SAFETY AND RADIATION PROTECTION, 3 - 7 NOVEMBER 1986
I am responding to your request for a rapid response briefing on
the Expert Working Group meeting in Vienna. Although the meeting
was somewhat disappointing in its scope and in the way it was
organised and managed, the outcome so far as the UK was concerned
was quite satisfactory. In particular, all of the main
objectives as outlined in the UK Steering Brief were achieved.
The "Walker initiative" was given a boost by the adoption by the
group of a UK proposal for work by the Agency along the lines
suggested in the Secretary of State's speech to the General
Conference. Mr Ryder has already spoken to Mr Morphet on this.
The other more general matters of interest to the UK were also
negotiated successfully. There was no 'public' pressure for
OSART missions to the UK and the positive assistance by way of
making more experts available from the UK was input. Miss Hills
of NRPB, who looked after matters relating to radiological
protection had no significant concerns at the end of the meeting.
The following are highlights of points of more particular
interest to the Authority.
1.

OSART Missions

The offer of experienced Authority staff for OSART missions was
made. There was some confusion over OSART missions to Research
Reactors as the Agency also ran advisory missions to such
reactors, but under a different programme to OSARTS. In the
main, these are missions to reactors which have been constructed
and operated with direct assistance from the Agency. OSARTS
themselves are intended to cover power reactors. There may be
1

requests for assistance in either category.
2.

Fire Protection

This is an area where the Authority had taken the lead in
preparing the UK position. Ours was the only delegation to make
a positive input and our lead was followed by the meeting. A
high priority was accorded the supplementary programmes proposals
in this field.
Further, in discussions with the secretariat, I
as able to indicate that we could be of assistance to them in
developing their programmes. This represents a useful
opportunity for the Authority to gain recognition as the "centre
of excellence" in this area for both the UK and, through this
contact, internationally.
3.

Development of Methods for Probabilistic Safety Assessment

This is an area of virtually unanimous agreement that the Agency
should expand its activities in providing developing countries
with the necessary tools and advice to perform such studies. SRD
has been involved in these activities for a number of years.
This is probably the most likely area for spin-off contract work
from a high profile involvement in the Agency's activities. I
have already been approached by the secretariat to assist in
setting up this programme.
4.
Radiological Protection Matters - Decontamination and
Recovery
Harwell had expressed a particular interest in this topic. Most
of the areas of work in the supplementary programme which were
aimed at post-Chernobyl activities depended upon Soviet support
and input. Whilst they never refused to supply any information,
or to support proposed Agency activities, they were clearly
following a policy line that they would decide what they would
give, and in their own good time. My personal feeling is that
they are back-peddling from their more open attitudes now that
the dust is beginning to settle a little. Thus, many of the
proposals in this area received only a low priority marking.
This does not mean that they will be excluded from the
supplementary programme, but carries a clear message to the
Director General.
Overall, the meeting was successful in that a supplementary
programme was recommended which contained the most important
elements so far as the UK are concerned. This was not achieved
without some difficulty as many delegations (Iran, Cuba and China
for example) had sent rather more political delegates than
technical experts. Much time was taken in "diplomatic fencing"
as they tried to include their own needs and political slants.
2

The work of Group 1, which was specifically to consider the 1987
supplementary programme, was made very much more difficult by the
choice of Gonzales of Argentina as Chairman. We were told that
both France and Canada had made complaints at Ambassador level on
his handling of the meeting. He was very anti-British and we had
real difficulty in maintaining our 'equanimity'. Fortunately, it
all turned out well but it was not a harmonious meeting. Towards
the end of the week Peter Agrell had to leave to go to Tokyo and
I took over the lead of the UK delegation.
A visit report containing all .3 working groups and the comments
of NII, CEGB and NRPB is in preparation and will be available
shortly. In summary, there were no "shocks" and I believe the
UK's and the Authority's interests were quite well represented in
the final outcome.
Yours sincerely

cc Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Dr
Dr

A
M
F
A
T
G

M Allen
A W Baker
Chadwick
W Hills
N Marsham
G E Low
J H Gittus
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File No.

OJ.

)

j\J) /

\

Chairman

__

__. -·

c.c. Mr. M.A.W. Baker
Mr. A.W. Hills
Mr. F. Chadwick /
Dr. J .H. Gittus
Dr. M. Hayns
Dr. G.I.W. Llewelyn
Dr. A.E. Eggleton

Role of the AEA in· IAEA Expert Discussions
During the Special Session of the IAEA Annual Meeting at Vienna
on 24th-26th September I had discussions with Mr. Morphet about tecbnical
assistance to the Department in future discussions of IAEA experts.

The first requirement was for someone to attend a presentation on
2nd and 3rd October of the Safety Programme of the IAEA and to report back
to national authorities.
Mr. Mo:rphet asked if I would agree to Dr. Hayns
taking on this role and after consultation with Dr. Hayns I did so.

2.

3.
There is also a plan - not yet confirmed - for an ad hoc meeting in
November of an Expert Working Group on International Cooperation on Nuclear
Safety.
The terms of reference have yet to be agreed but Mr. Mo:rphet
discussed with Mr. Ryder, Dr. Hayns, and myself a number of drafts that
were being circulated during the week, and I attach the version which was
handed to Mr. Rosen of the IAEA on 26th September after consultations with
the main western countries and with the Russians.
Mr. Mo:rphet emphasised
to me that there could be no guarantee whatever that the final terms of
reference would be anything like these proposals or even that the meeting
would take place as planned, though he expected it to.
4.
He asked me whether for sake of continuity we could release Dr. Hayns
as one of the UK experts, and after consultation with Dr. Hayns I agreed
to this also.
I think that the continuity Dr. Hayns will provide is of
consiaerableimportance.
It is also most pncouraging that the Department
are looking to the Authority to provide their technical advice as a counterweight to the views of experts from NII, CEGB, and elsewhere.
Dr. Hayns
has also made the point that attendance at a meeting like this ad hoc one
could well generate additional revenue earning work paid for by the IAEA.
5.
Mr. Morphet fully seized the point I put to him that there would have
to be some UK coordination for the November meeting to avoid Dr. Hayns
being in an invidious position in relation to others sent out by UK

organisations.
It will also be necessary to have some internal coordination
in the Authority, particularly with Harwell, and I should be grateful if
Dr. Hayns would make the necessary arrangements to ensure this.
6.
Mr. Mo:rphet is well aware of the increasing scale of cost of the AEA' s
support to the Department in these safety matters and may well raise the idea
of a specific item in the Programne Letter to cover such work.

~.11.S.. ...•
30th September 1986

(R.N. SIMEONE)
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR AD HOC MEETING IN NOVEMBER OF AN EXPERT
WORKING GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON NUCLEAR SAFETY:
3 - 7 November 1986

In the light of,
the revised supplementary nuclear safety and radiation protection

programme approved in principle by the Board of Governors,
the recommendations in Section VII of the Summary Report of INSAG
on Chernobyl, and
further proposals emanating from the Special Session of the
General Conference,
the Meeting is to advise on:

the broad relative priority of current proposals in terms
of their importance to international nuclear safety)
•-

the resources which are likely to be needed, both on Agency
and national level, to achieve positive results in the

course of 1987 and 1988 and thereafter 1
coordination between the IAEA and other international bodies
to ensure a rational use of existing experience 1

2.

Specific areas to be covered are:

(i)

nuclear safety and radiation protection
the best approach to a review and possible development
of NUSS, and the timescale for this,
updating of work on regulatory regimes,
the development of commonly shared sa'fety concepts ..
the development of common emergency intervention leve.ls.

(ii) operational safety improvements.

review and development of the Agency's current programmes,
operator training ,

I (iii)

-2-

(iii) future reactor development

review of possible activities on advanced designs

The Group should essentially be composed of leading technical experts
from relevant disciplines.

This report should be available for discussion at a meeting of the Board

on ........ .
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Note for the Record
Technical Committee on Advances in Nuclear Power Plant
Risk Analysis with Emphasis on External Events,
Vienna, 22-26 September, 1986
This meeting was one of several being held by the IAEA Nuclear
Safety Division under the general heading of 'Developments in
Probabilistic Safety Assessment•. Abel Gonzalez from Argentina
was in the chair. There was a very good turnout from a range of
countries, including several Eastern Block, Japan and the USA.
The general objectives of the meeting were to report on the status
of risk analysis methods with particular commentary on methods and
data. The emphasis of the meeting was to be on external events
and uncertainties. Within the general heading of external events
the particular problems associated with seismic response were to
be identified. The meeting had as one of its objectives, to
produce a document describing this state of the art and it was the
intention of the secretariat to publish this document in some
suitable form later. The Chairman was at pains to indicate that
there was a strong requirement to co-ordinate this kind of
activity within the Agency as there were other programmes in
related areas which have to be drawn together.
Not surprisingly the Chairman was a great pains to indicate that,
the use of words and their definition was of importance in topics
like this and he took the opportunity again to emphasise that the
definition of risk, for example, as adopted by the Agency was that
of the ICRP and not of the reactor safety community.
There was a suggestion at the beginning of the meeting that it
should concentrate on level 1 PSA but this was not agreed and
indeed many of the presentations later addressed issues beyond
level 1 seismic PRAs.
The opening paper was given by Bob Budnitz, ex-Division Director
from the USNRC who now runs his own firm called Future Resources
Associates in San Francisco. He gave a very good summary of
recent developments in the methodologies of seismic PSAs,
particularly on the creation of engineering insights into plant
response and practical applications of the methods being
developed. He said that considering the 20 or so fullscale PSAs
that have been completed which include proper representation of
external events, and here he said that 10 of these had been
published, the other 10 he was quoting from, as yet unpublished
data, have shown that seismic and internal initiated fires had to
be included in any FSA because they usually generated core melt
frequencies and/or risk in the same range as those arising from
internally initiated events. His talk touched on the 4 main areas
associated with a seismic risk assessment, that is:
1•

2.

3.
4.

Hazard Analysis
Fragility Analysis
Systems Analysis
Phenomena and Consequence Analysis

He then went into detail on each of these topics but the details

of what he said are available in the papers and copies of the
overheads that he used which were handed out at the meeting.
These are available to anyone who wishes to follow this in detail.
Some of the more interesting insights he gave are concerned with
the comparison of data obtained from the recent Chile and Mexico
City earthquakes which were of course, very much beyond the design
basis and which showed that in general the components were able to
survive much better than predicted by current design codes.
This
of course to some extent was dependent upon the definition of
failure which was used in this context but nevertheless he
indicated that additions to the data base from these events would
be very useful.
In describing the major insights which could be
gleaned from these 20 or so studies, he had 2 points in
particular.
The first was that to be risk dominant, earthquakes
had to be very large indeed.
For example, producing ground
accelerations of the order of half to .8 g at least.
This he said
gave some idea of the margins built in to current seismic design
codes.
Secondly, he indicated something that I think we already
knew which was that in any seismic event loss of grid was
virtually certain and no matter what else happened to the plant it
would have to survive without grid supplies.
I do not believe
there is anything particularly new about his presentation but it
is clear that the lines of development which have been going on in
the United States for some time now are gradually coming together.
The development of a PSA guide for regulatory requirements was a
paper presented by Mr B Visser of the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Employment in the Netherlands.
This was essentially along the
lines of previous presentations that we have heard from
representatives of the Dutch Government concerning their approach
to regulation.
He did indicate that decisions for the building of
further reactors had now been put off at least until the first
half of 1988 but nevertheless regulatory requirements had been
discussed in Parliament and one result of that was that there were
requirements for PSAs to be done by the utilities for regulatory
needs.
It was noticeable that the representative from Electrowatt
who was present at the meeting, Mr M Barents said absolutely
nothing during this presentation even though he was on the agenda
as a joint presenter and in private admitted that he was glad that
he had not been called upon to speak as the use to which the Dutch
delegates suggested they would be making of the PSA guide seemed
to go beyond the quality of work that had gone in to the contract.
This was the contract which we were persuaded to bid for by Mr
Versteeg but which we now know had been in the pocket of
Electrowatt all along.
Judging by my conversations with Barents I
suspect that the PSA guide which is being produced will be
lightweight.
There was much discussion concerning the societal
risk aspects of the new Dutch regulations particularly as there
was absolutely no mention of uncertainties or indeed how the
utility would be instructed to present its data for comparison
against the societal risk lines which had been produced.
The
paper is available for anyone wishing further information.
The following paper by Mr A Gurpinar of the IAEA went through in
some detail the input to guidance which was being drawn up by the
Agency for countries with no background on the topic of seismic
PSA studies. Whilst the talk was comprehensive, these guidance
documents seemed to me to lack the insight which could be brought

to them by people who had actually been involved in such studies
and knew the difficulties and pitfalls for relative newcomers.
The presenter clearly had not quite understood the use of the word
'probability' in his talk and whilst it was full of jolly good
jargon it was slightly disconcerting that the idea of
extrapolating from a historical data base was not at all
understood.
The next paper was a Japanese report on a PSA on the Mondu LMFBR.
It seems from this paper that the Japanese have put a great deal
of effort into performing a complicated level 1 FSA on the Mondu
loop design LMFBR.
The author claimed that human errors,
unscheduled maintenance and outages had all been modelled in this
study.
Furthermore, fire analysis including, both internally
initiated fires and sodium fires, had been included.
Perhaps it
was the authors problem with the English language but the overall
impression was not good.
The Japanese had chosen to use the
rather strange presentational methodology presented for the first
time in NUREG 1050 in which the uncertainties in contributions to
core melt frequency were all normalised to the maximum value of
core melt frequency.
This meant that if a particular aspect or
initiating event only made a small contribution then the
uncertainties in that were seen as being small in relation to
their contribution to the uncertainty to core melt frequency.
Whilst this may be true, it means that the contribution of any one
particular initiator can only be judged relatively to the
contribution from the one which is judged to be dominant.
If that
is incorrect, or incorrectly modelled in term of its uncertainty
distribution then everything else is incorrect too.
It was rather
intriguing that single sub-assembly failure was not mentioned at
all in any of the initiating events whereas structural failure of
the core support system was.
When questioned about this the
Japanese author simply said that they did not believe they would
get blocked sub-assemblies.
This seems such a different approach
from that in Europe that it was quite incredible to me that he had
no impression of the importance of what he had said.
However,
language difficulties made further investigation extremely
difficult.
There followed two papers by Turkish authors concerning the
application of PSA methods to external event analysis for the
Akkyku NPP.
These indicated that quite a lot of work has been
done in Turkey to establish the capability to consider external
hazards for their plant.
The plant in question being a Candu type
reactor which would be built at that site with assistance from
Canada.
It was surprising that they had considered such a
comprehensive list of external events including of course, seismic
but also high winds, floods, gas cloud explosions, aircraft crash
and the like.
It was slightly intriguing that the worst external
hazard apart from seismic which was identified was that from oil
slicks presumably which would interfere with the intake system to
the condensate tanks.
In fact the probability was calculated to
be 3 times 10- 6 of such interference and it was stated that design
measures would be taken to ensure that oil could not enter the
intakes.
I was rather surprised that when the seismic hazards
were given that they were so low.
Turkey is a very seismically
active country indeed and this was supported by a curve which is
in their paper which showed that the f-N line for seismic events

in Turkey lies well above that for the United States and indeed
the return frequency for earthquakes killi~g more than a thousand
people is unnervingly high being above 10- per year.
Nevertheless, the claim was that the site for this reactor meant
that .2 g was a reasonable design basis level for the safe
shutdown earthquake.
Parenthetically this may be compared with
.25 g currently being adopted for CEGB plant with a .35 g upper
bound being sought by the NII to demonstrate the confidence in the
margins available.
Nevertheless, these two papers indicated that
Turkey was making considerable efforts internally to become
knowledgeable in these areas and they had used to some benefit
information and support given to them by the IAEA.
The next paper was a rather strange but interesting one from
Yugoslavia.
This considered the probability for loss of AC power
after the malfunction of the auxiliary transformer T3 in the
nuclear power station at Krsco.
This paper went into some detail
on how they had calculated the probability numbers for various
configurations of house-load following the loss of a particular
transformer which in fact supplied power from a nearby coal fired
power station to the plant.
The interest here was first of all in
the arrangements made for supply of electricity to the plant, that
is for the main 380 Kv grid and a 110 Kv special grid line from
this coal fired power station as well as 2 on-site diesels.
Details of the calculations are given in the paper but the use of
fault and event trees was made to examine whether the plant should
be allowed to operate with the loss of one source of AC power
according to the written procedures.
An interesting use of PSA
methodology.
The final two papers in this first day came from
Israel and they considered the conditions in containment during
externally initiated severe accidents.
I must say that I thought
that these papers were contrived, presumably by the secretariat,
to allow Israel unusually, to make a contribution to a meeting of
this sort.
The first paper on the thermohydraulic conditions in
reactor containment during externally initiated severe accidents
was modest.
There was no new information, no new codes, and
really was rather boring.
The second paper was far from boring
because it was quite amazingly naive and I believe, incorrect.
In
this a model had been produced for Iodine removal by condensation
from the containment atmosphere in post-external event conditions.
This condensation mechanism is well known to anybody doing source
term work and of course the conditions that they had chosen were
so far from being representative of any remotely related to severe
accidents that the word 'contrived' is really rather modest in
describing its addition to this seminar.
These papers are
available for anyone who is interested.
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·i ECHNICAL

CO!"l"1ITTEE ON ADVANCES IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT RISK
ANALYSIS (WITH EMPHASIS ON EXTERNAL EVENTS)
22 to 26 September 1986
IAEA Vienna, Meeting Room CO? III

09.30 - 09.45

Opening, Remarks by Scentific
Secretary and Chairman's Address

09.45 - 10.00

Adoption of Agenda
Review of Objectives of the Meeting
(Chairman)

10.00 -- 10.45

External Initiators in Probabilistic
Reactor Accident Analysis
Mr. Budnitz (Future Resources

Associates, Inc./U.S.A)
10.45 - 11.00
11.00

11. 30

Coffee Break
The Development of a PSA Guide to Meet
Regulatory Requirements
Mr. M.

Bairents

(Electrowatt Engineering Services/UK)
and - Mr. 8. Visser (Ministry of
Social Affairs and Employment/
Netherlands)
11.30 - 12.00

Reliability of Structural Components
of Nuclear Power Plants under External
Events - Mr. Schueller (University of
Innsbruck/Austria)

12.00 - 12.30

Modelling and Importance of Seis1nic

Events for PSA Studies Mr. A. Gurpinar (IAEA)
12.30 - 14.00

Lunch break

14.00 - 14.30

Parameter and Model Uncertainty in PSA
Studies for an LMFBR Plant - Mr.
Kiyoto Aizawa (Nuclear Fuel
Development Corp./Japan)

®

14.30 -

15.00

15.00 -

15.30

An Application of PSA Methodology to
Seismic Events for the Akkuyu NPP Site
Mr. U. Adalioglu (CEAM/Turkey)
External Events considered in the

Safety Design of Akkuyu NPP
Ms. G. Agaoglu (TEK/Turkey)
15.30

15.45

Coffee Break

15.45

16.4S

Probability for Loss of AC Power After
the Malfunction of the Auxilary
Transformer T3 in NPP Krsko

Mr. M. Dusic (REIP/Yugoslavia)
16.15 -- 16.45

Thermo-Hydrautic Conditions in Reactor
Containment during externally
initiated severe accidents

Mr. R. Leib
16.45 -· 17.15

(!EC/Israel)

Iodine Removal by Condensation from

Containment Atmosphere in Post
External Event conditions

Mr. E. Ketter (IAEC/Israel)
18.00

Wine and Cheese Party (VIC Restaurant)

09. 00 - 9. 30

The Influence of Risk on
Cost-Effectiveness of Nuclear Power

Plant - Mr. B. Vojnovic
(RBI/Yugoslavia)
9.30-10.15
10.00 -

10.45

General Discussion
Discussions on the Scope and Content

of Technical Report to be Prepared.
10.45 -

11.00

11. 00

12.. 30

Coffee Break
Discussions on the Scope and Content

of Technical Report to be Prepared.
Assignment of Working Groups
12.30 -

14.00

Lunch

14.00 -

17.30

Discussions Within Working Groups

Meeting rooms reserved for
working groups:

C0737, C0739, C0741, C0743, C0751

09 '00 - 09' 30
09' 00 - 17' 30

Working Groups Progress Report
(plenary)
Preparation of Technical Document

Within Working Groups

09.00 - 09.30

Working Groups Progress Report
(Plenary)

09' 30 - 17 '00

Drafting of Report

09.00 -- 12 .00

Discussion of Draft Report and
R(~V

12.00 -- 12.30

is ions

Final Remarks and Closing

If required, discussions may be
extended to an afternoon session. In
this case, Final Remarks and Closing

will be deferred until 16.00.
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Risley Nuclear Power Development Establishment
Northern Division
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Risley
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3502 ;3 813
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POWER NEWS SPECIAL - SEPTEMBER 1986
Have you seen the CEGB Power News special on Chernobyl?
It seems
to be a near-perfect presentation for our own employees and many of
the general public on the accident and its implications.
In many ways, it preempts the document you agreed at Frank Chadwick's
meeting on 10 July to write with John Gittus after the IAEA conference.
What is your view of it please?
Yours sincerely

D

H Locke

,,.

cc Mr F
Mr W
Dr J

UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

fir's
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

11 Charles II Street
London SW1 Y 4QP
From the Chairman
Arnold Allen C.B.E

Telex: 22565 Fax Tel. Ext 274
Telephone: 01-930 5454.

Dear Colleague,

In my letter of 10th July, I promised that information about the
cause of the Chernobyl disaster would be passed on to you when it was

received.
During the last week in August, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) convened a meeting in Vienna of experts from member states
to discuss the Chernobyl accident.
The Russian authorities presented
a comprehensive and detailed report on the accident and its aftermath.
As a result of this, and of the extensive discussion and analysis which
followed, we now have a fairly clear picture of the cause and nature
cf the accident.
If a power station becomes disconnected from the national grid,
the steam supply to the generator is switched off. The generator, however,
continues to "freewheel" for a while.
The station managers at Chernobyl
were carrying out an experiment to see if enough electricity could continue
to be produced from the freewheeling generator as it ran down to power
the main reactor cooling pumps and remove heat from the reactor.
A
combination of circumstances had caused the operators, before the experiment
got under 'Way, to switch off the emergency core cooling systems, to
withdraw more control rods from the reactor than their instructions
allowed, and to bypass emergency shutdown systems. As the power produced
from the freewheeling generator ran down, the reactor cooling pumps
slowed down, and the core temperature increased. The RBMK design makes
the reactor unstable in such conditions, and a dramatic rise in reactor
power followed. Because all the safety systeins had been switched off,
the reactor could not be shut down in time, and calculations made by
the Russians indicate that a runaway reaction occurred, bursting some
of the pressure tubes containing the fuel and producing a large amount
of steam which blew the top of the reactor.
Hydrogen and carbon monoxide
gases were produced which exploded and burned, carrying fission products
and disintegrated fuel into the atmosphere.
More fission products
were released over the next nine days before the situation was brought
under control by dropping some five thousand tons of sand and clay and
other materials onto the reactor.

The primary cause of the accident was therefore gross malpractice
by the station operators, who, in addition to the errors noted above,
also ignored danger signals during the minutes leading up to the accident.
In addition, though, the Russians have accepted that the basic instability
of the RBMK core design was an important facto£: they also take the
view that it was a serious shortcoming in the overall design that the
emergency cooling and shutdown syst~ms could be over-ridden and switched
off by the operators. A number of modifications in the RBMK design
are now being implemented by the Russians to overcome the core instabilities
and to improve the reactor protection systems.
Thirty-one people have died to date as a result of the accident,
all of them employees or firemen on the Chernobyl site, and all but
two of them as a result of acute radiation exposure. Between one hundred
and seventy and one hundred and eighty people are suffering from various
degrees of radiation sickness.
The meeting in Vienna was notable for the full and frank explanations
given by the Russian authorities and for their willingness to admit
to major design faults in the RBMK system. A number of detailed technical
topics have been identified for further study, and appropriate meetings
will be organised by the IAEA.
The Authority will take part in these
studies. However, from the comprehensive Russian account of the causes
and consequences of the accident, it is clear that the safety arguments
for reactors in the UK and other Western countries are not thrown into
doubt.
A great deal of work will need to be done to ensure that the lessons
coming out of the disaster are properly understood, and some changes
in the balance of the Authority•s own R&D activities may well result.

A. M. Allen

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY DIRECTORATE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Safety and Reliability Directorate

United KingdomAtom1c Energy Authority
w;gshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE

From
Dr John H Gittus
Director

Telex: 629301 Fax: (0925) 76 3936
Telecom Gold: SRO 002
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension: 7206

30 September 1986
Dr J E R Holmes
Director
UKAEA
AEE
WINFRITH
Dear John
HUMAN RELIABILITY PROGRAMME ADVISORY GROUP
You asked for the terms of reference of the above Group to help
you decide on Winfrith representation.
For your information,
Harwell have agreed to participate in the activities of the
Group. What I suggest is as follows:
Title of Group
Human Reliability Programme Advisory Group
Terms of Reference
To advise on the Authority's programme of work on Human
Reliability taking account of the man-machine interaction and
the need to strike a balance between human control and
automatic control in the operation of nuclear reactors and
other nuclear installations.
Background
The accident which occurred in April 1986 at the Chernobyl
nuclear power station is attributed by the Russians to a
combination of
(a)

erroneous actions by the operators

(b)

design-deficiencies.

At one stage a computer signalled to the operators that
they ought to trip the reactor. The operators failed to obey
although had they done so the accident would have been averted.
The Russians now admit that an automatic trip should have been
fitted, instead of relying on the operators. They are saying
that they had not struck the correct balance between human
control and automatic control and so the question arises:
have we?

To address this question, and related issues, it may be
appropriate to expand existing UKAEA work on human reliability
and automatic control and protection systems. The Human
Reliability Programme Advisory Group is being set up to advise
on the form which any such new programme of work should take,
its technical content, objectives, locations, staffing and
cost.
The new programme will involve research and development of
a type applicable to a range of reactors and possibly other
nuclear installations.
It will not be specifically concerned
with the operation of Authority reactors.
Chairman
It is proposed that Dr Geoffrey Ballard, Branch Head,
Systems Reliability Technology, SRD, Culcheth, should be
Chairman of the Group.
Membership
It is suggested that the Group should comprise eight to
ten people drawn from SRD, Harwell and Winfrith and be
concerned with
(a)

Human Reliability (mainly SRD)

(b)

Automatic Control and Protection Systems
(mainly Harwell and Winfrith)

(c)

The Man-machine Interaction.

Management
The GNSR programme will fund the work of the Group and
will set up a new Technical Area within which the recommended
programme will be implemented.
Timetable
The Group will, it is hoped, make initial recommendations
within one month of its first meeting and it will be dissolved
when its final recommendations on the programme to be
undertaken, have been accepted.
Yours sincerely

J
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UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

Theoretical Physics Division
Harwell Laboratory
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authonty
Oxfordshire OX11 ORA
Telex: 83135
Telephone: Abingdon (0235) 24141

23rd September, 1986

Mr. D. Broadley,
N.N.C.,
Risley,
Warrington.

Dear Don,

Impact of Chernobyl on Fast Reactor Safety
I have just read your interesting preliminary review of the potential
impact of the Chernobyl disaster on the LMFBR. There is one topic which is not
dealt with and I thought you might like to have the following views, which I
have already discussed superficially with Mike Hayns. This concerns the role
of fuel fragmentation in the accident and possible parallels with the fast
reactor. I do not necessarily think that such a rapid exchange of energy as
has been proposed to explain the Chernobyl explosion could occur in a fast
reactor, but it will be as well for us to take note of this in answering our
critics.
Fuel fragmentation has been observed experimentally in most experiments
that have involved heating the fuel close to its melting point on timescales
of less than on'l second. This is true both for in-pile experiments such as
the Sandia ACRR series and VIPER, and for out-of-pile experiments such as the
direct heating series at Argonne National Laboratory. It is apparent that
when fuel containing a significant amount of fission gas is rapidly heated
precipitation of the gas on to the grain boundaries results in gross overpressures which cannot be relived on such timesales by plastic or diffusive
processes. It should be possible to predict the circumstances when such
fragmentation may occur and we are well on the way towards doing that, having
been working on the problem at Harwell since the early 1970's.
Normally such fragmentation would occur safely within the fuel pin and
subsequent failures of the pin tend not be explosive. When release of the fuel
fragments into the coolant channel occurs it is generally recognised to be a
beneficial process which sweeps fuel away from the core and reduces reactivity.
This has been the American view consistently since the mid 1970's (see
IWGFR-5) but I am less sanguine that this is always the case. In the
Chernobyl·accident it has not yet been established whether the excursion
becomes auto-catalytic i.e. that once the reactor becomes prompt critical more
failures accompanied by fragmentation generate more coolant voiding and hence

increased the reactivity further, or whether the role of the fragmentation was

Cont'd/ •.•••...•
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solely in generating mechanical work - the Q* effect. The cladding in the
Chernobyl fuel was relatively thinner and weaker, as it consisted of Zircaloy,
and it is presently assumed that the explosive fragmentation of the fuel
produced the failures. We have never seen this in fast reactor fuel,
presumably because of the higher strength of stainless steel. It may be
desirable to perform some calculations on the loads that could be generated on
the cladding by fragmenting fuel in order to check whether such explosive
failures could occur in some accident regime.
In my own view the circumstance of most concern is low power operation,
or fuel handling during shut down. If an excursion were to occur due to
control rod runaway or a fuel loading error (I would need advice as to whether
this is a sensible suggestion) it may be possible that explosive failures of
the fuel could then increase the reactivity further by voiding the sodium in
the central core region after the mixing of sodium and hot fuel. I think we
should investigate this possibility and satisfy ourselves that it could never
happen and also be able to demonstrate this to our critics. If we cannot do
t'his then we are open to the attack that a Chernobyl type accident could oc•:ur

with a fast reactor. I would be very keen to hear your views on this topic
and also the views of the other recipients of this letter.
Yours sincerely,

J.R. Matthews

c.c. Mr.
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C.B. Cowking) Risley
A.T.D. Butland, Winfrith
M.R. Hayns, SRO
K. Brindley, NNC
R.F. Cameron

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

11 Charles II Street
London SW1 Y 40P

Employee Relations Branch

Telephone: 01-930 5454

/

Safety & Reliability Directorate
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE

26th September, 1986

Dear
Chernobyl
The Chairman is sending a personal letter to all employees on Chernobyl.
For your personal information the text of the letter is set out below.

Mrs Gray of Employee Relations Branch (ext.SOB) is making arrangements
with administrative officers at the sites for the distribution of copies of the

letter to all employees on Tuesday 30th September, 1986.
Yours sincerely
'
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cc: Mr J A Peat

UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
11 Charles II Street
London SW1 Y 40P
From the Chairman
Arnold Allen CB E

Telex 22565 Fax Tel. Ext 274
Telephone: 01-930 5454

Dear Colleague,
In my letter of 10th July, I promised that information about the

cause of the Chernobyl disaster would be passed on to you when it was
received.
During the last week in August, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) convened a meeting in Vienna of experts from member states
to discuss the Chernobyl accident. The Russian authorities presented
a comprehensive and detailed report on the accident and its aftermath.
As a result of this, and of the extensive discussion and analysis which
followed, we now have a fairly clear picture of the cause and nature
cf the accident.
If a power station becomes disconnected from the national grid,
the steam supply to the generator is switched off. The generator, however,
continues to "freewheel" for a while. The station managers at Chernobyl
\'Jere carrying out an experiment to see if enough electricity could continue
to be produced from the freewheeling generator as it ran down to power
the main reactor cooling pumps and remove heat from the reactor. A
combination of circumstances had caused the operators, before the experiment
got under "t1ay, to switch off the emergency core cooling systems, to
withdraw more control rods from the reactor than their instructions
allowed, and to bypass emergency shutdown systems. As the power produced
from the freewheeling generator ran down, the reactor cooling pumps
slowed down, and the core temperature increased. The RBMK design makes
the reactor unstable in such conditions, and a dramatic rise in reactor
power followed. Becauseall the safety systems had been switched off,
the reactor could not be shut down in time, and calculations made by
the Russians indicate that a runaway reaction occurred, bursting some
of the pressure tubes containing the fuel and producing a large amount
of steam which blew the top of the reactor. Hydrogen and carbon monoxide
gases were produced which exploded and burned, carrying fission products
and disintegrated fuel into the atmosphere. More fission products
were released over the next nine days before the situation was brought
under control by dropping some five thousand tons of sand and clay and
other materials onto the reactor.

The primary cause of the accident was therefore gross malpractice
by the station operators, who, in addition to the errors noted above,
also ignored danger signals during the minutes leading up to the accident.
In addition, though, the Russians have accepted that the basic instability
of the RBMK core design was an important factor: they also take the
view that it was a serious shortcoming in the overall design that the
emergency cooling and shutdown syst~ms could be over-ridden and switched
off by the operators. A number of modifications in the RBMK design
are now being implemented by the Russians to overcome the core instabilities
and to improve the reactor protection systems.
Thirty-one people have died to date as a result of the accident,
all of them employees or firemen on the Chernobyl site, and all but
two of them as a result of acute radiation exposure. Between one hundred
and seventy and one hundred and eighty people are suffering from various
degrees of radiation sickness.
The meeting in Vienna was notable for the full and frank explanations
given by the Russian authorities and for their willingness to admit
to major design faults in the RBMK system. A number of detailed technical
topics have been identified for further study, and appropriate meetings
will be organised by the IAEA. The Authority will take part in these
studies. However, from the comprehensive Russian account of the causes
and consequences of the accident, it is clear that the safety arguments
for reactors in the UK and other Western countries
are not thrown into
,
doubt.
A great deal of work will need to be done to ensure that the lessons
coming out of the disaster are properly understood, and some changes
in the balance of the Authority's own R&D activities may well result.

A. M. Allen

Harv:e!I. DIDCOT
Ox~or::.::;h;re OX11 OR/'..,
Te:cpr.onc (0235) 2'. 141 Ext: '.218 1
Direct Line: Abingdon (0235) 832504

:~~:--::-1

C'i D. hic:'.S
V/ater Reactors Programme Director

Date: 2G St:>pternbcr 1986
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'-· r Lard llarsl1all,

cnmG - rm:.lK Desi::m
At the last meeting you may remen~er that I was unhapry
criticising individual features of the RB~lK design as
·, l1t·y \\·ere described.
~.1y reason for doing so is that I believe
Lhat the individual features of tl1e design interact Rith eftch
ether, and are the consequence of the ground rules to Rhich the
d~·signe1·s were Rorking.
This docs not shoR up Rhen features are
commeined on individually especially if contrasts to UK reactors
a1·e also included.
~~~clut

I enclose a short note which represents a personal view of
v·hy the designers produced a clever design ver~· vulnerable to
c·~erator error.
It is based on inferences arising from the
forum visit in 1975 and more particularly from the syrcrosium at
i:isley in 1977.

\'ours sincerely,

D. Hicks

CLGB
Sudbury liouse
15 Newgate Street
LO?\DON EC I A 7 ..'\ U
c.c. Mr. D.R. Smith, NNC
Dr. J.H. Gittus, SRD

The RBMK -

Overall Canments on the Design

A Pers anal View
by
D, Hicks

1.

Introduction

The object of this note is to comment on the rationale behind the
design of the RBMK and shCM hCM this led to features relevant to the
severity of the Chernobyl accident,
The first large RBMK unit at Leningrad was completed in late 1973
and entered commercial service during 1974.
It f ollcws that design and
development must have been proceeding in parallel with the construction of
the smaller VVERs (i.e. PWRs) and preparations for the large 1000 MW(e)
class VVERs.
There is much published material which indicates that this
programme, particularly the introduction of the larger reactors, was
straining the available resources.
When the British Nuclear Forum Mission
visited the USSR in 1975 it was evident that there were three factors
dominating the conduct of the RBMK programme.
1)

Expected power demand was such that there was a need to
establish a parallel line to the VVER enabling large units to be
built using different, non-specialised manufactured facilities.

2)

All components should be train transportable to give freedom in
the choice of sites near to cities where the demand existed.

3)

There should be economical use of supplies of enriched fuel.

A further point to bear in mind is that the main features of the
RBMK must have been fixed in the late 60 's before the tightening of safety
standards in the West had begun.
Points 1) and 2) have led to problems of quality especially as 2)
necessitates a large amrunt af work on site.
There has been much adverse
comment in the Soviet press but it is not clear that this quality aspect
bears directly on the Chernobyl disaster.
It will be shewn that 2) and 3), particularly 3), led to design
decisions which makes the RBMK particularly vulnerable to the operator
errors at Chernobyl.
2.

Refuelling Mode

The first and most obvious step in achieving fuel cycle economy was
to adopt on-load refuelling.
This implies that the reactor must have a
charge face giving access to individual channels, From the safety point of
view the machine and the charge face need to be inside the primary
containment (as in CANDU) or the machine (when in use) and the charge face
together must provide the containment barrier (as in AGR).
In fact the
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charge face, and more particularly, the structures beneath it seem only to
have been designed with a single small pipe failure in mind (see 5 below).
In order to enable the machine to achieve the required refuelling rate the
decision to fuel on-load introduced an urge to reduce the number of
channels to be visited (see 4 below).
3.

Choice of Lattice Design

Very broadly the fuel pin diameter is fixed by the need to achieve
an econanic rating in MW/tonne fuel with rut reaching temperatures where
fission gas release fran the uo 2 is excessive.
Cooling considerations to
obtain an adequate margin against dryout (or heat transfer crisis as the
Russians call it) with an economic expenditure of pumping power, lead to a
U0 2 to H2o coolant passage volume ratio in the vicinity of unity. The free
parameter governing the overall r·eactor physics characteristics is then the
ratio of graphite volume to uo 2 volume.
Broadly as more graphite is used
more moderation is provided, resonance escape increases and the reactivity
increases.
Eventually a point of diminishing return is reached where the
increased thermal neutron absorption of additional graphite offsets any
further improvement in resonance escape.
The designers of the RBMK in their quest for fuel econany chose to
use a relatively large volume of graphite in order to give the lattice a
high reproduction constant.
Unfortunately, for reasons which they
obviously well understood, this decision leads to a positive steam void
reactivity coefficient.
At the Symposium at Risley in 1977 they expressed
confidence that they cruld design a control system to cope with the
problem.
They were relying on the fuel Doppler coefficient to offset the
positive void coefficient but this is only effective at sufficiently high
powers.
4.

The Cooling of the Graphite

A further step in the drive for fuel econany was the recovery of the
5% of the heat rutput generated in the graphite and its utilisation in the
steam cycle. This was achieved by extracting the heat through the pressure
tube walls so heating the primary coolant.
The graphite runs hotter than
the coolant and the diffusion path lengths within the graphite must be
restricted to avoid excessive temperatures in the graphite.
The graphite cooling restraint fixes the absolute size of the
graphite blocks.
It has already been shown that the reactor physics
determines the volume ratios of the materials.
The two considerations
together fix the size of the lattice cell; the pitch of 250mm and pressure
tube diameter then follow.
This pressure tube inside diameter of 80mm is
only large enrugh to accommodate an 18 pin fuel cluster.
In order to
include a sufficient tonnage of fuel to give the required thermal output
the designers had the choice of having a very large number of channels
(about 3400) of the height commonly used in BWRs (abrut 3.Sm) or a smaller
number of much taller channels.
Faced with the problems of visiting
channels for on-load refuelling and leading all the pipework to a
reasonable number of steam drum nozzles, they chose to druble the height
and have abrut 1700 fuelled channels.
Even so because the steam drum
diameter was limited by the need to transport the drums by train, it was
necessary to provide two drums on each side of the react or for each
circuit.
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In a tall channel the axial leakage of neut rans is small and the
paoer distribution becomes "floppy", i.e. relatively easily perturbed by
local changes of steam voids or movements of control rods. The operators
were supposed to trim the axial paoer distribution and channel flaos
carefully to preserve a rather tightly specified margin against dryout.
The control rods in a tall core also need to travel greater distances to
achieve a given reactivity effect and the slao speed of insertion provided
f ollaoing reactor trip is puzzling.
It meant that the operators could not
effectively correct their intentional error of inhibiting the trip that
should have been applied as the turbine run down canmenced.
5.

The Emergency Cooling System

The first RBMK at Leningrad was well on the way to completion when
the LOCA/ECCS controversy broke but in the USA.
This probably caused the
designers to rethink their earlier view that large pipe failures were
incredible, and a high pressure ECCS system was included in later reactors.
It was also claimed that the compartments containing primary circuit
components could withstand the consequences of a guillotine failure of the
largest pipe in the compartment.
This meant that the upper compartment,
which contained no large headers, did not in their view need to be very
strong.
The operators had switched .the ECCS off at Chernobyl.
However,
since the circuit was subtantially disrupted early in the transient it is
d oobtful whether functioning of the ECCS in the intended manner would have
made much difference to the coorse of events.
On the other hand the nonreturn valves provided as part of the ECCS played some part in the
accident.
When the massive generation of steam began it is deduced that
these valves must have closed both cutting off inlet flCM and forcing the

steam to escape upwards.

They must therefore have made the transient worse

than it otherwise would have been and directed the full force of the steam
explosion upwards into an area designed to cope with only a single tube
failure.
Conclusions
Althoogh the prime causes of the Chernobyl accident were operator
errors (notably attempting to work in an unstable regime and disconnecting
trips) it is inferred that the designers were working to requirements which
led them to a design peculiarly vulnerable to the errors made.
In
particular an urge to optimise fuel cycle performance overrode safety
considerations.
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UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Winfrith Atomic Energy Establishment
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Dorchester

Dorset DT2 8DH
From the Director
Dr J E R Holmes

Telex 41231
Telephone: Dorchester (0305) 63111
Extension: 3450

Mr C W Blumfield
Director
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment
UKAEA Northern Division
Thurso, Caithness KW14 7TZ
29 September 1986

POST CHERNOBYL REVIEW OF PROCEDURES FOR SAFE OPERATION
As you know the proposals for a joint discussion between
reactor operators was discussed in general terms at the EDC and
was endorsed.
I am much in favour of co-ordination between Management Units
on the response to Chernobyl on operator responsibilities.
I
have now spoken to Bert Negus and he is agreeable and willing
to take part in the joint discussions.
I believe your proposed terms of reference ar» appropriate and
should give the group adequate scope to explor•• the many facets
of the issue. I would suggest that a first task for the group
would be to explore these terms of reference to see if they
think they meet their requirements. At some stage in their
considerations, it may be appropriate for the Group to
crystallise the criteria which they apply when delegating
responsibilities to operators and the extent to which the
protection system may be bypassed.

J
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Mr
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G G E Low
J H Gitt usR N Simeone
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RESTRICTED

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC
CO-OPERATION ANO DEVELOPMENT
NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
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SINOOC(86)156

English text only

STEERING COMMITTEE FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY
COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

Exchange of Information on Possible Safety Modifications
following the accident at the Chernobyl Reactor
At the ad-hoc meetings of the CNS! Enlarged Bureau held in Vienna on
27th and 29th August 1986 it was suggested that Member countries with
operating NPP should exchange information on possible safety modifications
likely to be implemented in their countries in the short term, consequent on
the accident at the Chernobyl reactor, and also a list of areas requiring
further study.
Attached is the first response to this initiative - from the United
States. This is being circulated for information and with a request to respond
at your earliest convenience (preferably by telefax) with your own list of
intended changes and areas for further study. The NEA Secretariat will be
pleased to re-distribute this information, on receipt, to Member countries
with nuclear power prograllllles.
Please note that the NEA now has its own Telefax machine:
(33) • (l) • 45 24 96 24

1651Y
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WORKING DRAFT
9/10/86

CHERl«IBYL IMPLICATIONS ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION

The worst accident in the hfstory of worldwide camiercfal nuclear power
occurred at Unit Number 4 of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station in the
Ukraine region of the U.S.S.R. The accident has resulted in 31 deaths and 203
individuals hospitalized with radiation-related injuries. Radioactive
contamination of the environllll!nt in the vicinity of the plant Is extensive.

The cause of the accident has been attributed to both human factor aspects and
specific design deficiencies which combined to allow the reactor to be placed
in a highly unsafe condition. The Initiation of a planned, routine test then
resulted in a large, rapid reactivity insertion, associated rapid power
increase, and ultimate dlsassl!lllbly of the core via steam overpressurizatlon
(possibly due to the thermal interaction.between hfghly fragmented fuel and
water) •

.

The human factor aspects have been su11m111rized into three general areas,
namely:

(1) the test procedures were deffc1ent in that they violated certain

Soviet safety regulations, (2) the reactor operators violated

~ertain

parts of

the test procedure, and (3) the operators apparently lost thetr sense of
vfgilence towards safety.
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Similarly, the design aspects whtch appear to have directly contributed to
causing the accident are (1) the epparent stmpltcft;y wtth which safety and
protection systems could be overridden, (2) the slow fnsertfon rate of the
control rods, and (3) the positive void reacttvfty feedback.

In Appendix A of this report, a more c1111prehensive description of the accident
s.cenario is provided. 1n which the significance of the above items ts readily
apparent.

Reviews of the accident and the Chernobyl design done to date by

both the NRC staff and others have not tdenttffed any aspects of the accfdent
which show a clear-cut nexus to

u. s.

c011111ercial nuclear power plants requiring

irrrnediate regulatory action.

However, in order

to

confinn this judgment, a more vigorous and systematic

investigation must be perfonned. The purpose of thf s report ts to identify
those areas and issues associated with the Chernobyl accident that warrant
further investigation to efther ensure that current regulatory practices and
policies remain sound, or to be considered for revisions to the Commission's
rules and regulations.

Onca the Issues are 1dentified that have potential regulatory fmp11cat1ons,
they wfll be prioritized according to their potential safety benefits and
costs, and those issues receiving a hfgh prforft;y score will be investigated
in further detail. Any new requirements arising from these fnvestfgatfons
will, of course, be subject to evaluation tn accordance with the Ccmm1ss1on's
backfitting rule.
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I.

OPERATIONS

~

Adriiiiiistrative Controls

A significant aspect of the Chernobyl° accident involved alin1nfstrative controls that apparently dfd not extst or were blatently violated by the operators.
The concerns raised wfth administrative controls are broad tn scope
and cannot be treated in a global 1111nner, but rather must be dealt
with as a number of ind1vfdua1 fssues. Each of these issues ts discussed in further detail below.
1.1.a

Approval of Tests and Other Unusua! Ooeratfons
The testing being perfonned on Chernobyl at the time of the
accident was stated to have been prepared by an indfvfdual
not familiar wfth the RBMK-1000 type of plant. Moreover,
the Sovfet report stated that •the qualfty of the progra11111e
was poor and the section on safety measures was drafted fn
a purely formal way •••• •
In the U.S., all changes, tests and experiinents planned to
be perfonned 1n reactors licensed by th~ NRC are governed
by the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, •changes, Tests, and
Experiments,• While we continue to believe that the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 50,59 provide adequate
assurance that 111 changes, tests, or experiments planned
to be perforwed in reactors licensed by the NRC will be
conducted in a safe manner, a more systematic review of
these requfrements in lfght of the Chernobyl accident wfll
be perfonned.

I. l.b

Controls to Assure Acbinistrat1ve Procedures are Fo11owed
One of the contrfbuting causes of the Cherno~vl accident
was that the operators deviated from the approved test
procedures in order to CClll1J>lete the test. For fnstance,
although the test procedure called fqr the test to be run
at 700 to 1000 MWth, the operators could only aeh1eve
200 Mllth, but deefded to conduct the test anyway. Other
examples were the rafs1ng of the control rods beyond thefr
admfnfstrattve lfm1t1 such that the reserve shutdown reactfv1ty margin lfmfts were violated, and the starting of the
two additfon1l coolant pumps at very low power. Other
deviations were reported to have occurredi however, some
were probably 1ssociated wfth bypassing safety systems,
which will be discussed as a separate fssue elsewhere.
Based on the experiences at Chernobyl, it is prudent to
examine the adequacy of controls at U.S. plants to ensure
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that unauthorized clev;at1ons from operating or testing
procedures cannot occur. ·
I.l.c

Bvpassing Safety Systelll!
Perhaps the 1110st sfgnfffcant contrfbutor to the Chernobyl
accident was the bypassing of safety systems by the operator. ThN!e separate systems weN! dfsconnected during the
test, two of whfeh 110st likely would have shut the reactor
down before the test was initiated. These were
(1) blockfng the reactor trfp on steam separator pressure
and level, and (2) dfsconnectfng the reactor trip on turbine trip. While the ECCS s.YStem was disconnected early
into the test program, ft ts believed ft would not have had
any 1Mpact on the fnftfal power excursfon or steam explosion. It fs possible, however, that ft may have been able
to provide SOl!le cooling water to the core region after the
initial explosion.
The first concern raised by this ftll!ll'I 1s the ability of
operators to override, or bypass, safety and protection
systems. The second concern fs possibly destgn specific,
and ;nvolves the acceptabflfty of operators to bypass protection systems directly from the control roOlll.
Both issues need to be reviewed tn light of the Chernobyl
experience to ensure that current· procedures and des;gns
for U.S. plants are adequate and not susceptible to the
apparent deftcfencfes at Chernobyl.

I.1.d

Avaflabflfty of Engineered Safety Featu"!!
The Chernobyl operators bypassed the ECCS early fn the test
program. While this dfd not have a direct bearing on the
inftial course of the accident. ft brought to light the
1ssue of bypassing engineered safety features. Whf le Item
I.I.'! deals wfth the issue 1n general, thfs ftem specffically involves the requfred bypassfng of engineered safety
features under certain plant condftfons. Specifically, as
a plant descends or ascends 1n power, certain engineered
safety features must be bypassed or reconnected as system
conditions dictate. Safety analyses will be reviewed to
ensure that plants are adequately protected during periods
when such systems mu£t be bypassed.
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II.

D~SIGN

II.l Reactivity Accidents

Evaluation of the 1nformatfon provided by the USSR delegatfon to the
Vfenna conference (August 25-29, 1986) indicates that the Chernobyl
accident was essentially a reactivity fnsertfon accfdent (RIA). The
NRC analyzes 1 wfde variety of RIAS as part of every license review.
The Chernobyl design and the cfrc1111stances of the accfdent sequence
appear to be unfque. However, due to the severf ty of the Chernobyl
accident 1t appears that even such unlikely events may have the potential to contrfbute to the risk proffle of any plant, hence a
re-e~amination of potential RIAs fn lfcensed power reactors wfthin
the U.S. f s warranted.
The staff w,11 review the reactivity condft1ons and potential reactfvfty fnsert1on accidents associated with the varfous operatfonal
states of the various classes of licensed power nuclear reactors in
the United States. The objectives of the study ts to fdentffy reactivity insertion 111echanisms and/or reactfvf ty accident conditions
that, based on rtsk related assesS1111nts, warrant consideration beyond
that currently given to such events. An example is the questfon of
whether the ejection of inult1ple control rods should be analyzed. As
with llDSt NRC reviews tn thfs area the review will include evaluation
of reactfvtty balances between excess (avaf lable) reactivity and
available control reactivity for the spectrum of nonnal and abnormal
operating condtttons associated with the various classes of reactors.
The review w111 compare the rates at which excess reactivity can be
Introduced under the various operational and accident condf tions to
the rates at whtch control reactivity can be inserted. Due consideration wfll be given to generatton and application of control signals
and drive system designs. The evaluation will incorporate the effects of all reactivity coefficient c0111pOnents. This review will
provide an assess111nt of existing practices wfthtn the NRC with regard to the evaluation of reacttvtty insertion accidents to determine
ff changes and/or additions to the current procedures are necessary.
11~2

Low Power Accidents
One of the unique aspects of the Chernobyl accident was that ft occurred at relatively low power (,,..,7%). Thfs has been a cause for
sane concern since low power operation is generally considered to be
a safer condition than high or full power operation.
In the U.S., llOSt of the safety analyses of design basts accidents
are performed wfth the plant at full power, based on the assumption
that thts will result 1n consequences that are 11m1tfng. (Some exM
ceptfons are noted, such as the steem line break and boron dtlut1on
accident.)
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A revfew of design basis accidents under low power or shutdown conditions 1s warranted to conffnn that analyzed cases remain limiting,
The applicab11fty and appropriateness of technical spec1fications as
applied to low power and shutdown conditions wtll specifically be
looked at as well. Finally, a review of accident initiators at l()lj
power will be made to ensure the design basis events currently considered remain valid.
Il.3 Hu)t1ple Unit

Protectio~

The radioactive release at Chernobyl Unit 4 spread to the other three
operating units at the site. The airborne radfoacttvf ty was transported to other units via a cOlllllOn ventflatfon system, as well as via
general atmospheric d1spers1on paths. Thfs raises the question of
how accidents at one unit of a 11111ltfple unft sf te affect the remafnfng units. General Design criterion 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components,• in Appendix A to ID CFR 50 details the general
!'llgulatory requfre11ents for adequately protecting 11111t1ple unit s1tes
regarding shared equipment. Beyond this, however, Is the issue of
severe accidents at multiple unit sites. For example, 1f a core melt
and offstte release is predicted for certain external event initiators (e.g., se1sm1c event), how wfll a mult1ple unft sfte be
af~c~~

To address thfs, a review of the overall issue will be undertaken.
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III • .£.QNTAINHENT
III.l

Beyond. OBA Capab1lfties
The ser1ous consequences of the ~ccident at Chernobyl have
focused our attentfon once aga1n on the 1mportance of
conta1nment perfol"lllilnce at nuclear power plants. We have long
recognized the signiftcance of conta1nment des1gn
capablltttes. An important seginent of our severe accident
program ts dedicated to evaluation of contalmnent performance
ghen a severe accident. We have maintained a strong
analytical and experlniental program in this area for many years
now. Ali a rt!Sult of our current severe acc1dent review
activities we have found that some containment designs have
grt!ater capability to accOlllllOdate the consequences of severe
accidents than others. A major product from our program will
be to identify possible needs for any additional strengthening
of the existing safety margfns. Although the Chernobyl
containment concept differs significantly from those used in
U.S. plants, any relevant infonnatfon and fnsfghts from the
Chernobyl accident will be factored 1nto this effort.

111.2

Venting
An approach which is presently under serious study to further
reduce the consequences of serious accidents 1s to vent the
containment in a controlled manner thus preventing fts gross
failure and potent1al increase in the consequences of the
acc1dent. This approach has been pursued by some OECD member
countries (France, Sweden). and as a result of Chernobyl - and
the "maturing" of severe accident research, ft is also being
seriously considered by addftfonal OECD member countrfes such
as the Federal Republic of Gennany and Swttzerland among
others. As was discussed in III.la major product from the
toaaission•s severe accident fmpll!lll!ntation program will be to
identify possible needs for any additional strengthening of the
existing safety margins and vent1ng fs one of the areas which
is being pursued. Yentfng ls also being pursued 1n a more
accelerated fashion as a way of managfng a spectrum of severe
accidents 1n BNR MARK tvpe of contafrunents (handled by DBBWR).
The Chernobyl experience, as well as the actions in th1s area of
those countries with major nuclear programs wtll be looked at
very carefully for any relevant information and insights before
they are factored into thfs effort. Before ventfng, on any
other fix ts reconwnended for further consideration it is
important that its practfcal1ties and risk provisions are well
understood.
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V.

§.EVERE ACCIDENT

PHENOHE~

V.1. Source Terftls

The 1111gnftude of the source tenn in the Chernobyl accident was very
large, cornparable 1n many respects to the most severe accident
source tenns 1n WASH-1400. Since the NRC has recently 1ssued a
reassessllll!nt of the technical bases for estimating source terms w1th
the intent of 1110difyin9 source tena based regulations, it is
important to review the processes that occurred in the Chernobyl
accident:
{l) to determine whether the releases that occurred in the accident
are conffn11atory or contradictory to what would be predicted by
the current methods,
(2)

identify any processes that 111ay not have been previously
considered.

to

Because of the significant differences ~n the plant design, the
accident sequence and the chemical cond1tions existing in the plant
during the accident in comparison with U.S. conmercial power
reactors, the magnitude of the source tenn at Chernobyl cannot be
used as a benchlnark of CDnlpar1son for validating 111ethods of analysis
applicable to light water reactors. The differences in the
controlling processes are too great.
Nevertheless, 1t is possible at this time. having examined the
various staqes of rad1onuc11de release 1n the accident, to conclude
that these releases can be explained with existing knowledge of
severe accident phenomena and that there is no reason, based upon
these results, to change our perspective of LWR source tenns
sfgnif1cant1y. This does not mean that there stUl aren't some
111JSteries in the data that we currently have or that further
examination is unwarranted,
Some specific aspects of the Chernobyl accident that warrant further
investigation are:
(1) Excursion release 111echanisms for both the volatile and non
{less ) volatile radioactive components.
(Z) Plume buoyance 111!Chan1S11s and effects.
(3) Chemical fonns of iodine and cesium, and size distribution of
particulate 111tter in the release.
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V.2 Steam Exolosions
Current U.S. regulations limit reactivity 1nsertton accidents (RIAs)
to peak radial average fuel enthalpies of less than 280 calories per
gram. Ample exper1111ental evidence ex.fsts demonstrating that such
events do not lead to energetic fuel/coolant interacttons. Even ff
more severe excursions are assllllll!d the race between coolant voiding
and fuel failure would be strongly affected by the negative coolant
void reactivtt,y tn LWRs (tn contrast to Chernobyl) and would promote
the increasing separation (fn time) between these two events. This
redu~~s the possibility of an energetic fuel/coolant interaction.
It may be worthwhile, however, to re--examtne steam explosions within
the broader context of reactivity insertion accidents (RIAs),
consistent with lllOdern PRA approaches, in order to obtain a more
ccxnprehensive picture of the risk due to RIAs. That is, without
arbitrary limits on what ts presumed as a credible event, but rather
by considering the likelihood of all possible events. Within such
efforts 1t may become necessary to quantify the severity of
fuel/coolant interactions within a phenomenological context outside
the realm of present (or past) assessments. The extent of new
efforts in such areas should be dictated by the likelihood of
corresponding initiating events. A task force effort should be
undertaken to assess whether there 1s a need for any further work in
this area, and what type, ff any,
Based on our initial look, none of the current assessments of steam
explosions in slow meltdown sequences (1.e., loss of cooling
accidents) are affected by the phenomena observed in the Chernobyl
accident. Even though no particular action fn this area ts deemed
necessary a further look will be undertaken in order to confinn this
initial consideration.

V.3 Combustible Gas
The Chernobyl accident produced large amounts of combustible gases
(e.g., Hydrogen, Carbon Monoxide) lfhfch most probably played some
role in the evolution and consequences of the accident. Of course
the large amounts of zirconium in a Chernobyl-type reactor can
produce 111.1ch ..,re hydrogen than LWRs under accident conditions.
Also, the reaction of the hot graphite moderator can produce (and
probably produced} addfttonal quantities of combustible gases, such
as carbon monoxide, Following the TMI-2 accident we recognized
the potential threat to containments fl"Olll the release of hydrogen in
core degraded accidents, •nd as a result hydrogen control systems
were backf1tted tn BWR MARK III and Ice Condenser type of
containments (BWR Mark I and Ils are 1nerted) to reduce thls
residual threat. Because of the1r size large dry containments rely
on volume dilution, pending a more cOlllplete assessment of whether
there 1s a need to backf1t control systems In these containments
~lso. Even though the Conn1sslon's severe accident program does
1nclude the assess111ent of the product1on and the evaluation of the
potential threat that could be oosed by the production of all types

-
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of combustible gases as a severe accident sequence evolves to the
po1nt of challeng1ng the containments, any relevant Chernobyl related
lessons or 1ns1ghts that could add to the Cllll1111ss1on's severe
accident program wtll be considered.

VI. fconom1c Effects
The econom1c consequences of reactor accidents -- on-stte and
off-site -- should receive further study regarding whether and to
what extent they should be constdered 1n benefft-cost evaluations of
potenttal reactor safety improvellll!nts·.
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23rd September 1986.

fJt..c..
Chernobyl and UKAEA leaflets for the Public

Further to our conversation last Thursday, I enclose a draft of the
text I would like to insert in the leaflets 'Nuclear - Safe Power',
'Effects and Control of Radiation' and 'Radiation and You' to replace
:-~.the paragraph on TMI.
Could I please have your comments.
To the paragraph that you wrote for me on the accident, I have added
a paragraph by Peter Saunders on radiation doses in Britain, some comments
of Mr. Chadwick , and merged the whole into what I hope is a coherent
piece.
Although longer than originally indicated, this text can be accommodated
in the two radiation leaflets by shuffling text. For Safe Power, the
radiation paragraph can be dropped and the text replace the B & W illustration
of AGR foundations. We should then be able to print 100,000 leaflets
with minimal cost and without further delay.
Yours sincerely,

D.J. Dancy
Information Services Branch
cc.

encs.

F. Chadwick
P. Saunders
M. Rowland
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Your ref

Our ref

Date

2 2. September

1986

I am sorry not to have replied sooner to your letter of
29 July to Barbara Cooper inviting comments on Dr. Francesco
Lama's letter of 14 May about the safety of nuclear power.
Although you have asked only for a line to deal with
Dr. Lama's questions about computer control of operations at
nuclear power stations, it might be helpful if I comment on some
of tbe other points raised.
Turning first to Dr. Lama's point concerning methods of
assessment of the probability of failure in reactors I should
explain that the CEGB's probability statements are based OD
assigning individual probabilities from known data to each
failure, covering all conceivable situations. Large data banks
of information on reliability of plant are available - covering
items such as valve types and electrical components - which have
been compiled not just from plant use at nuclear stations, but
also from duty in a vast range of other conventional situations
and test rigs.
At the next stage in this process, the Safety Systems'
requirements to
mitigate each fault sequence are identified
and, by breaking the systems down to their major components and
referring to the reliability data available, the probability of
each fault sequence failing to reach a safe shutdown state is
evaluated. During this stage a great deal of transient analysis
is carried out using large computer codes to show that the
available safety systems do lead to a satisfactory shutdown state
and also to determine the extent to which safety systems need
only partially work to achieve shutdown.
By combining the probability of a particular fault
occurring with the probability of the safety systems failing to
bring tbe reactor to a satisfactory safe state following the
fault, the risk from the whole sequence can be evaluated. By
summing over all sequences in a fault category and then summing
over all categories, the probability of an unacceptable reactor
accident occurring is evaluated. As you will see this
methodology is firmly based on a formulation from •a large number
of events' and not from a basis of 'one reactor breaking down' as
Dr, Lama's letter implies.
/Moving on •••
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!loving OQ t~ ~ht;,,:P.!.P.bt.bi.li:ty.ofsfaults, Dr. Laina's
figure recardiD& qq~1e11-uflA_ce.s ..tor.. .taul1r lra-ving a total
permissible frequ.e!t>'. cR!f. >.~nee in 10,;00().- fears is incorrect.
_...The CEGB have a n~~ir ,of. ~des.i&n tar&ets~ .fie la ting to accidental
~releases. These •ei't fu.'fi.J, discussed at• ~e Sizewell Inquiry and
are summarised in ~'8~,itt;tail in the ClolN:llg.Submissions. Tbe
main aims of these ,J+r~et's a_re to ensure<.11$rstly tbat accidents
wbicb bave unaccept~b~e consequences i'.11.•~..a·etical terms will not
occur, and secondli.:tfi~t ·accidents which :t.o.~practical terms could
concei vab}J happen ti,11,~e ~nsequences n:tc1¥ :uan be accepted.
Insofar as 1 ~e first of the aims is concerned the most
r.cJey•nt design targst. is that the tota;l ctu.quency of all
accidents leading to.,f! large unc
. eel- :tel ea
·a ti on
should be less tban •. in
nd not 1 in 10, 000
years as quote
y ofl. L!lma. ,,,Carryint-·oy.~ ibe same approximate
calculation for JOO ogerating reactors.·a§.~uported in Dr. Lama's
letter leads to tbe ri;i;ult_~_tp_at such a-ti.-a~eident could occur
about once every 10,0GO year-s.·
· ·Y:
I should addzth.t-L ;:~D. eyaluating the frequency of faults
leading to a large unc~11~r.q,Il-e.4 i::elease ,_..,.there are considerable
conservatisms included,-;i._f \.h.~ ..nalysii;·•. -.J&.or example, if during
the transient analysis. i
is found tha:ct-.~ design limits are
exceeded, the assumptipn..,is m_ade that -:a.. ~OJ'e melt and a large
release would result • . f.or many fault. se..:uences this assumption
is pessimistic since al~~ougb tbe fuel ~~adding could now no
longer be relied upon t,2;.con-tain •~be,ffadioactive fission
products, the primary c0olant .c,V;cui ~1lnd tbe containment
building would still have to Qe br~ached before a large
uncontrolled release couid tak·e pla~c-ei•' ~

(IIL
.I

Turning now to the se~cQD~.o:fe-.:t4ls: aims, the relevant
design target is that th(\ frequency~ ~cideot sequences which
could lead to a dose to a.oy member of,·the public of between one
tenth and one Emergency ~ef erence Lev~l should not exceed 1 per
10,000 years.
The Emergency Referen~~vel is the lower limit
for evacuation and is triggered by a lO,;rem whole body dose or a
30 rem thyroid or other single organ dose or a 100 rem skin dose.
Tb is represents ao extremely .striogeo·t limit for tbe amount of
radioactivity tbat may be~i~leased. Tbe consequences of a
release of this magoi tude are mucb le·ss.:;thao those Dr. Lama bad
io mind whee making his ~ommeots oo tbe2viability of the nuclear
option and io particular ·.a.re far remayed from those of the recent
accident at Chernobyl. Tbe results of work outlining the
consequences of worst fault in this ra1111e were reported in the
closing submissions at the. Sizewell 'il•':~Public Inquiry. Tbe main
consequence was :found to be the possi'lr.i);j,~y of one extra case of
fatal cancer occnrrinr iQ' the United 'lin&dom over the next few
~ens of years following the fault.
:: ..:.::
Again carrying out Dr. Lama's•~alculatioo for 100
reactors leads to the result that a f"~-in this release range
could occur a.bout once in.._~iie bundred'1.years and the consequences
would be tbe possibility .of, one extra: cal>cer fatality. Important
though that one death would be, if it occurred, the risk of death
from reactor accidents of t~is frequeDCT811Jld extent is clearly
very small compared wi tb ,t.)!11..._ ~isk fr-911f"ll!Oll' other industrial and
other activities.
":·,·ft.
/Turning now •••
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TurDing finally to the question of computer coDtrol of
operatioDs at Duclear statioDs, J ahould eaplalo that the
omputer control of reactors is ao advanced techDology which is
ra•D OD 1D Duclear stations where it is necessary. Dr. Lama's
eaperieoce at DuDgeness 'A' shows Dot that the coDtrol of the
plant is deficieDt, but that the Deed for such methods is Dot
great oo such plant. Jt is a differeDt matter on more highly
rated plant such as AGRs aDd PWRs. ID such cases the respoDse of
the plant is more rapid and the fullest advantage is taken of
modern computer methods to support the operatioD of the plant.
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely

Mr. P. Haslam
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To

Mr RN Simeone, LHQ
Subtcct

Post-Chernobyl - IAEA Follow-up Ac ti vi ties

We have now received an early draft of the INSAG specialist
report on the Information meeting held in August. It is rather
long. I have extracted the Recommendations for IAEA follow-up
activities and these are attached. As a starting point I have
marked each suggestion with H, M or L to indicate possible
Authority interest in and contribution to these areas. These
reflect the reviews expressed by Dr Gittus in the annex to
AEX(86)61, but because the proposals are at a more detailed level
than the ''13 points'' enunciated in Vienna, we are able to be more
precise.
I believe it would be useful to have further advice from Harwell
(Alan Eggleton) and LHQ (Barry Carpenter) on the radiological
protection and medical aspects.

sbio~

noM R Hayns

rr SRD

cc Dr J H Gittus, SRD .............

22 September 1986
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Noza~a, Chung, Dai, Lepecki, Verraraghavan. Vuorinen
Beninson, Rabold (B. Edmondson)
SECTION 9

RECOl'MENDATIONS

(I).

NUCLEAR SAFETY

9.1.

Follow-up Activities
Evaluation and analysis of the compleK physical and chemical

phenomena of the Chernobyl accident sequence and consequences are in the
early stages.

Further work is necessary for understanding such accidents

with a view to preventing them and mitigating their consequences.

The IAEA

should set up the necessary arrangements with the different laboratories in
the USSR which will play the leading role in these exchanges and the
mechanisms to disseminate the technical information.

INSAG wishes to be

kept informed of the progress of these activities.

9.2

Further IAEA and Other International Activities

A.

Study of Severe Accidents
A.l

The IAEA should promote and, where appropriate, co-ordinate
analyses of severe accidents and facilitate the flow of the
necessary information.

Such analyses should include studies of

the behaviour of structures and materials under the extreme

conditions of a major accident.

®

A.2

The IAEA should strengthen its work in promoting, assisting and
facilitating the use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA),
by reviewing the techniques developed in Member States for the
use of PSA, assisting in the formulation of guidelines for its
use and helping Member States to apply such guidelines in order
to enhance safety in all nuclear power plant operating modes.

()
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B.

Human Factors and thg Man-Machine Interface

B.1

The IAEA should devote special effort to promoting exchanges of

@

experience, developing additional guidelines - in particular
relating to the prevention of severe accidents - and giving
assistance in the field of operator gyalification,

~dycation

and training so as to create a "sahty culture" in nuclear
power plant operation. The feasibility of voluntary
international accreditation of operator training programmes
should be considered.
B.2

@

The IAEA should increase its efforts to promote exchanges of
experience concerning the man-machine interface, with
particular emphasis on thg balance between automation and

direct human action and on the need for additional operator
aids in the nuclear power plant control room.

Gtl'.\CA\ ~ C ~c,(?. ~ ~

I\:\· \-o\eu.cll~..I. \..!:.Y
frt~ ~.,.J.<n evJ.lcA

Exchanges should

include, in particular, the experience of nuclear power plant

operators, and the IAEA should co-operate with international
0"3anizations representing such operators,

(<.JI\ I ...'1"'"'~e.

8.3

IAEA should 0"3anize a programme of work including an
international topical meeting on "Quality Assurance Activities
in Nuclear Power Plant·operation" with particular emphasis on
control room procedures.

The topic includes detailed

prescription of procedures, required verification, shift
turnover, confirmation of follow-up actions, and notifications

to proper authorities.
C.

Safety Principles
The IAEA should establish a working group to discuss and
further develop, under the guidance of INSAG, commonly accepted
objectives and principles for ensuring nuclear power plant
safgty.

The resulting general criteria should be capable of

being adopted for specific design concepts.

0
... ,.,..
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C.2

Existing international standards (NUSS) should be reviewed in
order to ensure the incorporation of the lessons learned from
the Chernobyl accident regarding important matters such as:
(a)

.£1D@
C.3

reactivity-initiated accidents; especially for losely
coupled cores .

(b)

fire prevention and fire-fighting; and

(c) l£'rimary-coolant parameters sensitive to safety]
An operational guide on safety aspects of nuclear power plant
operation during non-routine tests should be prepared by the
IAEA within the framework of the NUSS programme.

Operational Safety
D.1

Member States should be encouraged to demon•trate their
commitment to nuclear power plant operational safety by
strengthening their co-operation with the IAEA through the
invitation of OSART missions and the provision of experts for
such missions.

The IAEA should enhance its capability to

provide OSART services,

The IAEA's Incident Reporting System (IRS) should be 'upgraded
and expanded so as to broaden the information input base, and
the information provided to the IRS should be analysed more
extensively with a view to learning lessons which can be made
available to Member States.
The IAEA should organize a conference on "The Interaction
between Reactor Design and the Operator", with particular
emphasis on design features which can mitigate the effects of
operator error.

I
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E.

Fire Protection at Nuclear Power Plants

.'

The IAEA should organize a fire protection symposium covering:
(a) the development of the scientific and technical bases for
firQ prevention and fire-fighting techniques, account
being taken of severe conditions such as high
temperatures and of the nuclear materials present; and
(b)

improvements in fire prevention and fire-fighting
equipment for nuclear power plants.

It is e•pected that the symposium results would serve as input in
developing possible new standards for fire prevention and
fire-fighting (see sub-section C.2).

(II).

RADIATION PROTECTION

9.3

Follo..,..up Activities
(i)

The IAEA should take the lead in evaluating the considerable
experience gained

throug~

the Chernobyl accident in the

assessment, prognosis and treatment of non-stochastic effects
in highly exposed persons - particularly the acute radiation
syndrome and radiation-induced skin lesions.

Also, guidance

should be developed for the establishment of basic therapeutic
schemes and the formulation of correct prognoses.

(ii) The IAEA should, in collaboration with other organizations
(for example, UNSCEAR, WHO and NEA/OECD), arrange for an
exchange of experience of past epidemiological studies with a
view to determining the usefulness of their results for the
development of a methodology (including procedures for the
establishment of a data base and of registers of individuals)
for an epidemiological study of the late effects of radiation
exposure in Chernobyl nuclear power plant workers and in
selected groups of the population living in the region around
the plant.

()

,
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(iii)
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The IAEA should, together with oth•r lntornatlonal
organizations, co-operato in an assossmont - planned by
UNSCEAR and covering both Chernobyl nucl•ar power plant
workers and members of the general public - of the
individual and collectivo do•es due to the radiological
impact of the Chernobyl accident within the Soviet Union
and worldwide.

(iv)

The IAEA should examine the experienc• gained in
sheltering and evacuating the public after the Chernobyl
accident with a view to determining the effectivene•s of
such protective measures, the problems associated with

their introduction and their applicability a• a function
of timg and environmental contamination levels.

9.4

A.

Further IAEA and Other International Activities
Intervention Levels

A.l

Given the fact that the lack of internationally recommended
values for the dose per unit intake (by inhalation·or
ingestion) of radionuclides as a function of the age of tho
individual and as a function of the physical-chemical forms of
radionuclide• found in the environment was a problem
encountered in many countries in assessing thu consequences of

the Chernobyl accident, the IAEA should promoto tho
e'stablishment of agreed values - initially for the most
relevant radionuclide•.
A.2

On the ba•is of experience gained from the Chernobyl accident,
the IAEA should, in collaboration with organizations such as
WHO and FAO, develop additional guidance on intervention do•e
level• and corresponding derived intervention levels
appropriate to reducing the stochastic risk and collective
dose equivalent commitment, expecially at distances beyond the
immediate area of.accident

0
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B.

Emergency Measures

B.1

The IAEA should develop technical 9uidance on criteria and
procedures for radiological sampling and monitoring under

®

emergency conditjans,. where the time and accuracy

requirements, the radiation environment and the
decision-ma.king needs differ from those associated with
routine radiological samplin9 and monitoring.

B.2

The IAEA should develop technical 9uidance for the rapid
reporting, compiling and collating of

la~e

quantities of data

after a nuclear accident (includin9 environmental
contamination data and meteorolo9ical data) to be used as
input for radiolo9ical assessments.

B.3

®
B.4

The IAEA should develop criteria for re-entry into facilities
affected by nuclear accidents and into off-site areas and for

•

recovery operations.

The IAEA should develop, in the li9ht of the Chernobyl
accident, technical guidance (criteria and specifications) for
clothin9 which will protect a9ainst very hi9h levels of
airborne beta-contamination.

B.5

The IAEA should develop technical 9uidance on assessments of
the

la~e-scale

contamination of peoplB (external and internal

contamination), equipment, facilities, premises, ground, water

and air after a nuclear accident with a view to determining
the scale of decontamination operations needed and on

•

radiation protection of the personnel carrying .out such
assessments.

B.6

The IAEA should develop technical 9uidance on radiation
protection aspects of the decontamination of a nuclear power

plant and

la~e

areas of surroundin9 land after a nuclear

accident.

•
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B.7

The IAEA should fonnulata practical guidance for rasponding to
r9leases of radioactive material into the national environment
which originata outside the national boundaries but
nevertheless require measurRs to be takan for protQction of

the public.
C.

Davelopment and Validation of Modols
C.l

The IAEA should develop technical guidanco on the use of
real-time models able to accept actual metoorological and
radiological monitoring •ystem data in predicting the
radiological consequences of a nuclear accident for persons
L-d th<> en•in:inment and in determining what protective

C.2

In order to improve predictions of the consequences of

accidental releases of radioactivity, the IAEA should, in
collaboration with W'10, review and intercalibrate models of
atmospheric transport of radionuclide• over short and long
distances and of radionuclide deposition on terrestrial
surfaces (soils, vagetation, buildings, etc.) and e•tabllsh a
data base for

valid~tion

studies on such models.

In addition,

it should carry out similar activities with regard to models

of the transfer of radionuclide• through the terrestial
environment and in food chains, their transfer through surface

'-

waters (fresh water and seawater) and their transfer in urban

.

e:vironments.

D.

Probabilistic A5sessment of Accident ConsequancQs

The IAEA should promote an exchange of infonnation on computer

®

0

codes available or being developed for th• probabilistic assessment
of accident consequences(:nd on the usa of th• rasults of such
assessments in siting and dasign decisions~

:
r1

E.

-

8 -

Education
E.1

It is very important to enable physicians, like specialists in
various fields and general practitioners, to give appropriate
advice to members of the public concerning health consequences
of accidental radiation exposure of various magnitudes and in
various conditions.

It appears an equally valid requirement

that physicians who may be engaged in first medical aid and
early treatment of accidentally exposed persons should possess
adequate education and training.

Therefore the IAEA should

initiate, in collaboration with WHO, a study as to which
subjects, and to which extent, should be introduced into and
post-graduate training of physicians to assure fulfilment of
these specified needs and requirements.

(III)

GENERAL
Under the IAEA eKpanded programme in nuclear safety there are

actions intended to help nuclear plant operators to maintain the highest
possible safety lovel, with a priority given to prevention of accidents.
These actions are already under way in the Agency programme, but
could be significantly expanded with a clear safety benefit for the
international community.

In particular, a provision should be made for IAEA providing
special assistance on request, particularly in support of countrie• with
limited resources.
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SAFETY AND RELIABILITY DIRECTORATE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Safety and Reliability Directorate
United Kingdom Alomic Energy Authority
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE
From
Dr John H Gltlus
Director

Telex: 629301 Fax (0925) 76 3936
Telecom Gold: SRD 002
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension: 7206

19 September 1986
Mr D Ramsden
Radiological and Safety Division
AEE Winfrith
Dorchester
Dorset
DT2 8DH
Dear Mr Ramsden
Thank you for your letter 18 September 1986 concerning the
Symposium 'Radiological Protection - What Chernobyl has
Taught Us' which is to be held on 27 January 1987.
would be pleased to act as Chairman of the Symposium and
also to give the first paper.

I

Yours sincerely

m.
!i1·P·

J

O• l-lo.ro.

H GITTUS

Comments on Coomentary paragraphs in Section 2
P2.1 (Reactor Vault)

We do not think the statement "The RBMK graphite dose and temperature levels are
more onerous than in AGRs" could be substantiated. From our own simple quick
checks the fast neutron doses are not very far apart and this has been confirmed
by John Young. On a slightly smaller lattice pitch the dose gradients, which
would be important if differential shrinkage across the brick ligaments resulted
as in the AGR, are also unlikely to be any more severe. For that reason the
reference to dose should be deleted unless there is specific evidence to
confirm.
On graphite temperature there is a major difference in that once the re-entrant
proportion is set on an AGR then a well defined level of coolant flow is imposed
over the brick surfaces determined by the core pressure drop itself reactor
power related. Thus implicitly an adequacy of graphite coolant is provided
through the full power range. In shart distinction the graphite in the RBMK is
immersed in a helium/nitrogen gas mix {dependent on power level) and relies on
the rings to transmit heat via the zirconium tube to the coolant.
therefore suggest the first sentence of the paragraph be deleted and a
sentence added to the paragraph on the lines:

I

"In the AGR, heat removal from the graphite is more direct as a positive flow of
the co coolant is maintained over the graphite surfaces at a rate closely
2

corresponding to the reactor power. It is controlled only by the reactor
structures and implicitly will always be available whilst the circulators are
running".
P2.2 (Process Channels - Fue1 and Absorber Rods)

Boron ball emergency shut-down devices have been installed in each of the steel
pressure vessel Magnox reactors. These rapid, though short-term, shut-down
devices give an additional protection to the reactor should insufficient control
rods enter the core in the event of a depresurisation by fracture of a top or
bottom duct. The devices are automatically initiated by rate of change in gas
coolant pressure and insert the boron balls into the core. They are intended to
provided a supplementary line of protection to the more conventional shut-down
systems. At NII's request the feasibility of providing similar devices on the
concrete pressure vessel Magnox reactors is being investigated as part of the
Long Term Safety Review.
In addition, each Magnox reactor is now fitted with a boron dust injection
facility which provides a means of injecting neutron absorbing powder into the
core as a long-term hold-down system. This system once initiated ensures that
complete and permanent shut-down of the reactor would occur.
In the latest AGR's, as a back up against the extremely remote possibility of a
fault in the primary system preventing a substantial number of control rods
entering the core when required, secondary shutdown and hold-down systems are
also provided. Fast shutdown is achieved by a system that automatically injects
nitrogen from beneath the core into 165 interstitial core channels. A boron
bead injection system is also provided designed to give long-term hold-down in
the extremely unlikely situation where an insufficient number of control rods
have been inserted into the core for this purpose and depressurisation of the
reactor is required, which would of course release the nitrogen. The System is
based upon that at Hartlepool/Heysharn I where it also provides diversity
although for a restricted range of faults.

For the remaining earlier AGRs a nitrogen secondary shutdown system is also
provided and requires manual initiation. Facilities for long-term hold-down are
also provided and are based upon either water injection or boron bead injection.
I therefore suggest you delete the last sentence of the commentary and replace
it with something along the lines:
"In the UK adequate diversity of shutdown has been provided whenever mechanisms
which could inhibit insertion of the norma.1 control rods have been identified.
This philosophy has been extended on the latest AGRs to provide diversity of
shutdown for all frequent faults whether or not such mechanisms can be
identified 11

P2.3 (Control & Protection System)
We understand from John Young that there is no intention to increase the number
of control rods in the RBMK.
I therefore suggest you delete the last sentence of your second paragraph, and
the following paragraph in bold type, and replace with the following (in
ordinary type) :
The rate at which reactivity is reduced as a control rod enters the core
depends strongly on its insertion and is relatively low when the insertion of
the rod is small. As a consequence of this, in the case of the RBMK reactor,
where rapid rate of removal of reactivity after a trip is required, it is
necessary to ensure that during operation some minimum number of control rods
are adequately inserted into the core. Following the Chernobyl accident this
minimum number of rods has been enhanced in order to increase the rate at which
reactivity is removed as control rods enter the core immediately following a
scram.
11

Additionally the Russians are developing a fast shut-down system based on the
injection of solid, liquid or aqueous material. Furthermore remedial measures
are intended such that prompt criticality could not ensue from any possible
coolant density change."
I also suggest you delete the remaining proposed commentaries in bold type and
replace them with a single commentary, at the end of the section, along the
following lines:
With the UK qa.s cooled reactors it has been ensured that the control rod arrays
and insertion rates fol1owinq scram will a1ways shut the reactors down
sufficiently rapid1y and will subsequently hold the reactors in a shut down
condition with ample ma.rqin.
I would suggest that diversity of shut down has already been covered under
'Process Channels 1 •
Pages 2.4, 2.5 (Leakage of fission products from
the main coolinq water pipes.)
I suggest that any comment is based upon the note on the contairunent issue which
was prepared for the CIMRG. An edited version follows:
All nuclear fuel is enclosed inside sea 1 e d cans, o ft en re f erred to as the fuel
cladding. These cans are the first "barrier" against the escape of
radioactivity and are common to all reactor types.
11

The fuel together with the other components of the reactor core and the primary
coolant, whether it be gas or water, are enclosed within a primary pressure
circuit, which provides the second "barrier" to the escape of radioactivity.
In
a light water reactor, like the PWR, the second barrier is provided by the
pressure vessel and the main coolant circuit, made of extremely thick, tough
steel.
In the early Magnox reactors the pressure vessel is also made of steel.
Although not so thick, because the gas pressure in a Magnox reactor is only
modest compared to a light water reactor, we are nevertheless confident that it,
too, will not fail catastrophically.
In the later Magnox reactors, and in all
the Advanced Gas Cooled reactors, a concrete pressure vessel is used. Sometimes
this second barrier is called primary containment.
For reactor system such as the magnox reactor, AGR or PWR, the pressure vessel
11
contains" the pressure of the system.
In practice, this barrier cannot be
complete, it cannot be a totally closed cylinder or sphere, otherwise there
would be no way to get the coolant, either water or gas, in and out. There must
be pipes penetrating this barrier so the heat can be removed, so the control
rods can get in and out and so that instruments can be inserted and taken out.
In the Western world, for water reactors like the PWR or the boiling water
reactor, where there is a breach in the primary boundary for whatever reason,
steam will escape from the primary circuit. That steam will be radioactive
because water borne corrosion products are irradiated in the reactor core, and
there are sometimes failed fuel elements in the reactor. That steam must be
contained so that the radioactivity is not released into the environment. For
this reason all water cooled reactors must have a third barrier in the form of a
containment building.
In the event of such an accident, the steam trapped
inside the containment building is automatically sprayed with cold water and
thereby condensed back into water.
Gas cooled reactors also behave very differently from water reactors in the
event of a loss of coolant accident.
In gas cooled reactors the gas will simply
stream out and the pressure inside the primary circuit will steadily drop, but
nothing much else will happen. Gas cannot change suddenly into something else
as water can change into steam. Consequently, the environment of the fuel
elements changes relatively slowly and there are numerous devices which ensure
that the coolant can be kept circulating past the fuel.
In those circumstances,
leakage of radioactivity from the fuel, if any, into the coolant will only occur
to a limited degree and the coolant will remain relatively clean.
Therefore, in these accidents, in contrast to the water reactors, there is no
harm in releasing the CO gas directly to the environment and there is no
necessity to provide a c~ntainment building."
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Director

Telex: 62930t Fax: (0925) 76 3936
Telecom Gold: SRO 002
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 3t244
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19 September 1986
Professor J H Fremlin
46 Vernon Road
Edgaston
Birmingham
816 9SH
Dear Professor Fremlin
Thank you for your letter of 18 August 1986.
I enclose the the various documents which you ask for in your
letter:1.

The Chernobyl Accident and its Consequences

2.

USSR State Committe on the Utilization of Atomic Energy
The Accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
and its Consequences, Part I and II

Yours sincerely

p.p.

J

H GITTUS

MODELLING STUDIES OF THE SPREAD OF THE CHERNOBYL
RELEASE ACROSS EUROPE AND THE LONG TERM CONSEQUENCES
H.M. ApSimon, J.J.N. Wilson, S. Guirguis, P.A. Stott

Under Article 37 of the Euratom treaty member states are required to
consider the possible trans-frontier consequences of accidental releases of
radionuclides
connection
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hypothetical accidental releases of radionuclides over long distances.

this
of
The

Chernobyl accident has provided an occasion to test these models, and in
the process to give a useful insill'ht into the transport and deposition of
material across Europe.

This paper describes the preliminary analysis of

the Chernobyl accident for two key nuclides I131 and cs137 using one
particular

model

the

MESOS

modelO)

developed

under contracts with CEA/EURATOM and the C.E.C.
quickly

provided

a

general

reached

different parts of Europe and

where precipitation occurred.

picture

of

how

and

at

Imperial

College

The model results(2)
when

radioactivity

the enhancement of deposition

This provided a framework for interpreting

the measurements from different countries.
Using

model

estimates

results

in

been

made

have

conjunction
of

the

with

measurements,

approximate

quantities of radioactivity

released.

Finally, the calculated results, normalised to the estimated source terms,
have

been combined

with dose factors and

the population distribution

across Europe to obtain initial estimates of collective dose commitments
resulting from the Chernobyl release.
The Meteorological Situation
The meteorological situation over Europe from 26th April to 5th May is
shown in Fig.1.

Initially the 1024 isobar illustrates well how material was

carried from Chernobyl towards Scandinavia in the early phases of the
release.

Conditions then became very stal(nant for a couple of days over

the Ukraine and North Eastern Europe, with a front giving some rain
over Scandinavia.

By Wednesday 30th April a tonaue of clean air from

the Atlantic was thrusting across France and England towards Denmark.
This change had a

marked effect on the subsequent dispersal of the

cloud, giving rise to a high pressure region that moved Eastwards across
the North of Europe.

Contaminated air travelled clockwise round this

- 2 high preBBure area, reaching Britain, on the 2nd of May, seven days
after the start of the release.

Some material then circulated round the

low pressure region to the West of Britain while material from Central
Europe was funnelled up Northwards over the North Sea and Norway.
Radiosonde data close to the reactor on the weekend of 26th to 27th of
April indicates an inversion at 700 mbar and effective vertical mixing up

to a height of 3000 metres.

Surface inversions at night would have been

penetrated by the heat in the release,

Plume rise and good vertical

mixing would have tended to reduce both air concentrations close to the
reactor and dry deposition.

The exact location of any concentrated wet

deposition, particularly in localised convective storms in this unstable air
mass, thus becomes very important.
The MESOS Model and Estimated Trajectories
The

MESOS

model(l)

meteorological

used

observations

network of synoptic

in

this

study

routinely

stations.

makes

reported

The first

from

use

of

the

standard
World-wide

step was the calculation of

trajectories, using 1000 mbar pressure field a, originating from Chernobyl
(51° 16'N, 30° 17'E) at 3-hourly intervals.
Fig.2 shows specimen
trajectories originating between 12.00 hours on Friday 25th April and
12.00

on

Tuesday

29th

April.

These

meteorological situation described above.

are

consistent

with

the

Trajectories originating at the

beginning of the release pass up over Finland and then awing slightly
anticlockwise to pass over Sweden.

Trajectories originating between 06.00

hours on Saturday and early Sunday do not pass off the map area to
the North but stagnate and then awing back across Central Europe, the
lat.er ones eventually reaching the U.K.

Thia implies that it was material

released on Saturday 26th that reached the U.K.
The situation at Chernobyl over Sunday morning and Monday indicates
very light winds.

Trajectories from mid-day on Sunday to 18.00 hours

on Monday leave the map area to the East.

Independent trajectory

calculations (3) indicate that this material continues Eastwards and does
not return across Europe.

Trajectories originating later on Monday and

- 3 on Tuesday do however awing round to follow a more Southerly route
across

Europe

before

turning

Northwards.

Thus

we

can

distinguish

between the early part of the release which appears to have followed a
more Northerly track across Europe to France and the U.K., and the
later part travelling a more Southerly path across Romania, Hungary and
Yugoslavia but swinging North across Germany to the North Sea when the
high pressure region has moved further East.
In the MESOS simulations the passage and dilution of discrete puffs is
followed along each trajectory, taking into account spatial and temporal
changes in meteorological conditions deduced from synoptic observations.
Temperature

profiles

were

radiosonde data to give a

adjusted

in

accordance

with

the

initial

diurnal cycle with enhanced vertical mixing.

The occurrence of precipitation is deduced from observations of "present
weather", indicating the type and character of rain.

From these puff

histories the dispersal of successive uniform 3 hour releases is derived.
Over each 3 hour period the material is assumed to fan out between the
tracked puffs initiated at the beginning and end of that period, with
some

additional

spreading

to

represent

lateral

dispersion

of

an

instantaneous puff.
Simulation of the Release
At this stage very simple release scenarios have been considered.
accident is reported

to

have occurred just after

26th April, equivalent to 21.00

hours GMT on

The

1 a.m. on Saturday

Friday 25th April

1986.

The USSR reported that the release of radioactivity - from the reactor's
core had effectively finished by Wednesday 30th April.

It has therefore

been assumed that 1131 and csl37 were released over the 99 hour period
from 21.00 hours on Friday 25th to 00.00 hours on Wednesday 30th.

An

initial scenario based on a uniform release over this period indicated too
large a

relative contribution from

the later part of the release when

compared with measurements from different countries. . The results given
in

this

paper

therefore

represent a

release

pattern with

a

constant

release rate from the start of the accident until midnight on Sunday 25th
April, with a reduction by a factor of 3 on Monday 26th and a factor 10
on Tuesday 27th.

With hindsight a

m,,th~.-

less rapid reduction in the

- 4 tail of the release would

have iriven a

better overall agreement with

measurements, and future work will try to refine on this.
Because of uncertainties in our knowledge of the reactor system and its
mode of operation prior to the accident, when it is reported to have
been shut down for maintenance work, it is difficult to estimate reliable
core inventories for many nuclides. Consequently, a PWR inventory from
the WASH-1400 report (4) of 3.1 x 1018 Bq of 1131 (85 MCi) and 2.1 x
1017 Bq of csl37 (5.8 MCi) has been used in this initial analysis.

The

results

two

presented

correspond

nuclide& being released.

to

25%

of

the

inventory

of

these

This is an upper limit on our estimate, based

on early measurements, for these two nuclides of between 15 and 25%
and hence levels of contamination may be slightly overestimated.

A more

detailed discussion of source term evaluation is given in (5).
It is difficult to be precise about the rise of the plume above the source

since we do not know how much heat the fire at the reactor generated.
It

is

unlikely

that

the

plume

directly

penetrated

the

temperature

inversion at 3000 metres, although some fraction of the material may have
subsequently escaped aloft in rain systems and followed rather different
In these calculations an initial spread of the plume on

trajectories.

release over a depth from 50 to 1000 metres has been assumed.

With

rapid deep vertical mixing this is not important at longer distances.
For

1131

an effective

dry

deposition velocity of .3 cm.s-1

has

been

assumed, as found appropriate for the Windscale release of 1957(1) at
longer distances, but this could be different if the ratio of gaseous to
particulate

iodine

was

significantly

different.

deposition velocity of .1 cm.s-1 has been used.

For

csl37

a

lower

For both nuclides a

wash-out coefficient for wet deposition in precipitation of 5.10--5.J0.8 has
been applied where J is the estimated rainfall rate in mmh-1.

Sensitivity

studies to these parameters will be undertaken in future, but a lower
deposition

velocity

measurements.

for

1131

was

found

to

be

inconsistent

with

the

- 5 Spread of the Release
Fig.3 illustrates the spread of the release across Europe in a series of
maps showinll' accumulated deposition of csl37 by different dates.

Similar

illustrations have been given for 1131 in (2) and are broadly consistent
with measurements.

Thus the early part of the release spread up into

Scandinavia on Sunday 27th to 28th, passing close to the NE corner of
Poland

as

observed

on

the

Sunday

evening.

Precipitation

and

air

concentrations were highly variable with some high values over Southern
Sweden and Norway.
implied

in

the

Some wet deposition in convective storms was also

Ukraine and

near

Gome!.

The

results fail

to

predict

observed deposition on the S.W. tip of Finland, probably because the
surface level trajectories are predicted slightly too far West.
On 29th the release spread down Southwards into Poland and the GDR
giving air concentrations over Poland of the order of 100 Bq.m-3 of 1131,
Thia spreading persisted on the 30th, gradually clearing from Norway and
Sweden and by lat May was thrusting in a wedge across FRG.

At this

point the cloud was almost splitting into two parts, that blocked to the
East by the anticyclone, and that which had flowed South of it.

Air

concentrations were higher in S.Germany than in the North, which like
Denmark
anticyclone

had

escaped

which

also

the

radioactivity,

pushed

the

cloud

being
away

protected
from

by

N.Poland.

the
The

calculated arrival of the cloud was a few hours ahead of observations at
this point resulting in an overshoot of the radioactivity into N.Spain.
There was a band of heavy rain giving high wet deposition over Bavaria,
and stretching over Switzerland into S.France.

There was also further

rain over Sweden.
On

Thursday

lat

to

Friday

2nd

extensively reaching up behind

May

the

cloud

spread

much

more

the anticyclone towards the U.K.

The

later part of the release now led to contamination over Southern Europe
but there was little precipitation.

By Friday 2nd to Saturday 3rd May

material had largely cleared away from the source regions and Poland.
Air now flowed Northwards behind the anticyclone with a band of more
polluted air from Austria to the north coast of FRG, and large parts of
Britain were within the cloud.

Rain Jed to some relatively high values of

- 6 deposition on the Western side and then over Scotland on 3rd to 4th
May, although by this time the cloud was more dilute.

From this point

on the air circled round a depression centred Just to the West of Britain
and

was

drawn

Northwards

from

Europe

with

frontal

precipitation over the North Sea, Denmark and Norway.
Denmark had remained relatively free of the cloud.

systems

giving

Until this time

Trajectories and air

concentrations in this latter part of the release are difficult to estimate
as material waa carried aloft into the frontal systems.
Fig.4 illustrates the agreement between observed concentrations of 1131 in
air at some specific locations for which data was available and calculated
average concentrations for the grid cells in which these points lie.
general the time of arrival of material is predicted quite well.

In

However

the cloud seems to have had a remarkably sharp edge indicated by a
steep rise in concentrations on arrival.

There are also instances where

recorded air concentrations at aitea close together compared with the
dimensions of the grid cells, of area 1o4 km2, differ sharply.

Thus, 1131

air concentrations at Ispra 18 km from Varese are very similar, whereas
at Trino 80 km away, they are considerably higher and peak a day later,
although both sites are in the same adjacent cell.

Similarly, total /3

measurements.>. 15udopest indicate a maximum on let May

greater than that

f•M),

on the 6th, the reverse of the 1131 measurements
This illustrates the
sources.

difficulty of interpreting measurements from

many

For 1131 in particular many measurements refer only to the

particulate fraction which is typically 1/3 to 1/4 of the total.

A factor

of 3 has been applied to allow for 1131 in the vapour phase where this
is the case.
More extensive comparison between model results and measurements will
be undertaken as more reliable
other nuclides.
picture

of

to cover

In general the present calculations give a good general

dispersal

contamination.

data becomes available, and

of

the

cloud

and

the

resulting

distribution

of

However calculated levels over S.Italy, Greece and other

S.European countries tend to be slightly too low indicating rather more
activity in the tail of the release; whereas in parts of the U.K., and over
Denmark towards 6th to 7th May, calculated air concentrations are a

- 7 -

This overestimation may be partly due to convergence

little too high.

and conveyor belt transport of the cloud aloft in frontal systems.
Long Term Dose Commitment from Cs Isotopes
The long term exposure of the European population from Chernobyl will
be largely

due

to csl37 and

csl34.

The maps of accumulated

total

deposition of csl37 allow approximate estimation of the collective dose
commitment

resulting

bearing in

mind

to

the

European

uncertainties,

a

population

tendency

towards

outside

the

USSR-

pessimism in

dose

factors used in risk analysis and any reduction which may have resulted
from the introduction of control measures.

Two modes of exposure are

dominant for csl37, the whole body irradiation from deposited csl37 and
ingestion.

These two modes are almost equally important.

For external irradiation the shielding effect of buildings will reduce the
dose. Also deposition retained on smooth urban surfaces is likely to be
considerably lees than on soils and vegetation.
the

effective

dose

commitment

for

an

Charles et al (6) give

individual

constantly

outdoors

following deposition of 1 Bq m-2 of csl37 on the aoil as 1.2.10-7 Sv and
recommend an overall shielding factor of .5.

Applying this dose factor to

the calculated pattern of csl37 deposited over Europe weighted by the
population distribution of 550 million people outside the USSR leads to a
total

of

9.0.104

man

Sv

as

the

effective

dose

commitment

to

this

population from external irradiation by cs137.
Doses resulting from ingestion of cs137 depend on the dietary habits of
the population but diets vary considerably throughout Europe.
all food

is locally grown.

Also not

However estimates of doses resulting from

ingestion of cs137 generally indicate values similar to that for external
irradiation

implying

that

the

approximately 1.8.t05 man Sv.

total

dose

commitment

from

cs137

is

- 8 The distribution of deposited cs134 will be similar to that for csl37 but
only about 60% as much activity ie estimated to have been released.
c 8 134 also hae a shorter half life. of 2 years and dose factors are

'"

external irradtion s.0.10-8 Sv BB opposed to
' c 134
1.2.10-7 Sv per Bq m-2 deposited.
8
therefore a.dds t'lboLLt 30 to

slightly

lower;

for

40% to the dose commitment, implying a total collective dose commitment
from

Ce

isotopes

approximately

to

2.4.105

the
man

European
Sv.

population

Averaged

over

outside
the

the

USSR

population

of

of
550

million people this amounts to an average dose commitment per individual
over 50 years of 0.4 m Sv. 75% of the estimated 5.5 x 1016 Bq of csl37
released was deposited within the total map area shown in Fig.3.

In

severe hot spot areas outside the USSR with up to 50 times the average
estimated deposition of 2 to 3

Kbq, m-2 of ce137 and cel34, the

average individual dose commitment estimated on this baeie is 20 mSv.
By comparison the

maximum permitted dose limit over a

lifetime for a

member of the public is 70 mSv.
Summary and Conclusion
The long range transport model MESOS has been successfully applied to
obtain a general picture of the dispersal of the Chernobyl release across
Europe.

By comparing predicted levels with rreliminary measurements it

has been estimated that between 15 and 25% of the core contents of 1131
and ce137 were released.

Collective dose calculations indicate that the

effective dose commitment to the European population outside the USSR
from the dominant longer lived Ce isotopes ie approximately 2.4.lo5 man
Sv, and that in hot epote the individual dose commitment, estimated on
the same basis, ie 20 mSv, compared with an average value of 0.4 mSv.
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iii) Friday 2.5.86

Figure 1. Midday Weather Olarts 26.4.86 - 5.5.86.

iv) M::nday 5.5.86
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18th September 1986

Di rec

UKAEA,
Safety & Reliability Directorate,
Wigshaw Lane,
Culc:heth,
Warrington. WA3 4NE

Chernobyl
Mr. Blumfield told the EDC that he had been asked by the NDBM
to take the lead in co-ordin_ating a .!liJ<;ult§_ion ~tWC!ll'.11'_~.~- -~(Ir
management at Harwell, Winfdth ancl Douareay on the. le,\lltQDJl::f~·'.W-·-: ·.
learnt from Chernoby 1, with a vtev to -pr04ueing an aaiiiffa'·1'afa»c:-01i• ·
necessary actions to be sublllitted to tbe'.BOO 1111d ABl[, :
to be some scope in his proit<ieala (or oV._JlQ wi;tb wo..,;;ifiit Y~".- ... _
already have in hand, and I aaked, what SllD"s' inVc>b:eaieiit would be.
He gave me the impression that he thought· it would be best to leave SRD
out of the subject at this stage, but other Directors backed my view
that SRO should be involved. It was therefore agreed that he would
ask you to provide somebody to act as secretary to the group. He
should approach you on this before long. I think it probably does
not need Senior SRD representation at this stage1 but will ask for
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AN INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF THE CHERNOBYL-4 REACTOR
ACCIDENT RELEASE SOURCE
H. M, ApSimon•, H.F. Macdonald**, .J• .J. N. Wilson•
•Department Mechnical Engineering, Imperial College, London
•• CEGB, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, Berkeley, Glos.
SUMMARY
The long-range atmospheric dispersion model MESOS has been used to provide a preliminary
evaluation of the distribution over Western Europe of radioactivity released during the accident which
ccurred at the Chernobyl-4 reactor in the USSR in April 1986. The results of this analysis have been
compared with observations during the first week or so following the accident of airborne
contamination levels at a range of locations across Europe in order to obtain an estimate of the
accident release source. The work presented here was performed during the 6-8 weeks following the
accident and the results obtained will be subject to refinement as more detailed data become available.
However, at this early stage they indicate a release source for the Chernobyl accident, expressed as a
fraction of the estimated reactor core inventory, of -15-20% of the iodine, tellurium and caesium
isotopes, -1°/o of the ruthenium and lesser amounts of the other fission products and actinides,
together with an implied major fraction of the krypton and xenon noble gases.

Introduction
This paper describes the application of the
results of a preliminary analysis of the dispersion over Western Europe of radionuclides
released during the Chernobyl-4 reactor
accident(IJ in order to evaluate the accident
release source. The dispersion of radioactivity
across Europe was estimated using the Lagrangian puff trajectory model MESOS<'l which
was developed for the study of routine and
hypothetical accidental airborne releases from
;uclear installations within the European Community out to distances up to 1-2000 km from
the source. It utilises meteorological data
extracted from standard observations recorded
and reported routinely from meteorological
stations across Europe. The model is thus well
suited for the investigation of the atmospheric
dispersion of, as well as dry and wet deposition
processes associated with, material released in
the Chernobyl accident and transported over
the regions of Europe to the west of the source.
The Chernobyl accident occurred during the
last week of April 1986, commencing at 0123
hours local time on 26/ 4 or 2123 hours GMT
on 25/ 4, and the assessment of the release
source described here was carried out during
the following 6-8 weeks (N.B. dates/months
cited here and throughout this paper refer to

1986 and times to GMT). The results of
MESOS calculations of airborne concentrations due to unit releases of 131 1 and 137 Cs have
been used to obtain a preliminary estimate of
the accidental release source for a range of
radionuclides observed as contaminants in air
samples collected at several locations across
Western Europe during the first week of the
accident. No attempt is made here to analyse in
detail enhanced environmental dose rates or
contamination
levels
in
environmental
materials and foodstuffs associated with the
Chernobyl accident. These data are considered
to be subject to greater variability than the air
sample data due to the complex physical and
chemical processes governing activity deposition and transfer through terrestrial and aquatic
pathways. Investigation of these aspects of the
Chernobyl accident is judged to be more
appropriate once a more complete and better
validated data base has been established,
including in particular details of spatial and
temporal variations in rainfall rates across
Europe during relevant periods.
Although the observed air sample data are
subject to some uncertainty due to plume
depletion processes in transit, and the reactor
operating history prior to and temporal pattern
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of release during the accident are not known in
detail at present, it is of interest to investigate
the degree to which data acquired over many
hundreds of kilometres from Chernobyl can be
utilised to generate a self-consistent accident
release source term. The results presented here
are believed to give a broad indication of the
accident release source, but will be subject to
refinement as more data become available.
However, even at this preliminary stage they
provide a demonstration of the capability of
long-range atmospheric dispersion models in
the evaluation of transfrontier consequences of
a nuclear accident, as well as giving an indication of the severity of the Chernobyl accident
in comparison with accidents postulated for
reactor systems operating or proposed for construction in the UK and elsewhere. In addition,
they provide a basis for the estimation of the
radiological impact of the accident within the
USSR and in particular in the regions close to
the Chernobyl site.
The MESOS model and estimated
trajectories

The MES OS model< 1>, results from which
form the basis for the release source estimates
described here, was designed to utilise standard
meteorological observations at synoptic
stations. The initial stage in modelling of an
accidental release within MESOS is the evaluation of the trajectories of a series of discrete
puffs of activity originating from the source and
collectively representing the total quantity of
activity discharged. The accidental release is
divided into a series of quasi-continuous
releases of 3 hours duration, each of which is
simulated by first tracing the histories and
development of puffs released at the beginning
and end of each 3 hour period. The assumption
that the release over the 3 hours corresponds to
a continuous series of puffs following intermediate trajectories then leads to contamination
of the whole area along and between the calculated trajectories; additional spreading, to represent the lateral dispersion of the instantaneous puffs, is also included. Detailed examples
of this procedure are given in an earlier application of the MESOS model to a reconstruction of the accidental release which occurred
from the Windscale No. 1 pile in the UK in
October 1957( 21.
The MESOS simulation of the Chernobyl
accident was based upon a series of trajectories

originating between 1200 hours on 25 I 4 and
1200 hours on 29 I 4. As an example, the
trajectory originating from Chernobyl (at
51'16'N, 30'17'E) at 1200 hours on 26/4 is
reproduced in Figure 1; this trajectory initially
moves away from the source towards Scandinavia, but then stagnates over the Baltic
before swinging back westwards across Central
Europe and eventually reaching the UK on
215. A more detailed account of the estimated
trajectories during the Chernobyl accident,
including discussion of the prevailing meteorological conditions, is given in Reference 1 and
only a brief outline is included here in order to
aid understanding of the application of the
MESOS results in the accident release sourc'
evaluations.
During the early stages of the accident the
trajectories predicted by MESOS are directed
north over Sweden, apparently slightly too far
to the west since the observed deposition over
the SW tip of Finland is not predicted by the
model. Later trajectories originating between
0600 hours on 26/ 4 and early on the following
day show a decreasing tendency to travel
towards Scandinavia, tending more to stagnate
over the Baltic Sea and NE Poland under the
influence of an anticyclonic ridge which
developed early on 29 I 4 and persisted for
several days. This effect is evident in Figure 1,
and material stagnating in this region effectively acted as a secondary source for a series
of trajectories directed westward across
Europe. Similar trajectories originating late on
28/ 4 and on 29 I 4 follow a more direct
southerly route across Europe before tumini>
northwards and crossing the North Sea into th,
North Atlantic region. In addition, very light
winds existed in the Chernobyl area early on
27 I 4 and on 28/ 4, whereas trajectories
originating after 1200 hours on 27/4 and
during the following day leave the map area
covered by the present MESOS model to the
east, thus any postulated release during this
period would make no contribution to activity
levels calculated to the west of Chernobyl (see
below).
In the MESOS calculations the passage of
the 3-hourly puffs along the trajectories discussed above takes into account changing
meteorological conditions en route. In addition, vertical temperature profiles were fitted to
radiosonde data to give a diurnal cycle with
deep mixing and the release source was given
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Figure 1: Tite MESOS Trajectory Originating from Chernobyl at 1200 boon GMT on 26th April 1986c 0 .

an initial spread over heights from 50-1000 m
to reflect the considerable plume rise suggested
in early reports of the accident. Finally, the

two days of the accident. Thus the results presented here are based upon a temporal release

occurrence of precipitation was deduced from
observations of ''present weather" indicating

mes per 3 hour period from 2100 hours on
25/ 4 to 2400 hours on 27 I 4, with a reduction
by a factor of 3 on 28/ 4 and by a factor of 10
on 29/4.
In addition, in order to model the depletion
of the plume due to deposition processes, both
dry and wet deposition were included in the
MESOS analysisPl. For 131 I a dry deposition
velocity of 3 X 10-3 m s- 1, was assumed,
together with a wash-out coefficient of 5 x
10-5 X J08 s- 1, where J is the estimated rainfall
rate in mm h- 1• For 137 Cs a lower dry deposition velocity of 10-3m s- 1 was used, with the

the type and intensity of any rain.
Postnlated release pattern and MESOS
results
In order to use the MESOS model to evalu91te airborne concentrations of released material
id associated levels of ground contamination
due to dry and wet deposition processes it is
necessary to postulate the rate of release of
activity throughout the accident. In the absence
of specific information on this point for the
Chernobyl accident a simple release scenario
was postulated for the preliminary MESOS
analysisP>. This involved an initial short term

release of noble gases over a period of a few
hours and terminating at 2400 hours on 25/ 4,
together with an extended release of 131 I and
mes over the 99 hour period from 2100 hours
on 25/ 4 to 2400 hours on 29/ 4. An initial
scenario based upon a uniform release of

activity over the 99 hour period indicated too
large a relative contribution from the later part
of the release and this was modified to concentrate the majority of the release into the first

pattern normalised to a unit release of

131

1 or

same wash-out rate as for iodine. Details of the

results of the MESOS calculations for 133 Xe in
air and 131 1 in air, together with 131 1 wet deposition levels, have been given elsewhere(ll; the
results for 131 I in air for the nine day period
from 0900 hours on 26/ 4 to 0900 hours on
4/5 are reproduced in Figures 2(a) to 2(i)
inclusive. The values corresponding to the
various symbols in the MESOS grid squares are
given in the key and represent the average airborne concentrations of 1311 at each location
over sequential 24 hour periods, as indicated.
Each grid square on the map is of approxi-
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mately 10 4 km 2 area and the airborne concentrations given in Figure 2 assume a total release
of 21 MCi (780 PBq) of 131 1.
The dispersion of the rn I component of the
Chernobyl release over Western Europe
depicted in Figure 2, and comparable MESOS
results for 133 Xe and 137 Cs, are broadly consistent with observations reported during the
first few weeks following the accident (see for
example References 1 and 3; also the discussion below). Thus, the early part of the release
spreads northwards into Scandinavia on 2728/ 4, passing close to the NE corner of Poland
where it was observed on the evening of 28/ 4.
Airborne concentrations are high just to the
south of Stockholm, where relatively high levels
were observed, while in addition precipitation

over Scandinavia produced high levels of
deposition over southern Sweden and Norway
during this period<'· 3l.
On 29 I 4 the airborne contamination begins
to spread southwards into Poland and the
GDR, continuing during the following days as
levels over Norway and Sweden begin to fall.
On 30/4 and 1/5 the release continues to
spread westward across the FGR and France,
while at the source the release is now assumed
to have ceased. In line with observations during
this period airborne levels are higher in
Southern Germany than in the north, while
Denmark and the northern coast of Germany
have essentially escaped the cloud. Also at this
time the MESOS calculation indicates high wet
deposition of material over France, the
southern part of the FRG, Switzerland and
Austria, as well as further deposition over
Eastern SwedenP· 3>. During 1/5 and 2/5 the
cloud spreads even more extentively over
Western Europe, extending to the UK, Spain
and northern Italy, while the later part of the
release is affecting Romania, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia. By the final stages of the
period covered by the MESOS analysis the
released material is distributed across almost

the whole of Europe; although the results
shown in Figure 2 indicate that the plume has
cleared from the source region at this stage; as

noted earlier, the present MESOS estimates
take no account of material carried along
trajectories which leave the map area to the
east. With the release pattern assumed here this
could affect up to -20% of the released
activity, some or all of which could subsequently have returned westwards across the

source

region.

However,

independent

trajectory calculations imply that this did not
happen<4l, while data are available to extend
the area studied further to the east and north
and it is intended to do this in the futurePJ.
Data sources and release source estimates
In principle, concentration estimates of the

type presented in Figure 2 may be compared
with observed 131 1 in air levels at various locations across Western Europe in order to evalu-

ate the Chernobyl accident release source for
this and, allowing for radioactive decay effects,
other radionuclides. In practice the situation is
not quite as straightforward as this due to
uncertainties both in the MESOS calculatio
and in the observations. For example, the 24
hour average air concentrations estimated

using MESOS cannot include the localised
variations in both space and time induced by

precipitation and major topographical features
encountered by the plume. Also, much of the
observed data available in the first few weeks
following the accident were incompletely specified in terms of factors such as sampling period
and/ or sampling techniques employed. As
noted earlier, it was judged that these uncertainties were minimised in the case of airborne
activity concentration data, as compared for
instance with deposited activity or contamination levels in environmental materials and
foodstuffs. Thus air concentration data were

used as the basis of the present preliminary
estimates of the Chernobyl accident release
source.
Observed airborne concentrations for !"'
range of radionuclides at various locatioi

across Western Europe were selected for comparison with MESOS predictions and are summarised in Table 1. The basis of their selection
is discussed below, prior to presentation of the
release source estimates derived from them. In
addition, limited data sets for 131 ! and 137 Cs

concentrations observed in the FRG and
regions to the south were also included in this
study at a later stage and are considered below.
The locations of the various data sources used
here are shown in Figure 3, which also indicates

the grid squares from which MESOS data were
derived for comparison with the observed
values.

The earliest observations of the Chernobyl
release which were reported came from Scan-

dinavia and the Studsvik data shown in Table 1
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represent 24 hour average concentrations
recorded on 28/ 4< 5 l. Based on the observed
131
I/ 137 Cs ratios elsewhere in Europe and on
inventory considerations outlined below, the
iodine data appear to represent only the particulate fraction of the release. Early observations from NE Poland were reported by the
IAEA< 6l as daily maximum and minimum total
airborne activity levels over the period from
28/4 to 3/5, together with maximum and
minimum values throughout this period for
selected isotopes. Peak to mean ratios were
typically -2 and the activities shown in Table 1
are 50% of the reported maximum values
which have been taken to persist over the 48
mrs of 29-30/ 4, as indicated by the temporal
pattern of the total activity data. These latter
observations are compared with the predicted
137
Ill[ and
Cs in air levels obtained from the
MESOS analysis in Figure 4; all three histograms have been normalised to unit integrated
airborne activity (Bq s m- 3) over the period
from 28/4 to 3/5 inclusive to facilitate comparison of the time variation in activity levels.
Noting that the observed and calculated
activity levels plotted in Figure 4 are 24 hour
averages, the MESOS model can be seen to
predict the arrival of the plume and subsequent
decline in activity levels over NE Poland
reasonably well.

The Mo! data included in Table 1 are 6 hour
mean values recorded between 0900 and 1500
hours on 2/5< 7l; here the quoted Ill[ activity is
the particulate fraction, with a reported particulate to gaseous iodine ratio of 1:2. Two sets
of UK data are included in Table 1, both being
integrated airborne concentrations recorded at
Chilton< 8l and Berkeley{'· 10 l respectively. In the
latter case the quoted iodine activity is again
the particulate fraction with an observed particulate to gaseous ratio of 1:4<'l. The similarity
between the rnl/1 37 Cs ratios for the two UK
locations shown in Table 1 suggests that a
similar particulate to gaseous iodine ratio is
appropriate in both cases.
In addition, limited data sets comprising
integrated airborne concentrations of 131 1 and
137
Cs observed at several other locations in the
FRG, Switzerland, Italy and Yugoslavia are
summarised in Table 2. The Aachen/Julich
and Munich data were recorded over the
period from 30/4 to 7/5< 11 l, while those from
the Leibstadt nuclear power plant were
observed between 1/5 and 3/5P 2l. The Ill[
data from the Trina and Caorso nuclear power
plants were measured between 30/4 and 5/5,
as were those from Zagreb and Belgrade< 12 l. In
the latter case only maximum values were
reported and the levels shown in Table 2 were

Table 1
Observed Airborne Concentrations of Radionudides Released from Chemobyl at Various Lotations Acros.!> Europe

Observed Airborne Concentration
Radionuclide

~uco

MSr
911
Sr
~ 5 zr1~ 1 Nb
9~Mo/99"'Tc

103
RU
1<>1iRu
lllJ
D2Te/L12J
1n

1

134Cs
i_i~cs

i.11cs
140Ba/1411La
141cc
144Ce

2l9Np
!.W1l411pu
!l~Pu/241Am

242cm

Studsvik r 11
!Bqm '

NE Poland 1 ~ 1
!Bq m- 1

O.DI
-

-

-

0.17
0.7
0.4
0.23
6.0
2.0
1.15
0.97

-

1.9
3.5
0.13
0.2
0.7

-

-

-

Mot 01
/Bq m- 1
-

0.31
0.04

-

-

-

-

14.5
-

93
106
-

5
9.5

-

-

7.8
-

3.6

-

-

-

-

2.5. JO-'

-

<2.7.10-~

-

8.10-<;

-

Chilton"'

/Bqsm- 1

-

-

1.2.IO-'
4.5.10 4
l.6.10'
1.9. JO'
3.2.104
7.6.10 4
2.4. 10 4

-

-

-

BerkeleyrY. rni
!Bq s m-·'
2.0.IO'

-

9.0.10 1
6.0.10'
8.35.10 1
2.85.10 4
2.11.10 4
4.36.10 4

I.OS. ID'
5.8. JO'
1.03.10 4
3.92.10·1
1.91.104
9.65.10'
-

-

-

2.88
4.32
0.14
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(l')

0900 h 27/4 - 0900 h 28/4

MEAN AIR CONCNlBQ.M-31
111

<JED

111

!E0-3.l6EO

11111

3.16E0-1El

111

!EJ-3.!6El

11111

3.!6El-!E2

111

IE2-3. J6E2

11111

3.16E2-1E3
>1E3

•

(i)

0900 h 3/5 - 0900 h

~/5

l-"igure 2: Lstimated 24 hour Average 1-11 1 in Air
Concentration!i ol·er We"lern Europe for the Period from 26th
April tu 41h May 1986111 •
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Figure 3: The MESOS European Grid Cell Map Showing Data Sources and Associated Cells used in the Release Source
Evaluations.

estimated assuming a peak to mean ratio of -2,
similar to that applied earlier in the case of the
data for NE Poland.
The Chernobyl accident release source
estimates derived by comparing the observed
activity concentrations of Table 1 with the
MESOS model predictions are summarised in
Table 3. Also shown in Table 3 is the estimated
core inventory at the time of the accident
evaluated using the RICE codeC 13 >, assuming
irradiation of 180 tonnes of 2% enriched U0 2
fuel for 420 days at a rating of 16 MW i- 1• This
represents a bum-up of 6720 MWd C 1 which,
in the absence of detailed information on the
irradiation history of the Chernobyl-4 reactor,
was determined on the basis of the observed
134
Cs/ 137 Cs activity ratios (see Table 1). This
estimated core inventory was used to derive the
elemental release fractions shown in the final
column of Table 3. These release fractions are
the geometric means of the data for the various
locations across Europe included in this study
and, where indicated, have been corrected to
allow for the reported or deduced particulate to

gaseous iodine ratios. The elemental release
fractions deduced here are compared in Figure
5 with the equivalent parameters for the UKl
degraded core accident postulated for the proposed Sizewell 'B' PWR reactor<"!. The dashed
lines of unit slope shown in Figure 5 provide a
basis for comparison of the Chernobyl acciden
with the PWR/UKl accident; obviously the
scenarios for the two accidents are not strictly
comparable, apart from differences in the
design features and safety philosophies of the
two reactor systems. For example, while the
PWR/UKl release category embraces a group
of sequences in which a containment by-pass
exists from the reactor core to the environment
with the release occurring over a period of a
few hours<"I, that at Chernobyl appears to have
extended over several days. However, in the
sense that the UKl scenario represents a severe
accident involving the whole reactor core the
comparison shown in Figure 5 can be said to
represent the Chemobyl-4 reactor accident as
one involving -5-50°/o of the whole core, with
a geometric mean value of -15°/o. This perhaps
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gives a perspective of the severity of the
accident in relation to extreme low probability
fault sequences postulated for the PWR system
proposed for introduction into the UK and
operating elsewhere.
Additional release source estimates for 131 I
and 137 Cs, based on the observations summarised in Table 2, are given in Table 4. The
results for Aachen/ Julich, Munich and
Leibstadt are reasonably consistent with those
"f Table 3 for these two radionuclides. In terms
f the estimated release fractions for iodine and
caesium, inclusion of these additional results
has a marginal impact, increasing them by
about 4%, to 19 and 22% respectively. However, the results for 131 I based on the observations over Northern Italy and Zagreb appear
too high, representing fractional releases of the

estimated Chernobyl core inventory for this
radionuclide of ;i> 100%. Given the reasonable
consistency of the 131 1 release source estimates
derived from observations elsewhere in
Europe, these anomalous results for Northern
Italy and Yugoslavia indicate that the MESOS
calculations are underpredicting the 131 I in air
concentrations over this region. Three independent effects, or a combination of them,
could explain this result, namely;
(a) underestimation of the activity release
rate during the later stages of the accident
when the predicted trajectories tended to take a
more southerly route across Europe (see earlier
discussion),
(b) inaccuracies in the estimation of these
trajectories causing them to pass too far to the
north in the region of Northern Italy, and
(c) neglect of material which initially
followed trajectories to the east of Chernobyl
and subsequently turned back over southern
Europe.
These and other possible effects will be the
subject of further investigation as a more
detailed radiological and meteorological data
base for this region is established.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper the results from a preliminary
analysis of the dispersion over Western Europe
of radioactivity released during the Chernobyl-4 reactor accident have been utilised to
provide an initial estimate of the accident
release source. In particular, the results of longrange atmospheric dispersion calculations
performed using the MESOS code have been
outlined and compared with airborne
concentrations of radionuclides observed at a
range of locations across Europe during the
week or so following the accident. The work
reported here was undertaken during the first
6-8 weeks following the accident and utilised
monitoring data readily available during that

Table 2
Observed Airborne Concentrations of 131 1 and 131 Cs Released from
Chernobyl at Locations in Central and Southern Europe
Observed Airborne Concentration!Bq s m-J
Radionuclide
lJlJ

U7Cs

Aachen!Jutich 111J

Municho 1i

LeibstadJ 112J

Trinooi;

Caorso1 121

Zagreb 1121

Belgrade 1121

2.4.106
2.5.105

1.1.10 7
1.7.106

1.0.10b
4.5.10 5

3.2.106

6.3.106

6.0.10 6

2.9.106

-

-

-

-
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Table 3
Chernobyl·4 Reactor Accident Release Source Estimates and Comparison
with the Estimated Reactor Core ln¥entory
Release Source Estimates/ 10 1 ~ Bq
Based upon Observations at:

Estimated
Radio-

Core

nuclide

Invenroryl
10 1" Bq

9

f>(ICo

-

x9Sr
,._ 1Sr

330
12.2
509
490
384
66.4
267
395
589
7.88
10.3
14.4
521
493
284
5080
0.153
2.52.10 '
0.910

~Zr/ 9 ~Nb

YYMo/99""I'c
11

"Ru

11 /(iRu

1.111

112Te/1.1i 1
1.111

i_14Cs
1 6
'

Cs

incs
1

~"Ba/

1 1
"

'La

141ce
144Ce

2wNp
2Wll4!>pU
2.l~Pu/2•1Am

242Cm

Stud.~vik

NE Poland

Mo/

-

-

-

-

-

I. I

-

0.13

-

-

0.017
0.30
2.2
0.57
0.39
65'
29'
70'
1.7

-

3.2
6.8
0.23
0.34

2.5

-

-

6.0
-

50
94

-

1.9
3.6
-

-

I9s••
-

-

Chilton

-

8.1
2.7
85'
46
-

1.9

-

Berkeley

Fraction
of Core
Inventory
Released ( 0/o)

0.012

-

-

0.052
0.039
2.5
1.9
1.3
23'
25
32'
0.62
0.33

12
-

4.6
2.1
-

-

-

-

-

-

8.1.10 ;

-

-

<8.7.10-~

-

-

2.6.10- 4

-

1.1.10- 4
2.6.10- 4
8.7.I0- 6

-

-

-

1.2

}

0.54

o.oz
0.48

}

LO

}
}

15
18

0.84

-

0.44

f

0.08

}

0.06

0.05

*Values based on a particulate to gaseous io<line ratio uf 1:4, as observed at Berkclcyl 9 J.
••Value based on reported particulate to gaseous iodine of I :2 at Molt~l.

Table 4
Chemob)"l·4 Reactor Accident Release Source Estimates for n 11 and n 7cs
Based on Observation in Central and Southem Europe
Release Source Estimates/ 1011> Bq Based upon Observations at:
Radionuclide
13lJ

incs

Aachen/Julich

Munich

Leih.5tadt

Trino

Caorso

Zagreb

Belgrade

47
2.3

180
14

1so•

310
-

600

300

17

4.8

-

-

-

• VaJue based upon a particulate to gaseous iodine ratio of 1 :4, as observed at Berkeleyl 9>.

period. At the time of writing, data related to
the radiological impact of the Chernobyl
accident are continuing to be assembled and it
will be some time before a complete and
validated data base is established. At that stage
it will be possible to refine the MESOS calculations and the release source estimates derived
from them, but in the interim the results presented here provide an insight into the severity
of the Chemobyl-4 reactor accident and may
be used as a source term for environmental
impact studies aimed at understanding the
radiological implications of the accident and
the remedial actions being undertaken within
the USSR.

Given the uncertainties within the MESOS
model and in the data utilised in this study, the
accident release source estimates presented in
Tables 3 and 4 show a remarkable degree of
consistency. The majority of the values calculated lie within a factor of 2 of the mean values
for individual radionuclides, particularly where
several sets of observations are available.
Where anomalous results occur, as in the case
of the 131 I levels in air over northern Italy, these
can be understood at least qualitatively in
terms of limitations in the present MESOS calculations and available data. For example, the
concentrations assigned to individual MESOS
grid cells in the present analysis are uncertain
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to within a factor of almost 2 (see key to Figure
2). Overall the uncertainty associated with the
release source estimates of Table 3 is considered unlikely to be greater than a factor of
about 2-3, with a greater degree of confidence
being placed in the relative releases of the
various fission product and actinide elements
included therein. Indeed, the relative releases
show good agreement with broad classifications
of fission product releases from damaged U0 2
fuel derived earlier, largely on the basis of
theoretical considerations (see for example
Table 1 of Reference 15).
Finally, it has been suggested that in a sense
the Chemobyl-4 reactor accident can be
described as one involving 5-50% of the whole
-:ore, with a mean of -15%. While this
approach may be helpful in comparing the
Chernobyl accident with other severe accidents
postulated in design and safety studies for
other reactor systems, it is one which should be
used with extreme caution. A more meaningful, and arguably the only, way to discuss the
release is in terms of the fractional releases of
individual fission product and actinide
elements. On the basis of the initial assessment
presented here this would lead to a current b°'t
estimate of the Chemobyl-4 reactor release
source of -15-20% of the iodine, tellurium
and caesium inventory, -1°/o of the ruthenium
and lesser amounts of the other fission products and actinides, together with an implied
major fraction of the krypton and xenon noble
gases.
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18 September 1986

Dr F. Gittus
Safety and Reliability Directorate
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington
WA34NE

Dear Dr Gittus,
I appreciate the interest within SRD in the work my group has been doing
on the Chernobyl accident. Dr Nixon is coming to see me on Thursday with
a view to obtaining our estimated trajectories, and I will then show him
our new results for a revised release pattern based on the USSR
presentations in Vienna. In the meantime I enclose two recent papers
based on our preliminary results to illustrate the applications to source
term assessment and collective dose calculations. Please let me know if
there are any further details you would 1ike to know.

Yours sincerely,

Helen ApSimon

Enc. 2
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International Atomic Energy Agency

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I

'
RESTRICI'ED Distr.
Original: ENGLISH

For official use only
Item l(c) of the provisional agenda
(OOV/2264)
!?OST-ACCIDENT REVIElol MEE'I'IKi

Note by the Director General

Pursuant to a decision taken by the Board of Gove.rnors
on 2 May 1986,11' a post-accident review meeting on the Chernobyl accident
was held in Vienna from 25 to 29 August 1986.
1.

2.
After the review meeting, the International Nuclear Safety l\dvisory
Group (INSAGJ, with the assistance of invited experts, prepared the attached
report to the Director General, who herewith sul::mits it to the Board for its
consideration.

•

3.
Section VII of the report contains reccmrendations which were taken into
account by the Secretariat in preparing the proposals for expanded nuclear
safety and radiation protection contained in document QJl//2269.
RECCMIBNDED l\CTION BY THE BOARD

4.

)

It

is reconmended that the Board take note of the attached report and

request the Director General to sul::mit it to the General Conference for
consideration at its special session.

1(

See G0\1/0R.649, paras 117-119.
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EMERITIJS PROFESSOR J .H. FREMLIN
46 Vernon Road
F.dgbaston
Birmingham
816 9SH

Telephone: 021454 0314

17th September 1986
Dr Joba H. Gi ttu,

Directer,
Satet7 and Reliability Directorate,
U.K.A.E.A.,.

Cal.clleth,

Cheshire.
Dear Dr Oittua,
!hank you wry auch indffd tor your
gaYe a detailed and compreheuive

Report., which
account ot the Cbernob71 accident as well as iohe
'Witall.7 1.aportant collectin doaee received b;r the
Smet population.
'ftlis bu come in Dice tU. for the aectien
on Chernobyl that. I want to add to the paperback
editiea ot WIT book (Pfier Prod11Ction - What are iohe
Risk•?). 'l'bi.1 is to be publi•hed b7 OUP uxt spring
or sn er, but thq haw Ii.Tea • the beg~nn1ng ot
October as the date b7 which the aeed the addition.
ta referring to ;your report, should I ea;r
•PriTate Coimunioation", or 11 it to be pw.blished

b7 the IA.EA?
Yours sincerely,

John Fremlln.

Extract froa Minutes of __E_D_c_:_s_6_)_M_3_____ Meet i ng he ld on -17.9.86
-------

'l tern

4

Mr. 9.C. Carpenter
Mr.

D.M. Le·,py

Mr. W. McMillen

4.

DEVELOPMENTS FOLLOWING THE ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL
EDC(86)Pl6

,,,...

0

23.

In discussion of EDC(86)Pl6, the following points were made.

4.1

Briefing on Plant for Local Media/Public _!:nquiries

· 24.

(i)

OR. LOW and DR. HOLMES confirmed that briefing was available, on
the reactors at Harwell and Winfrith, to deal with local
enqulr ies.

(ii)

MR. BLUMFIELD said that a summary could be produced, for brieting
purposes, of a recent paper to the Northern Division Board of
Mnnn&cmcnt (NDBM} on the PFR bu; preaayre gf gther W<>r• h~rl
prevented the preparation of briefing on other plant at Dounreay.

OR. EYRE ~dol LhaL, whlle Springfields and Windscale fell withfo
BNFL's emergency and associated arrangements, an NDBM paper on
safety procedures for the various plant at FETD could also be
bUcllWIHlsed for u•e ao briefing.
I t was slightly ourprioing that,
following the Chernobyl accident, the media had not shown a closer
. ---~~t~re:~ in th.~ Windscal~ piles.

(iii)

(iv)

For licensing purpuses, the NII were asking Dounreay for details
of chemical hazards on the site, which would then become publicly
avallable.

(v)

DR. LOMER said that, when tritium was introduced into JET, local
discussion would need to be arranged and media briefing prepared.

,--.('

\_'

(vi)

I

The reply to various questions raised by the Atomic Energy
Division of the Department of Energy on points arising from the
Chernobyl accident, eg. the positive void co-efficient and prompL
criticality, would need to be prepared in the context of
discussions in the nuclear industry as a whole. ll would st:U te
up to the Authority to reply, in view of the nature of Atom;c
Energy Division's responsibilities.

4.2

Advertising of Authority Leaflets and Other Publications

25. There would be value in pursuing the possibility of advertising
Authority publications but the objectives should be properly thought out and
the publications would need to be selected to ensure that they were
up-to-date and suitable in content and tone.
4.3

Open Days

26.

(i)

DR. LOW said that a series of open days (for employees' families
and invited guests) was planned at Harwell, starting in the
Autumn.

(11)

The experience of Sellafield might suggest that there was a need
for open days for the general public but Winfrith's local
advertisements for visits by ticket had met with little response.
Ways were being sought of making visits to Winfrith 11X>re easily
available without the expense of a full Open D~y. On the other
hand, Dounreay's invitation to the public to visit PPR, advertised
'" '"'"'
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successful.
(iii)

0

The Authority would be involved in BNFL'• ~rra~•~•nte for A
___ , __ .• '
' . • l'Ur ,,UDl.AUJ~UlJl'tll llll'Prtl1' ~\JL1r 11111\i~~hary
of the uranium fuel element.

4.4

Local Liaison Committees

27.

(1)

{ii)

MR. BLUMFIELD said that it had been agreed that the press should
attend the next Dounreay Local Liaison Committee meeting. The
agenda was being checked for any confidential items.
DR. EYJ\15 aaid-tiR1t-.:enatr1 ort1ID'L' e Local Lid eon Committees
which covered PETD sites were already open to the media but local
councillors had objected to this arrangement for the Springfields
Committee.

-----------
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4.5

Observers at Emeraency Exercise•

28.

(i)

Some Local Liaison Committee member• already oboerved emergency
exercises in their capacity as council official• but it might be
unwise to set a precedent by inviting elected colD'lcillors to do
likewise.

(ii)

,,.....

4.6

It would also be ID'lwise to invite the press to oboerve emergency
exercises aince th••• ueod eccne>rioa of extre ... conditions, giving
a misleading impression which could be carried over into press
reports.

Funding of Public Relation• Initiatives

29. Although not a matter for the Council, there was aome concern at how
any increase in public information activities might be funded, The
Department of Energy were looking at the l'ublic Information Proo:ramm~ 1.~n~r
but any lnci.e&~a lll fUftdUIA Q6uld lieal the expense of other Programme
Letters,
•, • 7 UanuALLl.!l

JO.

(i)

(ii)

h&UllW

JU'lll.l\B f~6ui the l'oet-Acdclent Review

There waa a need to circulate information on the accident tn
Autlwr1?Y ~~ployees in two different contexca. Fir•t ,,.. the need
to keep all employees informed on a general basis. To this end,
a further letter fr0111 th• Chairman and a video on Chernobyl were
in preparation. The second strand was to provide adequate detail
to operators and first line aupervisors for them to understand the
full background.
Dr. Eggleton had given a very popular lecture at Harwell,
particularly on the environmental aspects of the accident.
MR. BLUMFIELD said that he had been invited by the NDBM to consult
Harwell and Winfrith about the possibility of a joint statement on
the balance of hnmAn 1~-l •nsi.nccrcd safety couL1ulY u ?Mir
reactors. It was agreed that it would be useful for SRD to be
involved at a junior l<>v .. 1 in ~h~a cHcrciH, perb .. µw \Jy proY141!1&
s.
11

'"~r•~ary.
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as part of the GNSR programme.
(v)

The Authority should •la.o participate Hi Lord M1111i'!n11l'1 Various
initiatives as necessary. Thia would include mDnitoring any
developments on the safety review of magnox reactors and
contributing to the Working Party on
1ce1aen~1

(vi)

em@rQen~v arrana•--~~~

&~w

larger than design baae reference accidents.

The Authority would also want to be involved in any long-term
epidemiological etudy following the accident, although NRPB or
would probably take the lead in this.

; ,: : r

~
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(vii)

The need to review reactor operator training arrangements would
probably be considered within Mr. Blymfield's e~rciee on human
and engineered controls in existing plant.

Other Matt@r•

Jl.

(i)

,,,,,....
(ii)

(,

(iii)

32,

In view of the range of sensitive major plant in the Authority, it
would be useful to produce a list of all potentially hazardous
plant so that the relevant safety provisions could be properly
considered.
The efficiency of the Russian response to the accident suggested
widespread understandin& of nnrl~u· -~~Ha nnd nailabillt.y uf
monitoring instruments. The possible need to look at similar
provisions in the UK could usefully be raised in the review of
civil contingency arrangements.
MR. FLETT said that Northern Division had been assured by the
managers of the university research reactor on the Risley site
th•• ""f•ty preoedurco had been .-~Yl~w~l1 1n tl\e light of
Chernobyl. They would nonetheless welcome detail• of any changes
in safety arrangements in the Authority, particularly for the
Materials Testing Reactors, which they might need to consider.
This information could be provided to universities thtJugh the
Radiological Protection Officer at Risley.

The COUNCIL
noted the points made in discussion;

0

2.

invited Mr. Blumfield and Dr. Eyre to prepare summaries of the
recent papers on PFR and FETD plant respectively, for use as
briefing for media and other queries;

3.

agreed that Mr. Chadwick should be invited, in consultation with
the Information Services Committee, to consider further the
possibility of advertising Authority publications, bearing in mind
the need for these to be carefully selected, and to propose a
shortlist of suitable publications;

4,

invited Mr. Blymfield to seek an SRD nominee to act as secretary
to the discussions he was arranging with Harwell and Winfrith on
human and engineered safety controls in existing plant; and

s.

agreed that Directors should prepare a list of potentially
hazardous plant at their establishments which would need to be
~ed in post-Chernobyl safety reviews.

-'---~'------"~------------·---
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MEMORANDl.M
To

Svbitc•

Dr R D Pearce, Programmes, LHQ
Chairman' a Dear Colleague Letter on Chernobyl

In response to Wynn Llewelyn's notes on the draft of 9 September.
Item 1:
I suggest leaving the text as it is. Operating
instructions were in place - they were, however, acknowledged as
inadequate. Documents sent to Moscow were not considered in
time, but there was no suggestion that they were for approval of
the tests.
Item 2:
I suggest keeping the amendment but delete initial.
Operator error occurred in the accident sequence as well as
deliberate over-riding of safety functions - but these were not
initiating events •

.
if/)

rr

S~a~
M R Hayne

Head, Nuclear Safety
Technology Branch
SRD
cc Mr
Mr
Dr
Dr

Baker, LHQ
Hodgk neon, LHQ
Gitt a, SRD L...-Nix , SRD

11 September 1986
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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC
CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
Addendum 2 to:
NE(86)16

FOR INFORMATION

Scale 4
Or. Eng.

STEERING COMMITTEE FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY
ACTIONS TAKEN BY NEA IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR SAFETY FOLLOWING
THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT; PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
or THE LIKELY IMPACT ON THE CSNI PROGRAMME

1.
In Addendum 1 of document NE(86)16, the Steering
Committee was informed of a number of preliminary suggestions
for future action by CSNI which emanated from two informal
enlarged Bureau meetings, held in Vienna during the week of
25th-29th August 1986. One of the suggestions made during
these meetings was inadvertently omitted from this document
and is given below:
2.
The importance of human factors in nuclear safety
has again been underlined by the Chernobyl accident.
It was
therefore proposed that CSNI should step up its activities in
this field.
In view of the likelihood that a broad programme
in this field will be entrusted to the IAEA, it was considered
important for CSNI to focus on the specific topic of simulator
development and training for accident situations.
In this
respect the coupling of a simulator with a thermal-hydraulic
facility should be investigated as an international project.

38524

ORGANISATION DE COOPERATION
ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUES
AGENCE POUR
L'ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE

DIFFUSION RESTREINTE
Par1s, red: ll septembre 1986
d1 st: 12 septembre 1986
Addendum 2 au:
NE(86)16
Bareme 4

Or. angl.

COMITE DE DIRECTION DE L'ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE
ACTIONS ENTREPRISES PAR L'AEN DANS LE DOMAINE DE LA SURETE NUCLEAIRE
A LA SUITE DE L'ACCIOENT DE TCHERNOBYL ; EVALUATION PRELIMINAIRE
OE L'INCIDENCE PROBABLE SUR LE PROGRAMME DU CSIN

l.
Dans l'Addendum l au document NE(B6)16, le Com1te de D1rect1on a ete
1nforme des suggest1ons prel1m1na1res relat1ves aux travaux futurs du CSIN,
formulees a l'lssue de deux reunlons lnformelles du Bureau elargl du Comlte
tenues a V1enne dans la sema1ne du 25 au 29 aout 1986. L'une de ces
suggestions a ete omlse par 1nadvertance de ce document et est soumlse
c1-apres :
2.
L'1mportance des facteurs huma1ns dans la sOrete nuclealre a de
nouveau ete soullgnee par !'accident de Tchernobyl et 11 est propose que le
CSIN renforce son programme d'act1v1tes dans ce doma1ne. Etant donne que
l'AIEA se verra vra1semblablement conf1er un large programme dans ce doma1ne,
on est1me qu'11 est 1mportant que le CSIN se concentre sur la quest1on
spec1f1que de la mlse au polnt de slmulateurs et de la format1on de personnel
pour falre face aux s1tuat1ons accldentelles. 11 conv1endra1t, a cet egard,
d'etud1er le couplage d'un s1mulateur a une 1nstallat1on thermohydraul1que
dans le cadre d'un projet 1nternat1onal.

IN CONFIDENCE
Dr J H Gittus
c/o Lord Marshall
Chairman
Central Electricity Generating Board
Sudbury House
15 Newgate Street
London EClA 7AX
CHERNOBYL POST-ACCIDENT REVIEW - THE HARWELL REACTORS
This note is in response to your memo of the 5th September, 1986 and is
very much an interim reply which will be amplified in the next week or
so.
The Harwell reactors are operated within the terms of an

annually-renewable Authority-To-Operate issued by the Director, AERE,
Harwell after consultation with the Director of Safety and Reliability
Directorate. The ATO is based on the reactor Safety Document and
Standing Orders approved by the Reactor Safety Committee at Harwell which
includes SRD members. The following are in direct reply to the questions
in your memo.
1.

The void coefficient and overall temperature coefficient of
reactivity in DIDO, PLUTO or GLEEP are all negative. Indeed,
because of the fairly strong negative void coefficient in DIDO and
PLUTO, the flooding of an initially empty thimble with heavy
water can add up to 0.35% reactivity to the reactor. An analysis
of the consequences of this when the reactor is critical is
included in the Safety Document.

2.

Prompt criticality requires the addition of at least 0.7%
reactivity to a critical core.
a)

GLEEP cannot become prompt critical because under its most
reactive conditions its excess reactivity cannot be greater

than 0.49%.
b)

DIDO and PLUTO have an excess reactivity well above the prompt
However this reactivity is absorbed by a
large number of thimbles, rigs, control absorbers and poisons

criticality figure.

so that the reactivity available for initiating prompt critical
events is relatively small and these events have very low

probability.
These include:

i)
ii)

continuous withdrawal of control absorbers during start-up
rapid removal of a stainless steel thimble or cobalt rig from
a near-critical reactor

iii)

control arm connecting rod breaks and arm swings out of the
core

iv)

main D20 circulators are started up and inject cold water into
the core.

v)

fuel element dropped into the core of a near-critical reactor
- 1 -

Events i) to iv) are dealt with in the reactor Safety Documents,
and event v) would involve the breach of the mandatory Standing
Orders. All of these are of low probability and would involve the
breaking of a chain of trips and safeguards. In all cases the
transients would be rapidly terminated by the reactor protection
system. Also event iv) is prevented by interlock action.
Standing Orders also demand sufficient negative reactivity margin

throughout reactor shutdowns (-4% in DIDO and -4.3% PLUTO) so that
two separate failures or errors such as the loss of a coarse
control arm combined with one other failure or error will not make

the reactor critical. In the unlikely event of this arising, the
safety absorbers are raised and available throughout a shutdown
period to terminate any unintentional criticality.
Operator Malpractice
This topic covers a wide spectrum from deliberate sabotage through

to carelessness.
(a)

Protection against deliberate malpractice include:-

All operators are security cleared and are subject to an annual
review by the reactor management which they must pass before
they continue to operate the reactor.

(b)

All control and safety circuits are located in cabinets locked
when the reactor is at power, with close control of the keys

by the Shift Supervisor.
(c)

Because of the fail-safe nature of the reactor protection
systems and their complexity, only a very few specialist staff
could intentionally inhibit the safety system without tripping
the reactor or being detected. Consequently the probability of
someone inhibiting reactor trips and then initiating a fault
condition to damage the reactor is extremely small.

The

correct operation of all trips and interlocks is tested during

each monthly shutdown.
(d)

The probability of reactor staff carrying out non-standard
operations and tests without the knowledge and approval of the
Reactor Manager is extremely low. The Standing Orders define
the operating state and degree of protection required at all
times. They also state that in addition to the Shift
Supervisors, an Assistant Reactor Manager of professional

engineer (SPTO) status, must be present during all major
changes to the reactor state. These include the loading and
unloading of fuel and control or safety absorbers.
- 2 -

I hope that these brief notes will give you the assurance you require.
We shall follow them up with a fuller statement.

D B Halliday
Research Reactors Division
Building 521
12th September 1986
c.c. Dr
Dr
Dr
Mr
Dr
Dr

GGE Low
P Iredale
VS Crocker
J Baxter
ATG Ferguson
B Tofield
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Immediate Facsimile
To:
From:

Mr D I Morphet; Department of Energy, Atomic Energy Division,
Thames House South, Millbank, London
Dr M R Hayne, HST, SRD, Culcheth, Warrington, Cheshire

11 September 1986

I have drafted the enclosed note along the lines of our telephone
conversation.

Four pages to follow
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DID THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT INVOLVE A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION?
1.
In their description of the events at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant, the Rueeiane, and the other experts gathered in
Vienna used technical language which hae been interpreted ae
indicating that the reactor wae destroyed by a nuclear explosion.
[David Fiehlock'e article in the F.T., for example]. Thie note
attempts to explain without recourse to technical jargon the
meaning of the phrases "positive void coefficient" and "prompt
critical excursion" which are at the heart of any interpretation
of the accident sequence in this way.
2.

How does a Nuclear Reactor Work?

Isotopes of certain very heavy atoms are unstable. Every eo
often out of a large group, the nucleus of a single atom will
split in two, with a simultaneous emission of one or more
elementary building blocks of the nucleus, neutrons. The
fragments are called 'daughters' and the whole process ie called
nuclear fission. Each event releases a relatively small amount
of energy which ends up ae heat or other emieeione such ae
rays. If enough events occur the energy released can add up to
very substantial amounts.
The process can be greatly enhanced if the neutrons emitted by a
fissioning nucleus collide with other fissionable nuclei. The
collision can cause the second nucleus to split. Since, on
average more than one neutron ie produced each time, ·a self
sustaining chain reaction ie theoretically possible. Thie chain
reaction ie the baeie for both nuclear power stations and atomic
bombs (but not, in this eimplietio view, hydrogen bombs). The
principal difference ie that in a nuclear reactor the rate of
fission ie steady, or changes slowly, whereas in a nuclear bomb,
great efforts are made to ensure that the chain reaction
increases very rapidly, and ie sustained long enough for a large
explosion to occur.
,,

How is the Chain Reaction Controlled in a Reactor?

In order to have a self sustaining chain reaction from the
neutrons coming directly from the primary fission events, a high
density of 'available' fissionable nuclei is needed. However,
there is another eouroe of neutrons, there are those coming from
the further decay of the daughter nuclei, which are themselves
unstable against further radioactive decays. We therefore have
two kinda of neutrons:
1•

Promtt neutrons - coming from the original fission
even e.

2.

Delayed neutrons - coming from the further decay of
radioactive daughter nuclei (up to a minute or two
after their formation). ;,

.....

.

I

In a nuclear reactor, it is the delated neutrons which sustain
the chain reaction. ~In a reactor, t ere are many prompt
neutrons, but the density of fissionable nuclei ie not high
(

.

...
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enough to allow them to sustain the chain reaction. The delayed
neutrons - when added to the prompt ones do allow the chain
reaction to be self sustaining but because they appear up to a
minute or two after the prompt neutrons, the rate of fission can
only rise relatively slowly because of the time lag before the
delayed neutrons "catch up". It is this which makes the reactor
so easy to control under normal circumstances. In faot "without
delayed neutrons there would be no nuclea~ power" (E Fermi).
By placing material which absorbs neutrons into the core, the
chain reaction can be slowed down, or stopped altogether. All
nuclear power plants are equipped with movable absorbing material
usually in the form of 'rode' which are inserted into the core
from above or below which can be moved to adjust the number of
neutrons being taken out. These "control rode" therefore permit
the power level of the reactor to be adjusted. Other rode are
provided which can damp down the chain reaction entirely - thees
are called shutdown rode. The potential of the fissionable
material in a reactor is measured in terms of a quantity called
reactivity. Since the control rode when inserted shut down the
chain reaction they make a ne~ative contribution to reactivity.
As well ae the materials deli erately introduced into the core to
control reactivity, there are reactivity contributions from the
other components. Thus, the steel structures absorb, to some
extent, neutrons and thus contribute negative reactivitl as does
any moderating material ["moderator" is described laterj.
Further, since all designs of reactor must have a coolant medium,
whether gaseous or liquid this too will contribute to the overall
reactivity balance in the core.
What is a "Moderator" and How Does it Affect the Neutrons?
In moat designs of reactor used to generate electricity, another
feature of the reaction between neutrons and fissionable nuclei
is used. Thie ie that the likelihood of fission is increased if
the neutrons are slowed down before they hit the fuel nucleus.
Thie is done by using a moderator. Thie material slows neutrons
down by collisions between them and the nuclei of the atoms of
the moderator. Eventually the neutrons will have about the same
energy as those of the moderating material - they will be at the
same temperature. In the jargon, they have been "thermalh:ed",
hence the generic phrase "thermal reactor" used to describe this
kind of system. In some reactors this moderating feature is
provided by fixed blocks of material permanently in the core this is usually graphite. Thie is the system adopted in UK
Magnox and AGR'e. In Pressurised Water Reactors the moderator is
the water used also as the coolant. In the Russian RBMK design
there is both fixed, graphite moderator and waterooolant acting
as moderator in the core.
In a pressurised water reactor, any accident which lead to a lose
of the coolant would also mean the moderator would be loet1 this
would slow down the chain reaction. Thus, in that type of
reactor any lose of water opposes the chain reaction and hence
has a negative contribution to reactivitf• However, the Russian
RBMK design, having both fixed (graphite} and "movable" {water)
moderator behaves differently. It is "over moderated", Thie
means that there is more moderator than is necessary to sustain
the chain reaction but the water, also absorbs neutr.one. If it

0

0

is removed, the chain reaction speeds up. Thie is the so oalled
"positive void ooeffioient 11 • In a reaotor like this, boiling the
water in the core ("voiding it" in the jargon) reduces the amount
of water present (steam has a much lower density of R2o than
water). Thie process acts to inorease the power of tne oore at
the same time as reducing the capability to cool it.
The situation on the night of the 26th April last at the
Chernobyl plant wae such ae to put the reactor in the worst
possible state with respect to this effect since the operators
were running with the pressure tubes full of water which was ver7
nearly boiling. The "teat• ensured that the pressure tubes all
boiled almost simultaneously1 speeding up the chain reaction and
hence increasing the power of the reactor.
Where does the 'Prompt Critical Excursion' Come In?
As explained above, it is possible to maintain a chain reaction
using only the neutrons created immediately when the initial
fission occurs. This requires a very efficient arrangement of
the fuel. A chain reaction which is ~us~ self sustaining using
these neutrons is called. 1 Prompt Cri t ca 1 • Buch a situation is
very unstable. A 'prompt critical excursion' is when the chain
reaction is increasing in rate due to immediate fission neutrons.
Large amounts of energy can be produced very quickly. However,
because the fuel has to be in a particularly efficient
arrangement for this to occur, disturbing this arrangement can
stop the reaction very quickly.
How is a 'Prompt Critical Excursion' Related to an Atomic Bomb?
In a bomb, the chain reaction is made as efficient as possible by
enriching the material with fissionable nuclei. The thermal
reactor has about 2~ enrichment - a bomb has ae much as you can
get but certainly greater than 90~. This means that more of the
neutrons are likely to find fissionable nuclei and hence greatly
speed up the chain reaction. Also, in an event which dumps large
amounts of energy into a solid material quickly, there is a
tendency for the ar.rangement of the fuel to be disturbed,
shattered or "be blown apart", In fact, this feature would limit
the efficiency of a bomb considerably, since only a small
fraction of the available energy is sufficient to blow the
material apart, and hence shut down the reaction. Special
measures are taken to keep the material compacted as long as
possible to increase the yield.
In the reactor, not only is the reaction much less vigorous
because of the very low enrichment, it also shuts itself down
very quickly because of dispersion of the fuel, In the Chernobyl
accident, in fact, it looks as if the particles of fuel were
blown apart quite quickly, much of it impregnating the graphite
moderator. Clearly, a lot of energy was involved but it fell far
short of the release expected in even a small, inefficient atomic
bomb,

()
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::. lfhen is an Explosion not an Explosion?
If you take a small amount of gunpowder; pile it up and set fire
to it, it does not "explode" but rather burns rapidly - "wooeh"
being a descriptive wordl
If the same amount is now placed under a tin can and lit, the
1 woosh 1 is more rapid, and the can flies up into the air.
Take the eame amount and pa.ck it aolidl7 in a cardboard tube and
ignite and it goes 'bang•.
An explosion has a complicated technical description in terms of
shock waves and the speed of sound in the material. However, the
essential feature is that there must be confinement as well as a
rapid reaction (chemical in case of gunpowder).
One of the "secrets" of the atomic bomb was how to 'confine' the
material long enough to get sufficient of it involved in the
chain reaction to give a good siBed bang. We now know that this
was done by means of specially shaped charges of conventional
explosives.
In the reactor, no confinement remotely capable of holding the
fissioning material together long enough exists. The mass of the
core, the graphite or even the concrete and steel 'box' cannot do
this. In addition, of course, there is relatively little
fissionable material available compared to a bomb, again reducing
the effect. Confinement was possible in this caee, but only with
respect to the steam generated and not the nuclear chain
reaction.
Was Chernobyl a Nuclear Explosion?
Having described the features of prompt criticality and the
efficiency with which energy can be converted and the need for
confinement, it seems to me that the 'classification' of the
Chernobyl accident as a •nuclear explosion' is wrong. The
explosion which destroyed the reactor was due to excessive steam
pressure generated by the hot fuel particles becoming mixed with
the water/steam in core at the time.

M R Bayne
Safety and Reliability Directorate,
Culcheth
10 September, 1986
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IMMEDIATE FACSIMILE
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TO:

MR P T McINERNEY, MANAGING DIREC'IOR, NI RIX
(FAX NO 0235-835153 Ext 236)

cc

MR A M ALLEN, UKAEA, LHQ ~
MR W McMILLAN, UKAEA, LHQ

FROM:

DR J H GITTUS, SRO, CULCHETH)
(FAX NO 0925-76-3936)

10 SEPTEMBER 1986
THE WESTERN MORNING NEWS, 10 SEPTEMBER 1986
You will know by now that I am being quoted in the above
paper as having stated that nuclear waste could be buried in
Cornwall and that this is a scheme which is under definite
consideration.
Needless to say, this is a gross distortion amounting
practically to a fabrication of a conversation which I had
with a reporter during a Press Conference concerned with the
launch of a new HSE/SRD database yesterday in London.
I wish to issue a correction or denial immediately and would
value your urgent assistance with the drafting of this
please.
I have in mind the following:

~"In

a conversation with a reporter I answered general
questions about the principles involved in the storage of
radioactive waste.
I never once suggested a specific
geographical location in the British Isles where such
storage would be undertaken. My remarks were of a perfectly
general kindAand--ii\VO-lved a description of the principles,
for exa~ the identification of suitable rock structures
W"ithin which waste might safely be stored.. The current
NIREX programme of exploratory drilling is intended to
identify such structures.

~tis c~in,1.y,not

correct to say that I either suggested
to S\lggesti·ans put to me by the reporter
concerning Cornwall".

Cor~l\._:_qr a~reed

sc

JJ

Dr J H Gittus, c/o Dr T N Marsham
Mr H J Teague, SRO
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TO:

MR P T McINERNEY, MANAGING DIRECTIR, NIRIX
(FAX NO 0235-835153 Ext 236)

cc

MR A M ALLEN, UKAEA, LHQ
MR W McMILLAN, UKAEA, LHQ

FROM:
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:ZIAR!/DR J H GITTUS, SRO,

CULCHETH)
(FAX NO 0925-76-3936)
10 SEPTEMBER 1986
THE WESTERN MORNING NEWS, 10 SEPTEMBER 1986
You will know by now that I am being quoted in the above
paper as having stated that nuclear waste could be buried in
Cornwall and that this is a scheme which is under definite
consideration.
Needless to say, this is a gross distortion amounting
practically to a fabrication of a conversation which I had
with a reporter during a Press Conference concerned with the
launch of a new HSE/SRD database yesterday in London.
I wish to issue a correction or denial immediately and would
value your urgent assistance with the drafting of this
please.
I have in mind the following:
"In a conversation with a reporter I answered general
questions about the principles involved in the storage of
radioactive waste.
I never once suggested a specific
geographical location in the British Isles where such
storage would be undertaken. My remarks were of a perfectly
general kind and involved a description of the principles,
for example, the identification of suitable rock structures
within which waste might safely be stored. The current
NIREX programme of exploratory drilling is intended to
identify such structures.
It is certainly not correct to say that I either suggested
Cornwall or agreed to suggestions put to me by the reporter
concerning Cornwall}
SC

Dr J H Gittus, c/o Dr T N Marsham
Mr H J Teague, SRO
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FACSIMILE
TO:

DR R D PEARCE, PROGRAMMES BRANCH, LHQ

cc

MR M A W BAKER, LHQ
MR I A HODGKINSON, LHQ
DR G I W LLEWELYN, LHQ

FROM:

DR J H GITTUS, SRD, CULCHETH

9 SEPTEMBER 1986
FURTHER CHAIRMAN'S LETTER ON CHERNOBYL
Herewith draft Letter on Chernobyl incorporating several
changes.
I do think it would be appropriate if you consulted EMScD at
Harwell.

cc

Dr M R Hayns, SRD
Mr W Nixon, SRD

CHAIRMAN'S DEAR COLLEAGUE LETTER ON CHERNOBYL
In my letter of 10 July, I promised that information about
the cause of the Chernobyl disaster would be passed on to you
when it was received.
During the last week in August, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) convened a meeting in Vienna of experts
2.

from member states to discuss the Chernobyl accident.

The

Russian authorities presented a comprehensive and detailed
report on the accident and its aftermath.

As a result of this,

and of the extensive discussion and analysis which followed, we
now have a fairly clear picture of the cause and nature of the
accident.

J.

If a power station becomes disconnected from the National

Grid, the steam supply to the generator is switched off.

The

generator, however, continues to "freewheel" for a while.

The

station managers at Chernobyl were carrying out an experiment
to see if enough electricity could continue to be produced from
the freewheeling generator as it ran down to power the main
reactor cooling pumps and remove heat from the reactor.

A

combination of circumstances had caused the operators, before
the experiment got under way, to switch off the emergency core
cooling systems, to withdraw more control rods from the reactor
than their instructions allowed, and to switch off emergency
shutdown systems.

As the power produced from the freewheeling

generator ran down, the reactor cooling pumps slowed down and
the core temperature increased.

The RBMK design makes the

reactor unstable under such an unusual combination of
conditions, and a dramatic rise in the core temperature
followed.

Because all the safety systems had been switched off

l

the reactor could not be shut down in time, and a runaway
reaction occurred, bursting the pressure tubes containing the
fuel and producing a large amount of steam which blew the top
off the reactor.

Hydrogen and carbon monoxide gases were

produced which also exploded and burned, carrying fission
products and disintegrated fuel into the atmosphere.

More

fission products were released over the next 9 days before the
situation was brought under control by dropping some 5000 tons
of sand and clay and other materials onto the reactor.
4.

The primary cause of the accident was therefore gross

malpractice by the station operators.

In addition, though, the

Russians have accepted that the basic instability of the RBMK
core design was an important factor; it was also a serious
shortcoming in the overall design that the emergency cooling
and shutdown systems could be over-ridden and switched off by
the operators.

A number of modifications in the RBMK design

are now being implemented by the Russians to overcome the core
instabilities and to improve the reactor protection systems,
making them less dependent upon operator judgements.

r

5.

31 people have died to date as a result of the accident,

all of them employees or Firemen on the Chernobyl site, and all
but two of them as a result of acute radiation exposure.
Between 170 and 180 people are suffering from various degrees
of radiation sickness.
6.

The meeting in Vienna was notable for the full and frank

explanations given by the Russian authorities and for their
willingness to admit to major design faults in the RBMK system.
A number of detailed technical topics have been identified for
further study, and appropriate meetings will be organised by
the IAEA.

The Authority will take part in these studies.

7.

A great deal of work will need to be done to ensure that

the lessons corning out of the disaster are properly understood,
and some changes in the balance of the Authority's own R&D
activities may well result.
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lN CONFIDENCE
Dr J H Gittus
c/o Lord Marshall
Chairman

Central Electricity Generating Board
S1.!d'oury House

15 1;ewgate Street
L0t·,cl•>n EClA 7AX

CHERNOBYL POST-ACCIDENT REVIEW - THE HARWELL REACTORS
This note is in response to your memo of the 5th September, 1986 and is
very much an interim reply which will be amplified in the next week or
so.
The Harwell reactors are operated within the terms of an
annually-renewable Authority-To-Operate issued by the Director, AERE,
Harwell after consultation with the Director of Safety and Reliability
Directorate. The ATO is based on the reactor Safety Document and
Standing Orders approved by the Reactor Safety Committee at Harwell which
includes SRO members. The following are in direct reply to the questions
in your memo.
1.

The void coefficient and overall temperature coefficient of
reactivity in DIDO, PLUTO or GLEEP are all negative. Indeed,
because of the fairly strong negative void coefficient in DIDO and
PLUTO, the flooding of an initially empty thimble with heavy
water can add up to 0.35% reactivity to the reactor. An analysis
of the consequences of this when the reactor is critical is
included in the Safety Document.

2.

Prompt criticality requires the addition of at least 0.7%
reactivity to a critical core.
a)

GLEEP cannot become prompt critical because under its most
reactive conditions its excess reactivity cannot be greater
than 0.49%.

b)

DIDO and PLUTO have an excess reactivity well above the prompt
criticality figure. However this reactivity is absorbed by a
large number of thimbles, rigs, control absorbers and poisons
10 that the reactivity available for initiating prompt critical
events is relatively small and these events have very low
probability.
These include:

i)

ii)
iii)

continuous withdrawal of control absorbers during start-up
rapid removal of a stainless steel thimble or cobalt rig from
a near-critical reactor
control arm connecting rod breaks and arm swings out of the
core

iv)

main D20 circulators are started up and inject cold water into
the core.

v)

fuel element dropped into the core of a near-critical reactor
- l -

Events i) to iv) are dealt with in the reactor ~afety Documents,
and event v) would involve the breach of the mandatory Standing
Orders, All of these are of low probability and would involve the
breaking of a chain of trips and safeguards. In all case• the
transients would be rapidly terminated by the reactor protection
system. Also event iv) is prevented by interlock action.
Standing Orders also demand sufficient negative reactivity margin
throughout reactor shutdowns (-4% in DIDO and -4.3% PLUTO) so that
two separate failures or errors such as the loss of a coarse

control arm combined with one other failure or error will not make
the reactor critical. In the unlikely event of this arising, the
safety absorbers are raised and available throughout a shutdown
period to terminate any unintentional criticality,
Operator Malpractice
This topic covers a wide spectrum from deliberate sabotage through
to carelessness. Protection against deliberate malpractice include:-

(a)

All operators are security cleared and are subject to an annual
re~iew by the reactor management which they must pass before
they continue to operate the reactor.

(b)

All control and safety circuits are located in cabinets locked
when the reactor is at power, with close control of toe keys
by the Shift Supervisor.

(c)

Because of the fail-safe nature of the reactor protection
systems and their complexity, only a very few specialist staff
could intentionally inhibit the safety system without tripping
the reactor or being detected. Consequently the probability of
someone inhibiting reactor trips and then initiating a fault
condition to damage the reactor is extremely small. The
correct operation of all trips and interlocks is tested during
each monthly shutdown.

(d)

The probability of reactor staff carrying out non-standard
operations and tests without the knowledge and approval of the
Reactor Manager is extremely low. The Standing Orders define
the operating state and degree of protection required at all
times. They also state that in addition to the Shift
Supervisors, an Assistant Reactor Manager of professional
engineer (SPTO) status, must be present during all major
changes to the reactor state. These include the loading and
unloading of fuel and control or safety absorbers.
- 2 -

I hope that these brief notes will give you the assurance you require.
We shall follow them up with a fuller statement.

~!L~

D B Halliday
Research Reactors Division
Building 521
12th September 1986
c~c.
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SAFETY AND RELIABILITY DIRECTORATE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Safety and Rellablllty Directorate
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
WarringtonWA34NE

From
DrJohnHGlttus
Director

Telex: 629301 Fax: (0925) 76 3936
Telecom Gold: SRO 002
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension: 7206

10 September 1986

The Editor
The Western Morning News
Leicester Harmsworth House
65 New George St
PLYMOUTH Pll !RE

Dear Sir
"CORNWALL MAY BE NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP" BY BOB BRYANT,
THE WESTERN MORNING NEWS, 10 SEPTEMBER 1986
In your article under the above heading remarks which I made
in a general conversation with a reporter have been
incorrectly described.
I answered general questions about the principles involved
in the storage of radioactive waste. I never once suggested
a specific geographical location in the British Isles where
such storage would be undertaken. My remarks were of a
perfectly general kind and related to the research being
carried out to investigate water movement through rock of
the type present in the Reskajeage Quarry. In such rock
water moves through pores and fractures. This rock type
occurs widely throughout the United Kingdom and the work
will be relevant to many potential disposal sites.
Yours faithfully

J H GITTUS
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SAFErtjND RELIABILITY DIRECTORATE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Safety and Rellablllty Directorate
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Wigshaw Lane
Culchelh
Warrington WA3 4NE
From
Dr John H Glttue
Director

Telex: 629301 Fax: (0925) 76 3936
Telecom Gold: SAD 002
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension: 7206

10 September 1986

The Editor
The Western Morning News
Leicester Harmsworth House
65 New George St
PLYMOUTH Pll lRE

Dear Sir
•CORNWALL MAY BE NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP• BY BOB BRYANT,
THE WESTERN MORNING NEWS, 10 SEPTEMBER 1986
In your article under the above heading remarks which I made
in a general conversation with a reporter have been
incorrectly described.
I answered general questions about the principles involved
in the storage of radioactive waste. I never once suggested
a specific geographical location in the British Isles where
such storage would be undertaken. My remarks were of a
perfectly general kind and related to the research being
carried out to investigate water movement through rock of
the type present in the Reskajeage Quarry. In such rock
water moves through pores and fractures. This rock type
occurs widely throughout the United Kingdom and the work
will be relevant to many potential disposal sites.
Yours faithfully

J H GITTUS
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FACSIMILE
TO:

DR R D PEARCE, PROGRAMMES BRANCH, LHQ

cc

MR M A W BAKER, LHQ
MR I A HODGKINSON, LHQ
DR G I W LLEWELYN, LHQ

FROM:

DR J H GITTUS, SRO, CULCHETH

9 SEPTEMBER 1986
FURTHER CHAIRMAN'S LETTER ON CHERNOBYL
Herewith draft Letter on Chernobyl incorporating several
changes.
I do think it would be appropriate if you consulted EMScD at
Harwell.

SC

Dr M R Hayns
Mr w Nixon

CHAIRMAN'S DEAR COLLEAGUE LETTER ON CHERNOBYL
In my letter of 10 July, I promised that information about
the cause of the Chernobyl disaster would be passed on to you
when it was received.
2.

During the last week in August, the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) convened a meeting in Vienna of experts
from member states to discuss the Chernobyl accident.

The

Russian authorities presented a comprehensive and detailed
report on the accident and its aftermath.

As a result of this,

and of the extensive discussion and analysis which followed, we
now have a fairly clear picture of the cause and nature of the
accident.

J.

If a power station becomes disconnected from the National

Grid, the steam supply to the generator is switched off.

The

generator, however, continues to "freewheel" for a while.

The

station managers at Chernobyl were carrying out an experiment
to see if enough electricity could continue to be produced from
the freewheeling generator as it ran down to power the main
reactor cooling pumps and remove heat from the reactor.

A

combination of circumstances had caused the operators, before
the experiment got under way, to switch off the emergency core
cooling systems, to withdraw more control rods from the reactor
than their instructions allowed, and to switch off emergency
shutdown systems.

As the power produced from the freewheeling

generator ran down, the reactor cooling pumps slowed down and
the core temperature increased.

The RBMK design makes the

reactor unstable under such an unusual combination of
conditions, and a dramatic rise in the core temperature
followed.

Because all the safety systems had been switched off

the reactor could not be shut down in time, and a runaway
reaction occurred, bursting the pressure tubes containing the
fuel and producing a large amount of steam which blew the top
off the reactor.

Hydrogen and carbon monoxide gases were

produced which also exploded and burned, carrying fission
products and disintegrated fuel into the atmosphere.

More

fission products were released over the next 9 days before the
situation was brought under control by dropping some 5000 tons
of sand and clay and other materials onto the reactor.
4,

The primary cause of the accident was therefore gross

malpractice by the station operators.

In addition, though, the

Russians have accepted that the basic instability of the RBMK
core design was an important factor; it was also a serious
shortcoming in the overall design that the emergency cooling
and shutdown systems could be over-ridden and switched off by
the operators.

A number of modifications in the RBMK design

are now being implemented by the Russians to overcome the core
instabilities and to improve the reactor protection systems,
making them less dependent upon operator judgements ..

s.

31 people have died to date as a result of the accident,

all of them employees or Firemen on the Chernobyl site, and all
but two of them as a result of acute radiation exposure.
Between 170 and 180 people are suffering from various degrees
of radiation sickness.
6.

The meeting in Vienna was notable for the full and frank

explanations given by the Russian authorities and for their
willingness to admit to major design faults in the RBMK system.
A number of detailed technical topics have been identified for
further study, and appropriate meetings will be organised by
the IAEA.

The Authority will take part in these studies.

7.

A great deal of work will need to be done to ensure that

the lessons coming out of the disaster are properly understood,
and some changes in the balance of the Authority's own R&D
activities may well result.

r.E.G.B.
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In nol'mal o~~~Ation, the coolant of a nuclear reactor reeov11
the fuel at the same rate ae !t ie created within the fuel by
procesa. Fault situations result from a mteruateh bet\fean the
pro~e Bee of heat production and heat re~oval.
There are tvo
cate oriost

heat from
the fission
competin

broad

.

Th cooling reduces (eg p1peG break,

•

Power increases due to reactivity additions.

2

After ome months of &peculation. the Rus6ians have, in n extrem ly
fr nk presentation, pTovided convi~cing evidenc that rhc Ch r~Abyl
ac~ident was in the second categor} - a rapid power increa
dJ tQ
reactivity additions.

~otors

fail etc) •

As a physical elplanation thie did not entirely e~rprise us, alth u ~
we
re sc= what tak n aback b} t~
iz uf tte rea~ti itv
c Y t~~
nd
tounded by the s~riee of gross operator errors which wer
necessary to manoeuvre the plant into the state wher• eueh an aecid
could happen.
4

The question which naturally arises is whether e similar accid nt ~ould
happen again. particularly in the UK, From our full descriptions of th~
uafety of the PWR., it will be obvious that we do not, and will not,
claim rhnt ~rriden~~ art impossible. We claim only that v undrr~tand
&.t1~ D)'Dl.o::uio crnJ \.1 Jo: p1uy .L"~ \.v.,!1 pl1yll'l\.e>S. p. lm.. lp!.ce .. v.,,. l.,.J wH.1, o• •
redu~e th~ rivks tu q~t
a~l

,J

design end engineering practices we

proportion •
5

So why did Chernobyl happen, and why aTe we so confident'
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nucltir exploiion.
provided you allow
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•en

I cannot really quarrel with th8t dP~cr1ptin ,
~e to cat fully explain what it acans.

A stow nuclear e~ploeion requires two faltor • The firet ta that the
enerRY in th~ fuel increaseG so tepidly th t th~ heat remo~in
plll~e1u;et> Ate 1rtt;leV61\t - tbt fuel doesn't knov Ch~t t'he COl"l8nt 16
th re, This means that tht heeting hae to take place 1n a few tenths

of • second •

.

fhe other condition ls that th• fuel receives enough energy and
ts
hot enough such that 1t then distntegr&tes with a large incre se in
eurlau: Hrt:c.

give rise to
7

lfow 1ted\. o:..•11 li
m~cbani~al

1.'tfllllilt-:H~J LaylJly lv lh~

forces which disrupt th

'""'1.1l•u•l a• J

rea~tor.

Such ev en ts can only occur if the reactor is taken from a normal
critical state. ~hen alight po;.ier changes typ1celly take place on
t imcecales of a minute or so, to the state known as "prompt crttical'
h re things happen much taster - and power changes by a factor of ten
con take place in a few tenths of s second. To giet fr0tn "just critlcd"
t o "ptompt critical" requires the addition of an amount of activity which
F.eactor Physjciete quaintly call a 'dollar 1 • tn reactor destgn, we ~ake
6Urc that reactivity additions of a dollar or so cannot be made quickly.

P.4

8

Now the alO\i nuclear explosion ~uat nQt be coua1dered ee in any ~ay a
nuclear bo~b - I would regard those 46 f aet nuclear 'xploeiona because
the energy ia released in a few 100 millionths of a second. the material
is instantly vaporised and intense shock waves arc developed. Bo~b
designers wot'k very hard to get tens of dollars added in a mUli-second.
We have alway& maintained that a nuclear reactor cannot behave lik a
bomb, and that 1s &till juet ~G true after Chornobyl as before,

9

But even if the slow nuclear explosion does not devastate the
euTroundings by blast, the fact that it produces enough mechLni,al
•nergy (~quiv~lent, we think, to about half a ton of TNT in the
Chernoby case) to destroy the core, lifting the reactor roof and
releasing the accumulat~d fiaoio~ productaJ it ts a h¢rTendous event.

10

We are c.onfid£>nt that it could not happen here for a number 0£1 reasone.
In a way it ~as a relief to know that the Russians hid not inadverte~tly
dtscoveud soo·e new hitherto unidentified hidden route to an accident.

All reactor desJ.~'leT" m1Jat allow fnr Tf"Rrthrity increaooo. Et.we
control nds ar~ use-d in normal operation to takt'!. t,tp reactivity, it
followe that ~e must carefully consider the ponsibility of thetr
inadvertent removal. It !e not difficult to engineer a system which
limits the. rat~ at which they are withdrawn. Nor ie it difficult to
arrange physical means of detecting ~hen things begin to go wrong, and
arrange for trip citcuita ~hich rapidly inject other absorbers into the
CQre. lt is quite poesible to engineer such protertion eo that it docs
not r~ly on operator intervention. at the eame ti~~ making it proof
against operator mal-operation,
ll

lt so happ~Tis that Mother Nature also lends a hand through what the
Physic1&ts call the Doppler coeffict~nt. Thts simply means that as
the fuel gets hot, th16 in 1t~elf takas away rea~tivlty.
For many situations, for example, a fault which allowed for the
inadvertent removal of one of the banks of control Tods, even without a
r~~~tor trjp. rhP fuel would aitl)ply incrcnoe in te~peratu~~ until its
int~rraal loss of reactivity bftlan~ed the increese in t~a~tivlty ftom the
rei:-oval of the rods. ('I'hh waa ~raph1cally demonstuted in a series of
tests on the prototype AGR at W1ndscale). Altho~gh it ia no~ alva~c ear,y
to en6ure that yeu don't get fuel failures due to t~~r T~ture excursions
tn a rea¢t1vity dr:t.ven fault 1 it ia: redly mt.he~ aurprleing thac anyone
could ;et a slow n11t'1ear t-xplo&ion.

c

12

The R~esian teactor has another charact~~istic - a positive void
coefficient. What this means is th~t if you take away t~e cooling
water, the reactivity increases, Converting water to steat11 counts as
re~oving the coolant» becauae tha density change is so great.
Positive void coefficients agatn are not, in themselves,

problem.

I~ nor~a1 u~-ration,

~ fundament~l

it ie perfectly possible for tht
Doppler coefficient to have a biggtr effect than the void coefficient, so
that e power increase tends to r~duce the reactivity and not add to it.

13

~bvicvsly

aee t~ oper~te the re ctor in a r~g e wh~re this
The Russhric.. h d au.:h an opetat'ing rule. they broke it.
Designers should always assume th9t this js going to heppen, and provide
an independent faat acting safety 8'/ aem vhii:h vould shut the resctor
down at the first signs of trouble. The Russians did not have su~h a
system. What they relied on was being able to drive the control rods
into the core at a suffi~i~nt rat~ (one dollar per second actually).
thet they could overcome ~nv re•~t1vity excursion. The Chernobyl
oper11tors, in Mnoeuvrln thlllr plunt, got into a siru tlOi wher£> the
control rod9 were completelv tneffectiv~ in thlG Gafety ro)e.
you

sho~ld

if! always true.

'

•'

~

What ts &or~, in gettin~ t~ thle poeltion, they ~adc the positive vcid
coerfirient even w~rse, "-'be net con,equence of nlt this w~; that the
Teartor vas sitttn waiting for o reactivity arcident. lt wae not t~
claBnical fault of adding r nc~1vitr. b~ mo~ir.e c~nt•ol ro!a but
e~dd n
voiding of th~ core. Thjs wa" triggerec ~Y reducing the fl<rd or ~ater
to ttc cvre so thdt the st'arn content inc·~as~d •and i~crtas~d and
!ncr aeed hcrause of th~ positive void coefficient - giving a reactivity
tt'!crt:er::;c which r1ture's Dopp1e

14

t.aulc1n't cop

w!~h

'l'hc 6olution~ at obvJmu;. ThAv wf11 'rPd11rr thP sfr.P of thP vnirt
co ff1rient (by putting in mort fiKed atsorber~). They ~ill in~t ·se
the number of contrul rods, and provide ~steal, ~eans to stop them
beinc withdrawn from the core, They will provide ind 2 n~J!! faet
acHng saft>ty eyatems. In ehort. they will, as far as they are flble vhe
with refitting an existing syctem, apply the standards that we have
always applied.

Ot ccurse, cur gas coole~ reactvrs d~ n~t have a post 1v~ void
CO('Hfcie"nt, and althvugl. thr PW'R c r h
a.}'~ ltive vcid \:(er 1~hn ,
it is in a very special sltuation which is not relevant to o~eration,
when tr al~ays has a n~eativ p~w~r coetf~cient.

9th September 198(
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Immediate Facsimile
To:
From:

Mr D I Morphet, Department of Energy, Atomic Energy Division,
Thames House South, Millbank, London
Dr M R Hayne, HST, SRD, Culcheth, Warrington, Cheshire

11 September 1986

I have drafted the enclosed note along the lines of our telephone
conversation.

Four pages to follow

0

0
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DID THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT INVOLVE A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION?
1.
In their description of the events at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant, the Russians, and the other experts gathered in
Vienna used technical language which has been interpreted as
indicating that the reactor was destroyed by a nuclear explosion.
[David Fishlook's article in the F.T., for example]. This note
attempts to explain without recourse to technical jargon the
meaning of the phrases "positive void coefficient" and "prompt
critical excursion" which are at the heart of any interpretation
of the accident sequence in this way.
2.

How does a Nuclear Reactor Work?

Isotopes of certain very heavy atoms are unstable. Every so
often out of a large group, the nucleus of a single atom will
split in two, with a simultaneous emission of one or more
elementary building blocks of the nucleus, neutrons. The
fragments are called 'daughters' and the whole process is called
nuclear fission. Each event releases a relatively small amount
of energy which ends up as heat or other emissions such as
rays. If enough events occur the energy released can add up to
very substantial amounts.
The process can be greatly enhanced if the neutrons emitted by a
fissioning nucleus collide with other fissionable nuclei. The
collision can cause the second nucleus to split. Since, on
average more than one neutron is produced each time, ·a self
sustaining chain reaction is theoretically possible. Thie chain
reaction is the basis for both nuclear power stations and atomic
bombs (but not, in this simplistic view, hydrogen bombs). The
principal difference is that in a nuclear reactor the rate of
fission is steady, or changes slowly, whereas in a nuclear bomb,
great efforts are made to ensure that the chain reaction
increases very rapidly, and is sustained long enough for a large
explosion to occur.
3.

How is the Chain Reaction Controlled in a Reactor?

In order to have a self sustaining chain reaction from the
neutrons coming directly from the primary fission events, a high
density of •available' fissionable nuclei is needed. However,
there is another source of neutrons, there are those coming from
the further decay of the daughter nuclei, which are themselves
unstable against further radioactive decays. We therefore have
two kinds of neutrons:

1•

Promtt neutrons - coming from the original fission
even s.

2.

Del~ed

neutrons - coming from the further decay of
rad oactive daughter nuclei (up to a minute or two
after their formation). .,
In a nuclear reactor, it is the dela*ed neutrons which sustain
.. • the chain reaction. ~In a reactor, t ere are many prompt
neutrons, but the density of fissionable nuclei is not high

· ·'.,>

(')

u

enough to allow them to sustain the chain reaction. The delayed
neutrons - when added to the prompt ones do allow the chain
reaction to be self sustaining but because they appear up to a
minute or two after the prompt neutrons, the rate of fission can
only rise relatively slowly because of the time lag before the
delayed neutrons "catch up". It is this which makes the reactor
so easy to control under normal circumstances. In fact "without
delayed neutrons there would be no nuclear power" (E Fermi).
By placing material which absorbs neutrons into the core, the
chain reaction can be slowed down, or stopped altogether. All
nuclear power plants are equipped with movable absorbing material
usually in the form of •rode' which are inserted into the core
from above or below which can be moved to adjust the number of
neutrons being taken out. These "control rode" therefore permit
the power level of the reactor to be adjusted. Other rods are
provided which can damp down the chain reaction entirely - these
are called shutdown rods. The potential of the fissionable
material in a reactor is measured in terms of a quantity called
reactivity. Since the control rode when inserted shut down the
chain reaction they make a ne~ative contribution to reactivity.
As well as the materials deli erately introduced into the oore to
control reactivity, there are reactivity contributions from the
other components. Thus, the steel structures absorb, to some
extent, neutrons and thus contribute negative reactivitl as does
any moderating material ["moderator" is deecri bed later J.
Further, since all designs of reactor must have a coolant medium,
whether gaseous or liquid this too will contribute to the overall
reactivity balance in the core.
What is a "Moderator" and How Does it Affect the Neutrons?
In most designs of reactor used to generate electricity, another
feature of the reaction between neutrons and fissionable nuolei
is used. Thie is that the likelihood of fission is increased if
the neutrons are slowed down before they hit the fuel nucleus.
This is done by using a moderator. This material slows neutrons
down by collisions between them and the nuclei of the atoms of
the moderator. Eventually the neutrons will have about the same
energy as those of the moderating material - they will be at the
same temperature. In the jargon, they have been "thermalized•,
hence the generic phrase "thermal reactor" used to describe this
kind of system. In some reactors this moderating feature is
provided by fixed blocks of material permanently in the oore this is usually graphite. This is the system adopted in UK
Magnox and AGR'e. In Pressurised Water Reactors the moderator is
the water used also as the coolant. In the Russian RBMK design
there is both fixed, graphite moderator and watercoolant aoting
as moderator in the core.
In a pressurised water reactor, any accident which lead to a loss
of the coolant would also mean the moderator would be lost; this
would slow down the chain reaction. Thus, in that type of
reactor any loss of water opposes the chain reaction and hence
has a negative contribution to reactivitf. However, the Russian
RBMK design, having both fixed (graphite) and "movable" (water)
moderator behaves differently. It is "over moderated". Thie
means that there is more moderator than is necessary to sustain
the chain reaction but the water, also absorbs neutrons. If it

0

0

ie removed, the chain reaction epeede up. Thie ie the eo called
"positive void coefficient", In a reactor like this, boiling the
water ln the core ("voiding lt" ln the jargon) reduces the amount
of water present (steam has a much lower denelty of H2o than
water). Thia process acts to increase the power cf tfie core at
the same time as reducing the capability to cool it,
The situation on the night of the 26th April last at the
Chernobyl plant was such as to put the reactor in the worst
possible state with respect tc this effect since the operators
were running with the pressure tubes full of water which was very
nearly belling. The "teat" ensured that the pressure tubes all
bolled almost simultaneously; speeding up the chain reaction and
hence increasing the power of the reactor.
Where does the 'Prompt Critical Excursion' Come In?
As explained above, it le pcealble to maintain a chain reaction
using only the neutrons created immediately when the initial
fission occurs. Thia requires a very efficient arrangement of
the fuel. A chain reaction which le iuei self euetalnlng uelng
these neutrons ie called 'Prompt Crlt ca '· Buch a situation le
very unstable. A 'prompt critical excursion' ie when the chain
reaction ie increasing in rate due to immediate fission neutrons.
Large amounts of energy can be produced very quickly. However,
because the fuel hae to be in a particularly efficient
arrangement for this to occur, disturbing this arrangement can
stop the reaction very quickly.
How ie a 'Prompt Critical Excursion' Related to an Atomic Bomb?
In a bomb, the chain reaction ie made as efficient ae possible by
enriching the material with fleeionable nuclei. The thermal
reactor hae about 2~ enrichment - a bomb hae ae much ae you can
get but certainly greater than 90~. Thie meane that more of the
neutrons are likely to find fieeionable nuclei and hence greatly
speed up the chain reaction. Aleo, in an event which dumps large
amounte of energy into a solid material quickly, there is a
tendency for the arrangement of the fuel to be disturbed,
shattered or "be blown apart". In fact, this feature would limit
the efficiency of a bomb conelderably 0 since only a small
fraction of the available energy is eufflclent to blow the
material apart, and hence shut down the reaction. Bpeoial
measures are taken to keep the material compacted ae long as
poeeible to increase the yield.
In the reactor, not only ie the reaction much lees vigorous
becauee of the very low enrichment, it also ahute itself down
very quickly because of dispersion of the fuel. In the Chernobyl
accident, in fact, it looks as if the particles of fuel were
blown apart quite quickly, much of it impregnating the graphite
moderator. Clearly, a lot of energy wae involved but it fell far
short of the release expected in even a emall, inefficient atomic
bomb.
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::. When is an Explosion

u
not an Explosion?

If you take a small amount of gunpowder; pile it up and set fire
to it, it does not "explode" but rather burns rapidly - •wooeh"
being a descriptive wordl
If the same amount ie now placed under a tin oan and lit, the
'woosh' le more rapid, and the can flies up into the air.
take the same amount and pack it aolldl7 in a cardboard tube and
ignite and it goes 'bang•.
An explosion has a complicated technical description in terms of
shook waves and the speed of sound in the material. However, the
essential feature is that there must be confinement as well as a
rapid reaction (chemical in case of gunpowder).
One of the "secrets" of the atomic bomb was how to 'confine' the
material long enough to get sufficient of it involved in the
chain reaction to give a good si~ed bang. We now know that this
was done by means of specially shaped charges of conventional
explosives.
In the reactor, no confinement remotely capable of holding the
fissioning material together long enough exists. The mass of the
core, the graphite or even the concrete and eteel 'box' cannot do
this. In addition, of oouree, there is relatively little
fissionable material available compared to a bomb, again reducing
the effect. Confinement was possible in this case, but only with
raepeot to the steam generated and not the nuclear chain
reaction.
Was Chernobyl a Nuclear Explosion?
Having described the features of prompt criticality and the
efficiency with which energy can be converted and the need for
confinement, it seems to me that the 'olassifioation' of the
Chernobyl accident as a •nuclear explosion' is wrong. The
explosion which destroyed the reactor was due to excessive steam
pressure ~enerated by the hot fuel particles becoming mixed with
the water/steam in core at the time.

M R Hayne
Safety and Reliability Directorate,
Culoheth
10 September, 1986
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RESTRICTED
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COMMITTEE FDR NUCLEAR ENERGY

ACTIONS TAKEN BY NEA IN THE F !ELD Of NUCLEAR SAi ETY FOLLOWING
THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT; PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
'or THE LIKELY IMPACT ON THE CSNI PROGRAMME

1.
As reported in document NE(B6)16, a number of
preliminary suggestions for future actions by CSNI, resulting
from the Chernobyl accident, were identified during the two
special meetings which the Committee held respectively on
9th May and 27th June 1986. More recently the IAEA organised
a special Post-Accident Review Meeting from 25th to 29th August 1986,
which was attended by many members of CSNI, as well as the NEA
Secretariat. During that week, two informal enlarged Bureau
meetings were held, at which further ideas were discussed
concerning additional follow-up activities on the basis of the
information provided during the IAEA meeting.
2.
The most urgent interest of the OECD nuclear community
was to understand all aspects of the accident and its consequences, and to determine the possible short and long term
impact on nuclear power plants in the OECD area.
There was
general agreement that the response lo this accident, as well as
possible measures taken by DECO countries, should be as coherent
as possible.
In line with these objectives, a number of
recommendations emerged for additional activities.
3.
As a first step, it was recommended that relevant RBMK
design data and information on the accident, its evolution and
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consequences, should be pooled, to enable Member countries to
model the acciderit arid to compare their computations.
The
Bureau hoped that the first calculations could be completed before
the CSNI meeting in November.
On the basis of these first
results, it was considered desirable to enlarge this comparison
by inviting the IAEA lo participate.
4.
With a view to maintaining a necessary degree of
coherence among OECD countries, CSNI delegates emphasized the
need to keep mutually informed of measures which Member countries
might decide to implement as a result of the Cherriobyl accident.
5.
It was further recommended that CSNI should take stock
of the safely level achieved for nuclear power plants in OECD
countries with regard to such items as reactivity control,
containment capability, operator performar1ce, emerger1cy cuuljrig-

arid emergency power supply, arid protection against external
ever1ts, etc.

This ir1formalior1 should be summarised in an over-

view report dPlineating the present status of nuclear safety in
OECD countries.
In addition, this lype of iriformation could be
built into an up to date data base to enable national authorities
to quickly evaluate a reactor accident with trans-frontier
consequences.

6.
Furthermore, it was proposed to review emergency plans
and procedures in Member countries, in the light of the experierice
gained so far, in conjunct.iori w.ilh the Committee on Radiation
Protection arid Public Health (CRPPH).
7.
The Committee should also study advanced reactor
systems, in particular the light waler type.
Initial emphasis
should be put on examinirig those safety features which are
considered to be most desirable by the OECD community at large.
8.
The Steering Committee is invited to note the above
suggestions made by the CSNI enlarged Bureau andtU consider
them in corijunction with those presented in document NE(B6)16.
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8 V Georae, PKT, Boothe Rall
I> R Smith, llNC, Booth• &all
J Cr•Y• SSEB, Cathcart
J G Collier, GDCD
J K Wright, Sudbury Rouse
M Davies, Sudbury Rouse
P N Vey, Pre•• Office, Sudbury Hou••
I WCarpenter

•olloving ye1t1rday'1 meeting hire ie another draft of • 1tatem1nt. l am
~opying it to • l•ra• number of other people who will b• involved, dir1ctl1 or
1ndir1ctly ntxt Tue1d1y. By copy of thi1, l am a1kin1 thtm to let both you
and 1 h•ve copiea of any comments they wi1h to make,
Phase aoU that there are 11ore words per par111r1ph than atr1 ctly nee Hoary,
but lt •lll b• ea1i1r to reduce if we have agreement on the intention.

Th• Ch1i1111n 1• anxiou1 to pre1erve alow nuclear exploeion •• a 'unique'
descriptor vhich diatances Chernobyl frDll other reactors.
Be' would hive preferred to identify slow nuclaar explo11on with prompt
critic•l and then say prompt critical was :lapoaeibl1 in Ult reactor1. Thl•

do•• not •••• poa1lble,
However, l hop• that by next week we will have a cl•ar (!INC, GDC'D, PHT)
pht11n of h(IV fir thf' ~ldm 11£ 'no prMlpt -'I itical 1 can be aade, and wh•ther
change• c11Uld mak• it tru• in an abaolute 1enae •• oppo11d to 1n •n&ine•rtd
19¥ probabUtty •
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In nol'tlal operation, th• cool1nt of a nuclear r11ctor reeovaa
the fuel at the •••• rate aa lt la craatad vithin tha fu1l by
proc•••· Fault 1ituation1 re1ult from a mitlUltch between tha
proce11e1 of heat production and haat retioval. Thera are two
cateaorin 1

•
•

h1at fros
th• fittlon
co.patina
broad

The coolina reduce• (11 p1pe1 break, •otor• fall etc) •
Pover tncreaee1 due to reacttvlty addit1ona.

2

After aome month• of apeculation, the Ru11lan1 have, in an extremely
frank preeentation, provided convincin1 evidence that the Chernobyl
accident vaa in the second category - • rapid pover incre••• due to
reactivity additlon1.

3

A1 a phyaieal explanation thi1 did not entirely eurprtee ua, althouah
vt ver• 1om1vhat taken aback by the aim• of the reactivity excur1lon1
and aatounded by the ••riet of gro11 operator •rror1 vhich var•
nec111ary to aanoeuvre the pl1nt into the atate where such an accident
could bapp1n,

4

The question vhich naturally aria•• is whether a 1l•il1r 1ccldent could
happen asatn, partic~larly in the UJC, From our full description• of the
11fety of the PWR, it vill be obvioua that ve do not, and vill not,
claia that aceldenta are iapo1sibl1. We elaia only that ve undaratond
1.l1• •1•1.cmD •1.1J \r,

dal'l"".11~a \,u .. t1

yl17•l,..l

l"J.!u~ly!c• ~vu.,l .. J wlLl1 • ., .... J

de1ign and engineertna practices we reduce the r11k1 to quite accwpLabl•
proportton1.

s
c

Bo vby did Chernobyl happen, and why are we so confident?
D1v1•al 111.111••••••• llao>a •••••t••• lka Ck1eaa•,1 a11tf1al aa e olm1
nuclear txploeton, I cannot really quarrel vith that d~8crf~tfnn,
provided you allow me to carefully 1xplaln what it aeana.
A alov nuclear exploaion requlrea tvo factors. Th• ftrat i i that the
energy in the fuel increases ao rapidly that the beat r1111oving
prue•••t• art irrelevant - th• fuel doean 1 t lalov that the coolant ta
there, Thia •••ns that the heatin& baa to take place In a few tenths
of a 1tcond •

.

The other condition is that the fuel receive• enough 1n1r&y and aeta
bot enouah tuch that it then di1int11ratea with a large increa•e in
•urfac• an•• Huw l1n• ,. • ., "" u•n•f.,11.,d '"l'ldlr Lv Lio• """1... L .,.,J
aiv• rlae to •ecbanical forcea which disrupt th• reactor.
7

Such event• can only occur if the reactor ia taken from a nol"lla1
critical ttate, vhen •light power changes typically take place on
timncalea of e minute or 10, to the 1tate known aa "pr0111pt cdtlcal"
vbere thins• happen 1111ch fa•t•r - and power ch•nge1 by a factor of ten
can take place tn a few tenth• af a Hcond, To set frn "ju•t critical"
to "prompt critical" requires the addition of an aaount of activity wbtch
Reactor Pbyefci•tl quaintly call a 'dollar', ln reactor design, ve make
1ure that reactivity •ddittona of a dollar or ao cannot be made quickly,

·'
'
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Now the 1lov nuclear 1xplo11on .u1t not be coo1id1r1d •• in any way •
nuclear b011b - I would r•a•rd tho1e ae fa1t nuclear 1xploa1on• b1c1u1e
th• en1r1y ta rel••••d tn a few 100 •illionth1 of a 11cond, th• .. eeri•l
it tn1tantly vaporised and intene1 1hock wave1 ire developed. Be111b
designer• work very hard to a•t tena of dollar1 added in a •illt-1econd.
We h1v1 alwtya ..1ntain1d that a nuclear r11ctor cannot behave like •
b1111b, and that i• 1till ju1t •• true after Chernobyl a1 before.
'

9

lut ev1n if the 1low nuclear 1xplo1ion do•• not d1v11tate the
1urroundinaa by b111t, the f1ct that it produc11 1nouah a1chanic1l
1neray (equivalent, we think, to 1bout half 1 ton of TNT in the
Chernoby c1ae) to destroy the core, liftina the r11ctor roof ind
r1l11etna the 1ccuaulated fta1ioo product•, it ii 1 horr1ndou1 event.

10

We are confident that it could not happen h•r• for a 1111mb1r of r11sone.
ln a way it
a relief to know that th• lu11ian1 had not inadvertently
d11cover•d aome new hitherto unidentified hidden rout• to an accident.

W••

All reactor deaiRn•r1 au1c 1111111 rnr rParrlvity increeooo. Staea
control rode are used in normal operation to take up tttctivity, ft
follov• that we mu•t carefully con•ider the possibility of their
inadvertent r ..oval. It ia not difficult to angin11r a ayate• which
li•its the race at whicb they ara wfrhdrawn. Nor i• it difficult co
arrange phyaical •••n• of detecting when thinas b•ain to ao wrong, and
arrana• for trip circuit• which r•pidly inject other abaorb•r• into the
core. It i• quit• po11ibl1 to enain•er auch protection ao that it doea
not rely on operator intervention, at the 11me time aakina it proof
egeinat operator .. 1-oper1tion,
·11

lt 10 happens that Mother N1ture also lends a band through what th•
Physiciete call the Doppler coefficient. Thia •illply ••ana that ae
the fuel gett hot, thia in it11lf t1\es away reactivity.
for •any aituetions, for example, a fault which 111owed for the
inadvertent removal of one of the banks of control roda, even without a
1tfctor trip, thP fuel would •illPlY increase in temperatut• until it•
internal 101• of reactivity balanced the incre••• in reactivity from the
remov1l of the rodt. (Thi• was araphicslly d1monatr1ted in a a1rte1 of
teate on th• prototype AGll at Windscale). Althouah it i• not always 1aay
to eneura thet you don't set fuel failures due to temperature excuraiona
ln • reectfvity driven fault, it 1• really rather 1urpr1'1n& that enyoae
cou)d 11t a llcnr nurlur explolion.

12

Th• lueaian reactor bee enother char1ct1ristic - • po11tive void
coefficient. What this mean• i• that if you take avar th• cooltn1
water, th• reactivity increes1a. Convertina water to ateat1 count• ••
r1movin1 the coolant, bec1uee the d•n•ity change 11 ao great,
Poeitivt void coefftcienta again are not, in the1111elvea, a funda111ental
prohl••· In normal u~•ration, It 11 perfectly poaaible for the
Doppler coefficient to have a bigger effect then the void coefficient, to
.th1t a power increa•e tends to reduce the reactivity and not add to it.
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Obviously you ehould 11ek to op1rat1 the reactor in 1 regime vher1 tbie
11 alvaya true. The Ruaaiana bad 1ucb an operattna rule. They broke it,
Deai1ner1 1hould alway• ••1ume th•t this ia 101na to happen, and provide
an independent fa•t acttna 1af1ty ayat~ vhich vould 1hut the reactor
down at th• first sian• of trouble, The Russians did not hive 1uch 1
1y1tem. Whet they relied on ••• b11na able to drive the control rod•
into the core at a sufficient rate (one dollar per •econd 1ctu1lly),
th•t they could overc<>11e any reactivity excuraion. The Chernobyl
op1rator•, in ..noeuvrina th1ir plant, got into a 11tuat1on vh•re the
control rode ver1 completely ineffective in this 81f1ty role.
What 11 aore, in aettina to thi1 po1ition, they aad1 the po•1t1ve void
cotfficiant even vorae, The net conaequ1nc1 of ell thi• was th•t the
reactor va• 1ittina waitina for a reactivity accident. lt vae not the
classical feult of addina reactivity, by movin1 control rod1 but I 1udden
voiding of the core. Thi• w•• tria1•r•d by reducing th• flow of water
to th• core •o that the steam content increa1ed - and 1ncre11ed and
lncr••••d b1cau1e of the po•1t1ve void coefficient - 1ivin1 a reactivity
incr•••• which nature'a Doppler couldn't cope with.
U

Thi 1oluUanR an abvf m1R. 'l'h11y vfl 1 rf'durf' thf' af r.r of th11 vof ~
coefficient (by putting in lllOft fixed 1beorbers). They will incr1111
the nu•b•r of control rods, and provide !hyaical eaan1 to atop tham
.
beina withdrawn from tha core, They vil provide independent fa1t
acting eafety 1y1tem1, In •hort, they will, as fir as thCy are able when
with rafittinl an existin1 system, apply the atandarda that we have
alv1y1 1ppUed,
Of course, our 1•a cooled reactor• do not have a poaitiv• void
coefficient, and although the PWlt c1n have a positive void coefficient,
it ls in • very spacial situation which ia not relevant to operation,
when it always ha1 a negative potter coefficient.

9th September 1986
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Mr R N Simeone
Comptroller of Finance & Administration
UKAEA
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POST-CHERNOBYL REVIEW - PROMPT CRITICAL EXCURSIONS

With your note of 3 September, you attached a letter from Mr Morphet about
the post-Chernobyl review meeting in which he asks questions about Authority
reactors relative to void coefficient and prompt criticality.
We have produced a note which covers these points for PFR and this will be
discussed at the Northern Division Board of Management next week and should
be a helpful input to Dr Gittus's proposal on how to reply to Mr Morphet.
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C W BLUMFIELD

cc Dr T N Marsham
Dr J H Gittus ..,/'

without enclosure
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United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Fusion Programme Directorate
From: Authority Programme Director for Fusion
Dr R.S. Pease, F.R.S.

CULHAM LABORATORY
ABINGDON
OXFORDSHIRE OX1430B

Telephone: Direct lines Abingdon (0235) 463432
23101
Switchboard Abingdon (0235) 21840
Telegrams: Fusion Abingdon
Telex:
83189
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Dr J

Safety and Reliability Directorate
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE
9 September 1986

Dear

3L
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I much appreciated
proceedings of the
very helpful to be
conferences on the
Yours sincerely

R S Pease

cc

Mr D M Levey

the reports you sent from Vienna of the
IAEA Post Accident Review Meeting.
It was
able to deal with questions at international
basis of your clear statements.

DOUNREAY
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment
Nonhern Division
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Thurso
Caithness KW14 7TZ
Telex: 75297 Fax: {0847) 63167 ext. 648
Telephone: Thur so (0847) 62121

Extension: 7142

8 September 1986
Dr J H Gittus
Director, SRD
Dear Dr Gittus
CHERNOBYL POST ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING
Thank you for your letter of 5 September 1986. I shall
be away from ONE until 22 September 1986. I have
recently prepared a number of briefs for Mr Blumfield
who has already asked the questions now being posed by
Mr Morphet. The answers to these questions are
contained in NDBM(86)P135.
Yours sincerely
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fiif?' C V GREGORY

Assistant Director, PFR
cc

Mr C W Blumfield
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POST-CHERNdBYL REVIEW - PROMPT CRITICAL EXCURSIONS
With your note of 3 September, you attached a letter from Mr Morphet about
the post-Chernobyl review meeting in which he asks questions about Authority
reactor• relative to void coefficient and prompt criticality,
We have produced a note which covers these pointa for PFR and thia will be
diacuued at the Northern Division Bond of Management next week and should /
be a helpful input to Dr Gittua's proposal on how to reply to Mr Morphet.
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C W BLUMFIELD

cc Dr T N Maraham
)
Or J H Gittua .,/ )

•

without enclosure
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DOUNREAY
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment
Northern Division
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Thurso
Caithness KW14 7TZ
Telex 75297 Fax: (0847) 63167 ext. 648
Telephone: Thurso (084 7) 62121
Extension: 7142

8 Septembe '1986

Dir
Dear Dr Gittus
CHERNOBYL POST ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING
Thank you for your letter of 5 September 1986. I shall
be away from DNE until 22 September 1986. I have
recently prepared a number of briefs for Mr Blumfield
who has already asked the questions now being posed by
Mr Morphet. The answers to these questions are
contained in NDBM(86)P135.
~

Yours sincerely
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CHERNOBYL POST-ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING - 24-29 AUGUST 1986
Mr Morphet of the Department
Authority with two questions
operation which arose out of
Chernobyl accident last week
(i)

of Energy has approached the
concerning Authority reactor
the Russian presentations on the
in Vienna. These questions are:

is there any risk of a positive void coefficient
in any Authority reactor?

(ii) is there any risk of either a prompt critical (or
super prompt critical) excursion in any Authority
reactor?
The background to these questions is of course that the
positive void coefficient inherent in the RBMK design has been
singled out as a prime contribution to the accident, and that
the explosion in the reactor was due to one (or maybe two)
prompt critical excursions.
In order to prepare a full reply to these questions could I ask
you to let me have a brief statement on the position in respect
of your plant. Since the other principal feature of the
accident at Chernobyl was the series of departures by the
operators from their operating rules, I think it would help if
you could indicate the grounds upon which you would base a •it
can't happen here because ••• • statement.
I hope therefore,
that your answer will be in two partsi first on the physical
situation of the reactor and second on how we guard against
operator malpractice (not just error).
The language used for the response to the Department will have
to be carefully chosen and not contain technical jargon.
However, I would appreciate your response to me, in the first
instance, to contain the proper technical description.
If you
wish to make suggestions as to how this might be written more
simply I would be very glad to receive them.
The timescale for response is relatively relaxed, but I would
very much appreciate your first stab by the end of next week,
Friday, 12 September 1986.
Thanking you in advance.
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Post-Chernobyl Review - Prompt Critical Excursions
You will wish to see the attached letter from Mr. Morphet, a copy
of which has already been sent to Dr. Gittus.
I think it would be
\ helpful to have Dr. Gittus's proposals on how I should reply to the two
questions at the end of Mr. Morphet' s letter 1 but I have copied the
letter widely and would be grateful if Dr. Gittus would circulate his
proposals to the copy addressees of this minute.

(R.N. SIMEONE)
3rd September 1986

,,

UNDER SECRETARY/ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Thames House South, Mill bank, LONDON, SW IP 4QJ
Telephone: Direct Line 01-211
Switchboard 01-211 3000
2 September 1986
R N Simeone Esq CBE
UKAEA
11 Charles II Street
London SWl

Post Chernobyl Review Meeting 24-29 August
You will have seen Dr Gittus' reports
am most grateful to him for taking on
widely appreciated by our delegation.

I
on this meeting.
this task, which was

The review provides a number of lessons, I believe; the need
for constant vigilance and attention to detail in all safety
matters;
the need for continuing international action to
help bring standards everywhere to the highest:
and the need
to plan effectively for the worst in our emergency work.
I am writing to you now on one specific point.
It is generally
accepted that a prompt critical excursion triggered a steam
explosion which lifted the pile-cap.
We can expect questions
about the nature of such excursions; the risks of this occurring
in the UK;
and if so, what their consequences might be.
It was pointed out by Tanguy at Vienna that a prompt critical
event such as Chernobyl has a multiplication time-constant
of milliseconds, and that this is not the same as the almost
instantaneous 'super prompt critical event' of a bomb, where
the time-constant is nano-seconds.
Nevertheless the layman
may perhaps be forgiven for regarding the event at Chernobyl
as being a type of nuclear explosion, even if not of the force
or magnitude of a bomb.
It is important that we get the language
right.
To talk of a 'prompt critical event' may sound to
some like a technical obfuscation.
From what I understand,
the event was indeed a 'form of explosion', and would be grateful
for your views on whether there is any great difficulty about
using the phrase, in layman's language, to describe what happened.
I should also be grateful for advice on the following:
(i}
(ii}

is there any risk of
any Authority reactor?

positive

void

coefficient

is there any risk of either a prompt critical
super prompt critical} excursion in any Authority
reactor?

D I MORPHET

cc Dr Gittus

in
(or

26th August 1986
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Cl:ntent
1. Introduction

2. Digest fran Russian Report on .Accident Cl'lrax>logy.
3. Cl:nference Proceedings 25th August 1986.

4. Media Q:mnent.
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- 2 1. Introduction

The daily news-sheet will be issued during the period of and i.m:nediately
after the IAEA Cl:lnference in Vienna, on the Cllernobyl accident, fran the
25-29 August 1986.
An English translation of the Russian Report is being distributed

separately.
This first news-sheet inclul.es a digest of the accident chronology. A daily
report on the cxinference proceedings and media m111snt will be inclul.ed
in this and subsequent newssheets.
A distribution list is appended.

2. Digest fran Russian Report on J\ccident C'lronology
In the experiment the Russians planned to disconnect the turbine fran the
reactor, with its "1enerator then cxintinuing to supply power to the auxiliary
systems by just using kinetic energy of the running do.In turbine. The intent
was that the reactor ...ould cxintinue to operate, partly cooled by sane of
the pwps i.itl.ch -re paoiered fran the grid suwly, i.itl.lst they measured
the ability of the turbine to power other pmps as it ran do.In.

The Report states that they had carried out such a test previously but they
had fourrl that the voltage - i.itl.ch is i.np>rtant in electrical equipnent
- fell off too rapidly as the turbine slCMed do.1n. What they 1..ere attenpting
to do in this case was to put in sane sort of iirproved voltage regulator
to keep the voltage up. They state that the procedure for this second test
was not properly authorised; the safety aspects had not been throughly
~ht through; there were departures fran the procedures that they had;
and there 1..ere ill.so significant violaticns of the main operating rules on
the station.
There are sane design aspects of the reactor i.itl.ch are relevant to the
accident. The rrost .inporrtant design feature of the RBMK is that it has
.mat is called a positive void coefficient. This can be explained in s:inJ>le
tern1S by recognising that in a reactor of the OlernolJyl type a mixture of
water and steam is created in the channels as the fuel heats the incaning
water. If the power fran the fuel increase or the flow of water decreased
(or both) the aioount of steam in the channel increases. Since vapour is
less dense tl1an liquid there will then be less water in the channel. '!hat
is a characteristic of any system which lets water boil in the reactor.
What is singular to the Cllernobyl type of reactor is that it can have a·
'positive void coefficient of reactivity' - reactor Jilysicists' jarg<Xl which
s:inJ>ly means that as a result of losing water the reactor power will
·
increase. In sb:>rt an increase in power, or reduction of flow, leads to
increased boiling and further increases in power and you have the potential
for a runaway situation. That is an undersirable feature becanse it means
you have to have quite CX11plex rapidly responding oontrol systems to cope
with that situativ.: and ccnpensate for this 'positive fe«!hack'.

I ...
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This reactor also has very little capability for coping with the build up
of the fission product Xenon. What J:iappens with. anr reactor if ~ reduce
power is that tne anount of Xeoon builds up. 'lhis is a neutron poison and
}'OU need to have sufficient control rods dii;:ping into the core so that you
can p.ill them out to overcane this poison before }'OU can increease the
reactor power again. '!he RJ.ssian reactor is not very good in that respect
and it is also difficult to control at low power.
'l\io further points are that the design has an emergency core cooling system
..m.ich is designed to cane in if the nonnal coolant flow fails and this was
quire deliberately turned off because the experimenters thought that in
the particular conditioos it might cane on 1"i'len they did not want it to.
'lhis was an unauthorised step.

'lhe reactor protection for this reactor - that is the means by ..m.ich the
rector will shut down autaratically - includes various systems and equipnent.
If t'i«> turbines are lost the reactor will autaratically trip and shutda.ln.
If the level of water in the steam dnms or if the pressure in the steam
druns goes outside the limits the reactor will trip. If the feed flow
reduces by rrore than a factor of t'i«> the reactor will trip. If the pressure
circuit fails the reactor will trip. Now that i~ quite ilrp:>rtant as }'OU
will see fran the sequence. But all those safety trips were deliberately
turned off by the aissian operators.
'lhere are, of course, operating rules, administrative controls governing
the operation of the reactor, ..m.ich insist that this protection is available
and in particular they specify that this protection is available and in
particular they specify the limits· for the control rod position. Jlgain
that is important, but in the brief not the observance.
Ch the sequence of events it is inportant to stress that it is quite
difficult to tell fran the Russian report loilat is actual fact and loilat
is infomation they have deduced fran models.
'!he sequence as presented starts at l. 00 a.m. on 25 {1/J/1• alnDst a day
before the accident. 'Ibey started to reduce pawer
fUll pawer
corrlitic:ns. By the middle of that day, about one o'clock in the afternoon,
they reached half power corrlition. 'Ibey disoonnected t:ilrtlO=ijetietars liriked
to the reactor - and also, as required by the test, invalidated the reactor
emergency protection.
Al.so at this time, and bearing in mind that later oo they wanted to arrange
for sane of the circulating pmps to be fed directly fran the tlllbine l.U'lder
test, and sare to be pawered directly fran the grid supplies, they
reconnected eane of the circulating pmps ...nich had been pawered fran turtiogenerator 7, probably to the grid supplied - it is not entirely clear.

/
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Also at this point they disconnected the emergency core exx>ling system.
'Ihe intent was that they "'10uld rKM start the turbine run-do.n test.
It a~s that the grid controller requested that they should delay the
test for sane time, presunably because of a requirenent for~· So having
taken out the emergency core exx>ling system; they operated for sane time
at quite high i::ower in a condition, which althO\.gh not relevant to the
accident, is al'X)ther exanple of operator error.
W! cane°°"' to 11.10 in the ev~ when the operator SOUJht to reduce~

to the range 7oo=IOOO megawatts
ennal) which ..ere the test conditions
they wanted to achieve. Again there was an operator error in that the
operator decided to disoomect the autanatic local control system and rely
on a caibination of manual and general autanatic control, the latter
employing only 4 rods as caipa.red with the 12 rods for autanatic local
control.
'Ihe proolern is that there had been an opportunity for the fission product
Xenon to build up. Also with lll.ICh mare exx>lant flCM and lCM i::ower, there
is very little steam in the channels. Both effects decrease reactivity
so the opeator has difficulty in rE!llOY'ing enough rods to oounteract these
effects. 'Ihe reactor ~ fell as lCM as 30 ~-and he had oonsiderable
difficulty in restoring power.

Eventually, by LOO a.m. (26 April), the operator managed to stabilise the
reactor at about 260 megawatts (thennal). Ile was unable to increase the
i::ower any further because of shortage of reactivity - 200 megawatts was
well belCM the test conditions being looked for. Nevertheless, they decided
to proceed with the test despite the fact they had not set up the intended
test conditions. Again the report makes no cument as to !JCiy they decided
to proceed with each stage, merely that they did_so.
'Ihere are six circulating punps which are nonnally used to pinp the water
around the core and there are t"'10 additional pmps which are kept on stanfuy,
eight in all. At the end of the test conditions they wished to end up with
four pmps exx>ling the reactor powered by the grid and f.our purps connected
to the turbine which was running do.n.
At this stage - between 1.00. a.m. and 1.07 a.m. - they started t"'10 mare

circulating pU!pS. 'Ihe effect of this was that the flCM rate enhanced by
the additional t"'10 punps was llUch too high and was outside and operating
rule limits. 'Ihe inpartance of this is that the increased flCM further
reduced the anount of steam voids in the circuits.

I . ..
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'Ihe other effect of the steam voids =llapeing, with a positive void
coefficient, is that the core reactivity will continue to fall, and therefore
to keep the reactor going you have further withdraw the control rods, and
it appears that the operat= had to manually withdraw them further than
the autall3.tic system was prepared to go in order to keep the reactor
critical.
During this procedure, because the steam voidage was changing, they were
also having trouble maintaining both the water level and pressure in the
steam d.run within the allcwable limits. So, the report says, they took
out the reactor protection, llihich w:>uld have tripped the reactor if they
had gaie outside the limits, in order to keep the experiment gain;!.
To raise the drun water level they increased the feed flOW' to the drmis.
'Ihis feed water is colder than the recirculating water so the tmprrature
of the water enter:in;i the channels was reduced. 'Ihis will also tend to
make reactivit.t fall and make reactor control more difficult. But with
the water level in the drun nOW' rising, at l.22 a.m., the operator very
sharply reduced feed flOW'. 'Ihis causes the react= coolant tmprratures
to rise so it is nearer to boiling.

We are nOW' at 1.22 a.m. and 30 seconds and the operat= is warned
station catp.1ter that his control rode were significantly outside
allowed for operation. 'Ihe rules state he nust have a mininun of
within a particular part of the active core in order to cope with
transient conditions. It is stated that they only had eight rods
that region.

by the

the limits
30 rods
possible
within

'Ihe rods also were not in a unifonn distribution llihich meant they had a
very peculiar pc:Mer distribution across the react= and also axially up
the height of the reactor. 'Ihat was also significant in that it meant that
the void coefficient was higher, considerably higher, than the designed
had assuned it w:>uld be.
'Ihe opeator noticed that the rods were outside the limits but decided to
ignore that and to proceed with the experiment.
At l. 23 a .m. and four seconds he cameiced the experiment by clos:in;i the
stop valve on tlli'tX):ijenerat= 8, hav:in;i previously ranoved the remaining
protection on that turnine to stop that tripping reactor.
'Ihe effect, and this nust be JRJdelling rather than actual obaervation, was
that i:ressure in the eyetan began to rise as more etemn ies produced. '!he
flOIN' began to fall as the turnine ran down and therefore the p.mps ran down.
'Ihe net effect of this, with water tenperature increasing but water flOW'
decreasing, was that the steam voidage increased at a rapid rate because
the system was near to its boiling point. With the high positive void
coefficient the power began to rise in the reactor - producing yet more
steam - and clearly a runaway situation was upon them.

I ...
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At this p::iint - and we are ncw at 1.23 and 40 sea:mds - 36 seconds after
starting the exper:urent - the shift manager Oi'dered a manual shutdown of
the reactor. 'lhe button was pressed which drives the control rods into
the reactor rather than letting them freefall. 'lhe rods did not fully l!Dtor
in and banging noises were heard. 'lhe operator then disen:Jaged the rcxl
clutches, taking the electrical supplies off the rods, so they could fall
in under their own weight, which they did partially. By that time the
explosion had already occurred and the core "'6S disrupted.
At 1.24 a.m., burning fragrrents were observed to be falling on to the turbine

roof.
We are

new on to the R.Issian hypothesis or l!Ddel as to What actually

ha~.

What the R.lssians deduced is that the massive increase in voidage
caused the fuel to overheat in a nunber of pressure tubes - they do not
say how many. 'lhe local pressure increased very quickly as a result of
that, causing a nunber of pressure tubes to fail. Sane hot fuel was ejected
fran the channels.
'lhe pressure build up was sufficient to cause substantial failure of the
reactor structure and the building. 'lhat is probably purely fran the
pressure build up fran the steam. 'lhey state that the charge machine which
stocxl on top of the reactor pile cap leapt up and down, causing further
failures of the cooling pi]?E!"Ork.
Folloring that there were then reactions bet....een the zirconiun, which was
the metal used to clad the fuel, and the steam causing hydrogen to be
prcxluced. 'lhe hydrogen ignited .men it came into contact with the air as
it came through the breach, causing a nunber of fires which set light to
the turbine hall roof.
'lhe hydrogen release led to small explosions - they talk of about 30 separate
fires on the turbine hall roof.
'lhe principle disruptive effect was the rapid prcxluction of steam as a result
of the rapid increase in power.
As far as release of radioactivity fran the accident: the greatest aioount

was released on the first day 26 April: but they do give infomation about
continuing releases which went on at quite a substantial level - up to half
the initial rate - until 6 May, at which point they had managed to take
steps to effectively st.op the activity release into the at:mospiere.

I ...
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3. IAFA R:>st Chernobyl llccident - Conference Proceedings 25th Allgust 1986
10.00 to 11.00 'tours: cpming of the meeting
'lhe aooience 116s divided bet.ieen t'WO roans, one being provided with closed
circuit television. 'lhe meeting cc:mnenced at 10.00 a.m. many TV crews being
present for the first speech.
Blix, Director General of the IAFA, opening the meeting, said the results
'WOul.d be tranenitted to the IAEA Ibard before its Sept:atber meeting. He
drew parallels with the Agency's response to the accident at 'lhree Mile
Island. Already, following the Olernobyl accident, at the Agency there
had been fornul.ated schemes for international accident notification and
emergency response. 'lhese were to be fornally adopted in Sept:atber. We
'WOuld not be asked to endorse any resolutions. A factual report to the
IAEA Ibard of Governors on the outoane of the meeting w:iuld be prepared
by the Secretariat and INSAG (the International Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group) in the week folla.>ing the meeting.
Ranetsch, Chairman of the meeting, spoke next.
objectives as he saw it:-

'lhe meeting had three

(i) To urxierstand the lessons of Chernobyl.
(ii) 'lb apply them, where relevant, in our own countries.
(iii) To assist future international collaboration on nuclear safety.
I.egasov, head of the USSR delegation, then addressed the neeting.
Construction of nlX'lear pcMer plant was receiving priority in the USSR since
without it th.eY w:iuld be "unable to master" the next stage in the developnent
of their society. 'lhe Chernobyl incident was a Qisaster. Ch a "WOrld scale
it 116S leading to a re-evaluation of the part to be played in future by
nlX'lear p<:Mer. In the USSR since the accident there had been an intensive
developnent of accident prevention measures and a parallel analysis of the
nature and effects of the accident itself. 'l'he "WOrk continues. '1he USSR
'WOuld be entirely open to suggesti.cns about deoontamination and other methods
of l:inrl.ting the :inq2ct of the Chernobyl accident. 'lhey 'WOuld like to open
up discussions on all possible 116ys of iqcc:wing the reliability of nl.Clear
installations, of red!X'ing risk and of mitigating the damage done should
another accident occur. He listed the many Eminent USSR 1!D3'ineers and
medical specialists who were present at the meeting, indicating their direct
involVEllEnt with the practical response to the accident. His own 'WOik,
apart fran Chernobyl related responsibilities, was on the developnent of
the High 'I&ipeiature Reactor at the IOJrchatov Institute.
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11.00 to 13.00 hours: overview of the kcident
Legasov ro.t presented a video of the sequence of events in the Cllernobyl
accident. 'lhe reactor power had been teetering on the brink of dangerous
thernal h~aulic and neutranic instabilities because the operators had
turned off vital safety systems and had too few absorber rods in the core.
When the diverted steam fran the turbine this - s the last straw. 'lhe
reactor power rocketed up. Steam pressure burst the reactor and the
overheated fuel then gave off many millions of curies of radioactivity.
Within a day or so the 100,000 or so people living up to 30 km a-y were
evacuated.
He went on to describe the RIM< reactor. 'lhis has a gra?rlte rooderator
pierced by holes or channels, lined with ziraxU.IEHti.c:biun tubes and
containing the uraniun dioxide fuel. Water in the channels is boiled by
the fuel. 'lhis produces the steam needed to drive the tuxbo-altemators
and it also keeps the fuel fran overheating, by continuously rem:J1Ting the
heat generated by nuclear fission. '!he rate of heat generation is controlled
by inserting or withdrawing neutron-absorbing rods. '!'here are p.1!1pS to
pwp -ter into the bottan of the channels and it boils as it rises up the
channels. A mixture of hot -ter and steam anerges fran the top and passes
through pipes to steam-separators. Here the steam collects above the -ter
and is led by pipes to the turbines whl.lst the water is drm.n off and pmiped
back through the channels to be boiled again. '!he steam fran the turbines
is corrlensed and it, too, is i;urped back through the channels, catpleting
the cycle.

Iegasov sumarised the corxlitions of coolant flow, level, tenperature of
steam content whl.ch could, if allo.>ed to persist, lead to an accident and
whl.ch therefore normally autanatically trigger a "trip" or cessation of
heat-<;1eneration due to fission. If there are fewer than 15 neutron control
rods inserted in the reactor then the rules require it to be tripped by
the operators. '!hey judged that the probability of the operators failing
to trip it in such a case - s lower than the probability of failure of a
purely autanatic trip system. In the event it was precisely this error
that the operators made. 'lhey had fewer than 15 rods but did not trip the
reactor, leaving it =itical and poised on a knife-edge.
Iegasov went on to describe the safety systems whl.ch take the heat away
should an accident o::mrence; the anergency care cooling systems. 'lhen he
described the conta:iranent pulOSC>Iiiy; the steam separators, the p.mpi and
the pipes leading to and fran the channels are separately contained, each
in its own concrete cell or box. 'l\Jbes fran each cell are illlnersed in a
"bubbling pool" and the pressure in the cell is released by bubbling, should
a purp, a separator, or a pipe burst.
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15.00 to 18.00 hours: Overview of the kcident (continued)
In the afterrxx>n Iegasov continued, rOli ooncentrating in greater detail
upon the reasons for the accident and its progress. Although he followed
quite closely the written report 1"hich participants had been given he added
several inp)rtant points. In particular he said that the operators felt
that they were imier extreme pressure to CC11plete the planned experiment
that night since they knew that it would be a full year before they would
have cu:ot:her chance. It was "a treme!Wus psychologival mistake" on the
part of the designers of the RIM< reactor that they did not foresee that
additional protective systems would be needed in the core in order to trip
the reactor and keep it cool even if (as Occurred in the Olerncbyl
accident):

(a)

the operators deliberately switched off the standard protection systems
and in addition:

(b)

(cc:npletely disobeyed the safety rules concerned with the mini.nun
nunber of control rods 1"hich 111.1St be inserted.

'lhis, he said, was the case against the RIM< designers: "Now, with hindsight,
we can see that it could have been prevented, in_a very easy way using
technical means" (by 1"hich he meant engineered safety features, not written
rules). He illustrated what had happened by means of an analogy. It was,
he said, as if the pilot of a passenger plane suddenly started testing the
plane in in flight: opening and closing the doors and switching off safety
systems. He suggested that the USSR had started later than others to
reassess the need to design and protect against this kind of hunan
fallibility.
As f= the detailed progress of the accident: this is ccnplicated and sets
out in full in his detailed report. In essence, and sinplified what I.egasov
says happened was as follCMS:-

The operators tried to ~ the coolant pinps using electricity fran a
"free-...heeling" turbo-alternat=. As the alternator slowed down, so of
course did the J?l111>S 1"hich it was driving and so the illOOUllt of steam being
produced increased. It was this that triggered the accident. 'lhe operators
tried to insert the control rods but the rods were ncstly so far out of
the core (only 6 were inserted instead of the minin1lln of 30 required by
the rules) that long before the rods could have shut the reactor down it
had run away, the poi.'6r rocketing up. '1he steam. na.1 produced in vast ·
quantities, burst the pressure tubes. Next the uraniun dioxide pellets
disintegrated with a further explosive generation of steam 1"hich blew the
top cover (pile-cap) off the reactor and exposed the hot fuel to the air.
H}'drogen and carbon m::inoxide were produced by the oxidation (in steam and
air) of graj:hite and zirconil.lll. These gases blll'ned = exploded in the air.
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\Qlatile and gaseous radionuclidges were freely evolved into the air by
the overheated fuel.
None of this 'NOuld have ha.RJened had the operators, (by switching off vital
safety systems and ignoring the rule about the rnininn.Jn nunber of inserted
control rods) not all~ the reactor just prior to the experiment to be
poised on the threshold of just such a reactivity-excursion.
Developnent and Cbnsequences of the .l\cciden
'lhe attention of the IAFA meeting TKM turned to the :imnediate consequences
of the a=ident. Legasov continued the presentation, folloring the written
report once more.
'lhe initial release of radioactivity missed the adjacent ta.on of Pripyat.
Evacuation 1.ia.s delayed, but Legasov defended this saying that they were
initially safer where they were. Indeed those in stone houses were forbibben
to leave since the masonry sheltered then fran radiation. li:Jwever, the
graEiU-te fire, the increase in graEhite tenperature and the continued release
of activity SCX>n made evacuation of Pripyat vital. It was acccnplished
in 2 1/2 hours.
'lhe arrount of radioactivity released was greatest on the first and ninth
days folloring the a=ident. 'lbe second peak occurred when decay heat and
fire had raised the core to its maxinun tenperature of 200CJ0c. 'lbe graEhite
fire resulted in the production of a radioactive aerosol which went up into
the abros:filere. It was to stifle the graEiU-te fire and stop the escape
of the aerosol that 5000 tons of sand, boron carbide and lead were droppod
onto the exposed face of the reactor fran helicopters. 'lbe boron carbide
1.ia.s to prevent fission fran restarting locally. 'lbe lead was to absorb
heat, absorb rapionuclides and shield the helicopters fran garmia radiation.
'1be sand and clay were to act as aerosol filters. By 6 May the release
of activity had ceased, or virtually so, the rise in tenperature having
been reversed by natural convetion of air and by =eating a forced flow
of cold nitrogen thr0tgh the core.
No more than 3 1/2 percent of the activity (excluiing the noble gases) was
released fran the core; less than fifty megacuries.
Tenperature measurements in and around the reactor core could not be made
except with sinple devices such as thermionic valve anplifiers or naterials
of kno.n melting point. 'lbe radiation fields rendered semicon:iuctor
·
instrunents unreliable. With the exception of the reactor vault itself,
radiation fields have TKM fallen fran thousands of R:>entgens per hour (the
max:inun recorded) to no more than one or t'NO R per hour.
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Release fran the reactor is ru:M down to tenths or curies per day, as an
aerosol. Temperatures are ncM belo..> 3ocPc in the core. A priority task
was to shut dCMn I.hits 1, 2 and 3 following the accident. I.hits l and 2
have been decontaminated and by the year end will be back in operation and
the operators rehoused. As for I.hit 3, a review is in .(%ogxess and may
pexrnit it to be brou;iht back into use.
'lhe social losses oarprise 203 seriously injured, 31 dead, collective doses
of 9 million manren in 1986 and 29 million over the next 50 years.
Decontamination of the surrounding land should enable limited eoonaid.c use
to reoc:mnence eventually.

'lbe speaker ru:M turned his attention to safety requirements before and after
the Olernobyl a=ident. Beforehand it was pexmissable for sane control
rods to be catpletely withdra..in; 'Ca.I none may be less than 1.2 meters into
the core. 'Ihe mininun nunber of fully-inserted rcxis nust
be ei<jhty,
it was thirty. In the future the fl.tel enrichnent will be raised fran 2.<i'
to 2.4° ..m.i.ch coupled with the greater anount of control rcxis pexmanently
in the core will offset the positive void coefficient ..m.i.ch was one of the
principle design shortcc:rni.ngs. Finally, the reactor protection systems
will be I!IJX"e hightly autanated so as to place less reliance on the
operators.

'°"

Sane RIM< reactors are still operating and others will be brou;iht back into
operation following these changes. !obre training is to be given to their
operators.

'Ihe presentation ended to lOl..D and prolOl:-:Jed awlause at 5.0 p.rn.
been a rnaxathon performance, both open and frank.

I ...
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CHERNOBYL ACCIDENI'

Mr fobq:ilet reports that he and lord Marshall met Dr Blbc and the leader of

the Soviet experts, J\c:ademician I.egasof, at se.i::erate meetings on 'l\Jesday 26th
August. I.egasof welcx:rned Marshall's ideas for folla.;-up conferences and/or
1'10rk programnes within the lAEA on:i.

inter-action bet1<o1een reactor design and the operator, and

ii. decontamination technology.
Ile also 'Welcx:rned the principle of collaboration bet'Ween the Soviet authorities,
lAEA and WHO on epidemiological st\.rlies and suggested that lAEA should be

"encouraged to explore the possibility'' of such collaboration. 'Ihis rather
tentative foI11llllation ap.i::erently reflected his view of the carplexity of pulling
together the various USSR agencies and the enonrous 1'10rkload involved.
'Ihe UK delegation awaits the Soviet response to these ideas in the W:>rking
Groups in Vienna, but I.egasof seemed very keen on (i) and (ii) above and
favoured a relatively early conference on (ii).
Report by Dr John H Gittus (UJ<AFA)
'l\J.esday 26th AL1gust. W:>rking Groups
'Ihe meeting noN divided into four W:>rking Groups, W:>rking Groups 1 and 2
convened in Session 21\.; Groups 3 and 4 in Session 2B.
Session 211., 10. 00 to 18. 00 hours: Detailed Presentations on Plant Design, Safety
Analysis, J\c:cident Description.
Cause of the accident, sequences of events, radioactive releases, short tenn
stabilization and longer tenn arrangements.
'Ihe presentations began with a historical review of the developnent of nuclear
po.ier in the l5SR. '!his was straightforward, starting with the usual claims
for the 1'10rlds first atanic po.ier station which produced 5MW of industrial
po.ier at ClJninsk, near fobscow in 19554. Of 110re interest was an outline of
the expansion envisaged for nuclear electricity generation during the next
5 year plan. It was intel'¥3ed to utilize nuclear heating, not only for the
generation of electricity but also thential energy by making use of the 'waste'
steam. Canbined electricity/thermal po.1er plant and p..irely thermal output
(for urban space heating) were planned. 'Ille developnent and inplementation
of fast breeder reactors was envisaged during this period with a suggestion
that an 800 MW plant being considered.
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'!he presentations follo..ied closely the text of the first two Annexes to the
Russian report. Annexe 1 describes operating experience with the RBMK rectors:
Annexe 2 the design of these reactors. Particular attention was paid to the·
void coefficient (INhich has a value of 2 X 10-4% steam). It is positive and
so an increase in the volune of steam voids (bubbles) in a channel leads to
an increase in the amount of heat being given off by the uraniun fuel in that
channel. As a result even rrore steam will be generated, and the resultant
voidage will further increase the rate of heat generation. Ultimately, if
this circular process is not halted by the aut.anatic reactor control and
protection systems, the rate of steam production will be so great that it
will damage the reactor. 'lhis was What happened in the O'Jernobyl accident.
'Ihe void coefficient was at its max.i.nun because there were only six control
rods in the reactor and the aut.anatic system had been turned off.
A "local autanatic regulating system" is used to control the power output of
the reactor as a whole. A decision is taken alxlut the anount of po.oier required.
It can lie anywnere in the range fran 10% to 100% of the maximum possible
output. Then the autanatic system maintains the power within one percent of
the selected level. '!lie system embodies twelve independent local regulators.
Eluergency Protection of the Reactor
In an emergency the fission-reaction must be stopped, by tripping the reactor
so as to minimise the heat output. nus is achieved by the autanatic insertion
of all the control rods. Such emergencies arose at a nunber of junctures in
the O'Jemobyl accident but the operators had switched off the trip arrangements
and so the generation of heat by fission was not halted.
'Ihe emergency protection systems were explained in sane detail, incllrling the
various levels of protection afforde.1. '!he nature of these systems is such
that certain signals do not produce full shutdC7W11, but rather permit continued
operation at looer power levels. 'Ihe way the coolant circuit functions was
illustrated and all of the operating parameters givn. Natural circulation
has been shC7W11 to provide satisfactory cooling when the main pllllps are turned
off at power levels up to 30%. Tests have been made to establish this on
operating plant, on special experimental rigs and also by calculation. '!here
was a description of the three train emergency oore cooling systems and the
provision of multiple safety relief valves to guard against over pressure in
the coolant circuit.
()lantitative Description of the Actual Sequence of Events
In attenpting to provide an explanation of why the operators made such a series
of errors, two points were enphasised. First of all, the accident occurred
at a very bad time psychologically. It was the end of the working week and
in the early norning. Although not mentioned it is also worth noting that
it was the eve of the May holiday. In addition it was suggested that the
psychological state of the operators could have been affected by the fact that
tlus Unit had been "top of the league" for availability.
By taking the data which had been recorded by the plants C7W11 data processing
aOOd using it to validate a carputer model of the reactor system, a very
detailed and accurate sinulation of the course of events leading to the
catastrophe was produced.

/
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Sane errphasis ""'s placed upon the fact that it was not actually necessary to
have the reactor operating at power in order to perform these tests. The
Russians argue that it 111as done at power so that if the first atterrpt had proved
unsuccessful, then the 1o.Ould still be enough steam in the operating reactor
to restart the turbine, enabling the experiment to be repeated. Preparations
for the test, in terms of reactor safety, were minimal. If the reactor
presented problens during the experirrent, the advise to the operators was only
concerned with operating procedures.

When the test was started, a series of events caused the operators to block
off essential safety systens. They then 111ere gradually boxed in as a result.
Eventually when the realised that an' uncontrolled increase in pc:Mer was imninent
it ""'s too late for the reactor to be shut down, even though a full emergency
shutdown procedure had by then been initiated.
Fbr the third time we were treated to a rehearsal of the accident sequence
and sane details which do not appear in the report were given.
The description given ""'s as follONs:1. The control and safety rods had been withdrawn frcxn the cone to

coopenso~e

for xenon poisoning.
2. All 8 main circulating punps were in operation. They were circulating hot
water which ""'s everywhere near to boiling although little steam was being
generated.
3. When the main circulating punps began to run down (due to run-down of the
turbo-generator) flON was reduced, the water boiled and there was a
consequent uncontrollable increase in po.oer.
4. Steam pressure destroyed the core and the upper structure of the reactor.
Calculations irrlicate that the po.oer increased by a factor of 100 in less
than 1 second, a "mad-crazy" release of energy which disrupted the fuel into

snall particles at 300<i'c. These converted the remaining water droplets to
steam which blew off the reactor cap and destroyed the building. 'lhree to
four seconds later a=ding to witnesses outside the building a second
explosion oc=red. It was probably due to the detonation of h}'irogen or carbon
monoxide. lbt burning debris caused subsidiary fires which 1'1ere put out ·
although many of the fire fighters later died.

/
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Session 2B. 10.00 to 18.00 hours:
and Radiological Consequences.

retailed Presentations of Elnergency M=asures

Evacuation, envirorroental protection actions, decontamination, envirorroental,
effects, health effects.
'n'\e 1-brking Group session was opened by Prof. L.A. Ilyin (J\cademy of Medical
Sciences, Director of the Institute of Diophysics) who outlined the affiliations
and specialierns of the speakers to follOH and set their contributions in
oontext. Ilyin gave the follOHing time-table of events with respect to medical
response:26 April 1986
01.25

J\ccident occurred

01.30

Site Medical Centre informed (3 medical staff on duty).

01.45

2 specialized teams of medical staff set out from Pripyat.
additional teatns sent out.

Later

ll 5 be:ls made available in regional hospitals.
02.10

First 29 victims admitted to hospitals.

03.00

Distribution started of potassium iodate tablets to all -..orkers on
po.ier plant site and to patients. (He caipared this with 'lhree Mile
Island where tablets were rot distributed for 6 hours).

06.40

Special teams of physicists, dermatologists, radiologists and
clinicians alerted in M:lscow who

11.00

Flew to Kiev in a specially chartered plane.

20.00

Iodate tablets distributed in Pripyat by medical staff and local door
to door activists.

Prof. Ilyin said that inretrospect the scale of response to the accident and
its organisation was astonishing. Hurrlreds of institutes in the Soviet lliion'
supplied specialists and millions of dosimetric measurements were taken.
Up to the 10 May several hurrlred thousand people were medically examined incllrling blood tests. Sane 200 to 300 people were diagn:>sed with acute
radiation sickness. 'lhese cases were oonfined to -..orkers and there were oone
in the general popllation.

Thirty-eight million people live in the Inieper valley and there was much
concern over the eluation by rainfall of radioactivity, deposited on the
Cherrobyl site. They -weere lucky in that bet-ween 26 April and the end of May
very little rainfall fell in the area. Prof.Ilyin attributed this to the
intensive weather modification activity of the State Hydr<>-meteorological
O::mnittee who dispersed chemical substances to dissipate the clouds.
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He said that for many years
basis of much research work
basis for the protection of
the event of an accident or

starting frtxn the 1960's the Soviet lhion, on tl'.\e
and international experience, developed a conceptual

the population and the inhabited envirorn-ent in
emergency radioactive release.

In 1969 the Soviet population criteria protection for use in a nuclear accident
were published by the IAEA.. Soviets are not in favour of developing preliminary
starrlards for water, food, etc., within very narrow limits. 'lhey feel that
these must be based on certain principles but details should depend on actual
circllllStances. Ilyin thought their criteria corresp:>nded more or less with
those used in other countries though with sare specific differences.
Fran their previous <Xll'lsideration of "maximum design accidents and rraxinun

imaginable accidents the situation resulting fran the Cllernobyl accident was
"not totally unexpected". lb.oever the accident has ef!{hasised the inp:>rtance
of skin dose in detennining the prognosis of accident victims. 20% of the
victims had lost 80-90% of their ski.ii area fran beta and other radiation.
fbwever, as well as steam burns there was no neutron irradiation involved.
Prof. Ilyin concluded by referriilg to the warmth of the enonrous errotional
resp:>nse in the rest of the p:>pulation engendered by the unfortunate victims.
Environmental M:Jnitoriilg
Prof.Petrov gave a detailed account of the results of environmental rronitoring
iii areas both close to and further away fran the plant, fran the time of the
accident to the end of May. 'Ihe detailed infonnation is in one of the Annexes
to the report and will be available in the UK at the end of the Chnference.
~ aeroplances plus helicopters and vehicles were quickly deployed for
nonitoring activities over 20,000 sq.kilaneters. An enorrrous nunber of sanples
were taken of soil, waterways and air.

After the accident radiation levels of the accident pllme reached dose rates
of 1000 millirem per b::>ur on 27 April and 500 mr per b::>ur on 28 April at a
distance of 5-10 Km fran the reactor site at a height of 200 metres. Aircraft
measured a plune height of 1200 metres in north westerly directions at 30 km
fran the site of the reactor, though at that height the dose rate was only
1 millirem per b::>ur.
Later calculations put the total activity release in &lropean Russia at 50
megacuries - 3 1/2% of the total energy frtxn the radionuclide inventory in
the reactor.
Medical Aspects
Prof .I<uskova gave a presentation on me1ical aspects. At the time of the
accident there were 176 opez:ational staff on site plus 268 workers on the
construction sties and auxiliary work areas. 300 people were checked for
radiation sickness iii the first few days. 203 were found to be suffering fran
it.
An enormous am:>unt of data now existed fran what needed to be done after the

accident.

Full analysis of it \OOUld not be ccrrpleted for a further 6 to 12

rronths.
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Severe cases had begun shewing radiation sickness synptans, e.g. vaniting,
diarrhoea, skin problens - within an hour of the accident. Within the first
12 hours 129 people had been sent to special hospitals.
Fbur degrees of radiation sickness were defined of which degree nunber 4 is
the rrost severe. In category 4 there were 22 victims. '!hey had received
bet.ween 600 and 1600 rads as a result of which all but one are dead. Of the
23 victims in category 3 (400-600 rads) 7 are dead. In categories 1 and 2
(100-400 rads) there weere 158 victims and 1 has died.
Information was likely to energe on effective dose thresholds.
annex on the medical information has been given to delegates.

!'gain a detailed

Press O:mnents
26th August 1986
'lhe Guardian:-

C!lernobyl's concrete 'tc:rnb' may be caiplete next month.

Daily Telegraph:-

Russia dodging the questioos on Olernobyl.

'lhe Times:-

Chernobyl plant may never reopen.

Financial Times:-

Olernobyl speeds safety accords.

Morning Star:-

Chernobyl talks continue.

Daily Express:-

Chernobyl will kill 70 Britons

City Limits:-

FbE turns on the heat (refer to anti-nuclear campaign
to carrnence on 1st Sept) .

'lhis sheet is issued by: '!he Director
Nuclear cperations Support Group

CEGB
Sudbury !buse
15 Ne.gate Street
IDndoo ECl 7AU

(Etlited by the Nuclear cperaticns Services Engineer)
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28th Allgust 1986

Report by Dr John H Gittus (lll<AFA)
Wednesday 27th

~st.

W:>rking Grollps - Session 2A (continued)

Release fran the Ileactor and Qinsequences for the Jnmedi.ate Vicinity.
The release of radioactivity into the environnent occurred in 4 phases.
1. The initial explosion propelled particles of fuei, OC11plete with fission
products into the at:rrosPiere. A great deal of this fell locally, around
I.hit 4 and on the site.
2. The rate of release decreased due to the material dropped fran helicopters
on top of the reactor. The OCllpOSition of this indicates that it is rather
similar to the fuel itself.
3. The material on top of reactor insulates the core and the debris increases
in tenperature. Release increases and is predaninantly of the nore volatile
fission products - iodine, caesiltll and telluriltll although there is still
a significant fraction fran fuel particles.
4. A sharp reduction in release rate. This is attributed to inproved cooling
of the = e and to the fonnation of nore refractory chemical conp:inents
...mich means that the fission products are locked chemically by the materials
dzopped into the reactor.
A canbination of calculation and measurement was used to evaluate the actual
releases of radioactive materials f:ran .the core. These calculations seen to
be based upon detailed, but relatively local measurements. The results
indicated that the release on the first day was about 12 million curies.
The major release occurred aver a period of about 10 days and up to 50 million
curies of activity -were released in all. A similar quantity of radioactivity
associated with ti:>ble gases was also released, but the radicbiological
conaequences w:Juld have been nuch less and it is usual n:>t to inclme tlx>se
quantities in further calculations. It is ~ to note that these releases
-were calculated on 6 M!!.y taking into aC001nt radioactive decay.
Over all, it is claimed that about 3 1/2 percent of the tot.al radio!lctivity
inventory -.s released to the envirocaoeut, with differently large 21111CUnts of
iodine, caeailtll and telluriltll, the mare volatile species. Sane 15-20% of the
total inventory of the reactor -were released.
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Close to the react.or, the radiation levels "1ere very high Weed in the early
days of the accident. 'lbese levels seriously hindered rec:::Nery 'WOrk and made
continued operation of the other reactors difficult. Nevertheless, lhit 3
the one .inmediately adjacent to the damaged react.or c<Xltinue to operate until
5 am - about 3 1/2 hours after the accident. lhits 1 and 2 "1ere shut down
only sane 12 hours later. the principal problems appear to have been that
ventilation systems drew radioactivity into the buildings.
Many measurement around the reactor have been, and continue to be made. A
50 m square grid is used and readings are taken fran both the grourrl and in
the air. In the main, decontamination efforts seem to have been successful
and the princiP?l radiation source on the site is the danaged react.or itself.
'lbe condition of the renains of the core are bei.nl; mcnitored by special
instrunent "buoys", 10wered cnto the debris by helicopters on 240 m of steel
rope. Ten will be installed, in total, so far 7 in place. 'lhese will provide
data on teiperature, heat flo.r and air flo.r required to determine ha.I the
planned concrete 'tanb' should be built.
Final decisicns concerning the entanl:ment have still to be made.
requirements for this structure are:-

sane

of the

1. 1b protect the adjacent site, and particularly the other nuclear Units.

2. 1b remove residual heat fran above the fuel and the collapsed part of the
reactor.
3. 1b ensure proper mcnitori.ni; of the :inportant ?'lysical parameters.
4. 1b enable contf.ni;ency plans to be made just in case sanething goes wrong
after the entanl:rnent.
Whilst is was stated that an open ventilation system had been chosen for the
design, the &issians "1ere keen to invite any advice fran other countries on
ha.I best to handle this ?'lase of the operation.
Finally, the neasures planned for other RBMK react.ors were outlined again:
they consist of four elements. ·
1. 1b reset the upper limit of level of control rods so they are permanently

inserted l.2m into the core.

'Ibis essentially makes the core "analler".

2. Reactivity margins will be increased by havi.ni; a minim.m of 80 effective
rods as their requirement instead of the current 30.
3. In the longer term, fuel with a higher fraction (enrichlalt) of U 235 will
be used. 'Ibis will i.nprove the situation on the positive void coefficient.
FUel of 2.4% enrichnent has already been tested.

/
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4, 10 charmels in the reactor will be adapted for rapid acting safety rods.
'Ihese will act over a period of 1-2 seconds (carpared with 20 seccn'ls
previously). 'lhe material for use in these rods has not yet been chosen.
Session 2B (continued)
Bone marro.' syndrare occurred in patients Who have received doses fran 2 Grays

(200 rads). 'lhey were treated as far as fOSSible in sterilised ward conditions
even though standard 'Nards had to be developed for this purpose.

'lhere 'NaS considerable press reporting of the bone marro.' transplant operations.
'lhese were not successful for the patients concerned Who had, h<Mever, received
doses in the region of 4 Grays (400 rads) and nost were suffering both fran
severe radiation sicl<ness and severe radiation burns.
Prof.Kuskova wannly recxJmended 'A'Ork by Sir Edward E10chin on risk fran
radiation, lllITTich had proved in Soviet experience to be accurate.
D:lsitretry
'lhe meeting then heard fran Prof.Pavlovski on dosirtetry matters. Inmediately
after the accident people in the largest town in the area, Pripyat, were advised
only to shelter because dose rates in the town -re still caiparatively lcw.
Iodine 'lo.as distributed to children's establisbrents because children (high
consuners of milk) -re seen to be !!¥:)re particularly at risk fran thyroid dose.
When the dose rate reached l· roentgen per hour a day after the accident,
evacuation had been ordered. It had now been calculated follcw:i.ng the very
considerable m:initoring of people that for 97% of the people evacuated fran
Pripyat the iodine content of the thyroid indicated a thyroid dose of 30 rad
(said by the speaker to be close to UK experience in the Windscale 1957
accident). Mortality fran thyroid cancer may have been increased by 1%.
Measurenents suggested that the majority of the p:>pulation in the 30 km zone
did not exceed a dose of 25 rem although a fet1 people may have received 30
to 40 rem. 'Ihe collective dose estimated for the evacuated population 'NaS
1. 6 million manrems.
The accident had perhaps increased the national death rate in the region by
1.6%.

Decontamination
Dr Krakov then spoke about decontamination. C!Jviously contamination at the
reactor site, around all 4 units 'lo.as considerable. 'lhe principles worked to
in decontaminating the area Where:-

m::we fran the dirtier to the cleaner areas.
'A'Ork in the following sequence:
ratOVe debris and rul:i>ish;
decontaminate rooves and the rest of buildings;
ratOVe 5 to 10 centinetres of soil for solid 'Naste disposal.

/
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'lhe soil rmoved fran the plant area w::>uld be replaced by concrete. 'lhis w::>uld
enable further w::>rk to be done. Walls w::>uld be sprayed with plastic and polymer
adhesives ...mich w::>uld fonn a protective film.
'!here was obviously a large decontamination problem in the JO km control zone.
'!here w::>uld be a considerable redistribution of nuclide deposition Oller the
first year because the current distribution was loose and liable to m::ive.
'lhe deposition of activity took 4 years to stabilise in the pine needles in
pine forests. Sampling w::>uld lead to the construction of a map of the
distribution of the activity. 'lhe aim was to restore the land to agricultural
use but not witll food going directly into the food chain. 9.lbstances w::>uld
be introduced to the soil (lime, mineral fertilizers, solvents) to prevent
nuclide movements.
Academician V I Trefiloc (Vice--Olairman Ukrainian Academy of Sciences - and
Head of Fhysical Technical and Mithematical Science Section. He also 00\lers
sane areas in USSR Academy of Sciences) prOllided an additional non-scheduled
aC<X>Unt of the post-accident activities of Governnent organisation of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. A Government Omnission and a daily
operational group were set up, both headed by the Deputy Oiairman of the
Ukrainian O:>uncil Qf Ministers.
Priority tasks were:1. Protection of the pop.11.ation.

2. Localisation of the effects of the accident.
3. CAtaranteeing the continue econcrnic activity of the repJblic.
Factories, plants and a large m.1ti:>er of industrial activities carried on around
Pripyat were forced to stop and their production had to be replaced by other
installations. '!here were many oatplex problems related to the evacuation
of the pop.11.ation ...mich had to be solved.
A large llD1itoring organisation involving many instituti.als was set up with
a prime need of standardisation of measurements and the institution of
additional llD1itoring.
A mathematical model was set up involving many different specialists ...mich
enabled the storage of a massive anount of data, including detailed
h]ldrological, biological and geograpri.cal information. '!his prOllided a real
time display and W>S of great value.

/ ...
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'lbere were oonsiderable problems in localizing radioactive oontamination
especially in relation to the very large mrnber of vehicle ll"OVements. Fully
autarat.ed vehicle natltoring equiprent was set up. Much attention was given
rendering activity :inm:t>ile. 'lbe clear weather over the nuclear site
"guaranteed by the State Hydro-meteorological O:mni.ssion for a Whole m:inth"
was a good thing but conversely it increase the resuspension of activity.
'lhis was COlllltered by spraying inexpensive, non-toxic substances CNer thousands
of square metres every day, firstly roads, then soil and crops where wind
erosion was substantial.
Increased precautions were taken in forested areas to prevent fires which would
have redistributed activity on the leaves and forest litter.
In the first fe.t days after the accident measures were taken to prCNide
alternative water supplies. In Kiev 400 we~.ls were bored to replace the supply
normally taken frcrn the I:nieper. water purification techniques were introduced
incluiing the use of absorbers which reduced activity 100 fold.
Other major civil engineering works were undertaken and these were particularly
substantial in the near neighbourhcxxl of the nuclear site. In the near future
the capability of natural purification processes will be assessed. So far
they had little data on ground water oontamination. He conclooed by stressing
that the situation, both inside and outside the 30 km exclusion zone was no.;
'calm'.
In May and June urban decontamination of Kiev was effectd and it is
"cleanest city in the world".

no.;

Press Q:mnent
27th August 1986
The Times:-

Nuclear I?ower resiting for safety.
Chernobyl rescue made leak worse.

Financial Times:-

Nuclear Blast may have led to Chernobyl disaster.

raily Telegraph:-

Cbnscripts rebelled CNer Chernobyl clean up order.

The Guardian:-

Chernobyl workers strike.

raily Mirror:-

Chernobyl clean up troops llUtiny.

This sheet is issued by: 'lbe Director
Nuclear ~tions SUWort Group
CElGB
SUdbury H:>use
15 New;jate Street

Iondcn EX::l 7AU
(Eltited by the Nuclear c:perations Services l!h;Jineer)
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:Report by Dr John H Gittus (WAEA)
'lhursday 28th August
The meetings of the four W:>rking Groups continued through Wednesday, 27th and
'lhursday 28th August. Delegates had posed nearly cne tllousand questions in
writing during the earlier part of the week and these had been consolidated
by a dozen experts to produce a analler nllliler of questions, lohich the !blliet
delegates were new asked to answer. '!here was, initially, a rather hesitant
awroach to this, with the ~sians at first asking for details of relevant
accidents in other countries.
Session ~. W:>~~ l

d'lau:rran - B

n

Discussion of Pheocmena and Fact.ors associated with the Slort-Term Accident

Sequence.
'Ihis subject was intended to include the initiating event, sequence of events,
reactivity excursion, · contairment respc:nse, instrinentation, operator respc:nse,
stabilization measures etc.
Dr Edm:rrlson, opening the session, outlined the goals, which were:1. 'lb clarify infomation provided by the USSR delegation.

2. 'lb exchange other relevant information.

3. 'lb identify the broad requiranents of nuclear plant safety intematimally.
Over 350 questions had been condensed into questions corresponding

to broad

technical areas: these were:l. 'lhe accident and its causes.

2. Specify issued related to the sequence of events - particularly core
parfommlce.

3. Design of plant to mitigate operator actions.
4. Proceedings to be used to control special experiments or tests.
5. lbi to guarantee ag;aoptiate standards of staff training, msnagcment
practioes etc.
6. 'lhe inp>rtant lessons ..mi.ch can be learned £ran this event.

'
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'lhe consensus view of the experts was that the general features of the accident,
as explained by the a.tssian delegation, were accepted. Everyone agreed that
there were nany matters of detail loitlch still needed a considered explanation
- but none of these bore materially on the general conclusions that the accident
was caused by a CXJ'li:>ination of design fault and operator error loitlch lead to
a pzuupt critical nuclear excursion whose ealSECJllence& led to destruction of
the reactor.
A difficult sitllation new arose, 'Where no country appeared willing to offer
their own experience of similar accidents. 'Ihe a.tssians requested this
information, but in vain. Eventually a discussion carmenced on one of the
questions that had been posed: "Nlat was it that bro\J;lht the nuclear chain
reaction to a halt?" 'lhe workshop could not, however, agree an answer, sane
thinking that it was at least in part due to the fact that sane of the fuel
had disintegrated and dispersed. 'lhe question was identified as one upon loitlch
further collaboratinn '#as desirable.
'lhe next area discussed was that of operator training, management procedures
and organisational matters. Dr Brown of Oltario ¥z'o was the IAFA-designated
expert on this and he outlined the practices in Canada. 'lhis stinulated similar
contributions fran s.eden, Italy and France, all in the spirit of supplying
information in response to that "Which the a.tssians had suwlied.
Attention next turned to "Design and Safety". Dr Frescurn of Italy was the
IAFA expert on this. Banks of Canada said that they had learned lessons in
this area as a result of a relatively minor accident loitlch occurred in the
Canadian reactor NRX in 1954. 'lhey saw the need, afterwards, for a shutdown
systan loitlch could be relied on to resp:nd to all possible situations. 'Ihe
systan ID.1st be quite separate fran the reactor control systan. 'lhat is: the
reactor protection systan 1D.1St be separate fran the reactor control systan.
Derek 9nith (UK,NNC) then described the UK design i;hilosqily "Which is to enploy
interlodts "Which prevent the operators fran switching off inportant safety
systans. If they do, the reactor trips.
D Taylor (EPRI) continued the discussion by sumarising the changes in thinking
ccncerning the design of Cbntrol JbalB in the afternath of the accident at
'1hree Mile Island (USA). ~ was being done with ccmputers, grapuc display
and information processing. It was &u;J9ested that here was a topic to be added.
to the list of topics for future diSCU&sion.
·
Session 3B,

M:>s2lii!:nGroup 4

diaii."lllm - D

Discussion of the Radiological Clonsequences of the kcident
'lhis subject was intenu.;d to include plane-fbEmation, aerosol dispersion,
envi.romaltal effects, doee-asaessnent and health effects.

\
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'lhe W:>rking Party pxoceeded l7J considering catp:lllite questions oatpiled l7J
the IAFA expert panel fran the questions sul:mitted l7j delegates. Participants
included Dr Gale (USA) ...tic visited M:>scow during the crisis. 'Ihere was detailed
technical discussion on the biological and medical aspects. 'Ibey will be
covered and as far as possible slm!ll!d up in the report of the Oiairnan of the
W:>rking Group to the final Plenary Session. Particular topics were as follCMS.
l. Methods of assessing doses to the skin.
2. AA.y caiplications 'Where there are both radiation burnS and thernal burns
on the skin.

3. 'lhe merits and danerits of using clu:aooealle analysis in addition to fhysical
dose measuranents.
4. Whether IOCll"e is n<M kncwl about average lethal dose and 'Whether such
infornation is in practice valuable in ll'Bking clinical judganents.
S. Whether psychological effects had caiplicated treatment (they did not).

6. O:xitril:utions 'Which can and canoot be made l7j using bone narro.> transplant
treatment.
7.• 'lhe sid-ffects of taking stable iodine in order to block the thyroid (there
were few).

a.

A long discussion on the prospects for an epidemiological study in the USSR
to follCM up the Olernobyl data.

Prof. llyin, leading for the Soviet delegation, said that work had begun on
considering the setting up of such a study b.tt that he was pessimistic about
the many difficulties that could arise in carrying our epidemiological studies.
Several delegates, notably fran the UK, urged the inJlort,ance of carrying out
the JOOSt effective study 'Which could be managed Whatever the prcblans and said
that the 'UK would supply such nethodology infor1111tion as was available'.
§>idemi.ology
l\clldemi.cian Ilyin stated that if the IAFA would take upon itself the initiative
of organising in sane 6 llOlths a 4-5 day wotka'hcp on epidaniol.cgical. mtters
relevant to the Chernobyl accident, this would be of llP"CiaJ aupport and help
for the specialists in the S::lviet Ulion.
He said that the Soviet Union could send experts in the cancer
geneticists, and statisticians to this wotkabcp.

register,

It was agreed to ask the IAFA to support the 'lllOrlcshop pl' op _, •

'
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Session 411., ~
d'lainran - P

Group

2

Discussion of Phenouena J\ssociat.ed with the I.aig Term Accident Sequence, Plant
lecovery Measures and Radioactive Releases fran the Plant.
Grapute fire, core damage, use of robotics, long term reliability of safety
systems, recavery actions, radioactive release characteristics.
Non-Soviet delegates expressed interest in learning nore about preliminary
stages of fuel degradation, h~en production, possible -ter interactions,
the fragmentation effects of fuel in the core, Why one side of the reactor
building (the north side) had been mare danaged than the other and the nlJliler
of fuel channels ruptured.
The Rtssians said that they found delegates' cxxments helpful in indicating
sane of the many areas in lotlich further research - s necessary. '!he south
side of the buildin;J backed onto the machine roan and - s structurally stronger.
'lhat was llihy the explosion particularly affected the weaker north side.
It was confinned that the estimated energy in the uraniun oxide fuel at the
time of the a=ident was 300 calories per gram - a figure of this order tended
to be confinned by research carried out in the USA (presl111!1bly an experiment
in PBF) and in Japan. 'l'he fact that the top protective plate blew off, arrcngst
other indications, confinned that all 2000 fuel channels were destroyed - the
ziro:ni.1.111 was subjected to taiperatures of 700 to 75cA: and was then easily
ruptured. When the ui:per plate lifted, all the coolant-exit pipes 100uld have
been destrcyed.
Visual examination confinned that only a S11all amount of graprite (10%) had
been ejected fran the reactor building. Fragnent.ed fuel was not found in the
graprite analysed, as most of the graprlte cane fran the reflector regions.
'l'he Jilussians had not yet fonned any views on the extent of possible h~en
formation tl'lrou3h interaction of fra<;Pl&lted fuel with water and 100uld walcriiie
any contributions in this field.·
A French delegate indicated the results of acme of the French calculations

on the a=ident.

It - s agreed that reactivity excursion was the likely
explanation of the first explosion, the~ involved calculated to be 200
megajoules. 'lhe aecond explosion was either due to an excursion, a atemn
explosion or a hJl!irogen explosion.
The Rtasians said that they did not yet have utiafactory infomation on the
location of the fuel. They lqied to know mare later but it eeaued that nuch
of it was in the l~ water pipeline areas.
They ~ton to discuss the int:eractiaul bebo·un ca:icrete and uraniun oxide.
At 2300oK molten uraniun oxide could flew through cracks and pores in the
deteriorating 0011Ctete.

'
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Detailed calculatioos were being carried out to try to draw ocnclusiais on
the artl:lU?lt of air which had entered the core and any water reaching the core
(evidently there 116& very little of the latter).
'lhere 118S a presentation on fire fighting activities. Rules e~sted for all
nuclear plant covering the need to protect essential systems, cables and
equipnent. All plants had their own fire fighting unit. Different measures
were. designated for different types of area - water for cable :roar&, gas for
control :roar&, foam Where oil was present, etc. 'lhe head of the unit at the
Olernobyl stati.En 1168 experienced - B years general experience and 7 years
on specialist sinlllators. All stations had a fire fighting plan.

'lbree fire fighting units -were quickly deployed to the accident - frail the
plant and Pripyat and Oleroobyl towns. 'lhe fire had been put out by 5 am mainly
using 118ter. l'articular measures were taken to protect essential systems
and prevent the spread to Unit 3.
'lhe atssians proposed IAEA initiatives in a nllnber of areas where inproved
knowledge 118S required - guidance on nuclear fire fighting net:hods, de11elopnent
of protective clothing, autanatic fire fighting robots, grapi.ite fires and
ocnsideration of probl.ElllB in newer reactor systElllB.
Dr 'l'trn Kress (Oak Ridge Natiaia.l l.abaratories) posed questiais concerning the
nature and quantity of radioactivity released. He related the fcur stages
cif the release. 'lhe accident gave rise to releases to atnDeJ;here due to t1oO
different mechanians, the boiling off of the m::re volatile fission products
and the mechanical dispersion of fuel particles. 'lhe mechanisns gavernin13
the latter process have not been 'Widely stu:lied.

'lhe Soviet delegatiai said that they had a great deal of data which they
intended to llBke available to everyone. 'Ibey ocnfimed that the uraniun fuel
had undergooe oxidatioo during the accident, and may have reacted with the
graptlte to fmm caxbides.
Details of the. aioount of fuel materials spr-1 around the site were given•i.e. 1.
2.
3.

01 the site itself - 0.3-o.s• of the fuel
~to 20 Jan
l.S-2.0• of the fuel
to 30 Jan
i.0-1.s• of tbe fuel.

'lhe size of the particles varied ocnsiderllbly, being frail • l,Llln (millionth .
of a net.re) to lO's of~···

01 matters, relating to Btabilizatiai of the Cbre Debris, the expert w.s
Dr D a:-rs of Sandia llltional laboratories. 'lhe a:re debris did not interact
with the 00&1C1et:.e base mat of the reactor. lllBverthelass, it w.s S193est.ad
that :fbr other reactor systElllB it ~d be UEful to exchim;1e ideas and research .
data on the deveL pe1t of refractory (i.e. high tenprature) OOllC!letes.

\
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Since the accident management procedures adopted appeared so successful more
details -re S0U3ht on the materials diopped oo the reactor, where they went
and the ~ in ,.ru.ch they 1o1ere diopped. '!he follcwing further details
were given. .!\bout 5000 toos in all 1o1ere diopped between the 27 April and
10 M:ly, the bulk of it bet.ioleen 28 Apdl and 2 Mly. First 40 toos of boron
carbide -re used to ensure that the chain reactioo was definitely shut down.
'!hen 800 tons of dolanite (limestooe) 1o1ere used because the ~ generated when
it decx:a1posed in the heat would starve the grapri.te fire of oxygen. There
foll<Med 2400 tals of lead. '!he main purpose of this was to ratCVe heat fran
the core bottan of the debris and carry beat away. '!he covering material was
clay and sam to act as a filter to stop fission products reaching the
a t:nvsp 1ere.
Q.Jestions on the special building being constructed to entanb the renains of
the reactor concentrated upon the criteria 'llhich would be used for its

construction.
The final part of the sessioo was devoted to finishing the work of N:>rking
Group 1. In particular Mr Frescura again addressed the issues of design for
safety. Prof. Kllglin gave an overview of procedures in the USSR. 'lhese
inclooed all the main features of western practice. 'lhat is: an examination
of a wide range of possible events associated with failures of individual
ccrrponents, fran ,.ru.ch a list is agreed with the licensing bodies. 'lhis is
the same for all reactor types. Using this agreed list a vol1.111e of
"technological justification for safety" is sul::lnitted and agreed. Fran this
is derived working docn:rnentatioo.
On the use of probabilistic safety analysis methods, it was said that these
nethods bad been developed, al003 with the necessary data bases. A full
prci:>abilistic analysis had been dooe for the new RBMK 1500 design. ()lantitative
safety criteria 1o1ere inclu1ed in these. An exanple was given that the
reliability of the reactor protecti.oo system was required to be about 10-7
per year.

In the sumdng up, the lllssian delegatioo again chose to highlight the
i.nportance of ht:mm error and recoofinned particularly the benefits to be bad
by further exdlan;res in the man-mi.chine interface area.

Press O:mnent
29th

The~:-

'Ibey think it oouldn. t happen here.
Baltic re!lci:or 'less safe than Chernobyl' •

The T:imea1-

Russians better prepared than Br:itain for nuclear
~·

Financial Times:-

Soviet acientist wins plaudits for candour
Olemobyl•

Daily Express:-

Olemcbyl could claim 75,000 cancer victims.
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30th 1\ugust 1986 (Saturday)
Financial Times:-

IAFA calls for nuclear safety boost
Olernobyl: the lessons for east and west
'lhe Post lt>rtem' s 13 proposals

'lhe Times:-

Experts urge research into nuclear fuel d<i03ers

'lhe Guardian:-

Progress after Olernobyl

Iaily Telegraph:-

'N::> problens' with second A-plant

31st Allgust 1986 (Sunday)
'lhe Observer:-

'!he l!D'lSter in our midst.

8.mday Times:-

Experts to vet British reactor,

News of the W:>rld:-

Exposed! Russian roulette in the power game
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Post Chernobyl Review Meeting 24-29 August
You will have seen Dr Gittus' reports
am most grateful to him for taking on
widely appreciated by our delegation,

on this meeting,
I
this task, which was

The review provides a number of lessons, I believer the need
for constant vigilance and attention to detail in all safety
matters1
the need for continuing international action to
help bring standards everywhere to the highest1
and the need
to plan effectively for the worst in our emergency work.
I am writing to you now on one specific point.
It is generally
accepted that a prompt critical excursion triggered a steam
explosion which lifted the pile-cap.
We can expect questions
about the nature of such excursions, the risks of this occurring
in the UK 1
and if so, what their consequences might be.
It was pointed out by Tanguy at Vienna that a prompt critical
event such as Chernobyl has a multiplication time-constant
of milliseconds, and that this is not the same as the almost
instantaneous 'super prompt critical event' of a bomb, where
the time-constant is nano-seconds.
Nevertheless the layman
, may perhaps be forgiven for regarding the event at Chernobyl
· as being a type of nuclear explosion, even if not of the force
or magnitude of a bomb. It is important that we get the language
right.
To talk of a 'prompt critical event' may sound to
some like a technical obfuscation.
From what I understand,
the event was indeed a 'form of explosion', and would be grateful
for your views on whether there is any great difficulty about
using the phrase, in layman's language, to describe what happened.
I should also be grateful for advice on the following1
(i)
(ii)

is there any risk of
any Authority reactor?

positive

void

coefficient

is there any risk of either a prompt critical
super prompt critical) excursion in any Authority
reactor?

in
(or

I
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Chairman
c.c. Dr, T .N. Marsham
Dr. G.G.E. Low
Mr. c.w. Blumfield
Dr. J .E.R. Holmes
Dr, W.M. Lamer
Mr. R.L.R. Nicholson
Mr. M.A.W. Baker
Mr. F. Chadwick /
Dr. J.B. Gittus .

c.,..,J

Post-Chernobyl Review - Prompt Critical Excursions
You will wish to see the attached letter from Mr. Morphet 1 a copy
of which bu already been sent to Dr, Gittus,
I think it would be
\helpful to have Dr. Gittus's proposals on how I should.reply to the two
questions at the end of Mr. Morphet' s letter 1 but I have copied the
letter widely and would be grateful if Dr. Gittus would circulate his
proposal• to the copy addressees of this minute •
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(R.N,
. 3rd September 1986
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All Participants.
Mr. A.w. Clarke, S8.01

From:

L.M. Davies, Sl4.04

l September, 1986.

IAEA - Chernobyl Meeting
August 25-29, 1986
Some corrections have been made to the last paragraph of
the attached note which was prepared for "broad guidance" last
Friday (29th) in Vienna.

LMD/TMH
Encl.l

RP 3316

Revised l Sept., 1986.
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1.

The Russians have been very frank and open about the Chernobyl

accident.

of

2.

The accident happened because of a series

3.

But the Russians have openly acknowledged that the blame cannot

be put on the operators alone.

operator errors.

They have admitted design faults

which if corrected would have prevented the accident.
4.

To amplify this point, Legasov, the. leader of the USSR delegation

explained that when the RBMK reactors were first planned (more than
twenty years ago) the Russians realised that the concept had several
'shortcomings'.

In particular it had

a)

a positive void coefficient,

b)

an instability in the power density distribution in the core

(which requires a complex control system)
c)

a high energy store in the graphite and metal structure

d)

a complex piping system.

\

'
'
'
But the concept
had the merit of being 'buildable' by Russian industry
at that time.
5.

The decision was taken to build the RBMK reactors and use engineer-

ing to overcome these 'shortcomings'.
6.

In implementing this decision Legasov stated "The designers made

a tremendous

psychological mistake.

They relied upon written

instructions to the operators - not technical means sufficient reactivity margin.

to maintain

This, the Russians now realised,

placed too much responsibility on the operators.
7.

In acknowledgement of this the Russians have already closed

down some of their RBMK reactors to make technical changes which
prevent control rods being completely withdrawn.

8.

They also announced plans to consider rapid acting and

independent reactor shut down mechanisms.
9.

They also plan to enrich their fuel and add permanent

absorbers in the long term
10.

These three technical changes to the design are sufficient,

we believe, to avoid recurrence of accidents of the Chernobyl type.
11.

The Chernobyl accident was of the type called a "prompt critical

excursion".

The incident was primarily caused by a combination of

1.

the positive void coefficient

2.

the weak and slow control system of the Russian
design,

3.

operator error.

The features (b) and (c) above also contributed to some
extent.

12.

The prompt critical excursion caused an explosion of the fuel
\

and trigg_ered an enormous steam explosion (perhaps with some further
critical excursion of the remaining fuel).
13.

The Russians appear willing to join in further discussions on

the Man-Machine interface and on, "Design to avoid operator error".

This is very important because it seems likely that at the present
time the Russians do not have the same "safety climate" as ourselves

and, given the shock of Chernobyl, seem willing to change their
style.
14.

Are these changes enough for us to have confidence in the

safety of the Russian reactors?

We cannot tell because the

conference has concentrated heavily on the specific causes of the
Chernobyl accident.
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15. But, even with the changes the Russians are now making, we
would not consider building them in the UK.

Obviously, however,

through international collaboration, we want to encourage the
Russians to make their reactors a·s. s~ as possible.

·yµ

16.

We shall publish a full

sequence in a short time.

acc~unt

o

the details of the accident

That detail will reinforce our claim

that an accident of the Chernobyl type could not happen in the UK.
17.

The meeting as a whole endorsed a set of recommendations to

the IAEA.

Apart from the Man-Machine interaction mentioned above,

they all concern post accident matters.

This confirms our judgement

that so far as reactor design or operator performance are concerned we have
little to learn from this incident.

Nevertheless we shall review all our

design and operational procedures to make quite sure that any safety lesson
that can be learnt, will be thoroughly absorbed.

In contrast the incident

has given us a great deal of valuable information about medical, emergency
and radiological matters.
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UNDERLYING RESEARCH PAPER TO SRDBM
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The discussion at the SRDBM concerning the paper on Underlying
Research funding for SRO projects raised a few points to note and
some possible minor modifications to our paper.

1.

There is now an Underlying Research Review Committee (URRC)
with an oversight role for the UR programme.

2.

The proposed SRO projects fall largely into the Theoretical
area and a first approach might be made to Lidiard who is
Head of that area (suggested by Vic Crocker).

3.

Vic Crocker thought that the environmental consequence
modelling projects might overlap RPR projects in some cases
and this should be looked at.

4.

Under Section 5 para 2 it was noted that UK industry needs to
have positive evidence of UR projects contributing to its
requirements if such industry is to be encouraged to pay the
10% levy.

5.

Under Section 5 para 3 it was noted that the problems of GNSR
being driven by immediate applications is made worse now
that the CEGB are part funding GNSR. There is thus even
less prospect of GNSR being able to fund the depth and
breadth of fundamental research.

6.

Under Section 6 Vic Crocker made the point that with
increasing pressure on UR funds there is an even greater need
to ensure that all projects are of high quality (our
criterion (i)).

G M Ballard
er 1986
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MRH1
A SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENTS LEADING TO THE
ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL UNIT 4, AND THE
IMMEDIATE ACTION TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO IT
M R Hayns
Nuclear Safety Technology Branch
SRD
INTRODUCTION
Unit 4 of the Chernobyl nuclear power station was scheduled to be
shut down for its annual maintenance on the 25 April. During the
process of shutting down the reactor it was planned to perform
tests in which electricity was to be extracted from the turboalternator during its rundown after the steam supply had been
shut off. This electricity was to have been used to power the
main circulation pumps. What follows is a chronological account
of what happened,. It concentrates only on the important actions
and events.
Chronology of the Accident Sequence
25 April 1986
01.00

Commencement in power reduction for maintenance
shut down.

13.05

50~

power level (1600 MW(th)) achieved. Turboalternator number 7 is disconnected from the grid
and all house load transferred to the still
operating number 8 unit.

14.00

In accordance with the experimental programme, the
reactors emergency core cooling is disconnected.
Controlled power reduction to 1000HW, for the
start of the test was delayed by a request from
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the controller in Kiev to keep supplying
electricity to the grid. The ECCS was not
switched back in violation of the operating rules.
23.10

The power reduction programme is resumed. The aim
was to perform the test with the reactor at
between 700 and 1000MW. On going to lower power,
that set of reactor control rods used to control
the power of the reactor at high powers
(confusingly called the 1_ocal Automatic Rods
LAR's) was switched out and a set of rods called
the Automatic Rods switched in. However, the
latter had not been pre-set for the power-level
required (synchronized) and the operator was
unable to stop the power of the reactor falling to
30MW(th).

26 April
01.00

Operator succeeds in stabilizing reactor at
200MW(th). Because of poisoning, he has had
difficulty in achieving this level and has done so
only by removing control rods from the core. His
available reactivity at this time was well below
the limits laid down in the regulations.

01.03 and

One additional main circulation pump is switched
into each coolant circuit. This made a total of B
working. This was done to ensure that 4 pumps
will remain working after the test (four being
involved in the test).

01.07

Switching in these pumps increased the flow rate
into the core. Since the reactor was already at
low power, the hydro dynamic resistance was very
low and the flow rate of water through the core
was very high. Some pumps were operating beyond
their permitted operating regimes. The increased
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flow caused a reduction in steam formation and a
consequent fall in pressure in the steam drums.
By this time essentially solid water is being . ·
circulated through the reactor. \.. /b"'~ l.c.J '.:'.:J Olkt:u~
...: c;t";:::.,. - d "',,. .,J: •
Operators then tried to increase the pressure and
water level by using the feedwater pumps - the
reactor should have shut down on low water level
in the steam drum but the operators had disengaged
that signal. Because the water is replacing
steam, the reactivity continues to drop. The
water in the circuit is being heated and is nearly
at its boiling point.

01.19

Turbo generator bypass valve closes.
not being dumped in the condenser.
Operator reduces feedwater flow.
now going into the reactor.

Steam now

No cooler water

A print out of the available reactivity margins is
produced - the parameters are such that immediate
shut down is required but the operators continue
[there is no automatic shut down on this signal].
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Test begins, the regulating values to turbo
generator number 8 are closed. Reactor power is
still about 200 MW(th). The shut down signal for
loss of two turbo generators has been blocked by
the operators to permit a re-run of the test if
the first is not successful.

The power of the reactor begins to rise slowly.

\,o•t'..-1

Shift foreman orders full emergency shut down.
All control and shut down rods are power driven
into the core. Not all rods reach low stops,
foreman •unlatches• rods to fall under their own
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weight.
01.24

Shocks are felt.

At about this time observers outside the reactor
report two explosions about 3-4 seconds apart.
Burning lumps of material and sparks are thrown
into the air - some land on the turbine hall and
start fires.

What Had Happened
The simplest agreed explanation is that the combination of lower
power and high flow lead to the reactor being in its worst state
for availability of shut down reactivity, The fact that the
channels were full of water at the start meant that the maximum
contribution from the positive void coefficial of this design was
available. Further, by operating in this mode, the entire
coolant circuit was very near to its boiling point at the start
of the test. Once the test was begun, the main circulation pumps
began to run down, reducing the flow of water through the core.
Since the water was almost boiling on entry to the core, flow
reduction soon caused boiling in the channels; introducing steam
increased the power and this caused more boiling. The power rose
very rapidly, leading to a prompt critical excursion. Over a
period of about 1 second, the power rose to about 100 times
nominal full power. Detailed calculations indicate a second
excursion going to some 440 times overpower after this. Energy
is deposited into the fuel at a high rate and, because of the
large size and thermal inertial of the reactor, it cannot escape.
Entrained fission gases shatter the fuel. This is mixed with the
steam/water mixture in the channels, heats the steam rapidly and
the steam pressure blows off the pile cap, tearing out all the
coolant pipes from above the reactor. There is some debate as to
whether the second explosion reported is due to a second prompt
critical excursion, or to flammable gases produced by the
oxidation of zirconium (hydrogen) or interaction of water with
hot graphite (carbon monoxide).
The force of the explosion destroys the reactor hall and scatters
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about 6-8 tones of irradiated fuel into the environment. Some 12 tones of this land on the site itself, the remainder is spread
on the wind in the form of aerosol particles around the reactor most of it within 30 km.
After the explosion, the core is exposed to air and the graphite
burns. Over a period of about 9 days, significant amounts of
activity continues to be released into the atmosphere. This is
eventually stopped by blanketing the core with various materials,
up to 5000 tones in all.
Response to the Accident and Protective Actions
Because of the large amount of radioactivity distributed around
the site, immediate remedial action was very difficult. However,
because the fires started by the hot material ejected from the
reactor posed a serious threat to Unit 3 (which was not shut down
for another 3.112 hours after the explosions) and to other
potentially dangerous materials on site, the first remedial
action was to control these fires with little regard to radiation
protection. This lead to the deaths due to over exposure amongst
the fire fighters.
Chronology of the Emergency Response
26 April 1986
Elapsed Time
01.24
0

01.30

6 min

Explosions in the reactor, activity
spread around the site.
Site medical centre alterted, 3 staff on
duty.
Around this time the Moscow emergency
centre is notified using the code words
nuclear, radioactivity and fire.

01.45

22 min

2 fire and emergency teams dispatched
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from Pripyat Regional hospitals alerted.

02.10

46 min

03.00

1hr 36 min

29 casualties admitted to medical
centre.

Stable iodine tablets issued on site.

about 06.00

5hr

Local fires extinguished. Graphite fire
continuing. Some confusion over
messages sent to Moscow emergency
centre. Later reports indicate 'reactor
under control' when in fact the reactor
had ceased to exist at 01.24 hrs.

11.00

10hr

Moscow emergency team fly to Kiev.

20.00

19hr

Government commission arrive and take
charge. Stable iodine issued house to
house in Pripyat. Sheltering order
advised.

21.00

20hr

Decisions taken on evacuation of
Pripyat. Initial plume had missed the
town and levels were low. However, the
original evacuation plan could have
taken people from areas of low danger to
high. Plans re-evaluated.

27 April

11.00

Pripyat evacuation started. 45,000
people evacuated in 2.1/2 hours.
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30 April
4 days

Releases reduced to about 2 HCi•/day.

6 days

General milk restrictions imposed at a
level of 0.1 Ci/l. This is said by
Russians to correspond to 30 rems for
children. UK figures might indicate 10
rems.

1 Hay

4-5 Hay
8-9days

Activity release increases. Mainly due
to thermal insulation effect of material
dumped on top of the core. Fuel
temperatures reach > 2000°c. Volatile
fission products driven off, but still a
sizeable contribution from entrained
particles. 90,000 people evacuated from
the 30 km zone.

6 Hay
10 days

Release rate falls to below 0.1 MCi/day
due to both improved core cooling and
chemical reactions forming more
refractory compounds. Issuing of stable
iodine discontinued.

•Release calculated relative to 6 May.
day would be higher.
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Actual release on that

8 May
13 days

First restriction on foodstuffs
commenced. Based possibly on 5 rem to
the consumer.

14 days

Release rate down to 0.01 MCi/day.

17 days

Further (but insignificant) restriction
on foodstuffs.

35 days

Revised and extended restriction on
foodstuffs. Certainly based on 5 rem
whole body dose.

9 May

12 May

30 May

Medical Aspects
The medical response to the Chernobyl accident was rapid, highly
organised and clearly professionally competent. In the first 36
hours some 350 individuals had been seen in the local medical
centre and 129 patients of 203 ultimately diagnosed as showing
acute signs of "radiation sickness" had been evacuated to a
single specialist hospital in Moscow. These patients were
intensively studied, including in vivo dosimetry using blood
lymphocyte counts and chromosome aberrations in cultured
lymphocytes. The clinical classification of severity of the
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acute syndrome proved a good predictor of the ultimate severity
of the patients• illness. Only 5 patients had significant
thermal burns, but the majority had skins burns from beta
irradiation up to 100~ of their body surface. 21 out of 22
patients who received doses greater than 6 Gy died within 28
days, while 7 out of 23 died after doses of 4-6 Gy, and only
out of 98 died after doses below 4 Gy. Treatment was
conventional, involving isolation, aseptic (sterile) technique,
support with intravenous fluids, blood and blood products,
antibiotics, conservative skin care up to skin grafting where
necessary. Allergenic bone marrow grafting was carried out in 13
patients and a further 6 patients received transplants of human
embryo liver cells. In two of these patients subsequent graftversus-host reactions may have contributed to the death of the
patients and in no case was the transplant a decisive factor in
survival. Most deaths were due to overwhelming skin damage due
to the initial beta irradiation, in the presence of marrow and
other damage from penetrating radiation, not to marrow failure
alone.
No member of the public suffered from the acute radiation
syndrome. The population evacuated from the 30 km zone around
the Chernobyl reactor was intensively investigated as well. This
included thyroid counting, blood studies, and, for many, total
body gamma counting. Although a register of all the evacuated
persons has been compiled, no firm decisions have yet been made
as to the extent of health monitoring of this population which
will be undertaken for epidemiological purposes.
Other Remedial Actions
During this period, considerable efforts to decontaminate the
site, and the local regions were undertaken. On site, soil was
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stripped to a depth of 5-10 cm and buried or the ground was
covered in concrete. Washing down with water and the use of
polymerizing solutions to "fix" fission products was undertaken.
A great deal will have been learned from these activities but
will take some time to digest.
Long-Term recovery plans are in hand to allow the site to be
operated again. Unit 4 itself will be entombed in a special
building. It is planned to have Units 1 and 2 back in operation
in a few months. Unit 3 is more problematical, but, in the
longer term it is hoped to operate it again once extensive checks
have been carried out.
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Dear Arnold
CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT: SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED
I have listed five questions in an ealier memo. The Russians
gave information in Vienna which has enabled us to pencil in the
following answers.
Ql.

What happened?

Al.

As a result of operator malpractice and design-deficiencies
the reactor went prompt critical. The ensuing release of
energy shattered the fuel, burst the pressure tubes, lifted
the pile-cap and shot about five tons of irradiated fuel
into the air. Some, about 2 tons, fell near the reactor.
The fuel temperature in the core rose to over 2ooooc
during the week after the accident. All of the fission gas
and about 15% of the caesium and iodine were released and
blown to distant countries by the wind. It did not rain
round about Chernobyl for five weeks. Elsewhere rain washed
caesium from the plume to the ground in several places,
including the north-west of England and Wales, causing
local 'hot spots'.

Q2.

What were the consequences?

A2.

Thirty-one early deaths. As for the late cancer deaths:
these may be far less numerous than had been deduced from
the early information - thousands instead of tens of
thousands over the next fifty years. The Russians expect to
return much of the contaminated area to •partial economic
use• quite shortly - next year perhaps.

··--
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Q3.

Could it happen again?

A3.

Yes, the Russians do not appear to have an entirely
satisfactory grasp of the physics of the RBMK reactor, thus
they had not convinced western reactor physics specialists
to whom I spoke that the remedies which they (the Russians)
propose will be adequate. Moreover, RBMK reactors are still
operating to which not all of the remedies have been
applied.

Q4,

How effective were the Russian emergency arrangements?

A4.

Very. Even making allowance for the gloss which they have,
most probably, applied to their account of the
fire-fighting, evacuation, medical attention and clean-up,
there emerges an impressive picture. The military were
involved and it seems that the peasantry were forcibly
evacuated when necessary. They had, they said, plans to
deal with such an emergency.

QS.

What are the Russian "Institutional arrangements"?

AS.

Similar to ours, but appear not properly enforced. They did
produce a safety case for the experiment at Chernobyl but
had not received any response from the "Inspectorate• to
whom the case had been sent. This did not prevent them from
performing the experiment. The safety-case did not say that
they would switch-off the main automatic protection devices
but switch them off they did. It did not say they would
operate with an "illegal" and highly dangerous reactivity
margin. But they did this too.

I am not prepared to believe that none of these infringements
have ever happened before: it is habitual I am sure. I am
unconvinced that they have yet changed their attitude, either.
For example, they continue to operate RBMK reactors.
Yours sincerely

J H GITTUS

cc

Mr R N Simeone

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
POST ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING ON THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
25-29 AUGUST 1986

REPORT BY
DR JOHN H GITTUS
Director, Safety and Reliability Directorate
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Culcheth

31 August 1986

SUMMARY
This meeting of 400 or so experts from Member States had
been convened in order to permit the Russians to present their
account of the Chernobyl nuclear accident. Opportunity was
afforded for Member States to put technical questions so as to
improve their understanding of the Russian account.
From my notes of the meeting, the notes of UKAEA
colleagues and the documents tabled by the Russians, I have
prepared this factual report.
THE ACCIDENT ITSELF
There has emerged a satisfactory working knowledge and
understanding of the accident. In brief, the Russians wished
to measure the ability of a turbo-alternator to power certain
of the cooling pumps whilst free-wheeling to a standstill. It
would be advantageous briefly to extend the operation of the
cooling pumps in this manner if, following accidental
disconnection of the station from the grid, steam had to be
diverted from the turbine and the reactor shut down.
As the alternator slowed down, so did the pumps and a
point was reached where they were no longer pumping enough
water through the reactor to keep it cool. At this point the
automatic safety system should have tripped the reactor but it
did not, because the operator had turned off the safety system
although forbidden to do so. Accordingly the reactor began to
generate additional steam and this formed extra bubbles and
voids in the cooling water. The amount of heat being generated
rose as a result of the voids, because the reactor has a
positive void coefficient. A run-away situation had developed,
the additional heat generating still more steam.
The operators tried to extricate themselves by releasing
the control rods so as to trip the reactor, but they were too
late and part of the reactor went prompt-critical. The
temperature then rose steeply, fuel disintegrated, steam
pressure burst pressure tubes and lifted the pile-cap. Several
tons of fuel escaped. Ten to twenty percent of the radioactive
iodine and caesium escaped and were carried some hundreds of
miles by the wind, causing contamination.
The Russians stated that their reactor design has
deficiencies and that these, coupled with operator errors and a
deliberate flouting of safety instructions, led to the
accident.
PREVENTIVE ACTION BY THE RUSSIANS
To prevent such an accident happening again in another of
their RBMK reactors, the Russians have decided to increase the
amount and speed of insertion of control rods. The fuel
enrichment will be raised to maintain the discharge burnup.
They will, in addition, supply the operator with better
facilities with which to control the reactor, and give him
better training. Half of the reactors have been shut down
pending these improvements.
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THE OUTCOME OF THE ACCIDENT
Given the nature and severity of the accident, the
description of the outcome and consequences given by the
Russians seems reasonable. Thirty-one people have died as a
result, so far. Some thousands of people in the USSR have
received quite high doses of radiation which will, in a
proportion of cases, shorten their lives and thousands of
square kilometers of Soviet territory have been rendered
radioactive.
The Russians are decontaminating their land and buildings
and rehoused a proportion of the 135,000 Russians who were
evacuated. They are drilling new wells and filtering water
supplies in the neighbourhood of the stricken reactor. It will
be a year or so before life begins to return to normal in this
part of Russia and even then it will probably not be possible
to live and work close to the power station, although special
precautions will probably be taken to make it safe to resume
the operation of the other three reactors on the site.
FUTURE INTERACTIONS WITH THE RUSSIANS
The Russians have shown themselves willing to continue the
discussions and interactions at future meetings and
•workshops". They recognise that the West has something to
offer and we, on our side, wish to help ensure that this never
happens again. Of the various items agreed for the future,
three were touched upon by Lord Marshall in discussions with
the Head of the Soviet delegation: a workshop on the
man-machine interface, a meeting on decontamination and
collaboration on medical matters, Workshops and discussions
will also occur, concerned with other issues including movement
of radioactivity in the environment, the effects upon man, and
emergency measures such as fire fighting.
CONCLUSIONS
Thirteen areas of international collaboration were agreed at
the Plenary Session, as follows:
l.

Severe accident scenarios and phenomenology

2.

The man-machine interface: ergonomics - information
display etc

3.

The balance between automation and operator action

4,

Exchange in experience in operator training procedures and
management, IAEA to consider international accreditation
of operators
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5.

International standards to be reviewed to ensure lessons
learned from Chernobyl are incorporated.

6.

Fire protection standards to be upgraded for nuclear
power plant operation

7.

Setting international Emergency Reference Levels

a.

Decontamination

9.

Dispersion in the environment - air, food-chain, water

10.

Assessment of individual and collective doses

11.

Optimization of epidemiological methods

12.

Efficiency of treatment procedures for radiation
sickness/burns

~3.

Efficiency of treatment procedures for late health
effects.

The meeting has achieved several important objectives, in
confirming the nature of the Russian reactor accident and its
consequences. It has created a framework within which further
discussions and joint work should be possible. These were the
main objectives of the UK team and a significant role for UK
experts is foreseen in the planned future interactions between
Russia and Western countries.
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IAEA POST ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING
ON THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT, 25-29 AUGUST 1986
REPORT BY DR JOHN H GITTUS (UKAEA)
Monday, 25 August, Plenary Sessions
10.00 to 11.00 hours: Opening of the Meeting
The audience was divided between two rooms, one being
provided with closed circuit television. The meeting commenced
at 10.00 am, many TV crews being present for the first speech.
Blix, Director General of the IAEA, opening the meeting,
said the results would be transmitted to the IAEA Board before
its September meeting. He drew parallels with the Agency's
response to the accident at Three Mile Island. Already,
following the Chernobyl accident, at the Agency there had been
formulated schemes for international accident notification and
emergency response. These were to be formally adopted in
September. Ue would not be asked to endorse any resolutions.
A factual report to the IAEA Board of Governors on the outcome
of the meeting would be prepared by the Secretariat and INSAG
(the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group) in the week
following the meeting.
Rometsch, Chairman of the meeting, spoke next.
meeting had three objectives as he saw it:

The

(1)

To understand the lessons of Chernobyl

(2)

To apply them, where relevant, in our own countries

(3)

To assist future international collaboration on nuclear
safety.

Legasov, head of the USSR delegation, then addressed the
meeting. Construction of nuclear power plant was receiving
priority in the USSR since without it they would be "unable to
master" the next stage in the development of their society.
The Chernobyl incident was a disaster. On a world scale it was
leading to a re-evaluation of the part to be played in future
by nuclear power.
In the USSR since the accident there had
been an intensive development of accident- prevention measures
and a parallel analysis of the nature and effects of the
accident itself. The work continues. The USSR would be
entirely open to suggestions about decontamination and other
methods of limiting the impact of the Chernobyl accident. They
would like to open up discussions on all possible ways of
improving the reliability of nuclear installations, of reducing
risk and of mitigating the damage done should another accident
occur. He listed the many eminent USSR engineers and medical
specialists who were present at the meeting, indicating their
direct involvement with the practical response to the accident.
His own work, apart from Chernobyl related responsibilities,
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was on the development of the High Temperature Reactor at the
Kurchatov Institute.
11.00 to 13.00 hours: Overview of the Accident
Legasov now presented a video of the sequence of events in
the Chernobyl accident. The reactor power had been teetering
on the brink of dangerous thermal hydraulic and neutronic
instabilities because the operators had turned off vital safety
systems and had too few absorber rods in the core. When they
diverted steam from the turbine this was the last straw. The
reactor power rocketed up, steam pressure burst the reactor and
the overheated fuel then gave off many millions of curies of
radioactivity. Within a day or so the 100,000 or so people
living up to 30 km away were evacuated.
He went on to describe the RBMK reactor. This has a
graphite moderator pierced by holes or channels, lined with
zirconium-niobium tubes and containing the uranium dioxide
fuel. water in the channels is boiled by the fuel.
This
produces the steam needed to drive the turbo-alternators and it
also keeps the fuel from overheating, by continuously removing
the heat generated by nuclear fission. The rate of
heat-generation is controlled by inserting or withdrawing
neutron-absorbing rods. There are pumps to pump water into the
bottom of the channels and it boils as it rises up the
channels. A mixture of hot water and steam emerges from the
top and passes through pipes to steam-separators. Here the
steam collects above the water and is led by pipes to the
turbines whilst the water is drawn off and pumped back through
the channels to be boiled again. The steam from the turbines
is condensed and it, too, is pumped back through the channels,
completing the cycle.
Legasov summarised the conditions of coolant flow, level,
temperature or steam-content which could, if allowed to
persist, lead to an accident and which therefore normally
automatically trigger a "trip" or cessation of heat-generation
due to fission.
If there are fewer than 15 neutron control
rods inserted in the reactor then the rules require it to be
tripped by the operators. They judged that the probability of
the operators failing to trip it in such a case was lower than
the probability of failure of a purely automatic trip system.
In the event it was precisely this error that the operators
made. They had fewer than 15 rods but did not trip the
reactor, leaving it critical and poised on a knife-edge.
Legasov went on to describe the safety systems which take
the heat away should an accident commence: the emergency core
cooling systems. Then he described the containment philosophy:
the steam separators, the pumps and the pipes leading to and
from the channels are separately contained each in its own
concrete cell or box.
Tubes from each cell are immersed in a
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"bubbling pool" and the pressure in the cell is relieved by
bubbling should a pump, a separator or a pipe burst.
In the afternoon Legasov continued, now concentrating in
greater detail upon the reasons for the accident and its
progress. Although he followed quite closely the written
report which participants had been given he added several
important points. In particular he said that the operators
felt that they were under extreme pressure to complete the
planned experiment that night since they knew that it would be
a full year before they would have another chance.
It was "a
tremendous psychological mistake" on the part of the designers
of the RBMK reactor that they did not foresee that additional
protective systems would be needed in the core in order to trip
the reactor and keep it cool even if (as occurred in the
Chernobyl accident):
(a)
the operators deliberately switched off the standard
protection systems and in addition
(b)
completely disobeyed the safety rules concerned with the
minimum number of control rods which must be inserted.
This, he said, was the case against the RBMK designers:
"Now, with hindsight we can see that it could have been
prevented in a very easy way using technical means" (by which
he meant engineered safety features, not written rules). He
illustrated what had happened by means of an analogy. It was,
he said, as if the pilot of a passenger plane suddenly started
testing the 'plane in the flight: opening and closing the doors
and switching off safety systems. He suggested that the
soviets had realised, somewhat later than other countries, the
need to protect against this kind of human fallibility.
As for the detailed progress of the accident: this is
involved.
In essence what Legasov says happened was as
follows:
The operators tried to power the coolant pumps using
electricity from a "free-wheeling" turbo-alternator. As the
alternator slowed down, so of course did the pumps which it was
driving and so the amount of steam being produced increased.
It was this that triggered the accident. The operators tried
to insert the control rods but the rods were mostly so far out
of the core (only 6 were inserted instead of the minimum of 30
required by the rules) that long before the rods could have
shut the reactor down it had run away, the power rocketing up.
The steam, now produced in vast quantities, burst the pressure
tubes. Next the uranium dioxide pellets disintegrated with a
further explosive generation of steam which blew the top cover
(pile-cap) off the reactor and exposed the hot fuel to the air.
Hydrogen and carbon monoxide were produced by the oxidation (in
steam and air) of graphite and zirconium. These gases burned
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or exploded in the air. Volatile and gaseous radionuclides
were freely evolved into the air by the overheated fuel.
None of this would have happened had the operators, (by
switching off vital safety systems and ignoring the rule about
the minimum number of inserted control rods) not allowed the
reactor just prior to the experiment to be poised on the
threshold of just such a reactivity-excursion.
Development and Consequences of the Accident
The attention of the IAEA meeting now turned to the
immediate consequences of the accident. Legasov continued the
presentation, following the written report once more.
The initial release of radioactivity missed the adjacent
town of Pripyat. Evacuation was delayed, but Legasov defended
this saying that they were initially safer where they were.
Indeed those in stone houses were forbidden to leave since the
masonry sheltered them from radiation. However, the graphite
fire, the increase in graphite temperature and the continued
release of activity soon made evacuation of Pripyat vital.
It
was accomplished in 2\ hours.
The amount of radioactivity released was greatest on the
first and ninth days following the accident. The second peak
occurred when decay heat and fire had raised the core to its
maximum temperature of 2ooooc. The graphite fire resulted
in the production of a radioactive aerosol which went up into
the atmosphere.
It was to stifle the graphite fire and stop
the escape of the aerosol that 5000 tons of sand, boron carbide
and lead were dropped onto the exposed face of the reactor from
helicopters. The boron carbide was to prevent fission from
restarting locally. The lead was to absorb heat, absorb
radionuclides and shield the helicopters from gamma radiation.
The sand and clay were to act as aerosol filters.
By 6 May the
release of activity had ceased, or virtually so, the rise in
temperature having been reversed by natural convection of air
and by creating a forced flow of cold nitrogen through the
core.
Three and a half percent of the radioactive core material
were released.
Temperature measurements in and around the reactor core
could not be made except with simple devices such as thermionic
valve amplifiers or materials of known melting point. The
radiation fields rendered semiconductor instruments unreliable.
With the exception of the reactor vault itself, radiation
fields have·now fallen from thousands of Roentgens per hour
(the maximum recorded) to no more than one or two R per hour.
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Release from the reactor is now down to tenths of curies
per day, as an aerosol. Temperatures are now below 30o 0 c
in the core. A priority task was to shut down Units 1, 2 and 3
following the accident. Units l and 2 have been contaminated
and by the year end will be back in operation, the operators
rehoused.
As for Unit 3: a review is in progress and may
permit it to be brought back into use.
The social losses comprise 203 seriously injured, 31 dead,
collective doses of 9 million manrem in 1986 and 29 million
over the next 50 years. Decontamination of the surrounding
land should enable limited economic use to recommence
eventually.
The speaker now turned his attention to safety
requirements before and after the Chernobyl accident.
Beforehand, it was permissible for some control rods to be
completely withdrawn: now none may be less than 1.2 meters into
the core. The minimum equivalent number of fully-inserted rods
ll).USt now be eighty: it was thirty.
In the future the fuel
enrichment will be raised form 2.0% to 2.4% which coupled with
the greater amount of control rods permanently in the core will
offset the positive void coefficient which was one of the
principal design shortcomings. Finally, the reactor protection
systems will be more highly automated so as to place less
reliance on the operators.
Some RBMK reactors are still operating and others will be
brought back into operation following these changes. More
training is to be given to their operators.
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Tuesday 26 August, Working Groups
The meeting now divided into four Working Groups, Working
Groups l and 2 convened in Session 2A: Groups 3 and 4 in
Session 28.
Session 2A, 10.00 to 18.00 hours: Detailed Presentations on
Plant Design, Safety Analysis, Accident Description
Cause of the accident, sequence of events, radioactive
releases, short term stabilization and longer term
arrangements.
The presentations began with a historical review of the
development of nuclear power in the USSR. This was
straightforward, starting with the usual claims for the world's
first atomic power station which produced SM\l of industrial
power at Obninsk, near Moscow in 1954. Of more interest was an
outline of the expansion envisaged for nuclear electricity
generation during the next 5 year plan.
It was intended to
utilize nuclear heating, not only for the generation of
electricity but also thermal energy by making use of the
'waste' steam. Combined electricity/thermal power plant and
purely thermal output (for urban space heating) were planned.
The development and implementation of fast breeder reactors was
envisaged during this period with a suggestion that an 800 M\l
plant was being considered.
The presentations followed closely the text of the first
two Annexes to the Russian report. Annexe l describes
operating experience with the RMBK reactors. Annexe 2 the
design of these reactors.
Particular attention was paid to the
void coefficient (which has a value of 2 x l0-4% steam).
It is positive and so an increase in the volume of steam voids
(bubbles) in a channel leads to an increase in the amount of
heat being given off by the uranium fuel in that channel. As a
result even more steam will be generated, and the resultant
voidage will further increase the rate of heat generation.
Ultimately, if this circular process is not halted by the
automatic reactor control and protection systems, the rate of
steam production will be so great that it will damage the
reactor. This was what happened in the Chernobyl accident.
The void coefficient had maximum effect because there were only
six control rods in the reactor and the automatic system had
been turned off.
A "local automatic regulating system" is used to control
the power output of the reactor as a whole. A decision is
taken about the amount of power required. It can lie anywhere
in the range· from 10% to 100% of the maximum possible output.
Then the automatic system maintains the power within one
percent of the selected level. The system embodies twelve
independent local regulators.
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Emergency Protection of the Reactor
In an emergency the fission-reaction must be stopped, by
tripping the reactor so as to minimise the heat output. This
is achieved by the automatic insertion of all the control rods.
Such emergencies arose at a number of junctures in the
Chernobyl accident but the operators had switched off the trip
arrangements and so the generation of heat by fission was not
halted.
The emergency protection systems were explained in some
detail, including the various levels of protection afforded.
The nature of these systems is such that certain signals do not
produce full shutdown, but rather permit continued operation at
lower power levels. The way the coolant circuit functions was
illustrated and all of the operating parameters given. Natural
circulation has been shown to provide satisfactory cooling when
the main pumps are turned off at power levels up to 30%. Tests
have been made to establish this on operating plant, on special
experimental rigs and also by calculation. There was a
description of the three train emergency core cooling systems
and the provision of multiple safety relief valves to guard
against overpressure in the coolant circuit.
Quantitative Description of the Actual Sequence of Events
In attempting to provide an explanation of why the
operators made such a series of errors, two points were
emphasised.
First of all, the accident occurred at a very bad
time psychologically.
It was the end of the working week and
in the early morning. Although not mentioned it is also worth
noting that it was the eve of the May holiday.
In addition it
was suggested that the psychological state of the operators
could have been affected by the fact that this unit had been
"top of the league" for availability.
By taking the data which had been recorded by the plants
own data processing and using it to validate a computer model
of the reactor system, a very detailed and accurate simulation
of the course of events leading to the catastrophe was
produced.
Some emphasis was placed upon the fact that it was not
actually necessary to have the reactor operating at power in
order to perform these tests. The Russians argue that it was
done at power so that if the first attempt had proved
unsuccessful, then there would still be enough steam in the
operating reactor to restart the turbine, enabling the
experiment to be repeated.
Preparations for the test, in terms
of reactor safety, were minimal.
If the reactor presented
problems during the experiment, the advice to the operators was
only concerned with operating procedures.
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Uhen the test was started, a series of events caused the
operators to block off essential safety systems. They then
were gradually boxed in as a result. Eventually when they
realised that an uncontrolled increase in power was imminent it
was too late for the reactor to be shut down, even though a
full emergency shutdown procedure had by then been initiated.
For the third time we were treated to a rehearsal of the
accident sequence and some details which do not appear in the
report were given.
The description given was as follows:
l.
The control and safety rods had been withdrawn from the
core to compensate for xenon poisoning.
2.
All 8 main circulating pumps were in operation. They were
circulating hot water which was everywhere near to boiling
although little steam was being generated.
3.
Uhen the main circulation pumps began to run down (due to
run-down of the turbo-alternator) flow was reduced, the water
boiled and there was a consequent uncontrollable increase in
power.
4.
Steam pressure destroyed the core and the upper structure
of the reactor.
Calculations indicate that the power increased by a factor
of 100 in less than l second, a release of energy which
disrupted the fuel into small particles at 30oooc. These
converted the remaining water droplets to steam which blew off
the reactor cap and destroyed the building. Three to four
seconds later according to witnesses outside the building a
second explosion occurred.
It was probably due to the
detonation of hydrogen or carbon monoxide. Hot burning debris
caused subsidiary fires which were put out although many of the
fire fighters later died.
Session 2B, 10.00 to 18.00 hours: Detailed Presentations of
Emergency Measures and Radiological Consequences
Evacuation, environmental protective actions,
decontamination, environmental effects, health effects.
The Working Group session was opened by Prof. L A Ilyin
(Academy of Medical Sciences, Director of the Institute of
Biophysics) who outlined the affiliations and specialisms of
the speakers to follow and set their contributions in context.
Ilyin gave the following time-table of events with respect to
medical response:-
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26 April 1986
01.25

Accident occurred

01.30

Site Medical Centre informed (3 medical staff on
duty)

01.45

2 specialised teams of medical staff set out from
Pripyat. Later additional teams sent out
115 beds made available in regional hospitals

02.10

First 29 victims admitted to hospitals

03.00

Distribution started of potassium iodate tablets
to all workers on power plant site and to patients.
(He compared this with Three Mile Island where
tablets were not distributed for 6 hours)

06.40

Special teams of physicists, dermatologists,
radiologists and clinicians alerted in Moscow who

11.00

Flew to Kiev in a specially chartered plane

20.00

Iodate tablets distributed in Pripyat by medical
staff and local door to door volunteers.

Professor Ilyin said that in retrospect the scale of response
to the accident and its organisation was astonishing.
Hundreds
of institutes in the Soviet Union supplied specialists and
millions of dosimetric measurements were taken. Up to the
10 May several hundred thousand people were medically examined
-including blood tests. Some 200 to 300 people were diagnosed
with acute radiation sickness. These cases were confined to
workers and there were none in the general population.
Thirty-eight million people live the Dnieper valley and
there was much concern over the elution by rainfall of
radioactivity deposited on the Chernobyl site. They were lucky
in that between 26 April and the end of May very little
rainfall fell in the area.
Professor Ilyin attributed this to
the intensive weather modification activity of the State
Hydro-meteorological Committee who dispersed chemical
substances to dissipate the clouds.
He said that for many years starting from the 1960s the
Soviet Union, on the basis of much research work and
international experience, developed a conceptual basis for the
protection of the population and the inhabited environment in
the event of an accident or emergency radioactive release.
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In 1969 the Soviet population protection criteria for use
in a nuclear accident were published by the IAEA. Soviets are
not in favour of developing preliminary standards for water,
food etc within very narrow limits. They feel that these must
be based on certain principles but details should depend on
actual circumstances. Ilyin thought their criteria
corresponded more or less with those used in other countries
though with some specific differences.
From their previous consideration of maximum design
accidents and maximum imaginable accidents the situation
resulting from the Chernobyl accident was "not totally
unexpected". However, the accident has emphasised the
importance of skin dose in determining the prognosis of
accident victims. Twenty percent of the victims had lost
80-90% of their skin area from beta and other radiation.
However, there was no neutron irradiation involved. Professor
Ilyin concluded by referring to the warmth of the enormous
emotional response in the rest of the population engendered by
the unfortunate victims.
Enviromental Monitoring
Professor Petrov gave a detailed account of the results of
environmental monitoring in areas both close to and further
away from the plant, from the time of the accident to the end
of May. The detailed information is in one of the Annexes to
the report and will be available in the UK at the end of the
Conference.
Two aeroplanes plus helicopters and vehicles were quickly
deployed for monitoring activities over 20,000 sq kilometers.
An enormous number of samples was taken of soil, waterways and
air.
After the accident radiation levels of the accident plume
reached dose rates of 1000 millirem per hour on 27 April and
500 mr per hour on 28 April at a distance of 5-10 km from the
reactor site at a height of 200 metres. Aircraft measured a
plume height of 1200 metres in north westerly directions at 30
km from the site of the reactor, though at that height the dose
rate was only 1 millirem per hour.

-

Later calculations put the total activity release in
European Russia at 50 megacuries.
Medical Aspects
Professor Kuskova gave a presentation on medical aspects.
At the time of the accident there were 176 operational staff on
site plus 268 workers on the construction sites and auxiliary
work areas.
300 people were checked for radiation sickness in
the first few days.
203 were found to be suffering from it.
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An enormous amount of data now existed from what needed to
be done after the accident. Full analysis of it would not be
completed for a further 6 to 12 months.
severe cases had begun showing radiation sickness
symptoms, eg vomiting, diarrhoea, skin problems - within an
hour of the accident. Within the first 12 hours 129 people had
been sent to special hospitals.
Four degrees of radiation sickness were defined of which
degree number 4 is the most severe.
In category 4 there were
22 victims. They had received between 600 and 1600 rads as a
result of which all but one are dead. Of the 23 victims in
category 3 (400-600 rads) 7 are dead.
In categories 1 and 2
(100-400 rads) there were 158 victims and 1 has died.

-
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27 August, Session 2A (continued)
Release from the Reactor and the Consequences for the Immediate
Vicinity
The release of radioactivity into the environment occurred
in 4 phases.
1.
The initial explosion propelled particles of fuel,
complete with fission products into the atmosphere. A great
deal of this fell locally, around Unit 4 and on the site.
2.
The rate of release decreased due to the material dropped
from helicopters on top of the reactor.
The composition of
this release indicates that it is rather similar to the fuel
itself.

3.
The material on top of reactor insulates the core and the
debris increases in temperature.
Release increases and is
predominantly of the more volatile fission products - iodine,
caesium and tellurium although there is still a significant
fraction from fuel particles.
4.

A sharp reduction in release rate.
This is attributed to
improved cooling of the core and to the formation of more
refractory chemical components which means that the fission
products were locked chemically by the materials dropped into
the reactor.
A combination of calculation and measurement was used to
evaluate the actual releases of radioactive materials from the
core.
These calculations seem to be based upon detailed, but
relatively local measurements.
The results indicated that the
release on the first day was about 12 million curies. The
major release occurred over a period of about 10 days and up to
50 million curies of activity were released in all.
A similar
quantity of radioactivity associated with noble gases was also
released, but the radiobiological consequences would have been
much less and i t is usual not to include those quantities in
further calculations.
It is important to note that these
releases were calculated on 6 May taking into account
radioactive decay.
over all, it is claimed that about 3~ percent of the total
radioactivity inventory was released to the environment, with
differentially large amounts of iodine, caesium and tellurium,
the more volatile species.
Some 15-20% of the total inventory
of the reactor were released.
Close to the reactor, the radiation levels were very high
indeed in the early days of the accident. These levels
seriously impeded recovery work and made continued operation of
the other reactors difficult.
Nevertheless, Unit 3, the one
immediately adjacent to the damaged reactor continued to
operate until 5 am - about 3~ hours after the accident.
Units
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1 and 2 were shut down only some 12 hours later. The principal
problems appear to have been that ventilation systems drew
radioactivity into the buildings.
Many measurements around the reactor have been, and
continue to be made. A 50 m square grid is used and readings
are taken from both the ground and in the air.
In the main,
decontamination efforts seem to have been successful and the
principal radiation source on the site is the damaged reactor
itself.
The condition of the remains of the core are being
monitored by special instrument "buoys", lowered onto the
debris by helicopters on 240 m of steel rope. Ten will be
installed in total, so far 7 are in place. These will provide
data on temperature, heat flow and air flow required to
determine how the planned concrete "tomb" should be built.
made.

Final decisions concerning the entombment have still to be
Some of the requirements for this structure are:

1.
To protect the adjacent site, and particularly the other
nuclear units.
2.
To remove residual heat from the fuel and the collapsed
part of the reactor.
3.
To ensure proper monitoring of the important physical
parameters.
4,
To enable contingency plans to be made just in case
something goes wrong after the entombment.
Whilst it was stated that an open ventilation system had
been chosen for the design, the Russians were keen to invite
any advice from other countries on how best to handle this
phase of the operation.
Finally, the measures planned for other RBMK reactors were
outlined again; they consist of four elements.
1.
To reset the upper limit of level of control rods so they
are permanently inserted 1.2 m into the core. This essentially
makes the core "smaller".
2.
Reactivity margins will be increased by having a minimum
of 80 effective rods as their requirement instead of the
current 30.
3,
In the longer term, fuel with a higher fraction
(enrichment) of U 235 will be used. This will improve the
situation on the positive void coefficient. Fuel of 2.4%
enrichment has already been tested.
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4.
Ten channels in the reactor will be adapted for rapid
acting safety rods. These will act over a period of 1-2
seconds (compared with 20 seconds previously). The material
for use in these rods has not yet been chosen.
Bone marrow syndrome occurred in patients who had received
doses about 2 Grays (200 rads). They were treated as far as
possible in sterilised ward conditions even though standard
wards had to be developed for this purpose.
There was considerable press reporting of the bone marrow
transplant operations. These were not successful for the
patients concerned who had, however, received doses in the
region of 4 Grays (400 rads) and most were suffering both from
severe radiation sickness and severe radiation burns.
Professor Kuskova warmly commended work by Sir Edward
Pochin on risks from radiation, which had proved in Soviet
experience to be accurate.
Dosimetry
The meeting then heard from Professor Pavlovski on
dosimetry matters.
Immediately after the accident people in
the largest town in the area, Pripyat, were advised only to
shelter because dose rates in the town were still comparatively
low.
Iodine was distributed to children's establishments
because children (high consumers of milk) were seen to be more
particularly at risk from thyroid dose. Uhen the dose rate
reached 1 roentgen per hour a day after the accident,
evacuation had been ordered.
It had now been calculated
following the very considerable monitoring of people that for
97% of the people evacuated from Pripyat the iodine content of
the thyroid indicated a thyroid dose of 30 rad (said by the
speaker to be close to UK experience in the \lindscale 1957
accident). Mortality from thyroid cancer may have been
increased by 1%.
Measurements suggested that the majority of the population
in the 30 km zone did not exceed a dose of 25 rem, although a
few people may have received 30 to 40 rem. The collective dose
estimated for the evacuated population was 1.6 million
manrems.
The accident had perhaps increased the death rate in the
region by 1.6%.
Decontamination
Dr Krakov then spoke about decontamination. Obviously
contamination at the reactor site, around all 4 units was
considerable. The principles worked to in decontaminating the

area were:
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move from the dirtier to the cleaner areas;
work in the following sequence;
remove debris and rubbish;
decontaminate rooves and the rest of buildings;
remove 5 to 10 centimetres of soil for solid waste
disposal.
The soil removed from the plant area would be replaced by
concrete. This would enable further work to be done. Walls
would be sprayed with plastic and polymer adhesives which would
form a protective film.
There was obviously a large decontamination problem in the
30 km control zone. There would be a considerable
redistribution of nuclide deposition over the first year
because the current distribution was loose and liable to move.
The deposition of activity took 4 years to stabilise in the
pine needles in pine forests.
Sampling would lead to the
construction of a map of the distribution of the activity. The
aim was to restore the land to agricultural use but not with
food going directly into the food chain. Substances would be
introduced to the soil (lime, mineral fertilizers, solvents, to
prevent nuclide movement.
Academician V I Trefilov (Vice-Chairman Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences - and Head of Physical Technical and Mathematical
Science Section. He also covers some areas in USSR Academy of
Sciences) provided an additional non-scheduled account of the
post-accident activities of the Government organisation of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. A Government Commission
and a daily operational group were set up, both headed by the
Deputy Chairman of the Ukrainian Council of Ministers.
Priority tasks were:
1.

Health of the population;

2.

Localisation of the effects of the accident;

3.

Guaranteeing the continued economic activity of the
republic.

Factories, plants and a large number of industrial
activities carried on around Pripyat were forced to stop and
their production had to be replaced by other installations.
There were many complex problems related to the evacuation of
the population which had to be solved.
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A large monitoring organisation involving many
institutions was set up with a prime need of standardisation of
measurements and the institution of additional monitoring.
A mathematical model was set up involving many different
specialists which enabled the storage of a massive amount of
data, including detailed hydrological, biological and
geographical information. This provided a real time display
and was of great value.
There were considerable problems in localizing radioactive
contamination especially in relation to the very large number
of vehicle movements. Fully automated vehicle monitoring
equipment was set up. Much attention was given rendering
activity immobile. The clear weather over the nuclear site
"guaranteed by the State Hydro-meteorological Commission for a
whole month" was a good thing but conversely it increased the
resuspension of activity. This was countered by spraying
inexpensive, non-toxic substances over thousands of square
metres every day, firstly roads, then soil and crops where wind
erosion was substantial.
Increased precautions were taken in forested areas to
prevent fires which would have redistributed activity on the
leaves and forest litter.
In the first few days after the accident measures were
taken to provide alternative water supplies.
In Kiev 400 wells
were bored to replace the supply normally taken from the
Dnieper. Water purification techniciques were introduced
including the use of absorbents which reduced activity 100
fold.
Other major civil engineering works were undertaken and
these were particularly substantial in the near neighbourhood
of the nuclear site.
In the near future the capability of
natural purification processes will be assessed. so far they
had little data on ground water contamination. He concluded by
stressing that the situation both inside and outside the 30 km
exclusion zone was now 'calm'.
In May and June urban decontamination of Kiev was effected
and it ~s now the "cleanest city in the world".
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28 August
The meetings of the four Working Groups continued through
Wednesday, 27th, and Thursday 28 August. Delegates had posed
nearly one thousand questions in writing during the earlier
part of the week and these had been consolidated by a dozen
experts to produce a smaller number of questions which the
soviet delegates were now asked to answer. There was,
initially, a rather hesitant approach to this, with the
Russians at first asking for details of relevant accidents in
other countries.
Session JA, working Group 1
Chairman - B Edmondson
Discussion of Phenomena and Factors associated with the
Short-Term Accident Sequence
This subject was intended to include the initiating event,
sequence of events, reactivity excursion, containment response,
instrumentation, operator response, stabilization measures
etc.
Dr Edmondson, opening the session, outlined the goals
which were:
1.

To clarify information provided by the USSR delegation.

2.

To exchange other relevant information.

3,

To identify the broad requirements of nuclear plant
safety internationally.

Looking at other technical areas, these were:
1.

The accident and its causes.

2.

Specific issues related to the sequence of events particularly core performance.

J.

Design of plant to mitigate operator actions.

4,

Procedures to be used to control special experiments or
tests.

s.

How to guarantee appropriate standards of staff training,
management practices etc.

6.

The important lessons which can be learned from this
event.
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The consensus view of the experts was that the general
features of the accident, as explained by the Russian
delegation, were accepted.
Everyone agreed that there were
many matters of detail which still needed a considered
explanation - but none of these bore materially on the general
conclusions that the accident was caused by a combination of
design fault and operator error which lead to a prompt critical
nuclear excursion whose consequences led to destruction of the
reactor.
A difficult situation now arose, where no country appeared
willing to offer their own experience of similiar accidents.
The Russians requested this information, but in vain.
Eventually a discussion commenced on one of the questions that
had been posed: "What was it that brought the nuclear chain
reaction to a halt"? The workshop could not, however, agree an
answer, some thinking that it was at least in part due to the
fact that some of the fuel had disintegrated and dispersed.
The question was identified as one upon which further
collaboration was desirable.
The next area discussed was that of operator training,
management procedures and organisational matters.
Dr Brown of
Ontario Hydro was the IAEA-designated expert on this and he
outlined the practices in Canada. This stimulated similar
contributions from Sweden, Italy and France, all in the spirit
of supplying information in response to that which the Russians
had supplied.
Attention next turned to "Design for Safety". Dr Frescura
of Italy was the IAEA expert on this. Banks of Canada said
that they had learned lessons in this area as a result of a
relatively minor accident which occurred in the Canadian
reactor NRX in 1954. They saw the need, afterwards, for a
shutdown system which could be relied on to respond to all
possible situations. The system must be quite separate from
the reactor control system. That is: the reactor protection
system must be separate from the reactor control system.
Derek Smith (UK, NNC) then described the UK design
philosphy which is to employ interlocks which prevent the
operators from switching off important safety systems.
If they
do, the reactor trips.
D Taylor (EPRI) continued the discussion by summarising
the changes in thinking concerning the design of Control Rooms
in the aftermath of the accident at Three Mile Island (USA).
Much was being done with computers, graphic displays and
information processing.
It was suggested that here was a topic
to be added to the list of topics for future discussion.
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Session 3B, Working Group 4
Chairman - D Beninson
Discussion of the Radiological Consequences of the Accident
This subject was intended to include plume-formation,
aerosol dispersion, environmental effects, dose-assessment and
health effects.
The Working Party proceeded by considering composite
questions compiled by the IAEA expert panel from the questions
submitted by delegates. Participants included Dr Gale (USA)
who visited Moscow during the crisis. There was detailed
technical discussion on the biological and medical aspects.
They will be covered and as far as possible summed up in the
report of the Chairman of the Working Group to the final
Plenary Session.
Particular topics were as follows:
1.

Methods of assessing doses to the skin.

2.

Any complications where there are both radiation burns
and thermal burns on the skin.

3.

The merits and demerits of using chromosome analysis in
addition to physical dose measurements.

4.

\ihere more is now known about average lethal dose and
whether such information is in practice valuable in
making clinical judgements.

s.

Uhether psychological effects had complicated treatment
(they did not).

6.

Contributions which can and cannot be made by using bone
marrow transplant treatment.

7.

The side-effects of taking stable iodine in order to
block the thyroid (there were few).

a.

A long discussion on the prospects for an epidemiological
study in the USSR to follow up the Chernobyl data.

Professor Ilyin, leading for the Soviet delegation, said
that work had begun on considering the setting up of such a
study but that he was pessimistic about the many difficulties
that could arise in carrying out epidemiological studies.
Several delegates, notably from the UK, urged the importance of
carrying out the most effective study which could be managed
whatever the problems and said that the 'UK would supply such
methodology information as was available'.
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Epidemiology
Academician Ilyin stated that if the IAEA would take upon
itself the initiative of organising in some 6 months a 4-5 day
workshop on epidemiological matters relevant to the Chernobyl
accident, this would be of special support and help for the
specialists in the Soviet union.
He said that the soviet union could send experts in the
cancer register, geneticists, and statisticians to this
workshop.
It was agreed to ask the IAEA to support the workshop
proposal.
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Session 4A, working Group 2
Chairman - P Tanguy
Discussion of Phenomena Associated with the Long Term Accident
Sequence, Plant Recovery Measures and Radioactive Releases from
the Plant.
Graphite fire, core damage, use of robotics, long term
reliability of safety systems, recovery actions, radioactive
release characteristics.
Non-soviet delegates expressed interest in learning more
about preliminary stages of fuel degradation, hydrogen
production, possible water interactions, the fragmentation
effects of fuel in the core, the extent of the ejection of
graphite from the core, why one side of the reactor building
(the north side) had been much more damaged than the other and
the number of fuel channels ruptured.
_
The Russians said that they found delegates' comments
helpful in indicating some of the many areas in which further
research was necessary. The south side of the building backed
on to the machine room and was structurally stronger. That was
why the explosion particularly affected the weaker north side.
It was confirmed that the estimated energy stored in the
oxide fuel at the time of the accident was 300 calories per
gram - a figure of this order tended to be confirmed by
research carried out in the USA (presumably an experiment in
PBF) and in Japan. The fact that the top protective plate blew
off, amongst other indications, confirmed that all 2000 fuel
channels were destroyed - the zirconium was subjected to
temperatures of 700 to 75ooc and was then easily ruptured.
When the upper plate lifted, all the coolant-exit pipes would
have been destroyed.
Visual examination confirmed that only a small amount of
graphite (10%) had been ejected from the reactor building.
Fragmented fuel was not found in the graphite analysed, as most
of the graphite came from the reflector regions.
~ Russians had not yet formed any views on the extent of
possible hydrogen formation through interaction of fragmented
fuel with water and would welcome any contributions in this
field.

A French delegate indicated the results of some of the
French calculations on the accident.
It was agreed that a
reactivity excursion was the likely explanation of the first
explosion, the energy involved calculated to be 200 megajoules.
The second explosion was either due to an excursion, a steam
explosion or a hydrogen explosion.
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The Russians said that they did not yet have satisfactory
information on the location of the fuel.
They hoped to know
more later but it seemed that much of it was in the lower water
pipeline areas.
They went on to discuss the interactions between concrete
and uranium oxide.
There was a presentation on fire fighting activities.
Rules existed for all nuclear plant covering the need to
protect essential systems, cables and equipment. All plants
had their own fire fighting unit. Different measures were
designated for different types of area - water for cable rooms,
gas for control rooms, foam where oil was present, etc.
The
Head of the unit at the Chernoybl station was experienced - 8
years general experience and 7 years on specialist simulators.
All stations had a fire fighting plan.
Three fire fighting units were quickly deployed to the
accident - from the plant and Pripyat and Chernoybl towns. The
fire had been put out by 5 am, mainly using water.
Particular
measures were taken to protect essential systems and prevent
the spread to Unit 3.
The Russians proposed IAEA initiatives in a number of
areas where improved knowledge was required - guidance on
nuclear fire fighting methods, development of protective
clothing, automatic fire fighting robots, graphite fires and
consideration of problems in newer reactor systems.
Dr Tom Kress (Oak Ridge National Laboratories) posed
questions concerning the nature and quantity of radioactivity
released. He related the four stages of the release. The
accident gave rise to releases to atmosphere due to two
different mechanisms, the boiling off of the more volatile
fission products and the mechanical dispersion of fuel
particles. The mechanisms governing the latter process have
not been widely studied.
The Soviet delegation said that they had a great deal of
data which they intended to make available to everyone. They
confirfl]£'d that the uranium fuel had undergone oxidation during
the accident, and may have reacted with the graphite to form
carbides.
Details of the amount of fuel materials spread around the
site were given:
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ie 1.

on the site itself"" 0.3

2.

up to 20 km

1.5

3.

up to 30 km

1.0

-

o.5% of the fuel
2.0% of the fuel
1.5% of the fuel.

The size of the particles varied considerably, being from
<l micron (millionth of a metre) to lO's of microns.
On matters, relating to Stabilization of the Core Debris,
the expert was Dr D Powers of Sandia National Laboratories.
The core debris did not interact with the concrete base mat of
the reactor. Nevertheless, it was suggested that for other
reactor systems it would be useful to exchange ideas and
research data on the development of refractory (ie high
temperature) concretes.
Since the accident management procedures adopted appeared
so successful more details were sought on the materials dropped
on the reactor, where they went and the sequence in which they
were dropped. The following further details were given. About
5000 tons in all were dropped between the 27 April and 10 May,
the bulk of it between 28 April and 2 May. First 40 tons of
boron carbide were used to ensure that the chain reaction was
definitely shut down. Then 800 tons of dolomite (limestone)
were used because the co2 generated when it decomposed in the
heat would starve the graphite fire of oxygen. There followed
2400 tons of lead. The main purpose of this was to remove heat
from the core region - the idea being that it would melt, run
down to the bottom of the debris and carry away. The covering
material was clay and sand to act as a filter to stop fission
products reaching the atmosphere.
Questions on the special building being constructed to
entomb the remains of the reactor concentrated upon the
criteria which would be used for its construction.
The final part of the session was devoted to finishing the
work of Working Group 1. In particular Mr Frescura again
addressed the issues of design for safety. Professor Kuglin
gave an overview of procedures in the USSR. These included all
the main features of western practice. That is: an examination
of a wide range of possible events associated with failures of
individual components, from which a list is agreed with the
licensing bodies. This is the same for all reactor types.
Using this agreed list a volume of "technological justification
for safety" is submitted and agreed. From this is derived
working documentation.
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On the use of probabilistic safety analysis methods, it
was said that these methods had been developed, along with the
necessary data bases. A probabilistic analysis had been done
for the new RBMK 1500 design. Quantitative safety criteria
were included in these. An example was given that the
reliability of the reactor protection system was required to be
about lo-7 per year.
In the summing up, the Russian delegation again chose to
highlight the importance of human error and reconfirmed
particularly the benefits to be had by further exchanges in the
man-machine interface area.
Session 3B, working Group 3
Chairman - H Rabold
Decision basis for evacuation, sheltering, use
prophylactics: criteria for medical treatment:
foodstuff and water: prevention of groundwater
decontamination of people, material, soil etc:
conditions for plant re-entry.

of
control of
contamination:
radiological

The Chairman noted that there had been a proposal from the
UK that the IAEA should organise a conference on
decontamination matters. Dr Eggleton informed the Conference
of relevant Harwell work on decontamination of urban surfaces.
The Russians stressed that loose caesium contamination had
been a predominant problem. The spray of decontaminant
solutions was widely used and vacuum cleaners were used to
clear up loose particles. In some cases pastes were put on
walls, establishing a quick-drying film which was peeled off
with the active particles sticking to it. Solid wastes are
being stored in the waste repository for Unit 5, which had
already been built.
In regard to emergency measures Mr Dunster outlined the UK
system of indicating the thresholds at which action would be
considered. The Russians indicated a similar philosophy, the
important whole body dose being 25 rem, below which evacuation
would not be necessary and 75 rem by which it certainly should
be taking place.
Similarly, the Russians have reference levels
at which they advise sheltering, iodine distribution etc.
Professor Ilyin pointed out that one factor delaying the
need to evacuate Pripyat's population was that the accident
occurred at night when the people were indoors. The decision
to evacuate was taken at 14-00 hours on 27 April.
Iodine had
already been given out at oa.oo hours.
It was clear that the military people had been much
involved in the evacuation. One particular problem which
occurred was having to throw away contaminated clothing and
give people clean clothes.
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The importance was emphasised of rapidly setting up an
emergency headquarters which had power to produce the main
resources required quickly. Near the plant there were about a
thousand people in protective clothing with all sorts of
equipment, including concrete mixers (they found a lot of
concrete was necessary to cover up surfaces).
The availability of medical resources had been vital.
They had mobilised many doctors, some of whom travelled with
the evacuees.
Finally, it was agreed that international initiatives were
necessary to look at reference levels in safeguarding
livestock. The IAEA would be asked to organise discussions on
this subject.
Session 3B, working Group 4
Chairman - D Beninson
Discussion of the Radiological Consequences of the Accident.
Formation of plume, dispersion of aerosols and gases,
environmental effects, dose assessment (internal and external)
for operational personnel and the public, acute health effects,
late health effects.
The discussion covered:
1.

Estimating the magnitude, chronology and composition of
the radioactive releases.

2.

Modelling the subsequent behaviour of the activity
firstly in the physical environment and then in the
biological environment.

3.

Comparing the theoretical estimates with actual measurement.

4,

Deriving and using the action levels of activity required
for protecting the population.

s.

Estimates of individual and collective doses.

The Russians have no local micro-meteorological data for
the reactor site itself at the time of the accident. All their
meteorological data came from the Met station in Kiev some 100
km distant. Neither was any data given on particle sizes of
activity or deposition velocities.
The Soviet atmospheric modelling capability does not seem to be
as developed as the West. The figure of 3\% given by the
Russians may refer to the fraction of the actual fuel itself
released.
It underestimates the release of the volatiles,
especially iodine and caesium where the release may have been
up to a factor 5 greater.
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Much attention was paid to the behaviour and modelling of
CS 137 behaviour in the Chernobyl area.
This is considerably
different from that in many other places and reflects the very
small amounts of clay and humus in the Ukrainian soil.
They
have much data and models derived from the behaviour of weapons
fall-out.
Caesium has proved much more mobile that we would
have expected and this results in the ratio of internal to
external dose being 10 to 15 times greater than i t would have
been in the UK, for example.
They have now performed about 1000 whole-body examinations
of exposed people and find agreement between observed and
calculated Cs levels in only about 3% of cases.
The remaining
97% average about ten times lower than expected. This may
reflect a different phyical and chemical form of the caesium.
In calculating the collective dose given in their report they
have used the model value in order not to be accused of
under-estimating the number of future cancer cases.
In the
event the observed collective dose may turn out to be some 10
times lower. Further observations over the next few years are
needed to confirm this.
A number of suggestions for future workshops organised by
the IAEA emerged.
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29 August, Plenary Session
Chairman - R Rometsch
10.00 - 12.30 hours
Summary of the Results of the \lorking Groups Discussions
The Chairmen of the four working groups presented their
conclusions and an indication of the outstanding, detailed
issues which needed to be addressed in future.
Both the immediate and the longer term features of the
accident sequence were now understood in broad outline. There
was scope for further detailed discussions on phenomena such as
the disintegration of fuel, gas/vapour explosions, graphite
combustion, the long term reliability of safety systems,
man-machine interaction and fire control.
The emergency measures taken by the Russians had been
extensive and had helped to limit the collective dose. There
was a need for international discussions about the dose levels
~t which food stuffs should be banned.
The radiological consequences of the accident had been
described and debated in detail. The dispersion of activity in
the environment had a number of features which were not
altogether expected (mobility of caesium, ejection of fuel, for
example).
Further discussions were needed on these matters and
also on health effects and epidemiology.
The meeting closed at 12.30 hours, delegates expressing
broad satisfaction with what had been achieved.
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.Mr AM Allen
Chairman
UK AEA
11 Charles II street
LONDON SWlY 4QP
Dear Arnold
A LETTER FROM THE FRONT

'

The Vienna meeting today enters its second phase, detailed
discussions by specialist working groups, and I have dodged
out to dictate this letter to you which is intended to
supplement my "factual !'report to Government",
the first
instalment of which is \being transmitted by David Morphet
this morning (personal copy attached>•
..

I
I

.

Lord Marshall and I spent Saturday and Sunday here in Vienna
debating the accident with CEGB and UKAEA colleagues and
isolating areas of ignorance upon which we propose to question
the Russians.
On Sunday afternoon we picked up the official
Agency translation of the Russian report but this did not
answer our main question.
Why precisely were the Russians
performing the experiment which triggered the Chernobyl
accident?
As you can imagine. we have guessed the answer
<very detailed) and we shall see whether we are right.

~

Legasov addressed the meeting all day long on Monday· and
single-handedly presented the whole of the Russian report.
A masterly performance which received a big round of applause
when he sat down shortly after 6 pm.
He made a number of
asides which wer~ very frank and revealing and, indeed. the
documentation is" remarkably detailed itself.
The picture
presented is entirely believable; indeed we have independent
verification of the truthfulness of the tale being told.
As I indicated in my note last week, the accident is due
to a combination of two things: shortcomings of the reactor
design and wilful. mistaken, actions by the operators:
hardly "operator error".
Legasov said if they did not complete the experiment that night It would be a year before
they had another chance. hence their flagrant disregard for
safety.
There might have been a medal at the end of the
day if it had come off.
As it is we find Legasov saying
"Before they died the operators gave a confused account of
why they acted as they had".
One of a number of human and
very sad features of his presentation.
The Russians have stated that they want to engage in a vigorous international debate and programme about how to improve

.,

reactor reliability, reduce risk and mitigate consequences.
They want to enlarge this to include other types of nuclear
installation and indeed non-nuclear installations as well.
Sir John Hill, with whom I discussed this. said that he would
not be concerned to make reprocessing plants earthquake proof
since they did not have the potential for harm that nuclear
reactors had.
The Russians are trying to diffuse their
problem into a broader forward-looking activity, I would
say, and Morphet agrees.
Morphet tells me that the French
and the Germans view the Russian initiative on intrinsically
safe reactors as being about the same game.
Personally I
·feel that this latter idea is one of the few things that
mi'ght be suitable for international exploration since. like
JEr. for example. it is a comfortable distance away from
commercial application. A personal view.
The TV camera crews and the world's press were present in
force.
Both Legasov and Lord Marshall gave impressive press
conferences <on Monday); the press are expressing great interest in reactor containment. but I must say that I think it
is misplaced.
No operating power reactors have containments
that have been designed to deal with the activity release
in an accident like the one that happened at Chernobyl.
~The main thing is to ensure that such accidents do not occur.
therefore.
At breakfast this morning I began to discuss with Morphet
the form that the secretary of state's speech to the September
IAEA Board Meeting might take.
Everything depends on the
SOS's own views but one can see the alternative lines that
might be taken and I will keep you informed about any advice
which I give about this as the week goes on.
Yours sincerely

J H GITTUS
<Vienna)

. -· :;.....-.

29 August 1986

Mr A M Allen
Chairman
UK AEA
11 Charles II street
LONDON SWlY 4QP
i

Dear Arnold
VIENNA MEETING ON CHERNOBYL
With this you wi 11 receive the balance of my
Report upon the Vienna meeting.
I have prepared a
which is based on a "Report for Ministers" which
asked me to draft.

factual
summary
Morphet

The Russians have given us a fair amount of detail,
none of it particularly surprising although we had not surmised the scale and rapidity which they claim for their emergency response.
I am not personally convinced by all of that
<it is not verifiable).
The picture of the accident,' its
cause and consequences which we pieced together in the
Authority has been shown to be quite accurate. Our one
lacuna, the initiating event, proved unimt>ortant since the
reactor was in such an unstable state that almost anything
could have triggered it off.
In the event, it was the disturbance caused when the o_perators diverted steam from the turbine that did the trick.

I.

0

.•·

As for the implications of all this for the UKAEA;
earlier in the year I suggested what our response should
be in a paper which was accepted by the AEX and forms the
basis for our present activities.
The additional information implies some additional requirements, I think. in the
following areas:
1.

our own Reactors

At the moment we are reviewing the safety cases and
the site emergency plans.
We shall now need to examine with
extra care two things:
<a>

Are the reeactor safety provisions such that the operators, if they flouted their instructions as the Russians
admit happened at Chernobyl, could bring about such
an accident? or are our reactors quite literally
"fool-proof"?

(b)

For accidents .of this
would we warn and how?

2.

our own R&D Programmes

magnitude,

Here we have said that we wi 11
thermal reactors and take the lead
We are re-examining relevant parts of
Following the Vienna meeting, emphasis

what

public

bodies

help the industry for
for the Fast Reactor.
the safety provisions.
falls on:

<a>

Reactivity coefficients in general and the void
coefficient in particular.

(b)

Prompt criticality occurred at Chernobyl.
··--There are special implications here for the Fast Reactor
allied to its void coefficient and this I will elaborate
to you when we meet.

(c)

Control of Graph! te Fires.
The graph! te did burn at
Chernobyl, we now know, and radioactive particles
embedded in it by the explosion rose on the hot gases
to be spread far and wide:

(d)

Emergency shut down ("trip") arrangements.
These are being beefed-up by the Russians. They were
easi lY subverted by the .operators. were not sufficiently
reliable and operated too slowly.

(e)

Man-machine interface. Human factors.
The Chernobyl operators made wilful and unintentional
errors.

(f)

Reliability of reactor control and protection systems.
The Chernobyl systems were unable to cope with the situation created by a combination of a "touchy" reactor
and misguided operators.

0
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(g)

computer models of the dispersion of radionuclides in
the environment following a big reactor accident and
their effects on land, crops, people etc. The Russians·
used such models to guide evacuation etc during the
accident. They were wildly incorrect in several areas
such as whole body dose and caesium mobility.

(h)

Dosimetry.

3.

International Collaboration

Many additional Workshops and meetings were planned
in Vienna.
They include discussions in some of the areas
listed above (but not all).
The UKAEA wi 11 wish to do its
bit.
4.

work for the UK Nuclear Parties

Gur involvement with CEGB' s response to the situation
It wi 11 broaden
created by Chernobyl is well established.
in some of the areas listed under (2) (a) to (g) above of
course.
In addition they will have other requirements and
we shall want to help, where we are able.
The Department of Energy and the Environment wi 11
immediate requirements. for the briefing of Ministers
additional work for the special cabinet committee.
In
longer term (this Autumn actually) we shall want to
their support for revisions to our programmes and _for
wi 11. no doubt. turn out to be a redi stri but ion <rather
any augmentation) of the trading fund monies.

have
and
the
seek
what
than

The NI I have recently and for the first time asked SRO
to do contract work for them.
I think they may ask SRO and
Harwell for paid help on Chernobyl-related matters, too.

I wi 11 visit you as soon as possible to add flesh to
these matters and can now update my two AEX papers (one was
on the accident itself, the other on the Authority's response)
for the September meeting, if you agree.
Yours sincerely

J H GITTUS

(Vienna)

PS. My factual report on the Vienna meeting, based on the
daily instalments, will be on Mr Simeone's desk on
Monday, 1 September.
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R.LR. Nid'dllon

Dr. J. H. Gittus,
Director,
SRO,
Culcheth
22nd August 1986
Dear .

..J;:t?.._

I attach a letter which has come into the Chairman's
Office though it has been addressed to a Branch at Harwell.
Normally I am not certain that we would want to talk to a
local borough council about matters arising from the rather
p-:iculiar sub-committee that seems to have invited us to talk
\______; a somewhat peremptory fashion). However if my geography
is correct I think the Killingholme site on which NIREX are
proposing to drill is not too far from Brigg and may well
be within the area of this borough council. It would therefore seem sensible for someone to talk to them, and it might
~ ~e best if you could arrange for someone in SRO to take on
~his duty.

•••

(R. L. R. Nicholson)
c.c. Dr. Marsham

Dr. Flowers
Mr. Chadwick
Dr. Llewelyn

Risley Nuclear Power Development Establishment
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Risley. Warrington, Cheshire WA3 SAT.

Risley
UKAEA Northern Division

Telex: 629 301
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension:

236 7

20 August 1986
Dr D Hicks
Programme Director

Water Reactors

AERE
Harwell

Dear
CHERNOBYL

____,

1. Here are copies of some more of my slides on Chernobyl, some prints of some
of them and also some aerial photographs of the Chernobyl site. The photographs
are for internal use ohly otherwise the Authority would have to pay royalties
to the agency which supplied them.
2.

Fig 1 shows the four units quite clearly and confirms what I thought earlier

that units 3 & 4 are of a more recent design and layout (Smolensk) than units
l & 2 (Leningrad) .
3. Fig 2 shows units 3 & 4 in the centre of the picture.
Comparison of the
residue of unit 4 with what is visible of unit 3 shows that the walls and roof
of the fuelling machine hall of unit 4 have .disappeared and probably also the
steam-drum cells and steam drums. The slide taken from a picture on a TV screen
confirms that all these upper structures have disappeared from unit 4. I think
the top of the fuelling machine is to the right in the gap in the fuelling
machine hall.

.

4. Attached is a copy of the report in yesterday's Guardian. I wonder still
how inadequate cooling of the fuel occurred, how multiple rupture of pressure
tubes occurred, and how 'the graphite caught fire. The Soviet designers had
performed three series of experiments on Leningrad-! & 3 and Kursk-2 to satisfy
themselves that reliable cooling of the reactor could be maintained in emergency
conditions associated with the transition from forced circulation to natural
circulation. These investigations led them to introduce the following measures
(amongst others) Ref 1.
(a) Reduction of reactor power is accompanied by a reduction in coolant
flowrate.
(b) The modes of operation of the automatic steam-discharge devices and the
number of main steam safety valves were optimised.
(c) Supplementary emergency protection of the reactor was added for a number of
engineering parameters (flow-rate reduction, increase in pressure in the reactor
casing, and loss of water from the monitoring and protection system (MPS) channels).

l

(d) Automatic regulation of the level and pressure in the steam drums was
improved.
According to Ref 2 the coolant circulation pumps are switched off when the
emergency safety system is triggered and decay heat is removed by natural
circulation of the coolant.
S. With regard to multiple rupture of pressure tubes I wonder if perhaps it was
the channel seal plugs which failed and released a blast of steam into the
fuelling-machine hall rather than tube failure. The hoop stress in the pressure
tubes is normally quite low (10,500 psi, 72.4 MPa) - only about 40% of that in
CANDU tubes in Zr-2iNb - and in addition the tubes are restrained along their
length by the graphite rings around them.
6. The initiation of the graphite fire .is also something of a mystery. Graphite
is notoriously difficult to light - much more difficult than coke or coal. It
requires heating to a high temperature, a high heat input and plenty of oxygen.
Under the conditions at the time of the accident (24 hours after power reduction
to 6\ full power) the graphite temperature would have been little more than the
0
reactor coolant temperature (perhaps 3oo c or so) and its ignition at so low a
temperature would _be difficult. At this temperature however hydrogen reacts with
graphite to form methane and possibly this took place and helped start the fire.
Maybe a clear explanation will come out at the Vienna meetings next week.
Yours sincerely

R J HASLAM
CTS
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Chernobyl staff 'in a hurry'

Continued from page one
rupturi·r , rods and exposing ergy industry see a converpumps which were deployed much,
'he graphite core to gence of interest between
overheated the coolant.
the atmosphere.
national industries, however
Th~ ~oviet &<:Count says the
A series ol explosions fol· much they stress the superior'·. ' . .
; > •
' • ~ ~ .... ' ' ~-.
. .. .
.
techn1c1ans real)Sed that some- lowed and a fireball sent the ity of their own designs. One
rrom Mlch1eJ White
~fter 1nitl&lly bec~mu~g public thing was wrong soon after the plume of smoke high into the former member of. the US
10. Washington
in ~apan,.where scientists !iave test bega~ at 1.20am on Satur- air.
watchdog body, the Nuclear
US reaction to the Soviet ac- Regulatory Commission, hinted
TechnJcians
hurrying . to esumate~ th~t 30 to 40 ·times day, April 26. At. 1.23 and 40
complete what they thought the rad10.acttve ash· ¥J"oduce4 seconds they· .. tried· to shut· count has been· mixed. Last stro-ngly
last
night
that
: was a routine· safety test at by ~e bHiro~hima or agadsaki down the reactor by inserting night the atomic . industry the US team to Vienna has
! the Cherno~yl 'nuclear _Power atomic om
was re1e~~ at its .control rods- to stop µie forum's spokesman described it been chosen to ensure tight
1
· 1 plant precipitated the disaster Chernobyl. the .. reklpoi rt s co• ·
chain
reaction.
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Manual Control Rod
Short Absorber Rod
Automatic Control Rod
Reactor Protection System Rod
Reactor Protection System
Overcompensation Rod
Axial Power Profile Transducer
Start-Up Fission Chamber
Additional Absorber
Unloaded Channel
Fuel Sub-Assembly with Radial Power
Profile Transducer
Fuel Sub-Assembly

CHERNOBYL AFTERMATH - NE\l UKAEA R&D
by J H Gittus
1.

Fission Product Retentive Fuel

Develop coated-particle fuel which will retain fission products
up to its melting point. For use in AGRs and LWRs.
2.

Filtered, vented Containment

Develop the design concept, which is of a light containment
which does not need to be strong because pressure is vented and
will nevertheless contain fission-products because of the
filter.
Theoretical and experimental work is involved including
adaptation of thermal hydraulic containment computer models
(MARCH etc) and experiments on filter-beds. Existing buildings
could be turned into FVCs by rendering them leak-tight and
adding a filtered-vent.
J,

Secondary reactor protection systems

Develop the AERE-AEEW microprocessor-based protection systems
so that they can be backfitted as back-up secondary protection
systems to existing reactors here and overseas.
Particularly
relevant if, at Chernobyl, the control-rods failed to halt the
'chain' reaction.
4,

super-Umpire

Develop the UMPIRE code to cater for overseas nuclear accidents
which, like Chernobyl, affect the UK. The object is to forwarn
the Authority of the need for countermeasures nationwide. The
code could also be used in table-top exercises.

s.

Intrinsic Safety Features

Analyse the safety of intrinsically-safe reactors and of
conventional reactors in which the balance between intrinsic
and engineered safety features is altered to seek the safest
combination.
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"'"' 14th August, 1986

Your Jt.f:

This matter is being dealt with by:
s. J. Brumpton.

Mr.

Mr. A. Allen,

U.K.A.E.A.,
Nuclear Environment Branch,
B 329 Harwell Laboratory,
Didcot,
Oxfordshire.
Dear Sir,

Re:

The Chernobyl Disaster

At the last Meeting of the Council's Policy and Resources
Committee Members discussed recommendations made by the
Preparedness for War and Peace Time Disasters Sub-Committee.
As a result I have been requested to invite a representative
from U.K.A.E.A. to address the Members of the Policy and
Resources Committee on the subject of the Chernobyl Disaster.

,,

The next two meetings of the Committee are due to be held on
2nd. October and 13th November; will you please inform me
which date will be the most suitable date for your representative to attend.
Yours faithfully,

tlf.L.

Clerk & Chief Executive Officer.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

Mr. B. Westwood,
Barry Westwood Productions,
231 West Street,
Fareham,
Hampshire, P016 OHZ.

11 Charles ll Street
London SW1Y 4QP
Telephone: 01-930 5454

28th August 1986.

Dear Barry,
Thank you for your letter of 26th August.
We seem to be in agreement about the aims and objectives:
l(a)

Yes, the progra11111e is intended for viewing exclusively by AEA staff.
But videos are easily borrowed and copied; we cannot therefore
exclude the possibility of it being seen elsewhere.

(b)

With regard to the questions, as interviewer you are, of course,
the surrogate for all our AEA viewers.
Not all AEA staff are technical; they cover a range of skills,
backgrounds and lifestyles. For instance, London headquarters staff
probably live in 'nuclear free' zones and· their neighbours take them
to task about the future of nuclear power. Whereas around a nuclear
research site the spending power from AEA wages and salaries may
somewhat reduce criticism. But all AEA staff meet people who have
doubts about nuclear power - especially since the Chernobyl
accident.
Some possible questions together with a selection of media comment are
enclosed.
The answers by John Gittus, then, will be carefully analysed by AEA
staff. They will use them, in modified form, to discuss with friends
and relatives outside the AEA.

2.

Assuming Dr. Gittus finds that the 4 September is suitable then the
date and arrangements are fine.

3.

Introduction by you. I think that an introduction by you would
help. It would ensure that the ground rules for the programme were
known by each viewer. I suggest something on the lines of:
Chernobyl; this programme is for you, the staff of the AEA; media
co11111ent and how do we discuss the issues with our relatives and
friends; the Vienna meeting; authoritive answers from the head of the
the Safety and Reliability organisation f.e. lead-in to Dr. John
Gittus.

4.

Maximum running time. In one sense the programme must be as long as
is needed to do the job properly. The topic is as serious as any the
AEA has had to deal with and I think that AEA staff will expect
succinct questions and answers. But they will expect the subject to
be covered fully.

5.

Marl< Brightman is arranging for:
Park.ing space
Electrical power
Discussion room
Refreshments

contd./

-2-

To:

Mr. B. Westwood

28th August 1986.

Easel, flip chart, sketch pads, fibre pens.
6.

Sketches. When John Gittus suggested sketches I encouraged him for
two reasons. It is unusual for AEA staff (especially senior staff)
to volunteer to communicate visually in such a personal way and I
hoped it may encourage others. The second reason was that it is
'in-house' communication and would be the sort of tutorial style that
technologists use with each other.
Admittedly, since then I have been concerned that the sketches may
be difficult to animate as we may have "jump cuts" into the stylised
illustrations done by our professional artists on their Quantel
Paintbox. However, the fact that Dr. Gittus is keen to explain some
points visually bodes well for the end product.

7.

If we have the job finished by Monday 8th September that will be
fine.

8.

Cost.

9.

We will take on board the graphics and animation as a separate item.

10.

I will be at Harwell on the 4 September and will say hello to you and
John Gittus and ensure you have all you need. I will leave a phone
extension in case you need anything. Apart from that I will keep
well out of the way and try to ensure that everyone else does the
same, until the interview is completed.

Your suggested figure of £2,000 is fine.

Best Wishes,
Yours sincerely,

/;''

~Cu~
G. Gibbons
ccs.

Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J.
F.
W.
M.

Gittus
Chadwick
McMillan
Brightman

L I live in a "nuclear free-zone" and get a lot of criticism from my
neighbours - they tell me that finally the industry's been found out, its not
safe, never will be safe; asnd that its "all over" for us.
What can we reply?
2. Another incident like Chernobyl will kill the industry dead.
it happening here, or anywhere?

Whats to stop

3. What have we learnt from Chernobyl about our safety procedures. And if there
are no lessons to be learnt why not? Surely there must be something?
4. Is it really true ttiat we rejected the design? There was a lot of talk at
the time that SGHWR looked very similar to the Chernobyl design.
5. What about this talk that there is no containment on the British Magnox
reactors?
6. The Russians have blamed junior staff but we all know what all organisations
are like - the people at the bottom get the blame - what really happened?

URGENT FAX
To:
Mr AM Allen
LHQ
Mr R N Simeone
Mr R L R Nicholson
Mr MA W Baker
Mr A W Hills
Mr F Chadwick
Mr W MacMillan
Mr RN James
Mr B C Carpenter
Mr J Bretherton

Dept of Energy

Dr
Dr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Mr

T
B
A
J
G
D
J
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N Mar sham
L Eyre
D Evans
R Askew
G E Low
Hicks
E R Holmes
W Blumfield

Risley
Risley
Risley
Risely
Harwell
Harwell
Winfrith
Dounreay

Mr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr

H
M
R
F
G

J Teague
R Hayns
s Peckover
R Allen
M Ballard

SRO

From: Dr J H Gittus, SRO
THE RUSSIAN CHERNOBYL REPORT
An English summary became available yesterday, in advance of next
week's meeting in Vienna.
It shows that the operators were to blame. They had, without
permission, "switched-off" the automatic reactor trip system and
the emergency core-cooling water system together with other safety
provisions. This information supplies the "missing link": hitherto
we had been unable to fathom why the safety systems had failed to
prevent the accident.
The operators wanted to find out whether the reactor coolant pumps
and other systems could be adequately powered by the main
turbo-alternator when the latter was free-wheeling to a standstill.
The coolant pumps, in the event, were not able to keep the reactor
cool under the circumstances.
It did not trip, since the operators
had inhibited this safety provision and the emergency cooling did
not operate since the operators inhibited this, too.

Accordingly it overheated, the resultant high steam pressure burst
the pressure-tubes and the flimsy containment; radionuclides,
evaporating from the by now uncooled fuel, escaped.
Both the
zircaloy and the graphite were partially oxidized by air and steam
and the hydrogen and carbon monoxide so produced burned in the
air.
The amount of activity released went through its second peak when a
week after the accident the fuel temperature reached its highest
value. The fuel did not melt but nevertheless released all the
noble gases and three percent of the other radionuclides which it
contained (over ten million curies).
Apart from laying the blame on the operators, the main technical
short-corning highlighted by the Russians is the positive void
coefficient. They say that they intend to minimise this by raising
the fuel enrichment and increasing the worth of the absorbers
permanently located in the core.

20 August 1986

CO'.

Mr D Levey, Overseas Relations, LHQ.
IAEA Document Strengthening the Agency's
Nuclear Safety Activities

I am sorry that I have been unable to spend aa much time as I
would have liked on this document but I am sure you will
appreciate that preparations for Vienna and the visit of the Hong
Kong delegation haa interferred somewhat with my plane. I have
sought comments from Geoff Ballard on paras 1 & 20, Tom Nixon on
matters relating to quality assurance and Peter Barr on tanaport
and other technology development areas A3 and H3. In order to
eave time I am simply including their unfiltered comments aa
annexes to this note. My comments are related to areas I2, I3
and I4.
Paragraph 17 area, I.2: Now that it ia clear what the Russian
explanation of the accident cause at Chernobyl ia, I am not sure
that accident management in the sense of the word used here is
going to be all that important. If this were re-interpreted aa
poet-accident recovery and management then I believe there are
certainly grounds for suppering IAEA activities in this area.
The actual management of a severe accident in the sense that was
addressed by the Senior Expert Group of the NEA ia rather
different and that is how to train operators and ·provide
equipment to actually in some senses, "control" the course of a
degraded core accident. The Chernobyl experience indicates very
clearly that nothing at all could be done to prevent a severe
core degradation.given that the management of the plant had been
so bad prior to the actual moment of the core destruction. This
area of recovery- and/or accident management ia one which ia being
highlighted particularly by the French and by the Americans and
we should therefore expect there to be strong international
support for it. Whether the IAEA is the ideal body to do this is
another matter. So far aa the OECD countries are concerned I
would have thought that the NEA provides a rather better forum
for the sort of technical level discuaaiona that countries with
developed reactor programmes would benefit from. In terms of
teaching and technology transfer then of course the IAEA would be
a good vehicle but we would not then expect significant technical
returns ourselves for the effort that we would have to put in.
The second item in that paragraph concerns drawing lessons
regarding source term estimates and here again this is something
in principle we would support, however, we do have to recognise
that the chemistry of this reactor and the actual physics of the
accident scenario are very different indeed from anything that is
directly relevant to water reactors or even our own gas cooled
reactors. Therefore, we should not expect too much from such
1

0

studies. Again, the only benefit I see from doing this under an
IAEA banner rather than an NEA one is that there may possibly be
access to further Russian information in this area since the
Russian's will be using the IAEA, it seems, as their vehicle for
communicating with the West on this topic. As in these other
areas the NEA would at first sight provide a better forum for
technical debate amongst the developed reactor operating
countries.
Area of activity I.3, para 18: Out of all the items here which
are suggested for re-examination, so far as I can see at the
moment, having now read the summary of the Russian presentation,
the only item really of interest in the longer term will be the
issue of containment. and whether the containment philosophies
adopted in the West then would have prevented serious release to
atmosphere in a severe accident. Because the RBMK design is so
different from those operating in the West both in terms of the
nature of the accident initiated, ie. very rapid steam
generation, failing a relatively weak structure, it is not clear
to me that lessons will be learned concerning safety design of
reactors in the West from detailed understandings of how the RBMK
responded to this event in detail. I believe that the questions
relating to containment and associated matters such as poetaccident filtering systems, equipment survivability in a
containment during severe accident conditions and the like will
be important and I know for a fact that the NEA already have a
group considering requirements for containment performance work
in an international context (I actually chair that group). I
believe we·ahould be very wary of any recommendations emanating
from the IAEA on possible upgrading of NUSS standards for
existing plant. The IAEA will have such weight in the political
arena for the next few years that any pontification from them
will have to be considered and it would be unfortunate if this
was not consistent with UK requirements.
I.4: Any requests for assistance in reviewing the safety of
operating plants I would have thought should be supported at this
time. I would expect that from the UK point of view we would be
contributing to the reviewing teams rather than being reviewed
ourselves but I would have thought that this was something that
we should support in principle.
I am sorry if these comments are rather disjointed, if there is
time after the Vienna meeting perhaps I could do better.

(eorl'·.

M R Hayne

SRD

.,y/"
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MEMORANDLM
To

Dr M R Hayns
EXPANSION OF IAEA ACTIVITIES

7219

rth
.,./'
You asked for comments about the Data Bank areas of the IAEA
proposals for extension of their activities. In broad terms my
comments about the IAEA data banks are exactly the same as those
about the Ispra databanki that is, the important issue is how the
data is used and what analysis can be done. Databanks in
themselves contribute little and people generally are not very
happy about contributing to a centralised databank. Thus my
detailed comments on the IAEA document are:
Paragraph 1
My understanding is that PRIS collects design information about
reactors in operation and also availability/generation.
performance.
It does not collect reliability or incident
·information. As such it may be a useful repository of general
design information but that hardly seems a major function that
needs additional resources being spent. The analysis of PRIS
information appears to be sporadic papers on the availability of
various reactors.
Paragraph 20 .
Without the active co-operation of all utilities and countries a
centralised incident databank seems unlikely to be successful
(The IAEA notes the need to encourage more active participation!)
A more useful function would be to provide a framework for the
analysis by each country/utility of its own operating incidents
so that the information that can be learnt from incidents can be
promulgated widely. Thus the IAEA might liaise with each country
to produce an anonymous list of facts and lessons learnt.

G M Ballard
20 August 1986
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- 10 LIST OP DOCUMENTS ON Q.A. PUBLISHED BY THE I.A.E.A.

OR IN PREPARATION
I. NUCLEAR SAFETY STANDARDS
Code of Practice
50-C-QA

Quality assurance for safety

Published 1978

in nuclear power plants
Safety Guides
50-SG-QAl

Establishing the quality assurance

Published 1984

programme for a nuclear power
plan project
50-SG-QA2

Quality assurance records system

Published 1979

for nuclear power plants
50-SG-QA3

Quality assurance in the

Published 1979

procurement of ite111S and services

for nucl.ear power plants
50-SG-QA4

Quality assurance during site

Published 1981

construction of nuclear power
plants
50-SG-QAS

Quality assurance during

Published 1981

operation of nuclear power plants
50-SG-QA6

Quality assurance in the design

Published 1981

of nuclear power plants
50-SG-QA7

Quality assurance organization

Published 1983

for nuclear power plants

0
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0
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50-SG-QA8

Quality assurance in the

Published 1981

111&nufacture of itema for nuclear
power plants
50-SG-QAlO Quality assurance auditing for

Published 1980

nuclear power plants
50-SG-QAll

Quality assurance in the procurement,

Published 1983

design and manufacture of nuclear
fuel assemblies
50-SG-QA5 (Rev. 1)
Quality assurance during commissiong
and operation of nuclear power plants
U<;cv~

Prepared for Publication

Manuals
Tech.Rep. Ser. 237
Manual on Quality Assurance Programme

Published 1984

Aud:tt1118
Tech.Doc. 303
Manual on the Selecti.on of .

·Published 1984

Appropriate QA Programme for Items end
Services of a Nuclear Power Plant.
Manual· on Training, Qualification
and Certification of QA Personnel

In Publication

Manual on QA for the Survey,

In Preparation

Evaluation and Confirmation of
Nuclear Power Plant Sites
Manual on QA for the C011puter

In Preparation

Software.
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Manual QA/QC for Installation of

In Preparation

Electrical Equipment, Instrumentation
and Control.
Manual on Banding Honconformances,

Planned

Determining of their Root Cause
and Initiating Corrective Actions.
Manual on Interrelation of QA

Planned

Activities with Regulatory Review
and Inspections.
Manual of Use of QA Programme for
Plant Operation as a Tool for

Planned

Management Control.
Methodology of Measuring

Planned

Effeciveness of a QA Programme.
Proceedings
STI/PUB/593

Quality Assurance for Nuclear Power Plants,
Proceedings of a Symposium, Paris, 11 - 15 May 1981.
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Risley Nuclear Power Development Establishment
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Risley. Warrington. Cheshire WA3 SAT.

Risley
UKAEA Northern Division

Telex: 629 30 l
Telephone: Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension: 2 3 6 7

19 August 198

Dr J H
Direct
SRD

Culcheth
Dear

~I

CHERNOBYL
1. Here are copies of some more of my slides on Chernobyl, some prints of some
of them and also some aerial photographs of the Chernobyl site. The photographs
are for internal use only otherwise the Authority would have to pay royalties
to the agency which supplied them.

2. Fig 1 shows the four units quite clearly and confirms what I thought earlier
that units 3 & 4 are of a more recent design and layout (Smolensk) then units
1 & 2 (Leningrad).
3. Fig 2 shows units 3 & 4 in the centre of the picture. Comparison of the
residue of unit 4 with what is visible of unit 3 shows that the walls and roof
of the fuelling machine hall of unit 4 have disappeared and probably also the
steam-drum cells and steam drums. The slide. taken from a picture on a TV screen
confirms that all these upper structures have· disappeared from unit 4.

Please remember me to Bill Morison (Ontario Hydro) and Gordon Brooks (AECL) when
you see them in Vienna and pass on my best wishes to them.

PS Copy of the report in today's Guardian attached.

t;nernobyl workers
'were· iri lilirry'
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From Michael White
.... After initially becoming public
in Japan, where scientists have
in Washington
hurrying
Technicians
to estimated that 30 to 40 times
complete what they thought the radio.activ~ ash produced
was a routine safety test at by tJ?.e H1rosh1ma or Nagasaki
the Chernobyl nuclear. power atomic bombs was released at
planl precipitated the disaster Chernobyl, the .reP_Ort's · con·
last April, the official Soviet tents are now trickling out of
account will assert next week. . the US Department of Energy.
In effect the· report conflrms
They. portray the accident as
the "human error" theory starting · at lam on Ftiday,
whereby senior staff' allowed April 25, when the reactor's
"purely formalistic" safety. operators began reducing the
procedures to be used -. and unit's power for a test to es.
have since been fired for mis- tabliW the amount of residual
Judgments which cost 30 .lives. en~r11 produ~ed by the still·
But the . expected post;"' sp1nn1ng turbine-generator sysmortem at the meetin& ol the. tem after Jts source of power
International Atomic Energy - the ·reactor - had been
Authority in Vienna will be shut ~·
told that. contrary to the evJ.. Unhlr:e most Western sysdence of .radioactive NUout tems, Soviet safety equipment
around the world there was generally lacks independent
no meltdown of fuel at· the· power· sources in the event of
stricken No. 4 reac.tor.
1 • • an ell!~rge.ncy shutdo~ .. They
This claim may arise· only were trying to do 1t on the
from technioal · or translation cheap,'.' ·one US nuclear 1scienproblems, Or it, C0Uld' be a eu~' ti~ Said...
'
•'
.
phemism like. the ·phrase ·~.par- 1 The tedmlcians duly shut
t1al . meltdown" :·:used · - to down the reactor to around 6
describe the preVJous worst per . cent of fuH. power,· and
civil nuclear accident at Three ·_turried off: virtually all the
Mile Islan.dt. P~n~sylvania,. in plant's safety systems, includ1979.
- · ·.- · .· ~ ·
.t • ;, • ; tng·, its. computer.
Us emerHowever many ·experts· here · gency cooling pumps, the power
are impressed by Soviet can- regulatinc system and the
dour - even though they~ are!. automatic shutdown . system.
a~armt:<f by some of the ad111;is-' Having. done. this. they ·di~ns1ons tt hes produce~. Critics nected the steam turbines
fear t~at the ~nternational nu· from .the residual power- comclear industry will close· ranks· ing from the reactor. By now
and allow its Soviet colleagues some 24 hours had elapsed.
to avoid close questioning ·at
What went wrong,_ and why,
the IAEA .symposium· in Vi-· continues to puzzle Western
enna. next Monday;· ·
. . .· analysts. It !s agreed that. the
Without going int.o details: Soviet graphite-moderated reacabout the extent of contamina· tor is vulnerable to unstable
tion of the surrounding area. surges in power if it loses its
70 miles north of Kiev, the cooling water. The Soviet ac382-page Russian report · will eount suggests that the technlconcede
that · about · · 50 clans, •• whose basic motive
megacuries of Assion products was . . . the strivin5 to com·
(excluding- rare gases) ·were. plete the test.faster.' did not
released into the atmosphere. realise the risks they nn. _.. ,
But it does flesh out previThe override of the comou.sly hazy versions ·of the puter controls and rerouting of
cr1s1s. .
· ·
' · the unit's electrical system
D.etatls of· the authorised generated a surge of power to
Soviet version, whleb hinges 17 per cent in a few seconds
upon what ls called a .. turbine as a result of lost cooling
1ne~a" test not directly in- water and "hot spots" Inside
volv1ng the reactor itself, have the core. There is also a sugbeen c:ircu1ated am~g IA.EA gestion that two extra recycling
members &Jnce last Thursday;
Turn to back page, col. I

Chernobyl staff 'in a

hu~ry_'.,

Continued from page one · : fupturing rods and exposing ergy industry see a conver·
pumps whi
were deployed much of the graphite core to gr
of interest between
n.
lll
:Industries, however
overheated
coolant.
the atmosphere.
The Soviet account says the
A series of explosions fol· much they stress the superior·
techntci-ans realified that· some- lowed and a fireball sent the ity of their own designs. One
thing was wrong soon after the plume of smoke high into the former member of the US
test began at l.20am on Satur· · air.
watchdog body, the Nuclear
day, April 28. At 1.23 and 40
US reaction to the Soviet ao- Regulatory Commission, hinted
seconds they tried to· shut-· count has been mixed.· Last strongly
last -· night that
down the reactor_ by inserting n'ght the atomic industry the US team to Vienna has
1
its control rods- to stop the forum s spokesman described it been chosen to ensure tight
chain
reaction.
•:Banging as "very frank and very com. control end exclude Potential
, noises " were· heard : and no plete 11 • Otiher seientists and en· trouble-makers. ·
·
: more than I quarter O!° the gineers have expressed alarm
.
.
It is. rumo~red that . the
rods went. into place.·· ... ~: .. at the risk-taking involved in a
'.Twenty seconds later! the system already difficult to IA·EA Is planning to let. the
first ~xplosiOns. occurred ...; manage - 11 in a sense of hor- · Russiana make t~eir · presenta·
initially a ste.im explosion·' ror" and "a poorly-considered Hon on . Monday: without an·
which blew the thin steel lid invitation to doisaster ", said ·swering questions, though the
•
Jeak of their report in advance
off the reactor's top. A ·heavy · one. 1
crane used to· move tue1 :rodj
But! environmentalists and has probably ID!lde that
option
1
then crashed inito the ·reactor. - other critics of ·the nuclear eil· harder to sustain.·· ··
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USSR PREDECESSORS OF THE
RBMK REACTORS

,/
I

Status
at
31.12.85

All
in
service

Reactor

Unit
output
MWe
net

No.
of
units

Reactor

Cycle

APS-1 (Obninsk)

Indirect

Pressurised
water

5

1

Troitsk

Indirect

Pressurised
water

90

6

coolant

Commercial
operation

1954

' 1958-1963
'
'

Beloyarsk-1

Direct

Bolling water
& sup'd steam

102

1

. 1964

Beloyarsk-2

Direct

Boiling water
& sup'd steam

175

1

1968

Bili bi no

Direct

Boiling water (1)

11

4

1974-1976

Note: (1) These reactors supply electric power to the Bilibino
mining area in the Arctic and space heat to the
village of Bilibino.

LARGE RBMK UNITS IN SERVICE
AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN
USSR
Status
at
31.12.85

Station

In
service

Leningrad
Kursk
Chernobylsk
Smolensk
lgnalinsk

Under
construction

Kursk
lgnalinsk
Chernobylsk
Smolensk
Kostroma

Unit
output
MWe (net)
950
950
950
950
1450

No of
units

Commercial
operation

4
3
4
2
1

1974 - 1981
1976 - 1983
1978 - 1984
1983 - 1985
1984

950
1450
950
950
1450

1
1

1986
1986

2
2
2

1987 - 1989
1988 - 1989
1988 - 1989

I

,,

PWR UNITS IN SERVICE IN USSR

Status at

31.12.85

Station

Novo Voronezh

No of

Commercial

MWe (net}

units

operation

265

1

1964

338

1

1970

410

2

1972

953

1981
1973/75, 1982/84

·'

-

73

Kola

440

1
4

Armenia

370

2

1976 - 1980

Rovno

420

2

1981

Nikolaiev

953

2

1984 - 1985

Kalinin

953

2

1984 - 1985

Bala Kovo

953

1

1985

Zaporozhe

953

1

1985

.

In
service

Unit output

- 1982

PWR UNITS UNDER CONSTRUCTION
IN USSR
Status at

31.12.85

Under
construction

Unit output

No of

Commercial

MWe (net)

units

operation

Zaporozhe

953

5

1986 - 1991

Khmelnitski

953

4

1986 - 1990

Nikolaiev

953

2

1987 - 1989

Aktash

953

2

1987

Tatar

953

1

1987

Volgodonsk

953

4

1987 - 1990

Rovno

953

2

1988 -1990

Bashkir

953

2

1988 - 1989

Odessa

953

2

1988 - 1990

Balakovo

953

2

1989 - 1990

Nizhinekamsk

953

1

1989

Station

"

FINLAND
•

• Leningrad
(RBMK-1000)
4 units

UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
• Kostroma
(RBMK-1500)
4 units

•
•

lgnallna

.
(RBMK-1500)
~4units

•Smolensk •
(RBMK-1000)
6 units

••
••

• I•

•
•

POLAND
GDR

FRG·(
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
FRANCE

•
•
•
•

SPAIN

•

•

~-

(RBMK-1000)

Kursk

6 units

(RBMK-1000)

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
••

Chernobyl

•

•
•

•

(4 units)

•

•

•
•

•

•. ITALY
• •

•

•

•

•
•

YUGOSLAVIA

ROMANIA

•

•
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PLAN OF CHERNOBYL 4
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40m

Irradiated-Fuel
Storage Pond
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RBMK COOLING SYSTEMS
Pressure Regulator
Turbine
Generator
Feedwater Control
Valves
Reactor

Steam
Drum

t

Water Reservoir

Reactor
Coolant
Pump

Pressure Header
{1080MM)
Distribution Manifold
,__._..-__,........, {325MM)
.

Accumulators

ECCS
Header
Fast Acting Valves

Emergency - - '
Cooling Pumps
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ARRANGEMENT OF PRESSURE ·
TUBES IN REACTOR CORE
1 ...

80 mm Inside Diameter... J

I

I

-~

- Graphite Ring (Inner)

4 mm Wall
Thickness.(Zr-2V2 Nb )

'
Graphite Moderator
Stack

Graphite Ring (Outer)

-

Pressure Tube

-

I

...J

DETAIL OF PRESSURE TUBES
IN REACTOR CORE
Pressure Tube
Centreline

Graphite

Graphite Ring
Inner

/

I

I

j•

Graphite Ring -~--------r--
Outer

350°C
320°C
310°C
Coolant Flow

Design Peak
Temperature of
Moderator

284°C

Pressure Tube

ZIRCONIUM · STEEL JOINT

Standpipe and
Riser Pipe

•

Stainless Steel

95mm o.d.
Smm Thick

E

E
It)

.....

Diffusion Weld
Along 1mm Screw
Threads
6 Threads per cm.

Zircaloy-2

Zr·2Yz Nb
Pressure Tube
SOmm i.d.
4mm Thick

•

Reactor Core

SECTION OF SPACER GRID &
FUEL PINS

Central Supporting Tube
(With Neutron Detectors)

Spacer Grid

Uo2 Fuel Pellets
(11 · 5 mm Dia)
Zr-1V2 Nb Cladding
13 · 6 mm Outside Diameter
18 Fuel Pins 3644 mm Long

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~·

ARRANGEMENT OF STEAM DRUMS & STEAM PIPING,
CHERNOBYL 4
Steam mains

1
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1

mm dia
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0
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7
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I
1

0
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.1

Steam drum
(4 x 2·8 m dla 30 m long)

0

6
~

0

/

----f-"f ·-1 r. .·.1 1 t
•
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~

I

I

I

I

•

I
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-.(a· 1-~1~ ~-! !-x ,-)1-c:-·---

400 mm dia ---

- - . - - -'-- -

0

'

0

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Steam mains to the machine hall;
Steam headers;
Steam tapoff pipes from steam drum;
Level gauges with balancing-vessel baseline of
630 mm to measure water level above immersed
perforated sheet;
(5) End level gauges with 1600 mm baseline of
balancing vessels;
(6) Steam sampling lines in steam-collecting tubes;
(7) Steam sampling from steam pipe of diameter
600 mm; and a, c, and b end and central
steam-collecting tubes respectively.
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THE STEAM DRUMS ARE SET PARALLEL TO THE
MACHINE BAY (TURBINE HALL)
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TO HEADERS OF THE
REACTOR EMERGENCY
COOLING SYSTEM

Schematic diagram of the system for retaining and localizing
radioactive products in the event of an accident involving an
RBMK-1000 type reactor
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2,

11
8

3,

7

4
5
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9
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12
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15
16

8

Sprinklers
Left and right hand halves of the hermetically
sealed chambers
Left and right hand halves of the rooms housing
the lower water lines
Valve panels in the partitions separating the
chambers and the corridors
Surface type condensers
Steam distribution corridor
Relief valves
Heat-exchanger
Pump
Check valves
Air space above sparge pond
Depth to which sparge pond is filled with water
To emergency reactor cooling system collectors.
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From Dr J. H. Gittua
. Director

5HD
Safety and
Reliability
Directorate
UKAEA, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth
Warrington, WA3 4NE, England
Telephone (0925) 31244 Ext. 7206
Telex 629301 ATOMRY G

19 August 1986
Miss V A Windsor
overseas Relations
UKAEA

· 11 Charles II Street
LONDON
Dear Miss Windsor
SELIGMAN'S QUESTION 6
You sent me a letter together with a list of questions posed by
Mr Seligman asking me to answer question 6. I attach my draft
answer.
Yours sincerely

«I. O• Hara

-

p.p. J H GITTUS

Conunittee on Energy, Research and Technology
Note from Madron Seligman, M.E.P.
Answer to Question 6
6.

Several measures for improved safety have been suggested,
eg (a) Fail safe: (b) Automation to eliminate Human Error:
(c) Containment. Do you consider that these would be
effective? Can any nuclear reactor be regarded as safe
without an effective containment? Does containment
guarantee safety for the environment? Can containment be
backfitted to all types of reactor? What effect would
these different measures have on the cost of nuclear
electricity?

Answer
(a)

Fail Safe

The intrinsically safe reactor is a "fail safe" reactor. I
attach a copy of a brief on this which I have prepared for the
Department. The central problem with nuclear reactors is that
if they overheat then they will give off radioactive fumes.
This is what happened at Chernobyl.
In the intrinsically safe
reactor should there be any tendency for overheating to occur,
the nuclear chain reaction (the main source of heat) stops
spontaneously. There remains the problem of removing the
residual or decay heat and in the intrinsically safe reactor
this heat is. removed by natural processes such as convection or
radiation.
Existing reactors do embody some intrinsic safety features.
These are supported by "Engineered Safety Features", such as
pumps to supply coolant. Our analysis convinces us that a
reactor which did not embody any engineered safety features and
which instead relied on intrinsic safety features would not be
the safest. This is because natural processes such as
convection are not always to be relied upon. Again, natural
safety features can actually result in danger rather than
safety under some envisigible circumstances and such natural
features cannot be "switched off". The safest reactor would be
one that embodied a juditious mix of intrinsic and engineered
safety features. The liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor
probably comes closest to the optimum mixture amongst present
designs of reactor.
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(b)

Automation to Eliminate Human Error

Most if not all, foreseeable human actions can be performed
more reliably by automatic machinery.
Particularly under
stress and when called upon to use their intelligence before
acting, human beings are less reliable than machines. The CEGB
require a level of automation on their nuclear power stations
such that should something go wrong there is no need for human
intervention in the succeeding period of half-hour: automatic
equipment will do all that is required to keep the station safe
during that period. Of course, the operators are not "locked
out" - if they can think of something sensible to do which
would help control the situation during the first half an hour
then they are not prevented from intervening. This seems to be
a very sensible arrangement because it takes account of the
fact that there could be situations which are not properly
catered for by the automatic machinery. Situations which were
not fully envisaged when the station was designed.
These are
just the circumstances which we require the operators to deal
with; overriding the automatic equipment if necessary and the
CEGB philosophy embraces this idea.
I would recommend that
this sensible approach be re-inforced rather than be
substituted by a fully automatic approach in which the
operators are effectively debarred from doing ~nything at all
in an accident situation.
(c)

Containment

There is quite a lot to be said for the provision of a
filtered-vented containment which could consist of a light
structure having a hole or vent in it. A filter capable of
removing radioactive materials would be placed in the vent so
that if there were an accident there could be no build-up of
pressure inside the containment but the radioactive material
would be filtered out from the escaping steam and other gases.
Some French PWRs embody this concept, I believe - certainly the
French have given i t very serious consideration and one could
build on the research and development which they have effected.
Containment is very much the last resort in my view since it is
not acceptable to have reactors which can destroy themselves
even if no damage is done to the public: a nuclear power
station costs over one billion pounds.
(d)

Fission Product retentive Fuel

Seligman does not mention this but in my view it is an
attractive idea.
If the fuel at Chernobyl had retained the
radioactive fission products then they would not have been
released and so no damage would have been done to people or the
environment. Coated particle fuel of the type developed by the
Authority and others for the high temperature reactor is a
fission product retentive fuel.
Up to the melting point such
fuel can be made so that it will not release fission products
in any dangerous quantity. A substantial effort would be
involved in redeveloping coated particle fuel so that it could
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be used in existing PWRs, AGRs etc and in the event such an
approach may not be warranted but it certainly deserves
consideration.
(e)

secondary Protection systems

The protection system ensures that the nuclear chain reaction
is "switched off" if an accident commences. As explained
above, the generation of heat is then virtually terminated.
The protection system senses the initiation of any one of many
different types of accident and then switches off the nuclear
chain reaction. The Sizewell B Pressurised Water Reactor
design has a secondary protection system which involves the use
of microprocessors.
In principle, it would be possible to
backfit secondary protection systems of this type to existing
reactors and although the safety analysis which has been done
for UK reactors does not indicate that this is in any way
essential, it might be considered if there were to be a general
demand for even higher levels of reactor safety.
"Do you consider that these will be effective"?
I consider that the items listed above would be effective as· a
way of further improving the safety of reactors.
Indeed, the
Atomic Energy Authority is working in all of these areas: there
is similar work under way overseas. It is not possible to make
a nuclear reactor 100% safe and so the question is: are they
already safe enough? I would say, certainly with regard to UK
installations that the answer to that question is "yes".
However, I do recognise that the increased sensitivity created
by the Chernobyl accident in particular, may make it desirable
further to increase the safety of nuclear reactors and in that
case one could bring forward some of the measures listed above
and apply them.
"Does containment guarantee safety for the environment"?
Perfect containment would indeed guarantee safety for the
environment but we shall not achieve perfection. The strong
post-tensioned concrete containment designed for the Sizewell B
P\lR is very good of its kind but our calculations indicate that
in 6% of cases where the core of the reactor melts the
containment will not be effective in preventing the fission
products released from the molten core reaching people and the
surrounding environment. Containments on some existing
reactors are probably less effective than this.
It may be that
a filtered vented containment would be better but even such a
containment would not guarantee safety in all cases.
"Can containment be backfitted to all types of reactor"?
The answer must be "yes" - at a price. A simple vented
containment could probably be produced by using the existing
building which would have to be rendered leak-tight and
then furnished with a vent blocked by a filter.
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"llhat effect would these different measures have on the cost of
nuclear electricity"?
It all depends on whether the measures are adopted before the
reactor is built or backfitted afterwards. Experience with the
Sizewell reactor, where a number of additional safety measures
were incorporated in the design, indicates that this can be
done quite cheaply.
I believe that the increase in capital
cost attributable in the sizewell case, to measures which have
had a very significant impact on safety was less than 10%. To
backfit such features on existing reactors would in many cases
be much more costly. Nevertheless, if the pressure of public
opinion were so high that it were deemed necessary to seek the
additional safety which such backfitting could no-doubt supply
then every effort would be made to render backfitting an
economic proposition.
I would hazard a guess that however
clever we were, it would be between two and five times more
expensive to backfit than it would be to provide additional
safety features at the design stage.
An exception to this would be fission product retentive fuel.
The fuel is replaced every year or two and its cost is only a.
small proportion of a total cost of electricity: the largest
proportion comprises capital charges. I envisage that a new
fuel capable of retaining fission products up to the melting
point might cost 50% more than the existing fuel but this would
not add 50% to the cost of electricity. Some of the other
provisions might very well involve capital expenditure that
would add 50% to the cost of electricity output if they were
backfitted.

J

H GITTUS

19 August 1986
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. Council resolution of 22 July 1975 on the technological problems of nuclear safety

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

constructors and energy producers will be able to
benefit from a harmonized approach to the problem
at Community level;

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the
European Atomic Energy Community;

Whereas nuclear safety problems extend beyond the
frontiers not only of Member States but of the
Community as a whole, and it is incumbent on the
Commission to act as a catalyst for initiatives to be
taken on a broader international plane,

Having regard to the Opinion of the Europearl.
Parliament (1);
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and
Social Committee;

HEREBY ADOPTS THIS RESOLUTION:

Whereas the Commission has forwarded to the
Council a communication and a general report on
technological problems of nuclear safety;

THE COUNCIL

1. requests the Member States as well as the· licensing
authorities , and the safety and inspection
authorities qn the.. one hand, and the operators
and constructors on the other, and finally the
agencies responsible for applied research
programmes to continue to collaborate effectively
at Community level;

Whereas ic is necessary to keep the public adequately
informed on this subject;

Whereas nuclear power has a considerable part to
play in supplying energy to the Community;
Whereas the technological problems relating to
nuclear safety, particularly in view of their
environment.al and health implications, call .• for
appropriate action at Community level which takes
into account the prerogatives and responsibilities
assumed by aational authorities;
Whereas, by aligning safety requirements, the
national authorities responsible for nuclear safety and

(') OJ No C 128, 9. 6. 1975, p. 24.

•

2. agrees to the course of action in stages indicated
below "by the Commission in respect of the
progressive harmonization of safety requirements
and criteria in order to provide an equivalent and
satisfactory degree of protection of the population
and of the environment against the risks of
radiation resulting fro~ nuclear activities and at
the same time to assist the development of trade
on the understanding that such harmonization
should not involve any lowering of the safety level
already attained; taking into account the state of
industrial development in the respective families of

'·
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high-power nuclear reactors, these stages involve
listing and comparing the requirements and
criteria applied and drawing up a balance-sheet of ·
similarities and dissimilarities; formulating as
soon as possibJe recommendations pursuant to

the second indent of article 124 of the Euratom
Treaty, and subsequently submitting to the
· Council the most suitable draft Community
provisions;

I

!'

'I

!.

r

II
'

II.

3. agrees to strengthen Community efforts to
coordinate applied research programmes in order
to make the best possible use of the resources
available in the Community and the Member
States both technically and financially whilst
avoiding as far as possible unnecessary
duplication; these efforts shall be aimed at
improving sfstematic exchanges of jnforrllation,
promoting concerted action and cooperation
between specialized bodies and institutes and
stimulating where appropriate the develqpment of
Community programmes;
4. approves of the methods used and advocated by
the Commission, namely, meetings of working
parries of specialized experts, exchanges of
jnformation on specific operational problems and

I
r

I
I

I
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f

I
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f.

•

14.8. 75

analytical studies and syntheses with which these
experts are associated;

5. notes that the measures described above may
require appropriations in order to finance analyses
and syntheses and tlie· appropriate technical
secretariat;
6. requests the Member States to notify the
Commission of any draft laws, regulations or
provisions of similar scope concerning the safety
of nuclear installations in order to enable the
appropriate consultations to be held_ at
Comn\unity level at the initiative of the
Commission;··
7. requests .the Member States to seek common
pos1uons on any problems concerning the
harmonization of require_ments and criteria and
the coordination of research into nuclear safety
being dealt with by international organizations;
8. requests the Commission to submit annual reports
on the progress made and the Member States and
the Commission to continue and strengthen their
efforts to ensure that the public is given the best
possible information about both national and
Community action in the field of nuclear safety.
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P. 1.

Where and when did the. c.t•ntainmt!nt first fail 'l
• lfunt was the £11ilure t11N·httnism?

§!.t.E_sidiary

~c~H io.!'~

. If by a hydro~cn explus\Qn, whiit 11rr th~ rnui·ou~ (!lr.8 'l"<"'L~ll•a} .il
nydtogen and oxygen (se\ Q4.4,3 bdow),
If by steam overprer.:'3ure, h1.ow did the lodding comp.lnl ~'ith design bai;:h 7
• If by crane toppling whnt caused th~ coll~p c?

Brief'
-·rea~tor

vault is d(eign~d to withHtand th< p~~1~u• r s~lting ftlm a
rupture, (27 pfllg) and it is lMt ttd (IAFA ~N"ut1 "'t Cnr>t"f191.ivl
4 - r.r. PrA"' phnt <lco.,t-\;.tl..,,.). Cunrainmcnt tailur-. co~ld re~ult either frorfl
multiple zircalloy preisur~ tuht- t.Jilure within the vault. or from circuit
failure <.>utside the vault which rdcase~ hydrvgl'n i.1to onC' of tht n:in inerted
compartments, The rust vuln~mblt reg-i m appl'arr, tc- b' the steam scpurClt('r
compartment above tht> vault and on eithex- side, housing the e" ist:il'lg cor,l;;int
channel tube~. This compat' t rut!nt is not hermetically sealed dut- to mui tip&e
joints in the re~ctor buildin~ floo1 for xcfuellinr ~ccess; anl there are n~
provisions for relPa&ind a presn~re surg( i~ thil coMpartm~nt to the pool
or other compartment& (IAEA Chernobyl 4 Plan.I. dE'sC'dpt10~).

The
() singlE.'
channel
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P.3

When and where did hydrogen explosions oc:cu11
• \oi'hat ~\'n.• their consequences 7

• Can you confttm that hydrogen was from zir<!onium/stcmr. t'cact:!on rather

than graphite steam?
• Do you have .:lny quantitative estimates of the amounts of hydrogen invo1ved

in the individual explosi~ns?

• If a hydrogen explosion oc<.:urre1.l in the reactcn· va\1lt* what was the source
of thP oxygen?

6ief.
As<:rnm~s that tl1e .lns.wci· is not provided under Q4 .4. 2 above,
Useful to
confirm publically th:1.t th •., t,t"<'il'ld.t~ sl1:u111 n•<t1.:li.on w1:1::1 not the source of
hydrogen. Also thnt a hydroRen explosion rather than steam d£urn failure

was the primary cause of tht: visible structural damage.
Note: Hydrogen explosion (by itself) will not lead to containment failur~

for Sizewcll 'B ' . 'the maximum pressu r e. for h/drogen explosion frotn all 't he
zircallcy in th~ core is 65 psi compnred with containment failure pressure
120 psi.
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Section C longer term Accident Evolution ~Her the rosin explosion)
C1

Extent: of initial damaee

C2

Propar,ation of failure to rest of core

C3

Graphite fire

C4 Longer term
and
c~

0

t__

meltdO~'t'l

Ern~rgency A~tions

rre~1rnt

1;onditi on of pl •mt

,-.• F.:. G. 8 .
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P.5

What wac: the .' lsscssed state o f the fuel and both coolant circuits after

the main explosion?
, How many assenfulies were damR£Pd?
• Was any fuel ejecteJ?
• Was it p<'Ssible to supply ECCS to either half circuit?

0
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Containment failure

How badly damaged was the containment?
• What was the state of the pile cap and the upper biological shield?
• Was the moderator expo~ed?
• Was
fuel and or zirconium ejected from the containment?
• Did the colluvb~ of the pile cap crane signifir~ntly contribute to the
magnitude of the ar:-cident, and if so how7
• Were the ~tech\\ 1hu111 1·~11 s and/or the drumc thc.rnselvu damag~J by Lhe
exp 1osion'l

0

C.E.B.B .
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•

C2

Propagation of failure to the rest of the core

How 1nuch of the co-re was
, Wh;it

.

o.~

IJ!l:i:

.....i.c:n.

the

d<1ma~ed subscqu~n t

O.'.luuc 0£

i<:<11~L11

t:hi"

r-n the main explocion .

J.,..udg~?

or; nme was damage (e.g. new fuel failure) propagating?

the r~actor subcritical immediately after the initial explosion,
and did it remain so?
• What cooling was availdblc from a) the failed half circuit

,

~as

b) the other half

circt.tit

c) the ECCS systE:m

• How much of the core

0

~as

e!fectively cooled and for how long?

r.

F . G. R.

RFRKFI F'v'

NI Ir.I FAR

I ARS

P'14:=i :">-R 1 Pt4:=i 1

•

C3

G1-aphi te Fires
1.111,! ~u ...•1.;1

410W l.UUg <HUH

::;uq~e

JiJ

.J1e !!i>Lap•.J.,_o:: lf1c; <>l.cu.l~

the route for r.ontinuE?d air acrp,:;~?
• Was the rlite u{ gr~pl1lL~ ~umbu~Liud
decay heating o( the core?
Suhsidiary

.,.,,J .,1...,l

~uLstanti•l e~mpared

wu~

with the

Q~tions

• What was the graphlte temperature at tne c~me or tne power ~urg~T
• What temperature was Tcac.hed subsequently, and how did it vary?
. What is judged lo be the rate limiting proces~ during the fiTe7
• Was there any evidence of catalytic enhancement of graphie oxidation?
, If the graphite exceeded 1000°c did the graphite steam reaction
contdbute significantly to the development of the accident?

The graphite/air reaction is much less than dcc.ay heat for graphite
temperature s below 550°c. Heating to that point wo\1ld be rather slow
(hours) by decay heat alone. If the fire started rapidly this could be
evidenc e either of continued fission heating (criticality) , or of extensive
zirconium/steam reaction, which can provide ~ufficient energy to raise the
g~aphi tc to the run;rn-'.ly point (by radiation.
Heat c.ondt1ctfon timP. r.om;tant
for bullr graphitr i'l'\r11:iminn.) Ahnvf''V700°r. the ~rapbite ox:it;iat~on rate
is likely to be limited by the air supply rate~ due to oxygen depletion
in the gas boundary l<tyi:1. A path fol~ natural ci?"culation flo\l ic needed
to allow <c~1 Lu ei\tO::t the channels 't.•hilst. hot gn.GGCO cccapa in order to
sustain the fire. Graphite is reported to be 'diffic.ult' to burn, but for
a very large mass of graphite high temperatures can be achieved because
heat losses are relatively low, viz: Windscale fire. A graph of reaction
r~te for various channel flows foi t11.1gnox is shown •

..I

-·l'A

At low temperatures (diffusion control)
c+o -: co +390 kj/Mole (,;; approx. 3MJ/cu.mtr air
2
2
or 2.5MJ/kg air)

At higher te~peratures (boundary layer control)
2c+o ~2co + 2x109 kj/tfule is
more likely.
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Note: The graphite stearo reac.tion (8 ltrs/ton graphite/hr at 700°c) is
endothermir, (For ~ompatison Zr+2U 20=Zr0 2+2H2 + 495 kg/mole
<~~.4 kj/gm zirconium). Decay heat 0- 17. of tfiermal power)• 30MW)
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T.rme tr-rm ml"1 tilown/F.mP.r~r:-ncy Actions

C4. 1

What fraction of the core is estimated to have melted?
.Hnw frir l <; i r thn11~ht rn ha'"" ql11mpPt1 hr-fnrP ri<>- fri<>f"·ring?

• How was the cort: .:l~~l.:J JuriL\~ thl:;, yi:tluJ 1 1hlll pat:Li~ulat' whl:l.t
cooling process produced the eventual freezing?
• 'Why was a water spray not used to extingui sh the f ire and cool the core

:11: :it t~indco.:ifo? Wno it oonaarn over hydrogen f-rom gr<lphitc/otcam.
zirconium stB3m, 3 molten fucl/ctc(lm cxpl ocion or other rc.'.lconG?
, wm.'rc ona now were core t.9rotHrt:'Arurss mss.surea or osaucsa r
• What w~G tho level of activity irt the ~atcr drained from the suppression
pools'?
• What long tenn cooling arrangements are being made?

See CS.
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C4.2
Over wh.'lt ptid.od of Llm;,. w.u; Lh-.. vi;i.:~p4-! o( 011,.Liv.iLy LJ.uu~l1l uw.l~L 1..· 1.111ln1l 1

and how

~f f~~tiv~ly?

Hm.1 mu.~h ~;mil,
•

l imP$tnn .. , rln1 nmi

covPr the pile cap?
T11 wllil I f, 1!'111 wrl't" tht"
1,r,,,.,, "'''

thP

11,., ,l,.1·;~. :11·1

~hnirP

l"P,

nl.'I t1wi ~ 1 ll r'U1"l

1· .'i. .. 11 {11\11

,,,h~t

1 P~ti

~rnrl

r1.<1y wrrP n~Pn to

in wh.'lt orde~ were they applied•
1.. ac

tha r'ir11uinnnf' \"rA'l1'!'\

fl'll"

of mAtATiRlR7

• How quickly Wlil) tht!

~upply

1m<l d1up iu1pl1.!1111,!ut._:u?

w~terials make it more difficult to re-establish core cooling?
W~:-. 1\1t1 kllppl~>i!1111 llOU1 ~1LiSl111:.J \Jt:l.:a.\.i:H;: v! i.\1~ ~\(111r,•;1 •Jr,., 1111111.-11

• Pid these

fue1/steam explosions?
• Wnl'I there .any evidence of ouch oxplocionc.
Kricf
Simila.r me.:isui· c~ could conceivably be applied for some 9cvcrc nccidcnto
in CEGB plant (e.g. magnox vessel failu~e) .
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.~nt

conu.itions of
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pl~

What is the pre$cnt location and condition of most of the fuel

~nd

fuel debris?

• Are there. measurements available of temperatures;• Beneath tht? core,
• In the pr~ssure suppression pool area.
, O! Lh~ care teffiv~r~Lu1e itselt.
What evtdence is thi:>re of core-concrete RttM'k.
a signiticant is~~•l
• HnR thPr,. hc-Gn iliiy 1uouul Qttvctu1'41 r..·,1 lA,.~.- ·~
Huw lar ooncdcn tne reactor ~• U1~ water table?

ls this rQgardeQ .;ic

1!£.i ef
Lt··Cful to dcni<>nstrate a relatively snfe end state of the core,

The

event mJy point up the need for appropriate iPstrumentation for severe
accidents (not currently provided for any UK reactor) . For Sizewell

mt.11 tn wi1 l nrnin"•i tn <'f"lrQ • r:-oncroto t'ollOtion,
unless a coolable debris bed is formed. GeneTation of stearu, hydrogen,
CO and co 2 will contribute to containment prcssurisationt and unless
otherwise cooled it is likely that the me1t will penetrate through the
ba~emat,
possibily releasing contaminated water from the containment
into the sub soil. Contact between the fuel and groundwater is unlikely
11nt1 l the tuc,l ha:. 1.-\H.1lt!d to 100°c (v 1 year). Diffusion of groundwater
tl'1Hm~h Lhc (sandstonE:) .sul> ~o~l is very slow, taking many years to reach
the site bound.:Jry. This allows adt!qunte time to build a concrete 'dam'.
many ca.lcula~~c;l i;Q&:~

AERE Harwell, Oxfordshire
OX11 ORA
Tel: Abingdon (0235) 24141 Ext.
Telex 83135

Technology for lnpustry

Terence Price
The Uranium Institute
Twelfth Floor
Bowater House
68 Knightsbridge
London SW1X 7LT
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The Background to Chernobyl
Dear Terry,

I enclose my contribution to the 2nd September Seminar. I have discussed
it with John Dunster, who will be dealing with the rest of the section on
Health and Environmental Physics. I will talk for about 10 minutes,
covering the main points in the written paper, (which you may like to
circulate to those attending).
John will talk for about 20 minutes, leaving 10 minutes for discussion.
John Gittus is happy with this arrangement.
Yours sincerely

,
PAH Saundert,'
Head, Enviro ental Impact Assessment
c.c Mr H J
ster
Dr J G ttus

NRPB
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United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
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mwmDl IRMHUrE SEilllWl 2 SEP.r 1986
!BB BM:ma•IJIU TO CllERiiUBiL
J!KU.TR A1fD ERV llaOll•KlftAL PHYSICS: IW>IAUOll' A1fD ITS EFFECTS

PAH Saunders. Head, Environmental Impact Assessments,
Harwell Laboratory, UKAEA

PUblic anxiety about nuclear power is centred on the possibility of harm,
in particular cancer and genetic effects, resulting from exposure to
radiation.

As radiation interacts with matter it loses some of its energy and
produces ionisation - the ejection of an electron from an atom leaving it
positively charged, This ionisation can lead to chemical changes which,
in living tissue, can result in biological damage. The critical targets
appear to be the DNA molecules, present in every cell of the body, that
carry the information required for the development and division of the
cell, and for the growth, proper function and reproduction of the
organism. The radiation may alter a small part of the molecule, or it may
break one or both of the strands of the DNA, the chromosomes that are
visible under a microscope, destroying or altering some of the information
carried. Damaged DNA can to a considerable extent be repaired by enzymes
in the cell. However, in some cases the DNA survives in an unrepaired
state, which can then be transmitted to large numbers of daughter cells by
the normal processes of cell replication. Cells that have been changed in
such a way are not necessarily dangerous - indeed many such changes occur
normally during the lifetime of any organism. However, in some cases the
altered cells can multiply in such a way that a cancer results or, if the
damage occurs in a germinal cell that is itself later involved in the
reproductive process, effects may be seen in later generations. Another
possibility is that the cell is so seriously damaged that it dies. This
is significant only if very many cells are killed, since cells are dying
and being replaced all the time and most organs contain far more cells
than are needed to maintain normal function.

Before discussing the numerical relationships between different doses of
radiation and their biological effects we need to introduce the units that
are used to measure radiation, Since it is the transfer of energy from
the radiation to the target that causes the damage the first unit is a
measure of that energy transfer - it is the quantity of energy transferred
from the radiation to a unit mass of the target material. The unit is the
!ll'.l!Y1 after a physicist who studied under Rutherford and devoted much of
his life to the medical uses of radiation. It is a unit of absorbed dose,
and one gray is equal to one joule of energy per kilogram of target
matter. Absorbed dose was formerly expressed in a unit called the rad,
and one gray equals 100 rad.
However, equal absorbed doses do not necessarily have equal biological
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effects, A given amount of energy in the form of alpha particles, for
example, is about 20 times as effective at causing biological damage as
the same amount of energy in the form of beta particles, gamma rays or
X-rays. To take such differences into account we use a unit called the
sievert, after the Swedish scientist Rolf Sievert. It is a unit of dose
equivalent which is equal to the absorbed dose (in joules per kilogram}
multiplied by a factor that takes into account the different effectiveness
in causing damage of the different types of radiation. Dose equivalent
was formerly expressed in a unit called the rem, and one sievert equals
100 rem, The term dose equivalent is frequently abbreviated to dose. The
sievert is a very large unit, so the unit commonly used is the
millisievert, which is one thousandth of a sievert or the microsievert,
which is one millionth of a sievert.
A useful measure of radiation dose to a group of people or a whole
population is the collective dose; this is just the average dose times the
number of people receiving that dose. The unit is the man sievert.
i'lll! RnllRAL BACl[GkOOJID AllD O'lllER SOURCES OF IW>IUIOR

The best way to get a feel for the size of these units is to consider the
doses received from the natural background or from common practices such
as medical X-rays. The average dose in Britain from natural background
radiation is about 2 millisieverts (one five-hundredth of a sievert} a
year. This radiation comes from outer space (cosmic radiation}; from
rocks, soil and building materials (terrestrial gamma radiation); from the
air we breathe, which contains the naturally radioactive daughter products
of the gases radon and thoron that are emitted from the ground (radon
decay products}; and from the naturally radioactive materials such as
radionuclides from the uranium and thorium decay series and potassium-40
that are present in what we eat and drink and irradiate the body tissues
internally (internal radiation).
Natural background radiation differs considerably in different parts of
the world. Many parts of Britain have levels over twice the average and
in some houses in which there are particularly high radon concentrations
individuals may get as much as 100 millisieverts a year, 50 times the
average.
Other typical figures are 20 microsieverts from a chest X-ray, 10
microsieverts a year from the debris from the atmospheric testing of
nuclear weapons during the 1950s and 60s, 4 microsieverts a year (in
Britain} from the natural radioactivity dispersed into the environment
with the fly ash that is released during the burning of coal, and 1,5
microsieverts (average in Britain) from discharges from the nuclear power
industry, A representative figure for the annual dose received from the
nuclear power industry by the most highly exposed individuals in Britain
is 1 millisievert, or about half the average natural background dose, The
average annual exposure of radiation workers in Britain is about 1,4
millisieverts.
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The three kinds of effects of radiation to be considered are cell killing,
cancer and genetic.
Cell kilUM

Cell killing is only important if sufficiently large doses of radiation
are received in a sufficiently brief period. An absorbed dose of 10 gray
or more delivered to the whole or a substantial part of the body within a
few minutes is almost invariably fatal. A single absorbed dose of about 4
gray will result in a one in two chance of death in the absence of medical
treatment. The same dose delivered gradually over a year, however, would
probably be tolerated because of the action of the body's natural repair
processes. The ability of radiation to kill cells is, of course, the
basis of radiotherapy where localised doses of tens of grays are used to
treat cancers and other growths. Cell killing effects are characterised
by a threshold below which no significant effects occur: there are in
general no observable effects below about 1 gray.
Radiation-induced cancer

Unlike the cell killing effects, which in general appear within a
relatively short time after exposure and exhibit a threshold, cancer and
genetic effects are delayed and it must be assumed that there is no
threshold below which one can be certain that no harm will result.
However, there is no evidence of effects at low doses (below a few tens of
millisieverts), and the universal and inescapable natural radiation
background and the •natural' prevalence of cancer and genetic defects are
such that it will probably never be possible to prove the existence or
absence of a threshold.
There is a vast amount of data on the effects of radiation on cells and
animals and there are a rather limited nUlllber of cases where a small
excess cancer incidence has been found in groups of people exposed to
sufficiently high doses of radiation, mostly above one sievert. However,
the chain of events leading from radiation-induced damage in a cell to a
developed cancer is far from well understood. Even when a link has been
established between a radiation exposure and a subsequent cancer the
radiation exposure itself may be only a necessary and not a sufficient
cause of the cancer. Subsequent radiation exposures, exposures to
chemicals, or metabolic changes may be required before a tumour results.
Such processes take many years: latent periods are typically 5-10 years
for leukaemias and 15-30 years for solid cancers.
While most but not all cancers can be induced by radiation, it is not
possible to distinguish between a radiation-induced cancer and any other
cancer. The only way in which the nUlllber of cancers that may be caused by
an exposure to radiation can be predicted is on the basis of
epidemiological studies of groups that have been exposed to radiation in
the past. These are the survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagsaki bombs,
patients who have received large doses of radiation for therapeutic or
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diagnostic purposes, and workers who have been exposed to high levels of
radiation, such as radiographers, watch-dial painters using radium, and
uranium and other hard-rock miners, The distribution of doses and the
number of people exposed as a result of the Chernobyl accident are not yet
known in sufficient detail to enable any reliable estimates to be made of
the possible long-term consequences. Preliminary indications, however,
suggest that a sufficient number of people may have received high enough
doses to result in detectable increase in cancer incidence. It will
clearly be of great importance to monitor the health of these people
carefully over a long period,
The evidence has been exhaustively reviewed and assessed by national and
international scientific bodies such as the International commission on
Radiological Protection, the united Nations Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation and Biological Effects of Ionising Radiation Committee of
the US National Academy of Science, The consensus view of these bodies is
that there is about a one in a hundred risk of a fatal cancer developing
for each sievert of radiation dose received (over and above the doses
received from the natural background), with an uncertainty in this risk of
a factor of two: for safety purposes this uncertainty is of no
significance,
Genetic effects

The basic process that can ultimately lead to a cancer or a genetic defect
is similar - damage to a DNA molecule, As with cancer, however, the
mechanism by which a mutation in a cell leads to a genetic defect is
complex and not fully understood. If the mutated cell dies or is not
actually involved in the fertilisation process there will be no genetic
effect, Also if the new individual created at conception is not viable
and dies at an early stage of embryonic development, it will probably not
be detected, Most species seem to have evolved a protective mechanism by
which faulty embryos are rejected: chromosome alterations are frequently
found in spontaneous abortions. Genetic effects of radiation, ranging
from trivial to lethal, have been observed in studies of animal
populations, No unequivocal evidence of similar effects in humans has yet
appeared at any dose level. Even in the Hiroshima and Nagasaki studies,
no genetic defects that can be ascribed to the radiation from the bombs
have been observed in any of the children subsequently concieved by the
exposed parents. All estimates of possible genetic effects in humans,
therefore, have to be based on extrapolation from results obtained with
other species, notably mice, such extrapolation involves considerable
uncertainties,
The ICRP, UNSCEAR and BEIR analyses suggest that for humans there would be
about a one in fifty risk of a genetic defect occurring for each sievert
of radiation dose received (over and above the doses received from the
natural background). This risk would be spread over all subsequent
generations. These estimates refer to the risk of a genetic defect
occurring following exposure of a hypothetical population of fertile
individuals irradiated prior to conception of their offspring. in
practice, some of the dose to which a real population is exposed will have
no genetic significance because it will be received when no more children
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are likely to be conceived, Taking this factor into account reduces the
risk, expressed in terms of a given total lifetime radiation dose to a
given real population, to one in 125 per sievert.
In summary, a dose of one sievert is associated with a one in a hundred
risk of fatal cancer in the exposed individual and a somewhat lower risk
of a serious genetic defect appearing, spread over all subsequent
generations, These figures are unlikely to be in error by more than a
factor of two,
b:traDOlation to lov doses

Most of the evidence of radiation-induced cancer relates to doses of one
sievert or more. There are a few cases where excess cancers have been
found following doses of about one tenth of a sievert, but there is not
enough data to provide quantitative risk estimates, There is no evidence

~;c~~o~~~c;~i~~s~!~~~~ r!t~i~~i~~s~~s~:c~~v~o~~o~3~h:s~a~::X-~e

UK!

There are many parts of the world where background radiation levels are
higher than the UK average, as a result of local geology or high
altitudes. Attempts have been made to find correlations between natural
cancer incidence and background radiation levels in such areas and no
statistically significant effects have been found,
There have also been detailed studies of cancer incidence among workers in
the nuclear industry, where typical radiation exposures are 1.4 mSv a
year, or less than one tenth of a sievert in a working life, which is less
than the natural background dose, No consistent pattern emerges from
these studies, an indication that any effect from radiation is too small
to be detectable,
These negative results confirm that the risk estimates derived from
observations following doses of one sievert or more, are unlikely to
seriously underestimate the risks at much lower levels, The question
remains, what is the true risk at low levels? Does a dose of a few
millisieverts, a typical annual occupational dose, result in a risk of one
thousandth of that at a few sieverts, typical of the doses at which
cancers have actually been observed? And does a dose of a few
microsieverts, the average dose received by members of the UK public from
the activities of the UK nuclear industry, result in any risk at all? Such
questions may never be answered by observation, because of the size of the
population that would have to be studied to give statistically significant
results, They can only be answered indirectly through an understanding of
the basic processes involved in radiation damage and its repair. The
simplest assumption to make is that harm is directly proportional to dose,
with no threshold. This is known as the linear hypothesis and is widely
accepted as the correct basis for radiological protection purposes.

*It has recently been reported that Dr Alice Stewart is about to announce
results which suggest a link between natural background radiation and
childhood leukaemia incidence, This work will have to be carefully
assessed,
5

on the basis of this hypothesis, in the UK about 1000 cancer deaths per
year and about 300 genetic defects per year might be ascribed to natural
background radiation, although there is no evidence that such effects
occur, It is worth noting that cancer kills about 140,000 people in the
UK each year, on the same basis, just over one cancer death per year and,
if the exposure continued for enough generations for an equilibrium to be
established, about one genetic defect a year might be ascribed to the
exposure of the population to the activities of the UK nuclear industry.
The existence of repair processes within the body probably means that the
true risks are even lower, and at such low levels of exposure a zero risk
is not incompatible with the evidence,

18th August 1986
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EMERITUS PROFESSOR J.B. FREMLIN
46 Vernon Road
Edgbaston
Birmingham
Bl6 9SH

Telephone: 021-454 0314
Ill' J.H.Oittua,
Safet7 and Reliabil1t7 Dl.recterate,

18th A11g1111t 1986

UIAEl,

Wigahaw Laae'
Calchllth,
Warrington WA:5 48

Dear Ill' Oit tus,
I was

30th Jul.7.

1.

!.

nr-r pleued

to get 70U!' ttiendl.7 letter of

'Die data 'llhich I want aost badl.7 ares
!he approx1111ate total oolleothe radiation dole recehed in the
USSR, from which one eaa aake a-1ble .,...... u te the nllllber
ef de~d cancers probable.
1he extent of the cont•w1nation of agricul.tllr&l. areas in the
Ukraine; whetb_et in the fol'll of the areu coat•,.,•1ted to apecific
nllllbers of Bq/11"' of specific radillllllClides; or in tal'llS of the

arau coatud.nated to apecific ranges of dOlll rlsk to tlle
would-be inhabitants; or in tel'llS of areas no longer llUitable for
specific crops.
I enclose a bit of specul.atin whicll lrahre allows so
Bigu of printing, hopef'llll7 helptol. in npla1 n1 ng the power
in1tiall7 reported. I aa not dOllbting the Son.et reports of
inadequate emergen07 power while working on the turbine, but
not obrlous (to u) how this ahnl.d lead to a power surge in
reactor.
~

sincerely,

John P'reml.in.
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FURTHER TO YOUR CHAillMANSRIP INVOLVJ!MENT IN THE CHEIINOBYL POST ACCIDENT
REVIEW MEETING ATTACHED FOR YOUR IllFORMATION ARE:
(1)

LETTER BY DG IAEA TO MEMBER STATES WITH ATTACHED PROG1WIHE

(2)

LIST OF EXPERTS AVAILABLE TO YOU IN WORKING GROUP SESSION AND IN
INSAG REPORT PREPARATION

(3)

POSSIBLE DISCUSSION AREAS FOR THE WORKING GROUPS DESIRED FROM

•

DICUSSIONS WITH USSR EXPERTS
(4)

PLEASE NOTE CHAIRMEN OF THE OTHER WORKING GROUPS ARE:
MR P TANGUY
MR R RABOLD
MR D BENINSON
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Sir,
I have the honour to refer to llJ' letter of 7 Julr, 1986 on the
forthcoming Chernobrl Post-Accident Review ..eting taking place froa 25 to
29 August, 1986 at the Agencr'• Headquarters. I should now like to give rou
• .,.. 111>re detail• about the ..eting.
The ...ting will start at 10.00 a.•. on llondar, 25 August 1986 in the
UllIDO Board IOOll at the Vienna International Centre. Th• progr.... i•
attached.
We aspect that the UBSI will sapplr th• doc-ntatlon (a ·~.
raport of BO pages, a detailed report of 300 page•> ln safficlent ti. . that
the Agencr can supplr the •....arr report in all luiguage• Uld the·,tetallecl
report ln Sngllsh to the a..ber State •lulon• on l'ridar, 22 Aa&tuit.· ;:n•.:'.'
detailed report ln other languagH will follow as qulclclJ u' translatloa •: ·
resources per.It.
· .. , ,
'

'

The plenarr HHion on llondar will be dewtecl to an OYerYlpresentation of the plant design, accident descrlptlon, ...rgeacr ..a•ur•••
radiological consequence•, recoverr ..asure1 etc. to give the audience a
broad perspective of the accident at ChernohJl.
The technical working group ••••lo•• propgsed for Tll••dar, Vednesdar
and Thursdar will esplore the accident and the phenomena and factors
associated with lt to a greater depth and to discuss ADJ correlation• vlth
other esperlence•, both nuclear and aoa nuclear.
On TUesdaJ detailed presentation• of the accident and lt•
. '• ..
radiological aspects vlll be made bJ the USll esperts la tlllD parallel
••••ions. on Wednesdar and Thursdar dlscu•slon• of the accident Uld
associated phenomena/factor• vlll take place. 'Ille discussions for each
Workiug Group vlll be based on written question• sallllltted bJ the . .etlag
partlcipaats. Th••• qnestlon• wlll be discussed la a structured fashion vla
a panel of esperts bJ both the USll espert• and ..-bar state participant•
based on thelr own esperleace frClll plant operation, accidents, reseach Uld
aaalr•i•. There vlll be a period of time at the end of each dlscusslon
••••ioa for edditloael direct q11estio•• frllll the participants. ror thl•
purpose I would llke to request that the partlclpants prepare th...elY9s to
contribute to the dlscussioa• thelr esperieace frllll accidents &1111 their ·

.-2-

For tbe plenarr ••••ions simultaneous interpretation into lngli•b,
Prencb, Spanisb and Russian will be provided. Tbe tecbnical working group
••••ions will be conducted in lnglisb onlJ.
Registration for tbe aeeting will take place

·OD

SundaJ, 2.4 August

1986, 3.00 - 7.00 p.a., KondaJ, 25 August 1986, fr1111 8.00 a.a. in tbe

Rotunda, Building c, VIC. Your specific attention i• drawn to tbe fact tbat
onlJ participants, including lleabers of Permanent Kiaaiona, who bave been
designated bJ tbeir autboritiea in writing will be adaitted to tbe
••••ion•. In view of tbe large nuaber of participants ezpected to attend,
it la urgentlJ requested to use tbe sund&J afternoon for tlaelJ registration.
It abould also be noted that due to •••ting lialtationa la tbe aaln
conference ro1111 (UllIDO Boardrooa) additional entrance cards Y&lld for tbia
ro1111 for tbe plenarr ••••ions (llond&J and Prid&J) will be forwarded to the
Kiaaiona in advance. Tbe oYerflow of participants will be acc~ated in
tbe adjacent AgencJ Board ROOll where tbe plenarr proceeding• will be shown
bJ audio/Yideo pre1entation.
Accept, Sir, tbe assurances of

11,1

bigbeat con•lderatlnn.

Hana Bliz
Director General'
lnclo•ure
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PROGRAMME FOB.
Cl:IEB.RJBYL POST-ACCIDENT l!EVIEW MEETING
25 - 29 August 1986
Monday, 25 August
10. 00 - 11. 00

Plenary Sessions

Opening of the meeting

I

Session 1
11. 00 - 13.00
15.00 - 18.00

Overview of the accident
(including plant description,
accident sequence and its
consequences, and response

DG - IAl!A
Meeting Qiai raan
Bead - USSR de.legation

m•i~lh
.

:.-::~; .;:· ··:-.~,'- .·~~. ', ,..

measure• tsken.
Tuesday, 26 August
Session 2A
10. oo - 13.00
15.00 - 18.00

I

Technical Working Group Sessions
(parallel sessions)
B.ooa A Working Groups 1 & 2

Detailed presentations of the
plant design and safety analysis,
and accident description.

USSR. asperta .

(Cause, sequence of events
radioactive releaaea, abort teza
stabilization and longer te ...
arrangeaen_ts)

I

Session 2B
10.00 _ 13.00
15.00 - 18.00

Working Groups 3 & 4

Detailed presentations of l!aiergency
USSR. expert&
Measures and Radiological consequence•
(evacuation, enviro-ental protective
actions, decontamination, environmental
effects, health effects)

Wednesday, 27 August
11<>rning

!loom B

Technical Working Group Seaaions
continued (parallel sessions)

Bo sessions
(Preparation of questions for
working group discussion•)

..

- 2 -

Session 3A

15.00 - 18.00

Room A Working Group l

Discussion of phenomena and factors
associated with the short term
accident sequence.

Panel of experts
All participants
•

(Included are initiating cause,
sequence of events, reactivity
excursion. containment response.

instruaentation, operator response,
atabilization aeasures etc.)
Session 31

15.oo - 18.oo

RoOll B Working Group 3

Discussion of ..... rgency 11eaaurea
taken.
(Included are decision basis
for evacuation, sheltering, uae of propb)lactics: criteria for ..dical treat..nt:
control of foodstuff and water: prevention
of groundwater contaaination; decontaaination
of people, .aterial, soil etc; radiological
conditiona for plant re-entry.)

Thursday, 28 August
Session 4A

* 10.00

- 13.00
15.00 - 16.30

Technical Working Group SeasiOllll
continued (parallel sessions)
Rooa A Working Group 2

Discussion of phenoaena associated
with the long term accident sequence,'
plant recovery aeasurea and radioactive releases froa the plant.

Panel of experts
All participaaits

(Included are graphite fire,
core dauge, uae of robotics, long tera
reliability of safety systeaa, recovery
actions, radioactive release characteristics).
Session 48

•

10.00 - 13.00
15.00 - 16.30

Roam B

Workiog Group 4

Discussion of the radiological
consequences of the accident.
(Included are formation of plume,
dispersion of aerosol• and gaaea,

enviro1111ental effects, doae
assea. .ent (internal and external) for
operational personnel and the public,
acute health effects, late health
effects.)

*

Working Groups
COllpletad.

Panel of apart&
All particitNUit•

)
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Friday, 29 August
10.00 - 11.30
12.00

12.30

Plenary Session

Summary of the results of the
Working Group dlacuaalons
Closing of the Meeting

Working Group Chairmen
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Possible Discussion Areas at the Chernobyl Post-Accident Rsview Meeting
!Jnrking Group Discussion Sessions
(1)

Operator performance (incl. training of operators, written procedures
etc.)

(2)

Design against operator errors, automation instead of operator
actl.ODS.

..
(3)

Reactivity excursions

(4)

Fire hazards, fire protection

(5)

Soil contaainstion/decontllllinstion

(6)

High dose health effects or long tera health effects

(7)

Fuel or core aelts

(8)

Hydrogen generation during accidents (inerting, recombination,
explosion)

(9)

Filtered or vented containment•

(10)

Evacuation (probleas encountered, aolutiona, experiancH)

(11)

Dispersion of aerosols and gases at high levels (aodala, calculation,
prediction)

(12)

Protecting groundvater froa contllllination

Ite.. 1 - 6 are probably the 90re important
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List of Experts for Post-Accident Review Meeting
(1)

Operation of pressure tube reactors
Mr. Alan Brown
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
Canada
Tel: (416)-592-4535

•

(2)

Instrumentation and control, use of computers in NPP operation
G.M. Frescura
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
Canada
Tel: (416)-592-3134

(3)

Reactor physics reactivity excursions in large cores
Mr. J. D. Young
Central Electricity Generating Board
Berkley Ruclear Laboratory
Berkley
Gloucestershire

U.K.

Tel: 0453-810-451

(4)

Tbermohydrsulics, containment in particular pressure suppressed
contaimaent

Mr. E.F. Hicken
Gesellschaft £Ur Reaktoraicherheit
ForachungagelKnde
1>8046 Garching bei Mlinchen
FBG
Tel: 89-3291-569
(5)

Chemistry of graphite, high teaperature reactions
Kr. Dana Powers
Sandia Rational Laboratory
Alburquerque
Rew Mexico
USA
Tel: 505-844-4392

(6)

Severe accident, core dallage, source term
Kr. Thomas ltreas
Oak Ridge Rational Laboratory
Oak Ridge
Tennessee
USA

Tel: 615-624-0561

- 2 -

(7)

Structural dynamics aspects, explosions
Mr. A. L'Homme
DAS-SASR
IPSN
B.P. No. 6
Fontenay-aux-Roses
France

Tel:

~54-7080

(8)

Medical aspects of radiation exposure, high does effects,
epidilliological studies
Mr. J. Linieclti
Dept. of Nuclear Medicine
Czechoalovaltia 8/10
PL-92-216 Lodz
Poland
Tel: Lodz 78-36-84

(9)

Environaental impact, dispersion in ..... and water, pathv•Y.• .to' -n
Mrs. Marian Hill
,.;, · . ·
National Radiation Protection Board
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OXll ORQ
UK

Tel: 0235-831-600
(10)

Emergency preparedness
Mr. G. Boeri
ENEA

Viale Regina Margherita 125
Rolle

Italy
Tel: 85-28-2863
(11)

Occupational aspects in high dose rate situation, decontaaination
Mr. w. Jeschki
Nuclear Safety Division (ASK)
CB-5303 WUrenlingen
Switzerland
Tel: 056-993-938

Note for Record
The BNES Post-Chernobyl Conference Seminar
Mr John Dunster telephoned to say that he wanted to avoid
overlap between what he will say in his session and what I will
produce at my session.
His session apparently is concerned with radiological
consequences. Mine is concerned with activity release (or so
he said).
He will begin by introducing the derived emergency reference
levels (DERLs) and problems for foods.
Then, Marion Hills will
speak on radiological protection. She will have been at Vienna
for two weeks. Jane Simmons also of NRPB will then talk about
NRPB's experience when they were getting together information
from Europe on dose rates. She will include, for example, the
remote installation of radiation measurement devices at British
Embassies overseas.
I said that my material would be taken from my AEX paper,
paper 50 which would have been updated following the Vienna
meeting.
I confirmed that I would avoid overlapping any of the
information which he had mentioned (listed above).

J H GITTUS

13 August 1986
cc Dr M R Hayns

Your Ref.
Our Ref.

•

MEMORANDUM

7206

Tel EJCt.

To

DR P CLOUGH, DR A N HALL
MR P BONELL, DR W NIXON

Subject

CONTRIBUTION TO LORD MARSHALL'S BRIEF

As I explained to two
of the CEGB has asked
which he is preparing
present to the latter
I would like the four

of you (Clough and Nixon), Eric Carpenter
us to make a contribution to the brief
for Lord Marshall and which we shall
on Saturday, 23 August, in Vienna.
of you to help with this please.

To that end I attach CIMRG 37 which is the present version of
the questionnaire that has been submitted by the UK to the
Russians. We hope they will answer these questions at the
Vienna meeting (25-29 August).
Carpenter is preparing the Marshall brief and I am to send him
our contributions on Monday (18 August) by facsimile.
He will
write down an answer to each of the questions in the
questionnaire if an answer can be found from documents at our
disposal. He will reference the source document in each case.
We are not required to help with that task.
Carpenter will supply Lord Marshall with paragraphs of briefing
material concerned with each question and I have said that we
(that is to say, you) will help with that task. The background
briefing paragraphs will indicate why this or that particular
question is being asked, what its importance is, and in
particular whether it is of central importance to the future of
nuclear power in the United Kingdom.
I would like you to pay particular attention to this second
issue in the case of every question please.
To give an example of what I would like you to produce, take
question Bl on page 2 of the attached paper CIMRG 37 which is:
"l.

What is the possible range of void coefficients for the
Chernobyl fuel cycle?".

The briefing material, if I were writing it, would probably
read as follows.

"It is believed that the Chernobyl reactor has a positive void
coefficient. This means that a loss of cooling will actually
increase the amount of heat being generated by the uncooled
channel. SGHWR has a negative void coefficient. CANDU has a
negative void coefficient. MARVIKEN and GENTILLY, both of
which had positive void coefficients, were shut down partly
because this condition was thought dangerous."
You should consult each other concerning which question each of
you is going to deal with this and let Mike Hayne have a copy
of the material that you produce.

ff
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J H GITTUS

cc

Dr M R Hayne

13 August 1986

PS

I would like to hold a meeting to discuss progress on

MONDAY, 18 August.

Note of a meeting on nuclear emergency planning in Room 1553
Thames House South at 11.00 AM on Monday 23 June.

PRESENT
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Dr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

D I Morphet
B Hampton
p Agrell
J Challis
J Cooke
M Granatt
s Harbison
M Hill
p W Mummery
p Parkman
F ChadNick.B Carpenter

AE Division D/Energy
AE Division D/Energy
AE Division D/Energy
AE Division D/Energy
AE Division D/Energy
INF Division D/Energy
NII
NRPB
BNFL
CEGB
UKAEA
UKAEA

Introduction
1. Mr Morphet confirmed that as envisaged in the meeting on
19 May the Department had been given a number of tasks
relating to emergency planning by the Cabinet Office Working
Party into the Lessons of Chernobyl. Mr Morphet invited
comments on the notes of the previous meeting and after a
brief discussion they were agreed.
2. Mr Morphet invited each organisation to outline what
steps they had in hand to revieN their emergency plans.
CEGB
3. Mr Parkman noted that the Board Here maintaining their
ongoing programme of station exercises, and a further
meeting was being set up Nith NII to consider arrangements
for their next~osc exercise. Mr Parkman considered that they
Here hoNever not able to make much sensible progress in
addressing the implications of the accident at Chernobyl
until they actually had some hard facts to Nork Nith.
4. In the interim, Mr Parkman reported that the Chairman had
set up a Morking party to look at aspects that can be put in
hand in advance of the Vienna presentation by the Soviet
Union. This included rationalisation and uniformity of OSC
arrangements in the light of the change from the separate
CEGB regional structure, and identifying source terms for
Beyond Design Basis Accidents (BDA) •
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5. Mr Parkman noted that they had been reviewing the outline
emergency plan document that they had put into local
libraries in 1978. The basic plan document related to a
hypothetical gas cooled reactor rather than the specific
local magnox or AGR station and had attracted some criticsm.
In view of current policy of openness they hoped to replace
it by a more complete/site specific document. However
difficulties arose because the site emergency plan document
was the only formally approved site specific document and
moreover these varied from site to site.
6. Mr Parkman reported that the Board had considered
delaying the exercise (for about a year) to permit all site
plans to brought as near as possible into line but
considered it important to respond to increasing public
pressure following Chernobyl to make available further
information. They intended to put to the Board shortly,
versions of the site plans which had been prepared on the
lines of those presented to the Sizewell B Inquiry by
omitting any sensitive detail - eg phone numbers. It
remained for the Board to decide whether they were willing
to accept the inevitable criticism about inconsistencies
between current plans. As the exercise had implications for
other operators and the NII, Mr Morphet invited them to
urgently meet and exchange copies of existing/proposed
documents to avoid any unfortunate precedents.
UKAEA

.7. Mr Chadwick noted that they were continuing to update
site plans and handbooks. They too had issued indicative
summaries of the emergency plans to local libraries some
time ago. Responsibility for the plans rested with each site
and they were aiming to complete their updating of the
outline plans in about two months. Mr Chadwick warned that
alth~ugh t},e outline plans were site specific it would take
time to prepare edited versions of the site plan on the
lines proposed by the Board.
BNFL
8. Mr Mummery noted that the Board's proposal clearly need
to be looked at on an industry wide basis. He reported that
BNFL plans varied from site to site because the risks varied
for instance at Capenhurst and Springfields they were
basically designed to deal with a chemical hazard, whilst
Chapelcross and Calder Hall(including Sellafield) plans
reflected the possibliity of a release from a reactor. BNFL
were in the process of reviewing the equipment/location of
OSC/PBC facilities and wished to avoid issuing any new
public information until this exercise was complete. They
had however checked the availability of the current outline

plans in main county libraries, and were also in the process
of producing updated versions.
OUTLINE PLANS
9. Mr Morphet considered it essential that the industry
adopted a consistent approach and ensured that any proposed
documents were cleared with the NII and D/Energy, and
stressed that the interests of SSEB/Industry Department for
Scotland were not overlooked. Mr Mummery noted that
different sites had different Design Basis Criteria and it
was therefore to be expected that plans would differ.
Industry representatives agreed to meet at an early date
together with SSEB.
CHERNOBYL FOLLOW UP WORK
10. Mr Morphet pointed out that it was inevitable that there
would be limitations on attendance at the presentation by
the Soviet Union about the accident at Chernobyl and it
might therefore be necessary to identify the most
appropriate attendance from the UK industry. Mr Parkman
noted that as part of their long term safety review (LTSR)
work, they were looking to see whether there were any "cliff
edge" accident scenarios which might lie just beyond the
probability cut off point for the OBA, where the
consequences might be markedly greater than those of the
OBA. They hoped to be submitting final LTSR papers to NII on
Bradwell and Berkley shortly, and a paper on probability
assessment for magnox stations would be put to ACSNI in
.July.
11. Dr Harbison noted that they had only limited information
about Magnox stations when compared to the full probability
safety assessment done for the Sizewell B Station. They
considered that about 90t of Beyond Design Basis Accidents
could however be coped with by only a modest extension of
current detailed emergency plans. Dr Harbison noted that
they had yet to identify source terms for such accidents,
and this had already been commented OQ..bY the Irish premier.
Mr Parkman noted that the NRPB were working on source terms
for concrete and steel vessel magnox reactors and hoped to
provide these by September. Mr Parkman expressed concern
over the lack of detailed county level planning in certain
nuclear free zone areas, and were approaching the Home
Off ice to clarify what if anything counties were required to
do.

12. Mr Mummery considered it important for any beyond design
basis planning to be considered at the highest political
level. Noting that any change would effect not just the

evacuation zone but a whole panoply of measures including
crop bans etc.
REPORTING CHAINS
13. Mr Morphet pointed out that he considered it essential
that plans envisaged realistic reporting chains including
the fact of direct contact at Chairman/Secretary of State
level and the probability of the appointment of a Minister
to take charge of central government co-ordination of the
incident. One implication being that the GTA might not
undertake the role of press spokesman.
14. Dr Hill warned that Chernobyl had revealed an enormous
need for the public to obtain personal reassurance about
their safety from technically qualified personnel. This had
stretched NRPB resources from an incident 1000 miles away
and considered that a UK incident would probably generate
even greater demands. Mr Mummery suggested that the role of
the GTA to brief the public needed to be studied.
FOLLOW UP MEETING
15. In discussion it was agreed that a further meeting
should be arranged once more information about the Soviet
presentation was to hand in order to identify participants,
and to report progress made in discussions about
international warning systems and safety standards.

Copies to:

Those present.
( ~J
'f(,}
Mr Manley
Brigadier Budd - Cabinet Off ice
Dr Hill - MOD
Mrs G Howden - BNFL
Mr Brady - Industry Department Scotland
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From Or J, H. Gittus
Director

15 August 1986
Mr F Chadwick
Principal Officer
Commercial Policy and External Relations

!:IHD
Safety and
Reliability
Directorate
UKAEA, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth
Warrington, WA3 4NE, England
Telephone (0925) 31244 Ext. 7206
Telex 629301 ATOMRY G

UKAEA

11 Charles II Street
LONDON SWlY 4QP
Dear Frank
CHAIRMAN'S LETTER TO EMPLOYEES ON CHERNOBYL
Thank you for your letter of 8 August and the copy of Harry
Shalgosky's letter concerning the Annex to the Chairman's
letter to employees. I would like to respond to the various·
points raised~
Firstly, I see nothing wrong with our statement in the Annex
that "in areas of Europe furthest away from Chernobyl,
radiation levels were only fractionally above background". It
is quite clear from the monitoring data that increased levels
in, for example, Spain were only a fraction above background.
All we were trying to do here was to get over the point that
the effects of the radioactive plume were experienced across
Europe and that close to Chernobyl the dose rates were more
than 100 times background, whereas further away the increased
doses fell to only a fraction of background. In other words,
we were trying to indicate the range of levels. In fact the
words in the text replaced some coloured maps (produced at SRO)
showing radiation levels across Europe, which were in the first
draft of the Annex but had to be removed because of
reproduction problems.
Secondly, I should comment on our statement in the Annex that
the ICRP believe the linear hypothesis to be pessimistic. This
was based upon some statements in ICRP 26. For example, in
para 30 of ICRP 26 it is stated that "•••• radiation risk
estimates should be used only with great caution and with
explicit recognition that the actual risk at low doses may be
lower than that implied by a deliberately cautious assumption
of proportionality". It is, of course, true to say that
following the publication of ICRP 26, after their 1978 meeting,
the ICRP stated "these risk factors are intended to be
realistic estimates of the effects of irradiation at low annual
dose-equivalents (up to the Commission's recommended doseequivalent limits)", However, it must be appreciated that this
latter statement reflects some uncertainty over the relative
biological effectiveness of neutrons. Briefly, this means that
if one is dealing with a radiation field with a significant
neutron content (as can be the case for radiation workers),

ICRP 26 recommendations may underestimate the risks. However,
for relatively low doses, ie less than the Commission's
dose-equivalent limits, where the ICRP originally suggested
their recommendations may overestimate risks, it was felt these
two factors may cancel to some extent. This is the basis of
the Stockholm statement. It should be emphasised, however,
that for low LET radiation (eg
-rays), the above argument
does not apply and the ICRP still believe that the linear
dose-response relationship provides a cautions estimate of
risk; my staff recently confirmed this with some colleagues at
the NRPB, Our calculations as reported in the Annex relate to
low LET radiation and our reference to the ICRP is therefore
correct and is not subject to the criticism levelled by Harry.
Thirdly, concerning comments on our comparison of exposure from
Chernobyl with background; it must be emphasised that the doses
to the UK from Chernobyl are neither large nor short term,
since population exposure at low dose rates will continue for
decades to come. The reason we integrated doses to 50 yr was
to allow us to obtain an estimate of the possible number of
cancers in the UK resulting from the accident. We then
compared the resulting dose with that from background and
weapons testing, and went on to compare the estimated health
effects with cancer statistics. It is clearly difficult tq .
construct a single definitive way of putting radiation dose in
context; however, we think that the above three comparisons
(with background, weapons testing and cancer statistics) put
the total dosimetric impact of Chernobyl on the UK in some
perspective, There are, of course, other ways of comparing
radiation risks, etc, and we note Harry Shalgosky's suggestion
that we compare with variations in background; indeed, we are
aware of the.value of such a comparison and have used it in
other cases.
Finally, I note with interest the suggestion that the
Environmental and Medical Sciences Division would be pleased to
make a contribution to further Chernobyl related information
activities. Perhaps it would be most useful if some sort of
collaboration could be established between them and my staff,
Of course SRD and E'MSc must help to provide information for
public and employee consumption. Alan Eggleton of E~Sc is in
fact coming with me to the Vienna meeting on Chernobyl. He and
Peter Saunders are very active members of my HSSC, so there is
an excellent working relationship.
Yours sincerely

J H GITTUS

cc
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Mr M A W Baker
Mr A W Hills
Mr W McMillan
Dr M R Hayne
Dr W Nixon

Safety and Reliability Directorate
,,
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE
Telex 629301
Telephone Warrington (0925) 31244
Extension 12.10
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What was the maximun channel power (neutron flux level) reached
in the p::t.Yer surge, as reccrded by:

2.

(i) ex-core instrurentation
(ii) in-core detectors
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Why did the reactor protection system fail to detect and safely
terminate the incident. was is because of
equipnent failure
hunan error
m:::xiifications to the plant or safety system as part of an
experirrent
the incident was outside the design criteria
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Do the J?hysical nod.els and CO!l>Uter ccrles available to the designer

adequately represent the course of the event, once the circunstances
are defined?
If so, was it an event which had been considered and was believed
to be protected against?
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'lb \Nhat extent is the capability of the protect.ion systems deperrlent

upon operator action?
manual adjustment of trip settings
fC"l"r/flOw'matching
fuel management - burn-up distribution within core
control rod witl-drawal sequence
·- .
What action did the operators take? Did it improve the situation
or rrake it worse? , Did they fail to take any action? Were actions
relevant to the event described in the operational guidance
available to the operators?
-~

f 6.

~

Is there any previous operational experience of related incidents
on this or other RBMK reactors?

f

7.

Are different protection systems active under different fC"l"r
levels? Which system was active at the time of the initiating
event?
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Are there separate protection systems for local and whole core
events?
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J
was the initiating even sl""' enouih to have tienefitted fran a
diverse trip and protection system or was it so fast that no
conventional protection system loOuldhave been effective?
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Was the reactor shut do.m nanually or by the protection system in
spite of the danage?
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Did the reactor (after damage and initial shut do.m) regain
criticality?
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Fl2.

Did the control rod outer sheath material eventually rneJ.t - if so,
was this a contributory factor to the severity of the darrage?
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.aiat part of the coolant circuit ruptured during the initial
surge?
-

CIRCUIT FAillJRE
~r

pressure tube
coolant pipe
seal region

H::M many channels were affected?
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i:

What was the ftlysical mechanism causing the pressure circuit failure
during the initial poi;er surge, for exanple
-

overheating due to contact with hot fuel
pressure fran a steam explosion due to molten fuel/water reaction
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G-3.

What were the loadings on the structures surrounding the core
resulting fran any pressure tube failures during the p::iwer surge?
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From: E.W. Carpenter
John,

/

When

~et

p~

~

the revi•ed que1tiona could your team go throuah th•
circulat•d under cover of lltyan Edmond1on'1 note or

lAEA/lNSAti':~c~~ent
lk• Ilk l.uauel

(IJV!

•~~ ·~~•••••

•k• ..•ei•o uith

(ClMkG 37 questions would do for etartertl).

tho •olovont quootlono

'

Could you then brln& your a.titter copy to Vienna - it would bt
111&rv1llou1 1( you could earlitr stnd me a quic~ Jttt of page and paragraph
v quaAtinn (av1n With CIMRG 37 question numbers),
W•'ll be doins the
tame exercise.

Similar t,-°utment of the expected Ruaaian document would help, but 1
doubt there'll be time before Vienna,

Copiea:

Hr. J. Appleby
Dr. S,J. lloarcl
Dr. r. Realty
Dr. J.D. Young

•

Ju.

IMMEDIATE FAX
df'lp~

Toi Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Dr

R N Simeone LHQ
M A W Baker
A W Hills
W McMillan
R L R Nicholson
F Chadwick
T N Marsham
Risley
G G E Low
Harwell

From: Dr J H Gittus, SRO
PRE-VIENNA CHERNOBYL SPEAKING-BRIEF
From next Monday (18 August) we can expect the media to
question us about the coming meeting in Vienna at which the
Russians will give more information on the Chernobyl accident.
Accordingly, I have prepared the following speaking-brief and·
would welcome immediate suggestions for its revision.

15 August 1986

•

PRE-VIENNA CHERNOBYL SPEAKING BRIEF
1. 0
A

What do you hope to learn in Vienna?
The answers to five key questions

i)

What initiated the accident?
What have you done to ensure it doesn't happen
again?
iii) What harmful effects has the accident had?
iv) What are your Emergency Plans? Are -/ou amending
them?
v)
What are your Institutional Arrangements?

ii)

2. 0
A

3. Q

What do you guess the answers will be?

i)

An unauthorised experiment which caused the reactor
to overheat.
ii) Banned such experiments.
iii) 30 accidental deaths (lS,000 later deaths), 200,000
evacuated.
2% loss of "GNP" for Bello Russia and
South Russia.
iv) In accord with,~CRP d9ses for sheltering and
evacuation. W\l( 1101- tx'.. "'"'"-'--''"d •
v)
Were almost non-existant. Wil,l in future be like
ours J '" ~vl•,:5 i::.,.. 1... J.~pWd llkd<&V 1~qxclo.r.
What steps have been taken following Chernobyl to
ensure tha~accident does not happen in the UK?
~I

A

4. Q

""...t" . .

Such steps were a en long before Chernobyl. All our
reactors have emergency equipment to prevent them from
overheating. However, we have readied ourselves to
re-evaluate'these provisions in the light of the answers
that the Russians give to~the...-fivasuestions:
What will you do in Vienna?

<e1
~

A

Question the Russians and prepare a report on their
answers.

Q

What actions will be taken following Vienna?

A

Much depends on the Russian answers. If the answers are
what we think they are going to be then there will be no
need for any substantial changes to UK reactors or
practices.

6. Q

Could you, if necessary, make our reactors safer if only
to allay fears roused by Chernobyl?

s.

A

Yes. It would be wasteful and if carried too far would
render nuclear power too costly, but it could be done.

Cv

WcltouJ

j

c,_

r1 FUt"" '?" "'J

From Dr J. H. Gittus
Director

Safety and
Reliability
Directorate
UKAEA, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth
Warrington, WA3 4NE, England
Telephone (09251 31244 Ext. 7206
Telex 629301 ATOMRY G

14 August 1986
Mr P llood
Newbold Farm
Duntisbourne Abbots
CIRENCESTER
Glos. GL7 7JN

I

Dear Mr Wood
I apologise for not having repled earlier to your Telecom Gord ·
message.
It seems unlikely that I shall be able to find a space
in my diary for the personal discussion which you request, before
the Vienna meeting. However, I can confirm that I shall be in
Vienna and I believe that there will be a UK "media briefing
room" in the Imperial Hotel.
I shall be pleased to meet you
there and give whatever help I can.
Best regards.
Yours sincerely

9 ,,_

J H GITTUS

ps: I was unable to obtain access through your Telecom Gold
number.
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UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

Information Section,
Risley Nuclear Power
Development Establishment,
Risley,
Warrington, WAJ 6AT
Tel, Warrington 31244

CHERNOBYL - A SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY
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1st August 1986
The :•Jj tor,

Nature,
4 Little Essex Street,
Londun 1;c2F; 3LF
Chernobyl - more speculation
There seemed to be sol'le confusion in the report in

Nu~ure

last

week (32?, 399, 31/7/86) between thn heat o.itput from reoddual
radioactivity ;:hen the ch2in reaccion was shut down, which alter Et day
or t;;o might •ell have b<:en about 4-1., and the T'· unuHlly ouoted by the
PJlssic.tns which is likely to have been the proportion of norm&l output
to ¥hich th9 chain reaction had been reJuced,
When it is desired to reduce output for only a short period, it
is essentl~l to amid a complet.e stoopage of the elm.in re•ction bewuse
of t• .., undesirable properties of xenon-135. '!'his absorb3 neutrons, to
form xenon-136, with "n efficlonc;r "-''out 4000 ti01es the efficiency of
abEor;Jtiun by

t~.<

uranium-235 on »hich the reactor deoends.

Xenon-135 is a fisslon product with a holf-life of 9.<? hours,
by beta emission to caesium-135, and if it is allowed to
accumul;ite will make it impossible to re-start the reactor until
prt?.ctically :cll has dec:iyed, !Jurin;; normd oprr.<tion 1 t ls c~unged
by llbsorption of R. neutron to xenon-136 (which does not absorb neutrons)

decnyin~

as fast as it is produced, so that there is never a serious
When the chdn reaction is shut do-.o for

m~intenance

~ccumulation,

there shculd therefore

be none left to prevent re-starting; but unfort11natcly it is not produced
only by the direct fission of uranium-235. It is also created as a
secondary product from tloe beta decay of the 6, 7 hour h1tlf-life product
!luring normal
iodine-135 (itself a negligible absorber of neutrons),
runnlne, the xenon-135 from the iodine-135, which can accumulate without
adverse effects, will also be removed as f!lst as it !fl prod11ced; but
if the reactor is completely shut down it will rapidly accumul~te as the
ioc;line-135 decays, until both i t and the iodine-135 present have decayed
to negligible proµortions.

Until this has h:ippened, which mq toke a

couple of dgys or more, the re~ctor cannot be re-started,
Accor•Jingly, a complete ehut-do""n is avoided as for as possible,
a sufficient chain

re~c

:,ion being allo;;ed to continue to prevent

-2-

accumul,.tion of xenon-135. As extr& heat output produced by this is
little more than the output of heat from residual radioactivity, this
b of little inconvenience, although requiring careful adjustment of
the controls.
It seems possible that Lha behaviour of xenon-135 plus human
er:-ror "'·5 responsible for the Chernobyl catMtrophe. This •1ould fit
·•ith the Politburo statement that the power station crew was attemptiq;:
to o;>"rate the reactor ataslower powerthan thut fer which it was
desi;ened, and " possible scenario c"uld be us follo,.s.
In 10\;ering the power from the normul level s tecnnici an could
hqve pushed in a small group of control rods, or even a single rod,
further than necessary, and s,:ut down completely the ch:tin reaction in
the reg·I on of the reactor involved. He could easily foil to realise
th.qt th" power output from the section involved w30 then due only to
residud radioactivity - initially not very far below the tdrget figure.
~t some ln.ter ti'""• ~erhaps only a few hours, the tech:iidun (or his
relief) could have noticed th~t the heat output from the section was
sti :.1 f·•lling, RS the G:iorter-lived fission products decayed, faster
th•m it should havr. been foiling if the low-level ch,lin reactiillnp•ae
oper<ttiug correctly.
At th1t point of course the technician concerne1 should have
re;:iorte.J the whole pattern of events and asked for instructions. It is
entirely believable howe.,er that he did not wish to admit to the earlier
fault, 'md tried to compensate it bf withdr•foing th" c·>ntrol rode for
the section concerned. Some xenon-135 would by then have built up
locally to a serious extent; the chain re,qction would not h~ve re-started;
he would find little response (which would b~ due entirely to per1Pheral
re,'.ionq of the section in which xenon-135 had been su1,pre·'sed by neutrons
from surroundin~ sections). Encouraged by at least a little response, he
might then withdraw the control rods of the section as far as they would
;' go. Slowly ut first, but then at increasing speed, the preipheral
xenon-135 ~ould begin to be transformed to h~rmle•s xenon-136. As the
xenon-135-limi ted region got smaller, the transformation would go faster
Rnd faster and ultimately too fast for any reintroduction of the
withdrawn control rods, and the heat output of the section could flash
up to a level far above the designed maximUJll.
At this point the multichannel constructi'on of the fil'BK reactor
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becomes important; the sudden

temper~ture

rise of a few fuel units

could explode the heat-removing water into str.om.

111e zirconium alloy

fuel holders would then run up to melting point and react 1<ith the steam
to form hydrogen, and in the absence of liquid water would by thermal
radiation raise the surface temperature of the surrounding

gr~phite

blocks to white heat.
1he steam explosion could have been po1<erful enough at least
to break t.he core cont1drunent :f the reactor ar,d release hydrogen to mix
with air and ex;ilode to remove the roof of the cont<.inment building.
It is imoossible to calcul< te such importrmt «Uauti ties as the

finvl rfJLo of rise of lo •.·al reactivity, but the
l~tcr

9ositiv~

feedl:ack iu the

stoges of removal of xenon-135 could in principle ?reduce very

fast r"tes indeed;

and 1<hile I do not know enough about t.Le degree of

independence of centrals in different p1.rts of tile reactor core in the
actual Chernobyl reactor, nothin10 in wb'lt has b·3en reported vould

preclu1ie such a. scenario.

If kis exrlanation is correct, there ure two features which
give hope for tho future,

Firstly, changes in procedure anrl improved

localised n.oni to ring could preclude
P.BJ·!!~

reac.tors.

~ec(:ndly,

R

ropeat of th1; pattern in other

neither 11\:fu> nor our o·.-Jn

g.~s-cooled

reactors

h'<ve the confined water chr,nnels around the fuel rods that could lead to
so r'19id tlnd localised a temperature rise, and our reactors cooled by
carbon dioxide have neither zirconium nor ""ter in their rer,ctor cores.
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fcHERNOBYL: POST ACCIDENT REVIEW MEETING 25-29 AUGUST
We have received f'rom the US Embassy a copy of' the list of'
questions concerning the Chernobyl accident which has been
prepared f'or US use at the post accident review meeting. I
enclose a copy of' this list f'or your inf'ormation.
Copies of' this letter and the list go also to Dr Gittue (UKAEA),
Mr Dunster (NRPB), Mr Ryder (NII), Mr PiL!ing (B:!'.'FL), Dr Feates
(RCI), Mr Gray (SSEB).
Yours sincerely

CONSOLIDATED LIST OF QUESTIONS
U.S. AGENCIES WOULD LIKE THE SOVIET ONION
TO ADDRESS AT THE AUGUST 25-29 MEETING AT THE IAEA

PLANT DESIGN FEATURES
1. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REPORTS IN THE PUBLIC LITERATURE THAT
DISCUSS THE DESIGN OF THE RBMK. HOWEVER, WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE
BASIC DESIGN HAS A NUMBER OF VARIATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. WHAT
HAS BEEN THE DESIGN EVOLUTION OF THE RBMK? IN WHAT WAYS IS
CHERNOBYL-4 DIFFERENT FROM ITS PREDECESSORS? WILL IAEA MEMBERS BE
ALLOWED TO REVIEW DETAILED DRAWINGS AND PRINTS OF CHERNOBYL-4?

2. WHAT ARE THE DESIGN BASES AND CRITERIA FOR CHERNOBYL-4? OF
PARTICULAR INTEREST ARE THE FUEL, THE REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM,
THE FLO\oi CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE INDIVIDUAL PRESSURE TUBES, THE
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, SYSTEMS TO ACCOMODATE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
DURING AN ACCIDENT1 THE EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM, THE REACTOR
BUILDING, THE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INCLUDING LEAKAGE, PRESSURE
CAPABILITY AND RESPONSE TO SEISMIC AND SUDDEN IMPACT EVENTS AND,
FINALLY, ANY SYSTEMS OR PROVISIONS THAT EXIST FOR FILTRATION OF
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL FROM EXHAUSTS OR RELEASES.
3. WHAT FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS ARE SHARED BETWEEN CHERNOBYL UNITS
3 AND 4?
4. THERE IS Ili'l'EREST IN SCIENTIFIC DIOWLEDGE OF THE INTERACTIONS
OF DAMAGED CORE DEBRIS WITH SURROUNDING CONCRETE AND METAL
STRUCTURES AND THE RESULTING EFFECTS ON CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY AND
FISSION PRODUCT EVOLUTION AND RELEASE. IN THIS REGARD, COULD THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION BE PROVIDED:
A. GEOMETRY OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES IMMEDIATELY SURROUNDING AND
CONTAINING THE DAMAGED CORE AND THE CONCRETE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
(INCLUDING PIPING PENETRATIONS IN THE CONCRETE FLOORING.)
B. AVAILABLE ESTIMATES OF THE TIMING AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN OF
CORE DAMAGE AND OF CONCRETE ATTACK.
C. AVAILABLE ESTIMATES OF THE FRACTION OF THE CORE THAT MAY
BAVE CONTACTED SURROUNDING CONCRETE.
- D. ESTIMATES OF OTHER MATERIALS THAT KAY HAVE ALSO REACTED
WITH THE CORE DEBRIS SUCH AS STRUCTURAL STEEL, WATER, AND
MATERIALS (SAND, ETC.) ADDED AFTER THE ACCIDENT.
5. WHAT WAS THE DESIGN BASIS FOR THE VARIOUS PRESSURE RETAINING
<IOllPARTMENTS &OllllOUtlDillG THE l'RltlARY liJSJIJl COfU>()elERTS? iiBAT WAS
~HE DESIGN BASIS FOR THE BUBBLER PO~DS URDER THE REACTOR?

••

- 2 SYSTEM OPERATION
1. WHAT BAS BEEN THE SOVIET EXPERIENCE WITH THERMALHYDRAULIC AND
REACTIVITITY CONTROL AT LOW POWER? HOW ACCURATE AND RESPONSIVE IS
THE INSTRUMENTATION? DOES THE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
AFFORD ADEQUATE CONTROL OVER SPATIAL EFFECTS DURING STARTUP? ARE
SPECIAL PROCEDURES USED FOR OPERATION AT LOW POWER?
2. WHAT SIGNALS TRIGGER AN AUTOMATIC REACTOR SHUTDOWN? WHAT
REDUNDANCY AND COINCIDENCE ARE INCORPORATED IN THESE SIGNALS?
WHICH OF THESE SIGNALS, IF ANY, CAN BE BYPASSED AT THE OPTION OF
THE OPERATOR, AND UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS? ARE THESE CONDITIONS
ADMINISTERED THROUGH PROCEDURE, OR ARE THEY A PART OF THE
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM?
SAFETY ANALYSIS
1. WHAT ARE THE DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS FOR CHERNOBYL-4? WHICH
OCCURRENCES DURING THE ACCIDENT FELL WITHIN THESE ASSUMED
ACCIDENTS? WHERE PLANT BEHAVIOR DEVIATED SUBSTANTIALLY FROM
EXPECTATIONS, WAS THAT BEHAVIOR PREDICTABLE BUT DETERMINED TO BE
LOW PROBABILITY, OR DID IT APPEAR TO REPRESENT UNEXPECTED OR
UNANALYZED PHENOMENA?
2. DO SAFETY ANALYSES ORDINARILY INCLUDE THE EFFECTS AN ACCIDENT
AT ONE UNIT OF A MULTI-UNIT FACILITY KIGHT HAVE ON THE OTHER
UNITS? WHAT SHARED SYSTEM (BETWEEN CBERNOBYL-4 AND CHERNOBYL-3)
FAILURES ARE INCLUDED IN SAFETY AllALYSES?
3. WILL IAEA MEMBERS BE PROVIDED WITH RESULTS OF THE SAFETY
ANALYSES CONDUCTED FOR CHERNOBYL-4?
4.

BOW WAS THE PLANT STABILIZED AND THE EVENT TERMINATED?

5. WHAT, IF ANY, "BALANCE OF PLANT" COMPONENTS ARE INVOLVED IN
THE SEQUENCE AND HOW DID THEY PERFORM? WAS THERE SIGNIFICANT
DEGRADATION OF PERFORMANCE OF OPERATING COMPONENTS CALLED UPON TO
FUNCTION DORING THE SEQUENCE?
6. WHAT FRACTION OF THE FUEL WAS IMVOLVED IN THE INITIAL RELEASE
OF FISSION PRODUCTS, AND WHAT FRACTION IN THE LONGER TERM
RELEASE? WAS THE FUEL STORAGE POND INVOLVED IN ANY WAY? WBAT
FRACTION OF AVAILABLE FISSION PRODUCTS IN THAT FUEL WAS RELEASED
IN THE INITIAL RELEASE AND WHAT FRACTION IN THE LONGER TERM
RELEASE? (SOME CHARACTERIZATION AS 'fO THE CHEMICAL ISOTOPE OR
RADIONUCLIDE, AND THE FORM, SIZE AND SOLUBILITY WOULD BE MOST
HELPFUL.)
.

- 3 7. WHAT PORTION OF THE GRAPHITE BURNED? WHAT FRACTION OP THE
TOTAL ENERGY RELEASED CAME PROM BURNING GRAPHITE, PROM BURNING
HYDROGEN, AND PROM BURNING ASPHALT AND PLASTIC MATERIALS?
8. WHAT WERE THE CHARAC'l'ERISTICS OF THE EXPLOSION, I.E., DURATION
OF PULSE AND PEAK PRESSURE?
OPERATOR RESPONSIBILITIES AND TRAINING
1. WHAT REACTOR AND PLANT CONTROL FUNCTIONS ARE HANDLED BY
AUTOMATIC OR COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS, AND WHAT FUNCTIONS ARE HANDLED
BY THE OPERATING CREWS?
2. WHAT TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE ARE REQUIRED POR THE OPERATING
CREWS? ARE THEY TRAINED ON ANY KIND OP A TRAINING SIMULATOR?
3. BOW ARE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES USED SY OPERATING PERSONNEL? POR
EXAMPLE, IS VERBATIM COMPLIANCE REQUIRED, OR ARE PROCEDURES
CONSIDERED GUIDELINES? TO WHAT EXTENT MUST EMERGENCY PROCEDURES BE
COMMITTED TO MEMORY?
CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT
1. WHAT WAS THE PUEL LOADING AND ACCUMULATED EXPOSURE AT THE TIME
OP THE ACCIDENT?
2. PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS OP THE EXPERIMENT '!'BAT CAUSED TBE
ACCIDENT: WE UNDERSTAND THAT AN INFREQUENT TEST OR EXPERIMENT WAS
UNDERWAY AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT.
3. WHAT WERE THE REACTOR AND PLANT CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE
ACCIDENT? WAS THE NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION OR THERMAL HYDRAULIC
CONDITIONS UNUSUAL, OR WERE ANY UNUSUAL COOLING CONFIGURATIONS IN
USE? WHAT INSTRUMENTATION WAS AVAILABLE?
EMERGENCY RESPONSE - ON-SITE
1. WAS THE DIRT REMOVED TO SOME DISTANCE, OR WAS IT TURNED OVER IN
PLACE?
2. WHAT TECHNIQUES WERE USED TO IMMOBILIZE OR FIX SURFACE
CONTAMINATION (SPRAYED PLASTIC, SHEET METAL, WASHING DOWN, ETC)?
3. WITH THE REACTOR BURIED UNDER SAND AND OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIAL, WHAT ARE THE MAJOR SOURCES OP ONSITE RADIATION? IS
IRRADIATED FUEL IN THE SPENT FUEL POOL A SIGNIFICANT FACTOR?

- 4 4. WAS THE HAZARD IN THE UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2 CONTROL ROOMS DOE TO
AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY OR DUE TO GROSS EXTERNAL RADIATION? IS
THERE MAJOR CONTAMINATION INSIDE THE BUILDINGS OF UNITS 1 AND 27
IF SO, BAS ITS NATURE BEEN IDENTIFIED AND MEANS TO REMOVE OR
IMMOBILIZE IT ESTABLISHED?
EMERGENCY RESPONSE - OFF SITE
l. WHAT POPULATION GROUPS WERE EVACUATED, AND ~HAT WERE THE
CRITERIA USED TO ESTABLISH THE NEED FOR EVACUATION?
2. WERE THE EVACUATIONS PRE-PLANNED OR PERFORMED ON AN AD-HOC
BASIS? TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY WERE PRE-PLANNED, DID THE
EVACUATIONS PROCEED ACCORDING TO EXPECTIONS, AND IF THEY DID NOT,
WHAT WERE THE DIFFICULTIES?
3. WHAT PUBLIC PROTECTION MEASURES WERE TAKEN OTHER THAN
EVAUCATION (E.G., PROPHYLACTIC DRUGS, SHELTERING), AND BOW
EFFECTIVE WERE THEY?
4. WHAT CRITERIA WERE USED FOR THE CONFISCATION OF CROPS? FOR THE
CONFISCATION OF FOOD? FOR DECONTAMINATION AND SUBSEQUENT USE OF
FOODSTUFFS?
S. WHAT STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN TO DECONTAMINATE THE FARM LAND?
6. WILL THE USSR SHARE THE INFORMATION AllD KNOWLEDGE REGARDING
'l'BE PROTECTIVE ACTIONS TUEii? - IOJI. "EXAMPLE:
A. BOW MANY PEOPLE WERE ACTUALLY EVACUATED, IN WHAT
TIMEFRAME, AND BY WHAT MODES; E.G., BUSES, Tf<AINS, PRIVATELY
OWNED VEHICLES, ETC.7
B. DID THEY ENCOUNTER ANY PROBLEMS IN THE EVACUATION?
OF WHAT NATURE?

IF SO,

C. WERE THERE ANY COMPLICATIONS ARISING FROM, E.G.,
SPONTANEOUS, OR UNORDERED, EVACUATIONS?
D. WHAT IS THE TECHNICAL BASIS BEING USED TO DETERMINE THOSE
AREAS WHERE PEOPLE ARE ALLOWED TO RETURN TO THEIR HOMES AND
THOSE AREAS FROM WHICH PEOPLE MUST. BE RELOCATED?
7. HOW WAS THE CHERNOBYL FACILITY MANNED AND CONTROLLED DURING
THE ACCIDENT? IS THE CONTROL ROOM HABITABLE; IS THERE A REMOTE
SHUTDOWN PANEL?
8. BOW AND FROM WHAT DISTANCE WAS THE EMERGENCY MANAGED WITH
RESPECT TO PLANT ~TIONS AND OFFSITE ACTIONS?

-,

- s 9. CAN WE OBTAIN A COPY OF THE EMERGENCY PLANS AND ANY POST
ACCIDENT EVALUATION BY THE USSR OF THESE PLANS?

METEROROLGY

i

RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

1. IS THERE A DATA BASE OF SURFACE/LOCAL AND UPPER AIR
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING THE EVENT AND ALONG THE PLUME
PATH TO WHICH IAEA MEMBERS WILL HAVE ACCESS?
2. WERE ANY MEASUREMENTS KADE OF THE PLUME7 IF SO, WILL THAT DATA
BE MADE AVAILABLE TO IAEA MEMBERS7
LESSONS LEARNED
1. WHAT TYPES OF EXISTING ACCIDENT ANALYSIS AND RESPONSE
CAPABILITIES WERE MOST HELPFUL? WHAT ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES
WOULD HAVE BEEN MOST HELPFUL?
2. ARE THERE MEASURES THAT WERE TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO THE ACCIDENT
THAT, IN RETROSPECT, PROVED TO BE OF LITTLE VALUE, OR TO BE
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE? IF SO, WHAT WERE THEY?
3. WHAT CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO DESIGN, PROCEDURES, STANDARDS, OR
REQUIREMENTS WOULD YOU RECO~!MEND BE ADOPTED FOR NEW REACTORS AND
FOR EXISTING REACTORS.
ACCIDENT SCENARIO
l. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE OPERATING CONDITIONS (INCLUDING THE
RELEVANT OPERATING HISTORY) AT THE CHERNOBYL PLANT AT THE TIME OF
THE ACCIDENT.
2. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PRESENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURE AND
TIMING OF THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT LED TO THE VAIOUS PHASES OF
THE ACCIDENT. A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND
ACTIONS BEFORE, DURING, AND SHORTLY AFTER THE ACCIDENT WOULD BE
HELPFUL.
3. WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE NATURE (SOURCE AND MAGNITUDE) OF THE
EXPLOSIONS (WE HAVE BEEN TOLD THERE WAS MORE THAN ONE) AND
FIRES?
4. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE STORED ENERGY OF THE GRAPHITE (WIGNER
EFFECT) WAS SIGNIFICANT IN THIS ACCIDENT?

I

I
I
!

l
j
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5. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR EVALUATION OF THE DAMAGE AND CONSEQUENCES
THAT RESULTED FROM THE EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES, AND DESCRIBE THE
EMPLOYED FIRE SUPPRESSION MEASURES.
6. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PRESENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONDITION
AND LOCATION OF THE CORE MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS AT VARIOUS
STAGES OF THE ACCIDENT. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE NATURE AND LOCATION
OF MATERIALS ADDED TO THE CORE REGION DURING THE ACCIDENT.
7. PLEASE DESCRIBE (TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE AT THIS TIME) THE
NATURE OF AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND OPERATOR ACTIONS THAT
TOOK PLACE DURING THE ACCIDENT INCLUDING THE EXTENDED PERIOD UNTIL
THE SITUATION WAS STABILIZED.
8. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PRESENT LOCATION OF TBE REFUELING
MACHINE. HOW AND WHEN WAS IT RELOCATED? WHAT DAMAGE DID IT CAUSE
WHEN lT WAS RELOCATED?
9. WHAT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE POWER SURGE REFERRED TO IN PRESS
REPORTS?
10. IF, AS REPORTED, AN EXPERIMENT WAS IN PROGRESS, WHAT WAS THE
NATURE OF TBE EXPERIMENT THAT WAS BEING CONDUCTED AT THE TIME OF
THE ACCIDENT?
11. IF ANY DAMAGE WAS INCURRED AT ANY OF THE OTHER THREE
REACTORS, PLEASE DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF THAT DAMAGE AND ACTIONS
TAKEN TO COPE WITH IT. WERE THERE PERIODS or TillE DURING THE
ACCIDENT J.T ONIT 4 THAT THE CONTROL ROOKS or DllITS 13 WERE NOT
HABITABLE?·
12. THE POWER AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION TIME HISTORIES FOR THE
REACTOR FROM SHORTLY BEFORE TBE ACCIDENT FOR AS LONG AS IT WAS
AVAILABLE WOULD HELP OS CONSIDERABLY IN UNDERSTANDING THIS
ACCIDENT. WE WOULD APPRECIATE AS MUCH OF THIS TYPE OF INFORMATION
AS POSSIBLE.
13. WAS THERE A GRAPHITE FIRE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACCIDENT AND IF
SO, DO YOU HAVE ANY ESTIMATE OF BOW MUCH OF THE GRAPHITE BURNED?
14. REPORTS BAVE LED US TO UNDERSTAND THAT A THERMAL PLUME THAT
EXTENDED UPWARDS OF 1500 METERS WAS THE PRIMARY RELEASE MECHANISM
FOR RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ATMOSPHERE. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF YOU
HAVE ANY ESTIMATES OF THE THERMAL PLUME HEIGHT OR ANY OTHER
INSIGHTS ON THIS PHENOMENON AS THE PRIMARY RADIOACTIVE RELEASE
MECHANISM.

.,

- 7 15. OPINIONS RAVE BEEN REPORTED THAT THE FUEL STORAGE POOL MAY
HAVE BEEM INVOLVED IN THE ACCIDENT. IS THERE EVIDENCE OF SUCH
INVOLVEMENT? IF SO, WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE ORIGIN, NATURE, AND
THE CONSEQUENCES OF FUEL-POOL INVOLVEMENT?
16. BOW DID THE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ACCIDENT UNFOLD TO THE
OPERATING STAFF? WHAT SYMPTOMS AND INFERENCES AS TO WHAT WAS
HAPPENING WERE EVIDENT TO THE OPERATING STAFF AS THE ACCIDENT
EVOLVED?
RADIOLOGICAL RELEASES AND HEALTH EFFECTS:
l. WBAT WAS THE MAGNITUDE OF RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE DUE TO THE
ACCIDENT? WE WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSTAND THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF
THE RELEASE OF VOLATILE SPECIES SUCH AS IODINE AND CESIUM AS WELL
AS INFORMATION ON SPECIES SUCH AS THE LAHTBANIDES AND THE
ACTINIDES. KNOWLEDGE OF THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE RADIOACTIVE CLOUD FROM THE REACTOR BUILDING SUCH AS
TEMPERATURE, VELOCITY, DIMENSIONS AND CHEMICAL SPECIES WOULD ALSO
BE USEFUL.
2. WHAT ESTIMATES ARE AVAILABLE OF ltADIOMUCLIDE RETENTION AND
TIME-DEPENDANT DOSE RATES WITHIN THE FACILITY?
3. WHAT WERE LOCAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS ONSITE AND OFFSITE
(UP TO 30 KILOMETERS DISTANT) DURING AND ,OR SOME TIME FOLLOWING
THE ACCIDENT?

4. WHAT WERE TIME DEPENDANT GROUND LEVEL DOSE RATES (BETA AND
GAMMA) AND ISOTOPIC CONCENTRATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE AND
DIRECTION FROM THE FACILITY TO A DISTANCE OF 30 KILOMETERS? WAS
THERE SIGNIFICANT RESUSPENSION OF MATERIAL THAT HAD SETTLED OUT ON
THE GROUND?
5. WHAT ISOTOPE RATIOS (SUCH AS I-131/1-133) WERE MEASURED IN THE
SOVIET UNION, AND WHAT WERE THE DATA OBTAINED, AS A FUNCTION OF
TIME?
6. WHAT WERE THE LEVELS OF CONTAMINATION IN NEARBY RIVERS AND
LAKES, AND WHAT WAS THE BEHAVIOR OF THE RADIONUCLIDES IN THE WATER
AND THE SEDIMENTS? WHAT ARE THESE LEVELS fiOW?
.
7. WAS THERE A REAL ·THREAT TO THE WATER SUPPLY, OR WAS IT JUST A
NORMAL CONSERVATIVE CONCERN RELATIVE TO A LOW PROBABILITY EVENT?
IF THERE WAS A REAL THREAT, WHAT WERE THE RELATIVE RISKS FROM
SURFACE RUNOFF OF CONTAMINATED WASHDOWN OR FIRE FIGHTING WATER,
PROM SURFACE RUNOFF OF RAINWATER, FROM CONTAMINATED WATER SOAKING

DITO '!'BE IO.TER TABLE?
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8. BOW WAS THE RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING PROGRAM STRUCTURED AND
CONDUCTED?
9.

BOW LONG DID IT TAltE TO DECIDE TO EVACUATE PEOPLE?

A. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO ACCUMULATE ESSENTIAL
INFORMATION?
B.

HOW LONG DID lT TAKE TO ARRIVE AT A DECISION?

10. WHAT PROTECTIVE ACTIONS WERE TAKEN FOR EMERGENCY WORKERS, AND
THE PUBLIC? WAS POTASSIUM IODIDE (Kl) DISTRIBUTED?
11. WERE THERE OBSERVED SIDE EFFECTS FROM ADMINISTRATION OF
POTASSIUM IODIDE? WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THIS TREATMENT, AND IF SO,
UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS?
12. WHAT RADIATION EXPOSURE GUIDELINES WERE USED (DIRECT AND
INGESTION)? IS THIS INCLUDED IN TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL
OFFICIALS ON HOW TO TAKE PROTECTIVE ACTIONS FOR THE PUBLIC?
13. BOW WERE RADIATION VICTIMS IDENTIFIED, SORTED AND MEDICALLY
TREATED?
14. WERE DOSIMETERS OF HIGHLY EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS ADEQUATE FOR
ESTIMATION OF THEIR DOSES? IF NOT, WHAT OTHER TECHNIQUES WERE
USED?
15. WAS THE CLINICAL COURSE OF HIGHLY EXPOSED PERSONS COMPATIBLE
WITH THEIR ESTIMATED DOSES?
16. WHAT DEPOSITION PATTERN AND METABOLIC BEHAVIOR OF
RADIONUCLIDES WERE OBSERVED IN CONTAMINATED INDIVIDUALS?

Washington, D.c.
August 7, 1986
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STEERING CO!!!!ITTEE FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY
COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
Summary Record* of an Extraord1nary Sess1on
on the Techn1cal Aspects of
the Chernobyl Acc1dent,
held at the Ch&teau de la Muette, Par1s
on 27th June 19B6
I.

GENERAL

1.
The 11a1n conclus1ons of the d1scuss1on on the poss1ble 1mpact of the
acc1dent on CSNI act1v1t1es are summar1sed 1n Annex I. A 11st of part1c1pants
1n the meet1ng 1s g1ven 1n Annex II.
II.

,

OPENING REMARKS

2.
On behalf of OECD, Mr. Stad1e, NEA's Deputy D1rector, Safety and
Regulat1on, welcomed the part1c1pants, 1n part1cular the members of the
Enlarged Bureau of the Conn1ttee on Rad1at1on Protect1on and Pub11c Health and
two representat1ves of the IAEA. He then rem1nded the part1c1pants that the
Extraord1nary Session of CSNI had been dec1ded at the Special Meeting held on
9th May 19B6 [sunnary record SEN/SIN(B6)20], the objectives being to review
available 1nforaiation on the progression of the accident and to discuss the
possible impact of the accident on CSNI activities. Prof. Birkhofer had
agreed at the end of the 9th May 111eeting to take the lead in the preparation
of a paper, to be drafted jointly by interested Melllber countries, on what had
happened at Chernobyl. Because of pressure of other work, Prof. Birkhofer had
not been able to fulfill this task, which Mr. Cogn6 and his staff at IPSN had
kindly agreed to carry on. They had been assisted by a s11all ad hoc group of
experts who had provided info~t1on fro. other countries.
Mr. Stadie reminded the Connittee that NEA fosters co-operation in
3.
nuclear science and technology and is non-political; he hoped that Chernobyl
would not change this and urged all concerned to limit their connents to
technical and scientific questions posed by the accident.
* incorporating participants' co11111ents on an earlier version
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REVIEW Of THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON THE PROGRESSION Of THE ACCIDENT

4.
A brief report sunrnarising the current state of knowledge regarding the
Chernobyl accident had been prepared by Mr. L'Ho11111e (IPSN) with the assistance
of Or. Hayns (UKAEA), Mr. Jahns (GRS), Mr. Petrangeli (ENEA/OlSP),
Mr. Sandervaag (Studsvik Energiteknik), and Dr. Speis (USNRC). It was
presented by Mr. Cogne, who stressed that what was really known was still very
limited and that a number of conjectures had been made. Mr. Cogne assumed
that the main features of the RBMK design were now sufficiently well known not
to have to repeat them at the meeting.
5.

Regarding RBMK safety aspects, Mr. Cogne presented the following points:
- with respect to neutronics, this type of reactor was characterised
by radial and axial power oscillations due to the xenon effect in a
large core;
it was also characterised with respect to neutronics by a positive
void coefficient of reactivity;
- as a consequence, the monitoring, control and protection systems
were very complex; this complex instrumentation had probably played
a role in the accident (e.g. its efficiency might have been low at
the 7% power level reported for the time at which the accident had
begun);
- core component cooling was very variable; control rods, contained in
pressure tubes similar to those of fuel channels, were cooled by low
temperature water (50°C); local Wigner effects could not be ruled
out;
- the graphite stack was cooled poorly; its average temperature was in
the order of soo•c, while the local maximum temperature reached some

1&o•c;

large quantities of zirconium (some 150 tons) were present in the
core; in the presence of steam and a high temperature this could
lead to the formation of large quantities of hydrogen;
fission product confinement was not effected through a large unique
containment but through several compartments of small volumes and
variable dimensions; as in BWRs, water pools, located underneath the
core cavity, were destined to reduce pressure peaks in the case of
steam pipe rupture.
&.
Regarding accident sequence progression, Mr. Cogne said that the only
facts known for certain were that an explosion had destroyed the upper part of
the reactor building on 2&th April 198& at 1.23 a.m. (local time); it had been
followed by a fire which had raged for several days and which had been put out
by mass1ve quantit1es of sand and clay dropped from helicopters. It was also
certain that large debris, some of them very act1ve, had been dispersed 1nto
the environment; that the upper part of the core cavity had been destroyed,
that fuel had melted down and an interact1on had taken place between the
molten core and the floor of the core cavity; and that Chernobyl-1, 2 and 3
had been shut down safely. Mr. Cogne then mentioned several less certain
pieces of information, provided by the Soviets but unconfirmed. F1nally, he
described briefly a few facts which could be deduced from various observations:
- at the time of the accident, the average fuel burnup was in the
order of 10,000 MWd/t;
- a large fraction of the radioact1ve products in the fuel had been
released into the environment, over a period of several days;
small amounts of radioact1ve products, released in the USSR, had
been detected in Sweden several times before the accident.

,
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7.
All this information did not allow identification of the initial cause
of the accident nor an accurate description of its progression and its
consequences. The following remarks could be made:
it seemed that the only possible explanation of the initial
explosion was the ignition of a pocket of hydrogen located under the
refuelling slab; the 110st likely explanaHon for this hydrogen was
oxidation of zirconium in fuel clads and pressure tubes by
high-temperature steam; this led one to postulate overheating of
several channels, either as a result of neutron control failure, or
because of loss of coolant;
- the helicopters had bombarded the burning core not only with sand
and clay but also with boron and lead; this could mean that the core
had remained supercritical a long time after the start of the fire;
- the Soviets had applied various counter-measures designed to slow
down or stop core debr1s/.;oncrete interactions; 1t was not clear
whether the core had melted through the basemat.
8.
Concerning radiological measurements made in Western Europe and source
term evaluations, Mr. Cogne stressed that although a large number of
measurements had been made, many of.these could not be used with a high degree
of confidence because there were many uncertainties with regard to methods of
measurements, conditions of measurement, calibration of measuring devices,
etc. He also stressed that no accurate est.1mation of the source term could be
made in the absence of Soviet information on activities at a short distance
from the reactor site. finally, he recalled that large uncertainties affected
long-distance atmospheric transfer coefficients, at1110sphere dispersal, and
meteorological conditions. Radiological observations led to the conclusion
that the release plume had reached a high altitude, maybe between 800 and 1500
or even 2000 meters. Source term estimations could only be very rough as long
as no Soviet information was available; for instance, for the volatile
products they could range at this stage from a few percent to several tens
percent.
9.
By way of conclusion, Mr. Cogne said that, at the moment, it was
impossible to draw from the Chernobyl accident any lesson regarding the safety
of reactors built in OECD countries: the safety conditions were very
different, and the accident itself was insufficiently known. One general
lesson had been learned, however: the necessity of managing better future
large nuclear crises. In order to make real progress, it would be
indispensable to have accurate, detailed documents on the reactor, the
progra11111e of the accident, environmental effects (fallout, doses, etc.). A
meeting would be held at the IAEA during the last week of August at which the
Soviets were expected to provide information. Mr. Cogne said that such a
meeting would be fruitful only if written material on what had happened were
made available by the USSR.
10.
Several technical issues were discussed after Mr. Cogne's presentation
of the brief situation report prepared by the ad hoc group; they can be
summarised briefly as follows:
in reply to a question by Mr. Sato, Mr. Cogne said that a 760°C peak
temperature for graphite had been mentioned to French engineers
during a visit to the USSR; it was also consistent with limitations
on specific power per channel in RBMK reactors; there was however no
official conf1rmat1on of that value; Dr. Hellstrand said that he had
read 1n Atomnaya Energiya that the reactor usually operated at a
temperature of 51i0°C but that temperatures up to 760°C could be
allowed, and that there was an alarm signal when the temperature
exceeded 700°C;
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Prof. Alonso asked what the nitrogen/helium ratio in the box
enclosing the graphite stack was and the influence of this ratio on
the graphite temperature, formation of carbon 14 through nitrogen
activation, and importance of possible reactions between nitrogen
and hot graphite; no-one had accurate information on this but it was
said that the ratio might be 6/4 or 4/6; Prof. Teague pointed out
that this proportion was adjusted in order to achieve whatever
graphite temperature was required; it was connected with reactor
physics, notably the size of the void coefficient, and therefore it
might be very relevant, especially if there had been some error in
filling the box;
the reaction between nitrogen and hot graphite did not appear to be
important;
no-one had information on the possible formation of carbon 14; this
isotope had not been observed on Swedish filters analysed in France;
- while the amount of zirconium in an RBMK was in the order of
150 tons, it was only 17 tons in a French 900 MW PWR, 25 tons in a
French 1300 MW PWR, 60 tons in a typical BWR;
it was certain that the void coefficient of reactivity was positive
but no figure had been given in Soviet literature; calculations had
been made in France and in Japan;
Dr. Haga described in some detail the results of the Japanese
reactivity calculations; these had led to the conclusion that the
accident might be due to normal control rod withdrawal; Dr. Haga
pointed out that RBMK control rods were very long, and that the
scram speed of the emergency shutdown rods was quite low;
in reply to Mr. Petrangeli, who asked what fraction of the core
could have been affected by an erroneous movement of control rods,
Mr. Cogne said that such an incident in the Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux
gas-graphite reactor had involved 50 to 100 channels out of a total
of 3,000; RBMKs had approximately 1700 pressure tubes, and it was
therefore conceivable that 50 tubes had been affected;
- as some participants felt that hydrogen production from 50 pressure
tubes would not be sufficient to overpressurise the reactor
building, Mr. Cogne said that French calculations showed that
hydrogen from a few tens of channels (20 to 50) would be sufficient
to cause hydrogen detonation and to destroy the rather thin
refuelling slab;
the control rods had been destroyed by the explosion (probably
ejected through the top of the building); they were clad with
aluminium and cooled down to 50°C; considering the high temperatures
around them, they could not have survived anyway;
Prof. Hicken said he had discussed the accident with a Soviet expert
and that he could confirm that the withdrawal of four control rods
was sufficient to make the core critical; this information was
consistent with the possible failure of some 50 pressure tubes as
one rod covered approximately ten channels;
Prof. Hicken also said that there was some doubt as to whether the
ECCS had worked or not during the accident;
finally, he said that the official Soviet philosophy was that only
one pressure tube could rupture at a time; this was what the reactor
was designed for, in particular the containment system; Soviet
literatur~ seemed to imply that pressure tubes were replaced rather
frequently;
- diverging views were expressed as to the effectiveness of the RBMK
containment system; it was not clear, for instance, whether steam
separators were within or outside the pressure boundary; Mr. Cogne
said that Soviet literature showed that recent RBMKs were designed
to cope with rupture of 900 mm diameter pipes, while the diameter of
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the steam separators was 2 m; this interpretation was disputed by
Mr. Giuliani (on the basis of IAEA work) and by Mr. Valtonen who
considered that the containment was quite complete although it had
several weak points (such as the refuelling slab, the reactor cavity
where 1600 pipes went through the pressure boundary, etc.);
Mr. Giuliani added that the containment was compartmentalised, with
design pressures ranging from 2 to 5 atmospheres; this corresponded
to the rupture of a single ~ressure tube;
in reply to a question about the possible generation of coal gas
during the accident (from reactions between hot graphite and water),
Mr. Sato and Prof. Teague said that this had been considered but
this niechanism seemed unlikely to them for the following reasons:
the reaction was highly endothermic and therefore needed some
continuous source of heat (about 1000°C); initially, the steam
temperature was 2eo•c while the graphite surface temperature was
some soo•c; it seenied therefore that the only possibility of heat
source was the zirconiui1-water reaction; it was doubtful, however,
that such a mechanism would happen with a random rearrangement of
materials in a reactor following 111ajor core damage;
Dr. McPherson raised several issues linked to the design of RBMKs,
in particular with respect to steam separators; he also said there
were indications from the USSR suggesting that Chernobyl-4 was used
for district heating; if so, the thermal power should be h1gher than
3200 MWth;
Dr. McPherson pointed out that this indicated that the Chernobyl
operators were dealing with a reactor different from other reactors,
and which was undergoing changes with tinie; this suggested a few
questions about operating control procedures and the ability of
operators to understand complex phenomena taking place in the
reactor;
for instance, at start-up, an RBMK core contained some 1500 fresh
fuel rods and 200 absorber rods; these absorber rods were
progressively removed as fuel was burnt up; it was not clear what
condition the core was in at the time of the accident, and whether
operators understood local reactivity phenomena; Mr. Sato, Dr. Haga
and Prof. Teague explained a number of issues linked to the absorber
rods; these were used to better control the reactivity of the core
and had stabilising effects; however, it was clear that reactivity
control was very complex in RBMIC-type reactors, especially before
the core was equilibrated; this transient phase lasted four years,
and therefore Chernobyl-4 was not yet at equilibrium;
another point raised by Dr. ~Pherson was that enrichment might have
been 2.2" rather than 1.8" (the generally accepted value),
apparently to reduce the degree of positive void coefficient; this
conjecture was supported by ~r. Sato and Dr. Haga who said that
enrichment might have been 2" and discharge burnup in the order of
20000 llilcl/t (this would have an obvious impact on source tena
evaluations); Dr. McPherson pointed out that, conceivably,
enrichlllent could be changed with time;
Dr. McPherson then said that, according to some reports, there was a
change of fuel going on at the tinie of the accident and that only
one operator was performing this change whereas proper operation of
the fuelling machine required more than one operator;
Dr. McPherson asked if anybody had information about the way local
zonal control rods were calibrated; this was done by moving the
control rods and measuring the effect on the overall power; the
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results were then factored 1n the computer control of the plant;
Dr. Hellstrand sa1d that power was superv1sed locally by 1n-core
detectors, made of s11ver and rhod1um; none of these were prompt
detectors, however, and control was therefore d1ff1cult;
at th1s po1nt, Dr. McPherson emphas1sed the large number of RBMK
features wh1ch could be controlled 1ndependently and/or manually by
the operators (w1th numerous assoc1ated poss1b111t1es of error or
unforeseen consequences): flow to each pressure tube, fuel
enr1chment, on-11ne refuell1ng (and assoc1ated perturbat1ons),
change of one fuel element at a t1me, zonal controls, etc.; on the
other hand, there was 11ttle control of graph1te temperature;
f1nally, the d1scuss1on showed that 1nterpretat1on of some
photographs released by the Sov1ets was d1ff1cult.

NATIONAL STUDIES ON THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

11.
the follow1ng three reports were d1str1buted for the 1nformat1on of the
part1c1pants:
- STUK-B-VALO 45: Second Inter1m Report - Rad1at1on S1tuat1on 1n
f1nland from 5th to 16th May 1986 (May 1986);
- Rad1olog1cal Consequences 1n Italy of the Chernobyl Acc1dent Report at May 27, 1986; ENEA-OISP: OOC/OISP(86)1 (June 19B6);
. IPSN Report no. 2/86-Rev1s1on 2: The Tchernobyl Acc1dent; CEA/IPSN
(June 1986).
V.

DISCUSSION Of THE POSSIBLE IMPACT Of THE CHERNOBYL-4 ACCIDENT ON CSNI
ACTIVITIES

12.
Mr. Stad1e sa1d that the Bureau of CSNI had met on 25th June 1986 and
had dec1ded to put forward the follow1ng proposal for cons1derat1on by the
Comm1ttee at the Extraord1nary Sess1on. The Bureau had suggested that the ad
hoc group of experts wh1ch had prepared the br1ef report on current technical
knowledge regard1ng the acc1dent, augmented by the Cha1rman of the Sen1or
Group of Experts on Severe Acc1dents (Prof. Teague) and the Cha1rman of the
Spec1al Task Force on Source Terms (Or. Torgerson), should cont1nue 1ts work
w1th a v1ew to prepar1ng a report cover1n9 the follow1ng aspects:
(1)
to h1ghl1ght the relevant d1fferences, espec1ally those related
to safety, between the Chernobyl-type reactors and power reactors
11censed for electr1c1ty generat1on 1n OECO Member countr1es;
(11) to expla1n the comb1nat1on of factors (e.g. reactor phys1cs,
selection of mater1als, safety prov1s1ons, etc.) of the Chernobyl
reactor, wh1ch were be11eved to have played a role 1n the
acc1dent.
13.
The Bureau had stressed that 1t was essent1al that the report should
d1st1ngu1sh between those aspects wh1ch were based on so11d sc1ent1f1c facts
and those less well known. The report would also descr1be the 1ns1ghts gained
from severe acc1dent research and stud1es 1n OECO countr1es and summar1se the
measures 1ntroduced 1n OECO reactors as a result of the TMI-2 acc1dent.
The Bureau had further recommended that the ad hoc group should produce
14.
a f1rst draft by m1d-August 1986, pr1or to the meet1ng foreseen at the IAEA at
wh1ch the Sov1et Author1t1es were expected to descr1be the root causes and the
evolut1on of the acc1dent. The document should subsequently be 1mproved 1n
the 11ght of 1nformat1on rece1ved at the IAEA meet1ng and dur1ng September. A
f1nal report should be 1ssued by the ad hoc group for cons1derat1on at the
regular meet1ng of CSNI 1n November 1986. To· the extent poss1ble, the ad hoc
group would work by ma11 and telephone; 1f necessary, a meet1ng would be held
1n late September or October.
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15.
Mr. Sennis said he fully agreed with the Bureau's proposals, and with
any suggestion for intense CSNI follow-up work, considering the technical and
political i11111ortance of the Chernobyl accident. Recalling how the Connittee
had reacted after the TMl-2 accident, he said that detailed infor11111tion would
need to be requested from the USSR and he welcomed IAEA efforts in that
direction.
16.
Or. Speis said that he also was in general agreement with the proposal,
stressing the importance of gathering all facts on the accident, its evolution
and its consequences, in order tp be able to assess the implications of these
facts for safety and regulation issues. The right place for contacts with the
Soviets was of course the IAEA, and Dr. Speis recalled that the USSR had
connitted to provide information at the Agency meeting to be held at the end
of August. It was i11111ortant, however, to pursue in the CSNI framework
technical issues raised by the accident -- source term, thermal-hydraulics,
RBMK characteristics, etc. -- in order to identify collectively the most
needed and relevant questions to be addressed to the Soviets. Stressing that
the expertise of CSNI groups wa~ unrivalled in the fields of severe accidents
and source terms, Dr. Speis said that this should be offered as a contribution
to the IAEA as part of the worldwide effort to exchange views and information
on the Chernobyl accident. He therefore suggested that the report proposed by
the CSNI Bureau be expanded to include further identification of the important
information which would be needed in order to make a full assessment of the
accident, and that the first draft of the report be offered to the IAEA in
order to make the August meeting more fruitful.
17.
Or. Speis then described the United States' own programme of work in
this area. The US was planning to produce a report on the Chernobyl accident
and its i111Plications in two phases:
- phase 1 would be devoted to the accumulation of facts about the
reactor, the accident, env1ronmental consequences, etc.; th1s part
of the report would be prepared jo1ntly by the NRC, DOE, EPA, FEMA,
and other agencies;
1n a second phase, NRC would evaluate the implications of these
facts.
18.
The US Congress had requested that this work be completed before the
end of 1986. Dr. Speis closed h1s remarks by saying that the success of th1s
effort would depend on inf ormat1on prov1ded by the Sov1ets through the IAEA,
and that collaboration w1th NEA countries 1n the framework of CSNI would be
most useful.
·
19.
The Bureau proposal was supported by several other partic1pants, in
particular Mr. Cogne, Prof. H1cken, Dr. Hogberg, Mr. van Daatselaar,
Mr. Vuor1nen and Mr. Weehu1zen. They also endorsed Dr. Speis' suggest1on to
the effect that the ad hoc group should estab11sh for m1d-August 19B6 a list
of quest1ons to be addressed to the USSR v1a the IAEA.
20.
Some concern was expressed by Mr. Vuorinen, Dr. Hogberg, Prof. Teague,
Mr. Weehu1zen and Mr. Woods as to the scope and purpose of the first aspect to
be covered by the report proposed by the CSNI Bureau. They felt that it would
not be very proper for the report to h1ghlight the d1fferences between RBMKs
and power reactors operated in OECD countr1es, all the more so as there were
also (smaller) differences among DECO reactors themselves -- espec1ally w1th
respect to containment -- and that a complete analysis of all these
d1fferences would entail a considerable amount of work and need careful
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presentat1on. Rather, the report should h1ghl1ght the relevant safety
character1st1cs of RBMKs. Also, 1t would be unw1se for CSNI as a techn1cal
body to try to formulate techn1cal conclus1ons and recommendat1ons regard1ng
RBMK reactors w1thout having obtained suff1cient 1nformation on this type of
reactor. The delegates hoped that the USSR would provide all necessary data.
21.
Mr. Petrangeli and Dr. Herttr1ch pointed out in different ways that the
main purpose of the report should be to try to explain what had happened at
Chernobyl, notably the combination of typ1cal characteristics which had led to
the accident. Stressing that it was in everyone's interest to prevent another
Chernobyl-type accident, all the more so as earlier RBMKs were believed not to
have all the safety features which had been implemented in Chernobyl-4,
Mr. Petrangeli and Dr. Herttrich said that DECO Member countries should
generate 1nformation which it would be useful for the Soviets to consider in
future attempts to upgrade the safety of RBMKs. This type of reactor should
therefore be examined in the light of the safety philosophy applied to power
reactors licensed in OECD Member countries, and the results of this
examination should be made available to the USSR.
22.
At this point, Dr. Cairns said that OECD countries should be prudent
and take care to avoid impairing desirable future Soviet co-operation on
international conventions on exchange of information in the event of a nuclear
accident and on mutual assistance in the event of a nuclear accident.
Mr. finzi added that DECO countries should not appear as if they were trying
to teach the USSR how to prepare a safety assessment report. Mr. Cogne,
supported by Mr. Naschi and Prof. Hicken, disagreed with these views and saw
efforts by the USSR to export their own difficulties. In his view, the real
issue was not to avoid prejudicing informat1on the Soviet Union might be
willing to submit at a later date; what mattered was to obtain information
rapidly on radioactive release and radiological measurements taken close to
the reactor site (less than 100 kms). It was regrettable that, two months
after the accident, the USSR had not yet provided even fragmentary information
on this issue.
23.
Mr. Stad1e recalled that the role of NEA was purely scientific and
technical and that the report to be prepared by the ad hoc group would be
based on these objectives only.
24.
finally, the Bureau proposal as amended 1n discussion was approved by
the Committee with the expansion suggested by Dr. Speis. Important
information to be requested from the Soviet Union -- probably in the form of a
structured list of questions -- would be identified before mid-August 198& and
made available to the IAEA prior to the meeting planned for the end of the
month. As much progress as possible would be made during the Summer on a
technical explanat1on of the Chernobyl accident and of the combinat1on of
typical factors which had led to the accident; this part of the report would
also contain a brief description of R8MK-type reactors. These reactors would
then be examined 1n the l1ght of the safety ph1losophy applied to reactors in
OECD countr1es, 1n order to identify informat1on useful for understanding and
evaluat1ng measures taken 1n the USSR to upgrade the safety of ex1st1ng and
future RBMKs; 1t was not expected that th1s part of the work would be examined
in any deta11 before the November 198& meeting of CSNI as the Comm1ttee might
wish to discuss further 1ts scope and purpose. Finally, the report would
summarise the improvements made to reactor safety 1n OECD countr1es since
TMI-2.
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25.
Mr. G1u11an1 described the arrangements wh1ch were being made for the
IAEA meeting planned fo.r the end of· August. The meetfog would last a whole
week (25th-29th August), and SOiie 400 part1cipants were expected. The USSR
would send a certain number of technical experts to discuss the accident, and
it was believed they would give relevant information. At a recent INSAG
meeting, though, the Soviet participant had just described the RBMK reactor
system, repeating information available in the literature and refusing to
answer questions on the accident. In contrast to TMI-2, the Chernobyl
accident had taken place in a reactor for which information was not readily
available. The IAEA was compiling data on RBMKs, with the assistance of
Soviet members of staff. This info'naation would be check.ed with the Soviet
Union for C0111Pleteness and accuracy. prior to the meeting. The IAEA would not
be in a position to prepare itself a paper on the accident, but the Agency was
working on a list of questions to be addressed to the USSR. The members of
INSAG would be asked to play a role in the August meeting, and to provide a
summary of its conclusions to the IAEA Board of Governors and the forthcoming
General Conference. Finally, Mr. Giuliani mentioned two papers which had been
presented by IAEA staff members at a Seminar on Operating Procedures for
Abnonnal Conditions in Nuclear Power Plants which was being held in Munich.
26.
Mr. Cogne questioned the usefulness of a meeting as large as the one
planned for the end of August. He also said that, in the absence of a
detailed written description of the accident and of its consequences in the
vicinity of the plant, distributed well in advance, participation would offer
little interest. He was supported .in this statement by Prof. Hicken.
Mr. Cogne then stressed that, although the entire field of reactor
27.
safety should not be reconsidered as a result of the· Chernobyl accident, a
number of lessons were to be learned. He therefore proposed the following
programme of work for CSNI, in addition to the proposal made by the Bureau and
approved earlier in the meeting:
the crisis had been greater than most experts had predicted
(although health consequences seemed to be smaller than expected);
this would need to be considered carefully, both at national and
international levels; the Committee should devote time to think
about Chernobyl-type crises and their management;
the use of the Incident Reporting System should be reinforced; in
particular, the most significant incidents, which could be
precursors of severe accidents, should be carefully analysed (as was
done a few years ago);
the role of the containment should be defined more clearly; while in
the past this role was entirely in the realm of design basis
accidents, the current attitude was to consider that the containment
should withstand hydrogen ~ombustion, fission products released in a
core melt accident, etc.;
fission product transfer modelling should be understood better;
radiological measurements made during the weeks following the
Chernobyl accident should be compiled and compared, as a first step;
the whole question of reactor safety R & D in DECO Member countries
should be discussed again by CSNI (against a background of
decreasing safety budgets in some countries).
28.
Mr. Cogne's suggestions were endorsed by the participants in the
meeting; the following decisions were taken:
- Mr. van Daatselaar mentioned that a meeting on feedback of operating
experience had been held in May; when he would present a report on
this at the next meeting of CSNI, he would rec011111end that a few
selected incidents be analysed in detail;
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-

the Senior Group of Experts on Severe Accidents would be invited to
discuss the role of containment; members would be helped in this by
the conclusions of the Task Force on Containment Performance, whose
report would be COlllPleted during the Autumn;
PW64, 1nd 1n ~rt1cular its Group of Experts on Accident
Consequences, h1d already discussed the question of collection and
evaluation of radiological data from the Chernobyl accident
[SEN/SIN(l6)30]; a plan of action would be submitted to CSNI in
Novelllber;
- Mr. Sito, Ch1ir111n of the ad hoc Group on Priorities 1n LWR Safety
Rese1rch, said he would be will1ng to continue discussion of this
question 1n h1s group; the Secretariat had undertaken to collect
inform1tion on safety research budgets in the Member countries.

29.
Mr. Finzi s11d th1t the CEC had established a Task Force on the
consequences of Chernobyl, associated R & D and other actions. This would
cover the data collected by the CEC on the atmosphere and the ground since the
accident, atmospheric tr1nsfer codes, foodchain contamination, etc. Mr. finzi
stressed the import1nce for the CEC to participate in the work of CSNI and
expressed satisfaction with the spirit of collaboration between the Conmlssion
and NEA in this area.
30.
As a subject for consideration for possible future activities,
Mr. Dopchie reminded the 111eetln9 that human factors had been mentioned as one
of the likely causes of the Chernobyl accident and that these should also be
an Important conslder1tion with respect to the export of nuclear plants as the
human, educational, •nd cultural context varied from country to country.
Should the design of reactors intended for exportation be identical to that of
domestic reactors?
In reply to questions, Mr. Stadie confirmed that the Bureau of the
31.
steering Connittee for Nuclear Energy would be informed in September 1986 of
the decisions taken by CSNI. These are summarised In Annex I.
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SU!lllllrv of the Oec1s1ons
Taken ·at the Meet1ng

The Conm1ttee decided that the ad hoc group of experts, wh1ch had
prepared a report on the current techn1cal knowledge regarding the Chernobyl
accident, augmented by the Chairman of the Senior Group of Experts on Severe
Acc1dents and the Chairman of the Spec1al Task Force on Source Terms, should
continue its work w1th a view to preparing a report covering the following
aspects:
-

identification of important information needed from the USSR in
order to to 11111ke a full assess11ent of the acc1dent; th1s part of the
report -- perhaps in the fOl"!i of a structured list of quest1ons
w111 be 11111de ava1lable to the IAEA in advance of the Chernobyl
meet1ng to be held in V1enna at the end. of August 1986;

-

brief description of RllMK reactors and their safety characteristics,
and explanation of the cOlllbination of factors wh1ch are believed to
have played a role 1n the accident; as much progress as possible
will be made during the Sunlller on the techn1cal explanation of the
accident;

-

exam1nation of R8MK reactors 1n the light of the safety ph1losophy
appl1ed to reactors 1n OECD countries with a view to ident1fying
1nformat1on useful for understanding and evaluating measures taken
in the USSR to upgrade the safety of ex1sting and future RBMKs; only
prelim1nary consideration will be g1ven to this aspect dur1ng the
Sunwner; CSNI w111 discuss further the scope and purpose of th1 s work
at 1ts Novelllber 11eeting;

-

su111118ry of the improvements niade to reactor safety in DECD countries
since TMI-2.

A f1rst draft of the report will be prepared by the ad hoc group before
m1d-August 1986, covering pr1mar1ly the f1rst two aspects ment1oned above. An
intermed1ate report will be.conipleted for consideration at the next regular
meeting of CSNI to be held in Novelllber 1986. To the extent possible, the ad
hoc group will work by mail and telephone; if necessary, a meeting w111 be
held in late September or October.
The Conmittee also decided to propose strengthening current CSNI
activities in the following areas:
-

reflect1on on Chernobyl-type crises and their management;

-

Inc1dent Reporting System: the data base should be expanded and the
analys1s deepened, notably by exa•in1ng a few s1gn1f1cant inc1dents
in deta11 each year, in particular with a v1ew to identifying
possible precursors to severe accidents;

-

reflection on the role of the conta1nment and d1scuss1on of its
abil1ty to cope with accidents beyond the design basis; this work
may include studies and examination of current R & D programmes;

- modelling and assessment of the consequences of reactor accidents;
-

review of current reactor safety R & D in DECO Member countries,
notably in the light of budgetary restrictions.
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Dear
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Chairman's Letter to Employees on Chernobyl

In view of the continuing interest in the Chernobyl
accident on a number of fronts, I think that you will be
interested in the comments in the enclosed copy of
~qrry Shalgosky's letter of 24th July about the Chairman's
,_dtter to employees.
Yours sincerely,

F. CHADWICK
c.c.

Mr. M. A. W. Baker
Mr. A. W. Hills
Mr. W. McMillan
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Dr. B. Edmondson
Director
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8 August 1986

Herewith Chernobyl documents provided by IAEA to
INSAG members. These items were produced rapidly by Agency
staff and are obviously short of editing, but nevertheless
are of value. The sections headed Chapters 2, 3, 6, 9 and
10 are translations from the Russian of a book by Dollezal
and Yemilianov published in Moscow in 1980. The item called
"Chernobyl 4" was produced by Agency staff •.
Yours sincerely,

/
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Note for the Record
Approach from BBC Newsnight for Assistance in the Programme of 8
August 1986.
A Mr Richard Clemmow telephoned Dr Gittus• office to say that the
BBC have obtained a Russian television documentary programme on
the Chernobyl accident which they intend to show this evening and
they wished to have Dr Gittus view the documentary and then appear
in a discussion afterwards. Dr Gittus is on leave and Mr Clemmow
was passed to me.
Mr Clemmow explained that they were seeking advice on whether we
thought the information being presented to the Russian people was
realistic. First of all from the point of view of whether the
consequences in terms of dose and effects on crops and the like
were being under or over played and secondly as to whether the
technical information given concerning the cause and progress of
the accident seemed reasonable. It was my view that we should not
appear on this programme for the following reasons:
l.
Insufficient information was available prior to the
appearance because of the extremely short timescale given. (The
fact that they were asking me to travel down to London from
Warrington only added to the difficulty on this score}. No
information was made available as to when this programme had been
presented in Russia or anything concerning its background or its
reception in the Soviet Union.
2.
Concerning information on the accident itself, the timing
could hardly be worse because we have been promised the full many
hundred page Russian report. by 15 August. It would be very
unfortunate if we were asked to comment on Russian statements in
what might well be a heavily propaganda-biased programme which
could then be shown to be ill-founded on such a short timescale
after the screening of the programme.
3.
We would find ourselves almost inevitably in the position of
arguing that the Russians were playing down the accident and I do
not believe that it would be a viable position for anyone being
interviewed to try and either argue that what the Russian people
had been told was wrong when we ourselves are not in the position
to know precisely what the right answer was.
For these reasons I put off agreeing until I had had a chance to
discuss this matter with others. I managed to speak to Dr Gittus
whilst on leave, and he was of the opinion that we should not
treat this with high priority and that he himself would not wish
to appear. I also spoke to contacts in the CEGB to see whether
they had been approached to appear because I had been given no
information as to who else might be on the programme and they
confirmed, first of all that they had not been approached at that
time and that their response was likely to be negative too because
of the proximity of the Vienna meeting.
I attempted to contact Bill McMillan in LHQ and Peter Vey of the
CEGB but they were both out to lunch and because of the sort time
available I telephoned Newsnight and told them that because of the

very short notice and the proximity to the Vienna meeting, that we
must regretfully decline their invitation.
The Newsnight team then said that they would contact CEGB to see
if they would contribute and I left it at that. I got the
impression that the Newsnight team were not unduly unhappy that we
had turned them down.
After this I managed to speak to Bill McMillan to appraise him of
the situation and to forewarn CEGB that they might be approached
by this person from Newsnight.
There was a suggestion that the reporter for this programme who
will be Steve Bradshaw might wish to contact me during the
afternoon for background, unattributable information concerning
our view of what might have caused the accident and I agreed that
I would speak to him on that basis.

M R Hayne
cc Mr R Simeone
Mr M A W Baker

Dr J B

Gi~tua

Mr W McMillan
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Note Added
I now understand that the CEGB have reluctantly agreed to field
Brian Edmondson on the Newsnight programme. Further, the
programme is being transmitted in Russia this evening - only
edited highlights will be shown on the Newsnight programme.
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You should note the enclosed.
I received it from
John Gaunt with the caveats indicated in his letter. He has
agreed that you should see these documents, but that I should
insist you take account of the privileged position. The
problem is that this material is not public in the US as yet,
and there would be extreme difficulty if it became known that
it is available in the UK. Eventually of course such
material will be published, but until then I would be
grateful if you would.restrict its use appropriately.
Yours sincerely,

7th August 1986
To:

Lord Marshall
Mr. J. G. Collier
Dr. J. K. Wright
Mr. L. M. Davies
Dr. E. w. Carpenter
Mr. H. McDonald
Mr. J. Appleby
Mr. R. Coleman

From:

P. N. Vey

c
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IAEA Post-Chernobyl Conference
I set out below aspects of administration and
communications support for the CEGB team attending the
IAEA Conference and which also may be of interest to the
UK delegation generally.
I will be taking my secretary Miss Karen Lock.
I understand that an additional CEGB secretary will also
be going.
I
have asked Travel Section to extend my
accommodation at the Imperial Hotel to include a sitting
room which can be used as an office by the two secretaries
and also to investigate the provision of typewriters. Travel
Section will also establish what photocopying facilities
are available for us in the hotel.
The two secretaries
will need to take paper/carbons, notebooks etc.
The two
secretaries
will
of
course
be
available
to
provide
secretarial support for members of the UK delegation.
In
total, therefore, including Dr. Gittus' secretary, there
should be ample secretarial support.
The Editor of Power News, Dick Coleman, will
also go to Vienna.
This is because there will be a need
to give coverage to the Conference in Power News and also
to provide me with Press Officer support.
Communications

I

\
\

\

The Department of Energy has established that
there are, surprisingl~ no facsimile facilities in the IAEA
building but a facsing facility is available in the UK
Mission offices, five miles away.
There is a regular car
run between the IAEA building and the Mission offices and
material for facsing can be sent in this way.
The offices
can be manned in the evening provided the Mission is advised
each morning of this need.
The Mission have been given
the telephone numbers of the facsimile receiver in the
CEGB Press Office ( 01 634 6628), that availabile to Mr.
L. M. Davies (01 634 5747)
and this communications link
has been tested.
If important information has to be sent

to CEGB on August 25th (a Bank Holiday in the UK), Mr.
A. Clark or one of his colleagues in Nuclear Co-ordination
Group will be advised by telephone at home as will the
Duty Press Officer.
Information, once received in Sudbury
House,
can be transmitted by the Nuclear Co-ordination
Group to the Chernobyl Technical Review Group Network and
by DIPA on the British Telecom Gold System to the information
departments of interested organisations.
The Department of Energy is of course making
its own arrangements to communicate information to Thames
House, but it is possible that the nuclear industry and
the Department will wish to communicate different aspects
of the Vienna Conference.
The Media
Although we do not know for certain, it is
unlikely that the media will be allowed to attend either
the plenary sessions or the working group meetings.
It
is likely that the Agency with the Russians participating
will hold a Press Conference after the plenary session
on 25th August and on Friday 29th August.
The Agency are
also considering daily briefings possibly without Russian
participation.
Accredited
journalists
will
be
allowed
into the IAEA headquarters where the meeting is being held.
Because they have to be accredited we will know in advance
which UK journalists will be covering the Conference (note
the list should be made available to DE and CEGB Press
Office).
It was agreed at the Chernobyl Technical Review
Group meeting on Tuesday that it should be made known to
UK journalists that the UK delegation is available for
comment and reaction.
This will be arranged on an informal
basis as appropriate through Mrs. Shah (DE) and myself.
It is also possible that as journalists file their stories
their offices in London will seek additional conunents and
reactions from the Industry.
Where possible they should
be referred back to contact the UK delegation since they
will have the most up-to-date and accurate information
on what has been discussed at the Conference.
The delegation will wish to be kept informed
of UK media coverage of the Conference.
This will be done
by myself telephoning the CEGB Press Office at the start
of each day.
UK papers are also available in Vienna the
same day.
I shall try and arrange a visit to Vienna during
the week before the Conference to meet with appropriate
members of the IAEA' s Information Division to brief myself
on media arrangements.
Mr. L. M. Davies will go to Vienna
on Thursday August 22nd for a meeting with Agency officials
on Friday August 23rd.
Mr. Davies will be available to
meet Lord Marshall when he arrives in Vienna sometime on
Saturday 24th.
I plan to travel to Vienna on Sunday August
25th.

Bleepers are being made available for Mrs. Shah,
Messrs. Coleman and Davies and myself for use during the
Conference.
I shall be staying at the Hotel Imperial, 16
Kaerntnerring, A-1015 Vienna ( [ 0222) 651765) together with
other CEGB staff. Mrs. Shah will be at ETAP Hotel Belvedere,
Arn Heurnarkts 35-37, A-1030 Vienna ((0222) 752535.

Copy to·

Mr. G. H. Hadley
Mr. A. E. Roe
Mrs. T. Shah, DoE
Mr. w. McMillan, AEA
Mr. J. Preece, BNFL
Dr. T. Margerison, NEIG
Mr. J. McGuire, SSEB
Mr. D. Marshall, NNC
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You may like to see the attached minute from FCO sources.

D I MORPHET

cc Dr Edmondson, CEGB
Dr Gittus, AEA, Culcheth
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Mr Longrigg, Soviet Dept
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FIRINGS AND HIRINGS

1.
This minute lists and comments on the personnel and
organisational changes made by the Politburo at its
special session when it considered the report of the
Government Corn.'!lission (Pravda, 20 July reported in Moscow
Telno 894).
2.

People
(i)

Out

a) EV Kulov (57), Chairman of the State Committee
for the Supervision of Safety in the Atomic Energy
Industry. The Committee was set up in 1983 with Kulov
at its head, apparently to supervise all stages of
the process of nuclear power generation, from design
of reactors to their operation. Both Kulov and the
Committee have always kept a very low profile. After
the Party Congress (March 1986) we were struck by the
fact that Kulov was one of only 4 members of the Council
of Ministers not to be elected to. the Party's Central
Committee. We presumed that this was because all four
were due to be retired or sacked. The other three duly
were in April/11ay, but Kulov has only now got his
marching orders. The inference must be that there were
grave doubts about Kulov's competence before the
Chernobyl disaster and that he was probably about to be
replaced when it occurred. Kulov was a former Deputy
Minister of Medium Machine Building (see para 4 below).
b) GA Shasharin (51), described as Deputy Minister of
Power and Electrification USSR, though we have an
authoritative reference to him as First Deputy Minister
(for Questions of Atomic Energy - Collection of
Government Laws No 22/1983). At all events he was
evidently the senior man under Maiorets (see below)
concerned with nuclear energy.
c) Meshkov, First Deputy Minister of Medium Machine
Building (see para 4 below). We think he is identical
with A G Meshkov, formerly (until at least 1980) a
Deputy Chairman of the State Committee for the Use of
Atomic Energy.
d)
I Ya Emelvanov, Deputy Director of the Scientific
Research and Design Institute of Power Engineering
(according to the Neue Zurcher Zeitung the Institute
was responsible for the development of Chernobyl-type
reactors) and a Corresponding Member of the Academy of
Sciences. Emelyanov was present at the first Soviet
press conference following the disaster on 6 May and
then and subsequently answered technical questions
from Western journalists. He was at one point, therefore,
evidently n~t slated for removal. Given that Emelyanov
/is
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is a leading specialist in atomic energy and in
"the RBMK reactor in particular, the obvious
conclusion to be dra~~ from his removal would be
that the investigation had indeed found the fault
to be in the reactor design. Since however the
Soviet authorities have ruled this out it must
be inferred fhat :Emefyanov was in some way
implicated in the unauthorised experiment which
led to the explosion.
(This would give a degree
of credence to an item in the Dutch press, picked
up by the emigre paper Russkaya Mysl, recording
a Polish scientist as having been told in Dubna
that Aleksandrov, President of the Academy of
Sciences and himself a nuclear engineer, had
au"thorised the experiment.)

I

e) V P Bryukhanov, former Director of the
Chernobyl power station. Like Emelyanov,
Bryukhanov was initially at least not on the hit
list.
He was referred to 1s Director in a neutral
piece of reportage in Komsomolskaya Pravda on 15
May, but by 15 June (Pravda) he was already the
"former" Director. Now he has been expelled from
the Party, which makes it look as if he is one of
those against whom criminal charges might be
preferred. The same may go for the former Chief
Engineer, N Fomin, and Deputy Directors R Soloviev,
I Tsarenko and V Gun.dar, all of whom were accused
in Pravda of 15 June of dereliction of duty - though
only in the context of the aftermath of the accident.
(ii) Pending
A I Maiorets (57), Minister of Power and
Electrification USSR, was deemed to have "deserved
removal from his work", but was let off with a
warning, since he had not been in the job long.
Maiorets (an electrical engineer, not a nuclear
scientist) had been Minister for just over a year,
since March 1985, having previously been a
successful Minister of Elec"trical Engineering.
Ironically, on or around the same day as the
Politburo session on Chernobyl, Maiorets' successor
at that Ministry, GP Voronovsky, who had been in
his new office no longer than Maiorets, was
retired (ie sacked - he is only 62) following
criticism for errors which were minor in their
consequences compared with Chernobyl.
(iii) In
a) NF Lukonin (56), appointed Minister of the new
Ministry of Atomic Energy USSR (Pravda 22 July).
According to the brief TASS biography Lukonin was
appointed Director of the Leningrad nuclear power
station in 1976 and of Ignalina (in Lithuania) in
1983. Both have RBMK-type reactors.
/b)
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b) E N Pozdvshev (about 50), new Director of Chernobyl
nuclear power station. Like Lukonin, he has worked in
RBMK stations - Leningrad, Kursk and latterly Smolensk,
of which he was Director until summoned to Chernobyl
"in the second half of May" (Pravda, 22 July).
3.
Undoubtedly this list does not exhaust the personnel
changes resulting from the accident. More heads can be
expected to roll: the Politburo enjoined 3 Party bodies to
look for further culprits: the Committee of Party Control,
the Ukrainian Central Committee and the Moscow Town Party
Committee (because it supervises the Party Committees of
Moscow-based Ministries and Research Institutes - another
illustration of the range of its influence and that of its
First Secretary, El ts in - see Mr ~!urrell' s letter of 24 July
(not to all) on Eltsin's speech to the Moscow Gorkom Plenum).
4.

Institutions
( i)

Government

a)
The newly-formed Ministry of Nuclear Energy, USSR,
is an All-Union Ministry, ie there are no equivalent
Ministries at the level of Union Republics. The
Ministry for Power and Electrification, previously
responsible for Chernobyl, is a Union-Republican
Ministry, and there is for example a Ministry of Power
and Electrification of the Ukraine (whose Minister,
Sklyarov, is currently visiting the UK). All nuclear
power stations will thus be controlled from now on from
the centre (though it is not clear how much control
Sklyarov and his Ministry had over Chernobyl - the lack
of scapegoats from his Ministry suggests that it was not
great). We presume that the bulk of the new Ministry's
responsibilities will be hived off from the Ministry of
Power and Electrification, though it may also absorb
some or all of the State Committee for the Supervision
of Safety and the State Committee for the Use of Atomic
Energy (cf para 3J of Moscow TUR. We would, however,
expect the increased international load on that Committee
to give it plenty of business - Petrosyants is currently
heading the Soviet delegation at the experts' talks on
CTB with the US, and the IAEA special session is coming
up. And it has escaped without censure over Chernobyl).
b)
The Ministry of Medium Machine Building, as one of
the 9 defence industry ministries, is rarely in the public
firing line, and the sacking of its First Deputy Minister
is a considerable stain on its escutcheon, made worse by
the fact, noted above, that one of its former Deputy
Ministers, Kulov, has also been sacked.
It is intriguing
that the Minister himself has been spared, though in his
case newness to the job cannot be prayed in aid: he is
E P Slavsky, Minister since 1957 and 87 (sic) years old.
One can only speculate as to what powers of inertia or
patronage keep him in place.
/(ii)
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(ii) Party. The only reorganisation has been
the creation bf the post of Party Organiser
(partorg) of the CC, CPSU in Party organisations
of nuclear power stations "to strengthen Party
influence". The Partorg is an unusual
institution, which according to the Soviet
Encyclopaedia belongs to history:
it existed
between 1933 and 1961 in enterprises and
construction sites which were of special
importance to the economy.
Its re-creation is
self-evidently a centralising measure: the
Partorg at Chernobyl, for example, will presumably
report direct to the Central Committee, bypassing
the usual geographically based Party channels,
which lead up through the Ukrainian Party
organisation.
5.
Conclusions. The personnel measures are quite
rigorous by Soviet standards - dismissals reached into
a defence industry Ministry and the Academy of Sciences though Ministers with high Party status, ie membership of
the Central Committee, have been spared.
It is
noteworthy that no high level Party officials as such
have been sacked, but this was to be expected at this
s~age - the initial price is usually paid by the
executive arm. The appointment of a specialist in RBMK
reactors as the Minister with overall control of nuclear
energy confirms that this type of reactor will not be
abandoned. The organisational measures show a strongly
traditional bent - the creation of new layers of
administration and a reassertion of central control.
This is in flat contradiction with the declared policy
of the leadership to encourage devolution of
responsibility. At the Party Congress, Ligachev boasted
that the Politburo under Gorbachev had taken
unconventional (nestanda.rtny) steps, a term which has
become popular in the Party press to describe the new
type of leadership style. It must be said, however,
that in its organisational measures following Chernobyl,
as in its initial publicity policy, the leadership has
reverted to type.

l
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NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
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STEERING COMMITTEE FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY

ACTIONS TAKEN BY NEA IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR SAFETY FOLLOWING
THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT; PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
OF THE LIKELY IMPACT ON THE CSNI PROGRAMME

I.

SPECIAL SESSIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR
INSTALLATIONS (CSNI)

1.
Following consultations with the Chairman of the
Steering Committee, the Bureau of the Committee on the Safety of
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) and individual members of that
committee, a Special Meeting of the CSNI was held on 9th May 1986.
The meeting was devoted to a first review of the possible impact
on OECD countries of the accident which occurred at the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant in the USSR. Some members of the Committee
on Radiation Protection and Public Health (CRPPH), from the
countries most affected, were invited to attend the meeting.
2.
The main objective of the meeting was to allow CSNI
to make a preliminary assessment of the impact of the Chernobyl
reactor accident in OECD countries. The committee noted that
the RBMK reactors (Chernobyl) were substantially different from
those in use in OECD countries and on the basis of preliminary
information it was believed that they would not be licensable
in our Member countries.
In particular there was general
agreement that the concept of RBMK reactors presented several
different safety problems which did not seem to have been solved
with a stringency comparable to that required foT reactors
built in OECD Member countries.
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3.
The meeting also emphasized lhe value of lhe longstanding and intimate co-operation undertaken within NEA
countries in the nuclear safety field during the past twenty
years, and lhe importance of learning from operating experience.
There was a large consensus to recommend a further integration
of safely efforts in the OECD area, and general agreement that
the exchange of information on nuclear accidents and incidents
should be enhanced, and thal NEA should act as a clearinghouse
for fast exchange of technical information between OECD countries
during nuclear emergencies.
The Committee wenl on to emphasize
that this type of co-operation should serve as an example for
worldwide co-operation in this field.
4.
Preliminary reports were exchanged on radiological
measurements in those countries most affected by the fall-out,
as well as on implemented or envisaged counter-measures.
The
range of data presented spanned from very small levels above
normal to significant fractions of national emergency reference
levels, depending on locations and measurements.
It was found
that the data available were still too preliminary to allow any
definitive assessment of the radiological impact and the potential
health consequences of the accident.
Several participants thought,
however, that no traceable health effects were to be expected in
their country.
It was suggested that the CRPPH should, in due
course, carry out a comprehensive review of lhe radiological and

health impact of lhe accident, and consider lhe lessons learnt.
5.
Following the Special Session, a press conference was
arranged, with lhe participation of the Bureau of CSNI, some key
committee members, and the Secretariat.
A press communique, of
which the Steering Committee received copy, was read and commented
at this press gathering which was attended by some 120 representatives
from lhe international trade and general press, radio and television
networks.
6.
A further Extraordinary Session of CSNI was held on
27th June 1986, in conjunction with a regular meeting of the CSNI
Sub-Committee on Licensing, with the objective of reviewing all
available information on the initiation and progression of the
accident and discussing its possible impact on the Committee's
programme.
7.
Various national reports compiling available information
on the accident were discussed.
It was found impossible, however,
to draw any lessons at this stage regarding the safety of reactors
buill in OECD countries, recognizing that the safety conditions
were very different and the accident itself was insufficiently
known.
However, the need clearly emerged for better management
of large nuclear crises in future.
Availability of detailed
information, such as on reactor characteristics, accident sequence
and environmental effects was regarded as an essential prerequisite.
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It was noted in this connection that the IAEA would host a
meeting in late August, at which Soviet authorities were
expected to provide information.
II.

INTERIM ACTIONS

8.
At its Special Meeting on 9th May, CSNI decided that
interested countries should keep in permanent contact, in order
to exchange views on the evolving situation. As a result, an
Ad hoc group of experts was formed which, in the first instance,
was charged with collecting all relevant information about the
Chernobyl reactor, the accident initiation and progression, as
well as radiological data.
A report on the current state of
knowledge was presented by this group at the second special
meeting of the Committee on 27th June.
9.
At that meeting, CSNI also decided that the Ad hoc
group of experts remain in existence until the plenary meeting of
the Committee at the end of November.
The group would be
augmented by the chairman of the Senior Group of Experts on
Severe Accidents, and the chairman of the Special Task force on
the Source Term, and was charged with the following tasks:
i )

to identify important information needed from the
USSR in order to make a full assessment of the
accident. For this purpose a structured list of
questions should be prepared by the end of July,
which would be transmitted by the NEA Secretarial
to the IAEA in advance of the Chernobyl meeting
to be held in Vienna at the end of August 1986;

ii)

to prepare a brief description of the R8MK reactors
and their safety characteristics and to explain the
combination of factors which are believed to have
played a role in the accident.
This part of the
work would begin after the Information Meeting at
IAEA during the summer;

ii i )

to examine RBMK reactors in the light of the safety
philosophy applied to reactors in OECD countries,
with a view to identifying information useful for
upgrading the safety of existing and future R8MKs.
Only preliminary consideration would be given to
this aspect, prior to the plenary meeting of CSNI
in November;

iv)

to summarise the improvements made to reactor
safety in DECO countries since the TMI-2 accident.

NE(B6)16
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III. PRELIMINARY SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE ACTIONS
10.
Al its session on 27th June, the Committee decided lo
strengthen current activities in a number of areas:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

The Committee intends lo reflect on Chernobyl-type
crises and their management.
This reflection would
be initiated by a number of consultant reports which
would provide a basis for a special meeting of CSNI,
or its Sub-Committee on Licensing, during 1987.
The Incident Reporting System (IRS) should be
strengthened.
As a first step, the data base
should be expanded by covering a wider range of
incidents, including reactor scrams.
Reporting
delays should be reduced and improved means of
communication should be envisaged (e.g. telefax).
The analysis of the IRS reports should be deepened,
notably by examining the more significant incidents
in detail.
In addition, all reports should be
carefully scrutinised lo identify possible precursors of severe accidents and general problems
should be examined in different working groups.
In order to accomplish this task, the compelence of
the Nuclear Safety Division should be extended in
this area, and the NEA Data Bank enabled lo supporl
the data handling efforts.
The Committee should appoint a multidisciplinary
group of senior experts to reflect on the role of
containment in nuclear safety.
This assessment
would cover the containment's ability to cope
with accidents beyond the design basis and may
also include studies and reviews of current R&D
programmes.
If needed, joint projects could be
envisaged.
In the light of the outcome of the meeting of the
CSNI Group of Experts on Accident Consequences on
12th June 1986, work should be undertaken lo improve
the modelling and assessment of the consequences of
reactor accidents on the basis of the data compiled.
A special group of CSNI should review current
reactor safely R&D in DECO Member countries and
make suggestions on how best to carry out the
necessary work in the light of budgetary restrictions.
Special emphasis should be put on developing
international projects in which a maximum number of
Member countries participate.

-5-
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11.
ll should be emphasized that the above list of
preliminary suggestions will be further refined - and amplified
if neceesary - for discussion and possible adoption at the next
meeting of CSNI in November, having regard to their man-power
and budgetary implications. The resulting proposals would be
submitted to the Steering Committee at the earliest opportunity.
12.

The Steering Committee is invited:
i)

ii)

lo take note of the actions taken by CSNI in
lhe field of nuclear safety following the
ChPrnobyl accident; and
to endorse the preliminary suggestions made
by CSNI for strengthening nuclear safety
co-operation among NEA Member countries.
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Chernobyl: Post Accident Review
Thank you for copying your letter of 4th August addressed to John
Gittus. Following our telephone conversation of to-day, I write to
confirm that I could make a presentation at Vienna on the Windscale fire
of 1957, assuming that this would be helpful in resolving the
difficulties with the Russians to which you refer.
As I am going on leave tomorrow for two weeks, it would not be possible
to provide a written presentation before the meeting, but I would have
no difficulty in making an oral presentation dealing mainly with the
environmental aspects of the Windscale accident and based entirely on
already published material, I will provide myself with a suitable set
of view-graphs/slides which I will take to Vienna.

tf

f.,~u. ..,tJ~~
A.E.J. Eggleton,
Atmospheric Pollution Group,
Environmental and Medical sciences Division,
Building 551,
Harwell,
Ext. 4722/5530
5th August 1986,
(Dictated by Dr.Eggleton and signed in his absence)

'.

CONFIDENTIAL
Dr, J. Gittus

lAEA MEE'l'IHG IH VIENNA - CHERNOBYL POST-ACCIDENT REVIEW
After our several unsuccessful attempts to speak to each other, I
thought it desirable to put my thoughts in writing.
You will by now, I lllll sure, be aware that my attendance at the
conference has been approved and I intend to travel to Vienna on flight
BA600, 1000 hours, from Heathrow on the 24th August,
I understand the
whole of the British delegation will be accommodated in the Hotel
Belvedere,
I learned today that the Russians are requesting that the meeting should
not be confined to discussions of the Chernobyl accident, but also
should include other accidents in the West. I understand there is
political resistance to this Russian requirement but, if it would be
useful, I lllll prepared to make an oral presentation iaainly on the
environmental effects of the 1957 Windscale fire, This would be based
on published material and I will bring with me appropriate view-graphs
or slides,
Thank you for sending me the two papers on contamination and
decontlllllination aspects of the Chernobyl accident.
I found them
comprehensive and a useful summary of the position, with the proviso
that, not unnaturally, our recent work is not included. I therefore
take this opportunity to enclose a copy of a paper which was presented
at a workshop on methods for assessing the off-site radiological
consequences of nuclear accidents, held in Luxembourg in April 1985. The
paper describes the joint programme on urban decontamination funded by
UKAEA, NRPB and NII. we were responsible for the work on forced
decontamination, while NRPB were responsible for the preparation of some
of the test aerosols and natural decontamination.
The work was
concerned entirely with removal of radio-caesium from urban surfaces,
caesium-134 and caesium-137 being considered the most important
isotopes for times beyond a few months.
Two important conclusions from the work were:( 1)

That the nature of the aerosol containing caesium was not
very important, since once the surfaces had been wetted the
caesium behaviour was similar to that when it was applied
directly in solution,

(2)

Dilute solutions of ammonium salts were surprisingly
effective in reducing levels of contamination,

Depending on the nature of the urban surface material tested, removal of
up to 90t of the caesium activity could be obtained by simply spraying
on a solution 0,05 molar ammonium nitrate, It would appear that the
drastic methods for decontamination described previously in the
literature can be avoided in many cases, It follows from these results
that the emphasis on particulate contamination in both the literature
and your review papers is probably unrealistic for the Chernobyl

situation. We feel that these rather simple experiments can be of
considerable value to the Russians and one hopes that they have spotted
our paper in the literature, though press reports of decontamination
procedures being used suggest this may not yet be the case.
I have, so far, received comparatively little information on the Vienna
meeting and, in particular, I all not clear what may be expected of me as
a UK representative. Unfortunately, I shall be on leave from tomorrow,
6th August, returning on the 21 August. However, should you wish to
contact me during that period I shall be in Scotland and can be reached
~by telephoning Fossoway (05774) 339, You are more likely to reach me if
you 'phone early in the day. Any less urgent information can be posted
to my office.
I look forward to seeing you in Vienna,

('~

~

A.E.J. Eggleton,
Atmospheric Pollution Group,
Environmental and Medical Sciences Division,
Building 551,
Harwell.
Ext. 4722/5530
5th August 1986,

(Dictated by Dr.Eggleton and signed in his absence)
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INFORMATION BULLETIN
Seminar on the Background to Chernobyl
At the suggestion of two producer members, a special seminar is being
arranged as part of the annual week of meetings, with the purpose of giving
people who are not themselves reactor experts sufficient of the scientific
and engineering background to be able to understand the arguments relating
to Chernobyl. It will take place in the Nash!R~o~o~m~1 ~Inis;t~i~t]uHt~e~o~f~D~i=r~t.o1"81 ·
Pall Mall
SW1, startin
roiD"tL a O~
us on
alf-hour is intended for those with no previous
ep ember. The firs
knowledge of reactor physics. The programme is still evolving, but at the
time of issue of this Bulletin it seems likely to take the form shown on
the next page.
All members are invited to attend the seminar. It would help the
organisers if members intending to be present could send a telex to the
Secretariat registering that intention, preferably before August 20th.

..

~·

.-:

Lunch will be served after the Seminar, and before the Annual General
Meeting. MEMBERS REQUIRING LUNCH SHOULD TELEX THE SECRETARIAT TO RESERVE A
LUNCHEON PLACE BEFORE 20TH AUGUST •

...

Meeting· programme
.

'

The programme during the week of the Annual Meeting is as follows:
Monday 1 September

0900 Executive Committee, Spears Room, Institute of
Directors, Pall Mall

Monday 1 September

1400 SD, ITU and NEPA Committees, in the Burton,
Waterloo and Spears rooms respectively

Tuesday 2 September

0900 Seminar: Background to Chernobyl

Tuesday 2 September

1255 Buffet lunch for all members, Burton Room,
Institute of Directors

Tuesday 2 September

1415 Annual General Meeting, followed by Council in
Mountbatten Room, Royal Automobile Club, Pall
Mall (200 metres west of !OD)

Tuesday 2 September

1830 Symposium Reception, British Museum

Wednesday 3 September

0900 Symposium technical sessions
to
1730

Thursday 4 September

0900 Symposium technical sessions
to
1730

Thursday

4 September

1920 Reception, Guildhall followed by Banquet

Incorporated in England number 1215741 Registered office: Twelfth 1'1oor. Bowater House, 68 Knightsbridge, London SWlX 7LT
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME OF SEMINAR ON THE BACKGROUND TO CHERNOBYL

INTRODUCTION TO REACTOR PHYSICS

TP + IG

THE SAFETY OF GAS-COOLED REACTORS

JW

'1005, THE SAFETY OF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS

PT

0900
·0935
"

1050

COFFEE

.1105. HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS

JD+ JG

.·1145

CHERNOBYL - WHAT HAPPENED AND ITS IMPACT

JG + PT

THE IMPACT OF THE ACCIDENT ON REACTOR DESIGN AND
MANAGEMENT

PT + JG

1200
, 1225

DISCUSSION

. 1250 '· SEMINAR ENDS
:~he.following have agreed to take parti

r!'-\t: ~J,.

Mr John Dunster, Director, National Radiological Protection Board, UK

.. . . . ' Dr Ian Gibson, AEE 1 Winfrith 1 UK
·~;

~

:

Dr
Mr
Dr
Dr

·~1·•,.
• l·. ~
. ·'

w :: ,_. ; .
~:{~

l·; ''')''" , ..

I l

John Gittus, Safety and Reliability Directorate, UKAEA
Terence Price, UI (Convenor)
Pierre Tanguy, EdF
John Wright, CEGB

"

f": ,.. .. T!, ',·-,_"'JV,'
f
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The -Craniu1n InstitG'te
Tweltlh Floor, Bowater House, 68 Knightsblidgc, London SWlX ?LT Telephone 01-225 0303 Telex 917611

7th August 1986
Dr John Gittus
Safety and Reliability Directorate
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth
Warrington WA3 4NE

JsL
UI Seminar on The Background to Chernobyl, 2 September 1986
Hav:'.ng now had discussions with all the people who will be taking part in
this seminar, I feel that we hnve arrived at a reasonable division of
tasks. I have therefore sent out the enclosed Information Bulletin to
Institute Members.
I will try to complete the text of my own contribution before I go to
Vianna on 24 Au.gust, a!lc! if so I will let you have a copy. The intention
is at least to mention the concepts needed during the remair.der of the
morning.
As regards i.llustrations, several speakers have opted for transparencies
projected with a;i .,oye~~1ead .Projector. If you need any other equipr:Jent
-·-~1 1
( 16::-L':l film, or 35mm slides) this can be provided if you let me know in good

ND

_j

ti:ne.
: : : e:.r.:. ruost e;ra:.e:f'ul to you for agreeing to help tte Institute in this way,
and look fc1"ward to seeing you in the Nash Roon of C.he Institute of
Directors a little before 09'00 hour's on Tuesdc.y. 2· September.

.'
I,;~-·

·~
Terence Price
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United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

11 Charles nS!Nel
Lonilon SW1 Y40P

From the Comptroller cf .,.....,,.,. end Admlnilllnlllon ·
R.N. Simeone CS.E.

Telephone: 01-930 5454

1st August 1986

Dear

'V,_.;.1.. ,
Implications of Chernobyl
;>--"

You asked in your letter of 25th June to be kept in touch with
progress on a number of the points which we have been considering following
the accident at Chernobyl. Inevitably, several of these will be long-term
tasks but I thought it would be helpful to sU11DDarise the position we have
now reached.
2.
Some progress has been made on the production of sU11DDary documents on
major plant in the Authority. A document on the MTRs at Harwell should be
available before too long. Winfrith are preparing a note on the safety of
the SGHWR which would provide the basis for a talk or an article. They have
also produced, for internal use at this stage, notes comparing the Winfrith
Reactor and the RBMK (SGHWR Tech Note 608) and considering the possible
significance of the Chernobyl accident for the Winfrith Reactor (SGHWR Tech
Note 610). Copies of these are enclosed. Dounreay are considering the
scope to amend for publication some existing documentation on emergency

provisions for their plant.
3.

Winfrith's "Annual Report on Radioactive Discharges and Monitoring the

Environment 1985" (copy enclosed) marked a significant and successful shift
towards presenting this information in terms accessible to the layman.

This

report is being considered by other establishments as the basis for adopting
a similar approach in their reports.

This may, however,_ take some time, not

only because of the effort involved, but also because establishments will
naturally wish to discuss such s change with their Local Liaison Committees.
On a separate but related point, work is also under way on putting together

a set of layman's definitions of common nuclear termse

'<§!.' ·~
0

4.

You will already have received copies of John Cittus' paper on the

Chernobyl accident and the brief on intrinsically safe reactors.

5.
As I mentioned in my earlier letter, it is difficult to draw any
detailed conclusions about work the Authority should undertake in the light
of the Chernobyl accident until we have a fuller picture of the nature of
that accident. For this reason, we have agreed with your Division that full
consideration of possible adjustments to the CNSR programme should wait on
information which we hope will become available at the IAEA post-accident
review at the end of August. At present, we envisage that work in the
following general areas is likely to.be relevant: analysis of the accident
and the lessons to be learned for UK reactors (to some extent, this work is,
of course, already under way); application of existing consequence codes to
overseas reactors to assess the potential impact of accidents overseas;

longer-term work using epidemiological data from Chernobyl (when available)
to check accident consequence models; and the identification of any
promising features of so-called intrinsically safe reactors.

6.
Good progress is being made on the preparation of the site emergency
handbooks for Harwell, Dounreay and Winfrith in a form appropriate for
publication and this should go ahead before very long.
Yours sincerely,

~

~

(R.N. SIMEONE)

Mr. D.I. Morphet
Atomic Energy Division
Department of Energy
Thames House South
Mill bank
London

SWlP 4PJ

s.c.c.
Mr,
Mr,. F~
Dr., J"
Mr. A.W.

Hills
Dr, G.I.w, Llewelyn

MR. McMILLAN

c.c.

Hr. Saunders (on

Hr. Carpenter
. Dl-t?j.1* .... s./

"CHERNOBYL"

return)~

~-·

Thank you for the draft paragraph on Chernobyl for inclusion in ouri
leaflets "Effects and Control of Radiation", "Nuclear - Safe Power",
and "Radiation and You".
As we have row waited three lllDlltha since the accident before
revising the leaflets it would be foolish to print ravJoed versione
covering Chernobyl a few weeks before the Vienna meeting at which the
caJSets of Che!rnobyl are lllJPPOsad to be mede clear,
2.

}.
I attach a redraft of the Chernobyl paragraph. Reprinting of the
leaflets to include this paragraph should however now wait until after the
IA£A meeting in Vienna in the week begimiog 25 ALiguat. Hr. Carpenter
will be able to aovise, on hie return froin that meetinglwhether anything
has 81118rged to require m11endment of the paragraph.

r.

CHADWICK

4 Auquet 1986

ln a mjor accident in April 1986 at Chernobyl in the USSR en
experiment by the operatora which hed not been authorised correctly
led to a eudden aurge of power while the reactor at low power;
a atUll/hydrogen axploe!on occurred which destroyed part of the contai11111nt building and 111111 follcned by a fire. Radioactive 11aterial wae
released causing about JO deaths in the first few months after the
occident and increasing riake of death frOlll cancer in future years.
Although the reactor was of a unique USSR design details of the
event are baing studied worldldde.
At the Three Hila bland reector accident in 1979 in the t..'SA.
the built-in protective faatur.. ensured that only ...11 doaee of
radiation wre received Ind no-one Wb killed or injure<!.

...
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F. Chadwick
B.C. Carpenter
A.E. Eggleton, Harwell
M.R. Hayns, SRD
J.E.R. Holmes, Winfrith
W.M. Lomer, Cul ham
G.G.E. Low, Harwell
T.N. Marsham, Risley
Chernobyl : Post Accident Review

The UK Mission in Vienna report that the IAEA Secretariat have
said that the response to Blix's letter to the Soviets is
unsatisfactory.
The Russians are still insisting that the review
meeting should explicitly cover other nuclear accidents as well as
Chernobyl.
2.
The Mission say that UK indignation at this attempt to change
the basis for the meeting is widely shared by Western Missions and is
fully understood by the Secretariat.
Rosen is visiting Moscow on
3rd August to complete preparatory arrangements for the meeting and
has been briefed to explain the depth of concern.

D.M. LEVEY
Overseas Relations Branch
4th August, 1986

CONFIDtl"~TiAL

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Central Services Administration

11 Charles Il Street
London SW1Y 4QP
Telephone: 01-9305454

4 August 1986
Dr J H Gittus
Director
Safety and Reliability Directorate
Wigshaw Lane
Culcheth

Dear

Dr.

Chernobyl Review Meeting, Vienna, 25-29 August
In her letter to you of 18 July, Mark Baker's secretary omitted to mention
that we will require receipts against the expenditure of up to £150 for
possible entertainment in connection with the above meeting. If you
think this may present you with any difficulties, perhaps you could give
me a ring (I am absent on leave from 7 August, in which case I suggest
you deal directly with John Peat).
Yours sincerely

B
[0.r

~(/\,._,,

R N JAMES

cc

Mr J A Peat
Mrs E E Stoneham
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CIMRG 43
CEGB IN CONFIDENCE
Technical Aspects of HyPothetical Reactivity Accidents
1.

Introduction
This note has been prepared to address the following issues:(1)

Under what circumstances (if any) could prompt criticality
occur in Magnox or AGR reactors?
What energy would be
deposited in the fuel?

(2)

What are the physical processes for conversion of thermal
energy in the fuel into mechanical work?
/To include a brief
review of the early American reactor experiments and
accidents./

(3)

What are : e likely consequence!!_ of a
incident
in a Magnox or AGR reactor?
/Items L~~t; ~~~,~~s are
covered in a separate note prepared by the PMT.7 /
I\:.

~d

I

c;_J'-'

-.

se~

Each of the above has been addressed in a
(prepared .by GDCD and TPRD staff), whose conclusions are summarised
below.
2.

()

Prompt Criticality in Magnox and AGRs (Appendix A)
The reactivity investment in bulk control rods in a typical Magnox
reactor is some 6 niles, but at start-up criticality is obtained
with a rod worth in the core of about 1 nHe.
The fuel provides
a negative reactivity effect and the moderator a slow acting positive
one.
The work outlined in the appendix concludes that in the event
of an uncontrolled rod withdrawal, there would be a major collapse
in the fuel geometry before prompt criticality was achieved; of
course this would normally be prevented by the reactor protection
systems.
The transient develops very slowly, giving the.opportunity
for operator action in the event of failure of the automatic trip.
For AGRs the fault studies show for·certain reactivity faults that
peak--ri:iel and can temperatures at trip can be approaching the melting
limit, and at that point that the rod reactivity is more than
~ nile.
The faster power excursions are those around start-up,
but these can only lead to prompt criticality for events beyond
the design basis,such as withdrawd of dl rods with failure to
trip.
The nuclear reaction would eventually be terminated following
fuel disruption by fuel relocation into a sub-critical configuration.
The consequences are not significantly different (see Section
4 below) from other beyond-design basis accidents involving gross
power to flow mismatch.

I.. _..,r~
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3.

Mechanisms for Causing Violent Disruption (Appendix B)
The appendix discusses the various substantial reactor disruptive
incidents in the early history of reactor technology - in all of
these a steam explosion caused by fuel melting into the coolant
(water) is believed to have been the key transition between modest
releases of thermal energy and violent disruption of the reactor
structure.
A further consequence of the presence of water is that.
it provides an effective means for transmitting the energy to the
walls or structure of the reactor.
Whilst fuel has been severely
disrupted without being molten (in very fast transient experiments)
it has not produced a steam explosion when water was ·present, and
indeed it appears unlikely that it could do so, as substantial energy
would be required to disperse the solid fragments very rapidly
through the water.
In gas filled systems there appears to be no practical analogous
mechanism for relatively efficient and rapid c.onversion of ·thermal
energy in the fuel into damaging pressure pulses.

4.

Consequences of Reactivity Accidents in Magnox and AGR Reactors

•

For Magnox (Appendix Cl) the consequences of a severe reactor reactivity fault with failure to trip would be unlikely to lead to prompt
criticality, but could lead to clad and fuel melting.
Magnox ignition would be likely in damp CO, , but may not occur if the CO, is
dry.
If Magnox ignition occurred, then co, would be consumed and
circuit gas pressures would fall, despite gas temperature
increases.
Slumping of molten uranium to the bottom of the channel
would be likely to occur, with the potential for eventual melting
through of the pressure envelope and subsequent release of fission
products; this is more likely for the case of steel pressure-vessel
reactors than for concrete vessels.
For AGRs (Appendix C2) bounding assumptions have been made giving
very rapid heat transfer from the fuel to gas, which is believed
to be unrealistic.
If the energy in the fuel is shared with all
the gas in the circuit the gas pressures would rise to just below
the ultimate strength of the vessel at about 2.5 x normal working
pressure, and the safety valves would lift with a potentially very
significant release of activity.
If (more likely circumstance)
the energy of the fuel is shared rapidly with the gas in the coolant
channels, this may generate disruptive pressures within the core,
but the overall effect on circuit pressure would be small.
As
a judgement it is likely that only a fraction of the fuel could
be finely dispersed such that the heat is given relatively rapidly
to.the gas, and in this case it would be unlikely that pressure
increases would be sufficient to lift the safety valves.
Mechanisms
for dispersal of a significant fraction of the fuel from the core
have been identified which provide the ultimate means of core
shut-down.
Ultimately molten fuel could reach the vessel liner.
It is currently not possible to assert that vessel integrity will be maintained
if it is subject to thermal attack from significant quantities of
molten fuel.

•

•
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Conclusions

For Magnox reactors, even with assumptions of certain failures going beyond
the design basis, it seems very unlikely that the transients will give
a prompt critical excursion.
For AGR, failures of protection systems
going beyond design basis assumptions (e.g. failure of two redundant and
diverse protection systems), could produce a prompt critical event, but
this does not appear likely to produce consequences more severe than other
hypothetical beyond-design basis events involving large power to flow
mismatches.

R. S. Hall,
00~

12 September 1986
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Appendix A

MAGNOX REACTIVITY FAULTS
By N.A.J. Butt and T. Williams

1.

Consider some basic physics facts of Oldbury (typical of MAGNOX
reactors):

2.

i)

Number of control rod groups = 60 4 Bulk, l Sector and l
Safety.
(Safeties play no part in any fault transients
since they are out except when dropped in on reactor
trip).
Worth of Bulks in respective lift groups are l.3, 3.7, l.O
and 1. o Niles.
Sector rods are worth about iN.

ii)

Criticality at S.U. is obtained with 3 bulks lifted (6N
removed) the sectors at some half insertion, and bulk 4
also partially lifted. At this stage the rod worth in the
core is about l Nile.

iii)

Moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity is 10 to
14mN/°C. This is what accomodates the Xe poisoning (liN)
as power is raised.
In contrast the fuel temperature
coefficient is -l.SmN/°C.

iv)

The maximum withdrawal rate of Bulk Group 4 is limited to
a low rate.
The rate of reactivity insertion by this
means is about O.lmN/sec.

What we have done is to look at 2 faults for Oldbury in the
symmetric reactivity fault regime:
i)

s.u.

Bank withdrawal at

from a

low,. effectively

zero,

reactor power

()

and

ii)

Bank

withdrawal

from

an

at-power

condition

when

temperatures in the core are appreciably higher.

The results of these KINAX studies are attached as figures 3 and 4
[(a) and (b) refer respectively to the peak and mean channels].
Plots of clad, fuel and moderator temperature are given.

To interpret these graphs we note that for the pressurised reactor
case the temperatures at which fuel and clad are liable to melt
are ll20°C and 630°C.
In a fault study assessment allowances
would be made for randoms and uncertainties on these temperatures.

For the purposes Of assessing the rate of the transient effect as
either limiting temperature is reached ignoring temperature
randoms and uncertainties is a pessimism.

Al

•

From the temperature plots in figures 3 and 4 it is clear that in
either fault, when the lines of trip protection fail, that clad
melt temperatures are reached before fuel melt temperatures.
Furthermore, a pessimistic estimate can be ma.de of the reactivity
injection rate, by calculating the rate of rise of graphite
temperature
and
ignoring
any
fuel
feedback
effects.
Investigations of the KINAX output allows an estimate of total net
reactivity injection to be made at the corresponding point. Thus
we have;
iJ

Start-up fault:
net injected reactivity
reactivity injection 3mN/sec

70mN, rate of

ii)

At-power fault:
net injected reactivity
reactivity injection
3mN/sec.

200mN, rate of

These results straight away provide an indication that at the
onset of clad and subsequent fuel melt the reactivity injected and
the rate of reactivity insertion (even neglecting fuel feedback)
is nowhere near prompt critical conditions, nor would those
conditions pertain for a considerable time.

•

The Oldbury faults studied are not typical of other stations in
which rod groups can move faster. Two of the faster start-up and
at-power faults have been found and shown in figures 1 and 2. It
is evident that the transients are similar except in timescale, to
the Oldbury faults. To infer fuel and moderator temperatures we
therefore compress the timescale of the Oldbury faults.
We can

thus take as general over the magnox reactors the conclusion that
gross clad and subsequent fuel melting would occur well in advance
of prompt critical conditions being achieved.
However, we will be dependent on reactor protection systems to
avoid risk of clad ignition and widespread uranium melting
following certain reactivity faults.
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AGR Reactivity Faults

Typically the total worth (all rods in to all rods out) of the control rods
in an AGR is 11 niles.
The control rods are divided into 4 groups·, 3
groups of black 'bulk' rods (worth Ji, Ji and 2 niles) and one group of
'qrey' requlatinq rods (worth 2 niles). At reactor start-up, criticality
is achieved with the control rods holding down 4 niles of reactivity (ie.
their withdrawal would release 4 niles). At power the reactivity held down
by control rods is normally some l to li niles.
We have considered results of calculations of faults in which continued
motoring of control rods is assumed at the built-in control rod speeds.

Two typical cases, one with the fault occurring when the reactor is at full
power and the other with the fault occurring when the reactor is at low
power ( IO•l.
QUite evidently if the reactor protection system failed to
operate so that the transients were allowtd to develop as shown in the
fi9Ure, ultimately fuel clad would melt, fuel gefiiOtry would be disrupted
and there could be melting of uo, - the transient could only terminate
through loss of reactivity due to collapse of the fuel ge!ibetry in this
hypothetical situation. However, it is also evident that the rates· of rise
of temperature are very slow indeed relative to those which must have
occurred in the Chernobyl incident.
More generally, from fault studies of this type for all the stations in
particular for Heysham 2, it is apparent that:
il

Avoidance of prompt criticality is dependent on reactor protection
systems, but, with the neqative fuel coefficient and the very slow
response of moderator temperatures to power changes (mitigating
the
significance
of
the
positive
moderator
temperature
coefficient) this is not crucial for these rod withdrawal faults.

ii)

The considerations resultl'l!j from the transients in Fig. 5 are of
general applicability over all the AGRs.
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APPENDIX B
MECHANISMS FOR VIOLENT DISRUPTIONS

M. Baines, N.E. Buttery, S.J. Board, BNL
There are several well known incidents in which reactivity
have led to the destruction of reactors,
SLl (1961) and SPERT ID (1961).

excursions

The best known are BORAX 1 (1954),

These were all water reactors with

Uranium/aluminium alloy fuel in aluminium cladding immersed in light water
coolant which was also the moderator.
In the BORAX l incident (1954) a planned 4% keff rod withdrawal produced
The total nuclear
a pmier pulse with reactor period approx. 2.6 m sec.
energy release was 135 MJ over approx. 30 m sec, with peak power reaching
approx. 20 GW.

A pressure of approx. 700 bars destroyed the reactor vessel

and breached the bunker housing, and a 1 Te structure was thrown 10 m into the
air.
In the SLl accident (1961) an uncontrolled (manual) control rod withdrawal
added 2.4% excess reactivity which caused a 20 GW peak power pulse with a
total nuclear energy release of approx. 130 MJ. The resulting explosion
accelerated a fluid slug which hit the reactor·vessel roof producing pressures
of 700 bars.
The vessel did not fail, but it jumped 3 m into the air
shearing off all pipework.

E,:)

In the SPERT-ID experiment, $3~ of reactivity was intentionally added with a
reactor period of 3.2 m sec; a total of 31 MJ of nuclear energy wss released
with peak power approx. 2.3 GW.

Tbe pulse was deposited in

17~

kg. of U/Al

alloy, corresponding to approx l.BKJ/gm fuel.
SPERT was an open pool reactor
and explosion pressures of 250 bars blew water out of the vessel and destroyed
the core and associated hardware.
In all these cases the reactivity transient was terminated by voiding of

the coolant (which was also the moderator).

The energy deposited was

sufficient to produce substantial fuel melting.
recorded:

Very high pressures were

it is generally accepted that molten fuel and water interacted

producing a vigorous steam explosion, and this was the primary cause of the
damage.
The explosive yield has been estimated by a number of authors,
though with considerable uncertainty.
Values range from 1% to 20% of the
thermal energy in the fuel.
Bl

Following these events a great deal of research was undertaken by the
nuclear industry into steam explosions.

Transient heating of solid materials

under water demonstrated that the rapid steam generation requires a very large
interface area to be produced during the explosion.
fuel lllUSt be initially molten.
fuel fragmentation.

This suggests that the

Oxidation and thermal shock may lead to solid

Dispersive fuel fragmentation in the solid state has

been observed in transient overpower experiments, but only very fast
transients.

(Radial temperature gradients of > 2800K/mm are required).

There is no evidence that a true steam explosion is possible with solid fuel
since this would require a shock initiated mechanism which could disperse
and/or further fragment solid material, see below.

However, it is difficult

to COID.pletely rule it out.

0

Experiments in which molten metals and molten oxides including

uo2

have

•

been poured into water at scales up to 25 kg have led to a better
understanding of the conditions required and SOID.e of the basic mechanisms.
Essentially there are three stages:1)

Initial coarse mixing of molten fuel and coolant usually requiring
film boiling.

2)

A triggering event, which locally collapses the vapour film, causing

3)

fragmentation/fine mixing with a high interface area.

This is

believed to generate sufficient steam to produce a shock wave which
propagates through the coarse mixture, collapsing the vapour
blankets, leading to more fragmentation.

(• ..
A number of possible fine scale fragmentation and steam generation
process have ·been proposed but there is currently insufficient evidence for a
reliable theoretical prediction of the energy yield.

Experimental results

show significant variability, with values typically s 4% of the thermal energy
1n the fuel.

There is &Diile evidence that at high ambient pressure a more

energetic trigger is required (step 2).

(Note:

when molten materials contacted water in TMI).

B2

there was no steam explosion

•

'
In fast reactivity excursions, it is possible for the fuel to melt whilst
water remains in the channels.

In

thi~

situation the initial mixing and

possibly the triggering stages may be achieved when the fuel pins rupture.

A

5eries of power excursion experiments were carried out on single water reactor
fuel pins in a water filled channel at 64.5 bar in the PBF reactor at Idaho.
For an energy deposition of 1 kj/gm, the fuel failed without melting, and no
explosion occurred.

In the final test which deposited 2 kj/gm in 76 ms the

fuel failed at 1.5 kj/gm (when it was mostly molten) and an explosion
occurred about 1 mn later, generating a peak pressure of 500 bar, with an
energy yield of 1% of the thermal energy in the fuel.

There has been some

debate over the nature of this event, which ocurred at a higher ambient
pressure then other steam explosions.

The experimentalists have examined the

alternative possibility of rapid hydrogen generation from zirc/water reaction,

0

and concluded that even allowing for fragmentation of the zirconium, the
chemical reaction rate would be insufficient to explain the observed yield.
It appears to be generally accepted that a steam explosion occurred
during the accident at Chernobyl.
200 MJ.

One (Western) estimate of the yield was

The Russian analysis of the event suggests that a prompt critical

excursion deposited at least 1.2 kj/gm in the fuel (this is sufficient for
The explosion was modelled by fragmenting 30X of the fuel and
melting).
allowing rapid heat transfer to water.
The estimated yield thus corresponds
to 0.3% of the thermal energy in the fragmPnting fuel - a value well within
the range of likely yields for a steam explosion..

A majnr uncertainty is the

quantity of water present in the channels at the time of pin rupture.

The

high power channels may have been largely voided, but lower·power channels may
(:_;}

have contained substantial water at the time of prompt criticality.

The experimental evidence suggests. a liquid phase, vapourisable coolant
is a necessary requirements for propagating steam explosions.

This is

probably because of the character of boiling, which allows a sudden switch
from stable, low beat transfer (film boiling) to high heat transfer with
mechanical agitation for frsgmentation and mixing (nucleate and transition
boiling).

The switch can be initiated by an increase in pressure.

B3

These

characteristics allow the slow initial mixing of stage 1, and ensure that only
a relntively modest trigger is required (stage 2).
phase explosion is possible in principle.

However a propagating

gs~

This would rely on hydrodynamic

•

fragmentation of liquid fuel drops in the high speed gas flow behind a shock.

Hydrodynamic fragmentation becomes ineffective as the mass ratio of gas/liquid
becomes less than unity.

Hence a very large initial volume dispersion of

fuel would be required, and because there are no other

fragmentati~n

processes

to give escalation, a large gas shock would be needed to initiate the
explosion.

It should also be noted that dynamic effects in a gas system with

heavy walls are likely to be much less important than in a liquid system.

•

BNL/PS/THSS/SJB/MSG
11.9.85
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Appendix C, Part 1

Assessment of the Consequences of a Severe Reactivity Fault in a Magnox
Reactor
It is not possible to generate a prompt critical transient by withdrawing
control rods even in a fault in which the reactor trip system failed to
operate.
Fuel melting would occur and result in termination of the transient before the reactor became prompt critical.
The consequences of
a severe reactivity fault with fuel melting are described in
GD/PE-N/1362.
The conclusion is reached that the pressure vessel would
fail and molten uranium fuel would be ejected
in the case of a steel
vessel reactor.
In a reactor with a CPV, it is possible the molten fuel
may be held within the vessel.

0

EXTRACT FROM GD/PE-N/1362 "Combating Fires in Magnox and AGRs", August 1986
4.1.2 Pressurised Faults
There can, of course, also be magnox fires arising from pressurised faults
which are beyond the design basis.
A reactivity fault from low power
(at which condition some black rods are usually deeply inserted) could
for example occur with failure to trip from flux signal protection, one
reason for which could be that, in some stations, the operator had not
set down the trip"levels (the latter reason could not occur where
auto-reset flux protection is installed).
There is, of course, also
temperature protection which on some reactors might not have been set
down, or there could have been a failure of the guard-line system.
Clad
temperatures would rise quickly and widespread magnox melting would
result.
Magnox ignition may not occur if the co, was dry.
But if it
did, CO, would be consumed and circuit gas pressures would fall, despite
the gas temperature increases.
It is likely that uranium metal would
melt and, as described above, would slump to the bottom of the channels;
the reactor would almost certainly become sub-critical.
Graphite temperatures would increase with the core acting as a heat sink, but with no
exothermic reaction.
However, if the molten uranium falls to the bottom
of the pressure vessel and subsequently penetrates the pressure .circuit
then molten uranium could be ejected.
Fission product release would
depend on the pressure at the time of ejection.

Cl

'Appendix C, Part 2
CEGB CONFIDENTIAL
Assessment of the Consequences of a Prompt critical Transient on an AGR
by D K Cooper, P C Hall, J Morgan (STS, GDCD)
and N.E. Buttery, M. Baines (BNL),

•

Safety Technology Section
1.

l:ntroduction
The fastest power excursions are caused by reactivity faults at startup in
which control rods are accidentally or inadvertently withdrawn from the
reactor core. Prompt criticality in start-up faults is only possible if
events beyond the design basis are postulated to occur, e.g. withdrawal of
control rods with failure to trip or ejection of a control rod from the
reactor core.

In faults within the design basis there will be no melting of the uo fuel.
2
However, gross melting and disruption of the fuel is possible in the beyond
design basis faults referred to above.

In order to examine the inherent capability of the AGR to withstand extreme
conditions, the consequences of a prompt critical transient leading to fuel
melting have been considered. There is a lack of experimental data and
theoretical models relating to fuel failure induced by a rapid power
transient and the consequent interaction between fuel and coolant.

Therefore, in the following description of the likely consequences a
considerable element of judgement is unavoidable.

•

Proupt critical transient
The peak power generated in the fuel pins in a prompt critical excursion is

limited by the negative reactivity feedback due to the fuel temperature rise
(Doppler coefficient). The power rises in a few seconds from zero to
several times the normal full power rating in a fault caused by control rod
withdrawal. At Dungeness B there is also the possibility of prompt
criticality following a rod ejection fault.
Up to 20 times the normal
rating could occur in the power spike.

Although negative feedback limits

the amplitude of the transient the subsequent power generated in the fuel is
substantial and melting will occur.

The nuclear reaction will be.terminated

by insertion of control rods.If for any reason the rods fail to.insert the
reaction would also be terminated following fuel disruptionand relocation
into a subcritical configuration. This would require fuel to melt and slump
or be ejected; if the stainless steel clad were to melt first and disperse
then in the short term the reactivity could be increased. The.heat
generation in the fuel would subsequently consist of decay heat from fission

products. The level of decay heat at start-up would be less than that in
operating fuel depending on the duration of the previous shutdown.
Melting of the fuel will commence within a few seconds of the power peak in

the highest rated fuel. Temperatures are rising very rapidly and melting
will spread to the rest of the fuel within a further few seconds.
Fuel pin failure
If energy is deposited at rates in excess of 40kW/g rapid heating up of the
fuel in a pin could conceivably cause explosive fragmentation of the uo
2
before melting (Ref. l).This mechanism could result in the termination of
the nuclear reaction without the occurrence of immediate gross melting.

Such rates'of energy deposition could not be achieved in AGR faults.
anticipated that gross melting will inevitably occur.

C2

It is

•

There are two possible modes of fuel melting which must be considered

depending on whether the uo fuel melts before the stainless steel cladding
2
or vice versa. Melting of the fuel before .the clad is only possible in
extremely fast transients but has been postulated to occur in the most

severe rod ejection faults. Melting of the cladding before or
simultaneously with the fuel will occur in most prompt critical transients
according to theoretical predictions. Both modes of fuel melting have been
considered below.

The main consequences of fuel melting are that the coolant gas is exposed to
very hot fuel and the molten fuel will relocate itself inside and/or outside
the core. The short term pressure transient in the coolant due to heating
by the fuel must be examined in relation to the integrity of the concrete
pressure vessel, and the liftinq of safety relief valves allowing the escape

of radioactivity. In the longer term, the possibility that fuel relocation
could jeopardise the pressure vessel integrity has to be addressed.

In the

following analysis bounding pessimistic calculations have been carried out
initially, followed by an assessment making use of the limited experimental
data on a best judgement basis.

2.

LiJBiting Calculations of the Coolant Pressure
Increase as a Consequence of Molten Fuel Release

This section presents limiting calculations of the increase in reactor
coolant pressure resulting from the release of molten fuel. It should be
recognised that these are upper bound calculations and are based on gross
pessimisms.

If molten fuel is released into the fuel channels it could be further
fragmented by hydrodynamic forces. The quantity of fuel which could be
fragmented in this way is, however, likely to be small given the relatively
low mass of gas. (The energy available in the gas flow is insufficient to
create the large amount of surface area implied by fragmentation of the bulk
of the fuel.)
For example over a period of about one second only about 4
tonnes of co would be injected into the core. This would be capable of
2
fragmenting only a few percent of the fuel into the very fine particles
(~lmm) which would be necessary for rapid heat transfer to the gas.
In the following calculations it is nevertheless assumed that the whole uo
2
inventory instantly fragments into very fine debris. The increase in gas
pressure is calculated for two extreme possibilities i.e. either the heat is

transferred to the gas in the fuel channels or it is shared with all the gas
in the vessel.

i)

The heat is instantaneously transferred from the U0 2 to .the gas in the
fuel channels. The channel pressure would rise to about 16MPa (c.f
normal circuit pressure of 4.1 MPa). If the gas is assumed to expand
isothermally (since more heat is available in the fuel) this would lead
to an equivalent shock overpressure of aboUt 0.3 MPa. ···A presf?Ure

increase of this magnitude would not pose a .direct threat to the
structural integrity of the reactor vessel-. Such· a ·small pressure

increase would not lift the safety relief va.ives.
ii)

-

~·

-

All the heat from the fuel is shared with all the CO'. in the vessel.
By bringing the uo heat content into thermal equilibr.ium with the co ·
2
2
and ignoring any heat and mass losses it is possible to generate an
uppe~ limit on the pressurisation . . The max~~· pr_eSSure .on A~R reactor
·.~

..: ..

.

vessel can withstand is 2.5 times the design value i.e just below 11
MPa.
Making pessimistic assumptions, the calculated pressure can be
shown to be not greater than 11 MPa. Taking into account heat lost to
structures the pressure would be less than 11 MPa. In his limiting
consideration it is, however, clear that the safety relief valves would
open and a massive amount of radioactivity would be released to the
environment.
The above two sets of calculations are limiting since they are based on the
entire UO inventory fragmented into very fine particles.
Whilst it is
clear that the overall pressure transients would not compromise the vessel
integrity there is the risk of structural damage in the core, due to lo~al
overpressurisation and overtemperature.
This could result in disruption
and/or have the potential for missile generation.
3.

MechaniSlll of Dispersion of Molten Fuel
The relocation and cooling of the fuel after melting are critically
dependent on the way which melting progresses. In very fast transients it
is conceivable that the fuel will melt before the clad. For internally
pressurised fuel it has been postulated that as the clad fails, the internal
gas pressure can drive the molten fuel out of the breach in the clad as a
high velocity jet. Dependent on the velocity, this jet will break up into
droplets on impact with surrounding surfaces.

•

Latent heat effects of fusion have not been taken into account in this
assessment. Such effects are potentially beneficial, but this has not been
quantified.
In slightly slower transients, the fuel and clad might melt approximately
simultaneously, and the "columns" of liquid so formed would break up
primarily under the action of coolant qas inertial forces.
Both of these mechanisms are considered below:
i)

(

Jet Impingement
It is first necessary to estimate the internal gas pressure at the time
of clad failure. Under normal operation, internal gas pressure ilnd
temperature within the clad are approximately 1 MPa at 1300K.
Assessing the gas to be at fuel melt temperature at the time of rupture
of the clad, the internal pressure is about 2.4 MPa. This is lower
than the coolant pressure. Therefore, unless there is rapid release of
fission qas during the transient, the 'jetting' of the molten fuel
under internal gas pressure is not a plausible mechanism for
dispersion.

.·,
-

(Incidently, we have reviewed some Culham work {Ref. 3) on the thermal
attack on steel by a molten debris stream. Based on this, it·is our
judgement that the short duration and incoherent nature of jets ar1s1ng
frOm failing fuel would be unlikely to cause significant damage to the
graphite sleeve.)
ii)

Hydrodynamic Droplet Formation
Analysis of the disintegration of columns of liquid fuel into droplets
is extremely complex. The analysis given below is considered to be
indicative of possible behaviour, but is subject to very considerable
uncertainties.

C4
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"
Estimation of largest stable drop size
As the fuel melts and forms into globules it will tend to be broken up
by the gas flow. The upperbound to the size of stable droplets is set
by a balance between surface tension and inertisl gas forces. For
stable drops this ratio, termed the Weber number, must be less than
about 10, giving a maximum stable diameter of about 2 mm. Break-up of
the liquid columns into droplets of this size would take place within
In practice, as noted in Section 2, there is probably
insufficient mass flow of qas in the channel to break up a major

about 0.05 sec.

fraction of the fuel into droplets as small as this.
Drop size spectrum

As well as the larger drops, a spectrum of smaller droplets would be
generated, for example by localized high gas velocities entrainingfluid
from the surface of the larger drops. No data on the break up of
liquid UO by such mechanisms has currently been identified but
consider~le data exists for the entrainment and break up of water
drops by air flows. For example, Komabayasi, Gonda and Isono (Ref. 2)
measured the size spectrum of droplets produced on the disintegration
of marginally stable water drops of 0.005 - 0.01 m diameter by air
flow. Their data suggest that less than 10\ of the initial mass
resides in drops smaller than lmm, and less than 1' below O.lmm. These
figures cannot be applied with confidence to uo fuel.
2
Relocation of molten fuel
The terminal velocity of the la~~est stable drop of liqui~ uo 2 in co 2
at 4 MPa is approximately 7.Sms • This implies that all drops formed
will be levitated. Of course it should b~ noted that a relatively
1
small reduction in the gas velocity (lOms ) would reverse the
position.
A possible mechanism for reduci~g channel flow is restriction of the
outlet by accumulation of refreezing fuel, for example in the CIC. It

is also possible that a trip signal· had occurred initiating a
circulator trip.

0

Much of
channel
that if
channel

·

the liquid fuel would be expected to impinge and remain on the
A counter-current two-phase "flooding" analysis suggests
this fuel remained as liquid, it would flow downward to the
inlet.

wall.

cs

4.

More Realistic Calculations of the Coolant Pressure Increase.

In section 3 it is concluded that less than 10\ of the molten uo particles
will have a radius of less than lmm (and about l\ of particles w~ll have a
radius of less than O.lmm). Only these very fine particles can transfer
their heat, quickly enough, such that a rapid pressure increase could be

generated. Larger particles would lose their heat more slowly and would not
pose. a threat in terms of rapid overpressurisation.
The calculations described in section 2 have been repeated for l' of the

total uo

2

mass.

With the uo

2

heat instantaneously shared with all the gas

the consequential increase in coolant pressure is negligible. With 10\ of the
total uo mass safety relief valve pressure could be reached.
2
The local pressure increase, considering only the mass of

co 2

in the

channel, has also been calculated for both uo masses. With 10\ of the
2
total UC in the core the pressure increase (about 14 MPa) is still
potentiafly damaging. For l\ of the available uo the channel pressure
2

r·
~:-~

increases to only about 6 MPa. It seems unlikely that this pressure
inc;ease would result in significant damage to the channel.

Ultilllate Fuel Configuration
The nuclear reaction will cease after a significant proportion of the fuel
has been relocated. The processes described above, in section 3, identify

mechanisms for the relocation of significant quantities of uo • It is
2
judged that sufficient uo would be relocated such that the nuclear reaction
2
would cease a few seconds after the inception of qross melting and within
about 20 seconds of the start of the power excusion.
Some molten material will be relocated to the upper parts of the core.

(A

limited quantity of material may even be blown out of the core onto the top
dome). It is, however, inevitable that significant downwards flow freezing
of material will occur.

Ultimately molten fuel could eventually reach the vessel liner.

It is

currently not possible to assert that vessel integrity will be maintained if
it is subject to thermal attack from significant quantities of molten fuel.
(~

Conclusions

The consequences of a prompt critical transient producing gross fuel melting
have been examined. The lack of experimental data on the behaviour of fuel
pins under these conditions has required an approach iO which bounding
pessimistic assessments were initially made followed by assessments based on

a best judgement of how the available experimental data should be
interpreted.

Conclusion drawn must, however, be regarded as speculative.

The pressure transient produced by rapid heating of coolant by the fuel
could nOt jeopardise the integrity of the concrete pressure vessel even if

the bounding assumption is made that heat transfer from all the fuel occurs
instantaneously. However, this calculation indicates that the vessel safety
relief valves would lift allowing massive amounts of radioactivity to
escape. It is also indicated that a severe overpressurise transient would

occur in the fuel channels leading to core damage. There is a possibility
of local overpressures destroying the top dome and the possibility of
missiles.

C6

•

If account is taken of the limited degree of fragmentation which is likely
to occur and the resulting delay in heat transfer to the coolant the safety
relief valves would not lift and it is highly unlikely that significant core
damage could be caused by overpressurisation in the fuel channels.
If prompt criticality occured as a result of a rod ejection fault then of
course radioactivity would directly escape through the failed penetration
and be driven out as the reactor depressurised.

The relocation of fuel following melt out is a complex process and fuel may
be widely dispersed around the gas circuit.

However, it is certain that

some molten fuel would reach the floor of the pressure vessel. In this
eventuality it is not possible to claim that the pressure vessel integrity
would be preserved.
7.
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UKAEA, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth
Warrington, WA3 4NE, England·
Telephone (0925) 31244 Ext. 7206
Telex 629301 ATOMRY G

Emeritus Professor J H Fremlin
46 Vernon Road
Edgbaston
Birmingham
Bl6 9SH

Dear Professor Fremlin
Yes, of course I will supply you with information about the
Chernobyl disaster and will certainly send you a copy of our
report immediately after the Vienna meeting, together with
anything else which we pick up and which seems likely to be of
help to you.
Yours sincerely

rn. o• 1-\o.ro.
f'. p. J

H GITTUS

cc Lord Marshall of Goring
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Unite~J{ingdom Atomic Energy Authority

Dr. John Gittus,
Safety and Reliability Directorate,
\'1.igsha\v Lane,

7

11~J~,

11

Cham.-J1..;S!ff.e1--~~....;;;;...~~d.-

London SW1 Y 4QP

"1

Telephone: 01-930 545

~ulcheth,

\•/arr ington,
v/A3 4NE.

-

Dear John,
Chernobyl Video

'

'I

.-'.

\~e

ate keen to get on wilh the preparations for your programme about Chernobyl.
lthough it is sensible to wait until after the Vienna meeting for final studio
.:orl< there are, nevertheless, some actions we can be starting on in the next
few weeks. We will then be held up at the post production stage for only a
few items.

The AEA has first-class staff for graphics and photography. Your programme
will be visual so we ma)' as well take advantage of our facilities such as the
electronic painling devices and t.he technical illustration and graphic skills
in the Design Studios and Photographic Groups.
Essentially the things we can be assembling now are diagrams and photographs.
Could you let me have ·copies of nny ~ketches, ~iagrams and photographs you think
you may need to enhan~e tl1e explanation of the accident? We will then start
thinking about l1ow to present them as video/graphics.
Your presentation will probably look best in the form of an interview and we
will need to qo outside the AEA for the professional skill. I am looking into
tl1e possibility of using Barry Westwood or someone of his calibre.
i1e interviewer will need two things; at an early stage, documentary briefing
material from which he can learn about t~e topic; and later a meeting with you
to establish the ground rules, We can supply ample background material to remind
the intervi~wer of the Chernobyl story as it is seen by the general public.
Could yo~ let me know 3 range of preferred dates to meet the interviewer - perhaps
just bcf0re, or just c:ifter, the Vienna meeting?

,,

:j

Yours sincere:y,

ht~dJcnS'
Gerry Gibl1ons

ccs.

Mr. Chadwick,

P.S.

I am on leave from today until 12 Aug.

l~r.

McMillan, Mr. Mullane
Please raply to Nicholas Mullane (Ext 320)

BRIEF FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ENERGY

THE INTRINSICALLY-SAFE REACTOR:
A CONCEPT

John H Gittus
Director, Safety and Reliability Directorate

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Culcheth

25 July 1986

INTRODUCTION
If a nuclear ~eactor overheats it may give off radioactive
"fumes". This is what happened at Chernobyl.
In theory
overheating can be prevented by intrinsic safety features such
as thermal convection. In practice engineered safety features
such as water-pumps are also used.
This brief explains some intrinsic safety features and the
manner in which they are incorporated into designs of
Intrinsicalll Safe Reactors. No such reactors have been built
and no detai ed designs exist - just concepts.
Numbers in the text refer to paragraphs and illustrations in
the attached "child's guide" to intrinsically safe reactors.
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The Safety Task
1.
In all reactors, the reactor core generates heat (by
fission) and this heat is removed by using it to boil water
(1 and 2). If the water is insufficient to remove the heat
from the core (3), it will overheat and radioactive fumes will
be released. The safety task is to ensure that this cannot
occur.
2.
In a practical power reactor the steam produced is used to
drive the turbine and so a more complex system has to be
designed to remove the steam in an efficient manner. This
introduces another step in the process: in addition to
supplying sufficient water to remove the heat, the heat also
has to be transferred from the core to the steam producing
system.
3.
Two heat production processes are involved in the core.
The chain reaction produces the majority of the heat in normal
operation, but a small proportion (roughly one twentieth) is
produced by the radioactive decay of the products of the
fission process. The chain reaction can be controlled and
turned off if necessary by the insertion of control rode.
These control rode are an ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE. Decay
heat production cannot be turned off, although it reduces
gradually with time after the chain reaction is stopped. Thus
shutting down the reactor turns off the chain reaction and
considerably reduces the amount of heat needing to be removed.
If the reactor is both moderated and cooled by water then,
should it boil dry the production of fission-heat will cease
spontaneously: this is an INTRINSIC SAFETY FEATURE (4).
4.
The reactor loses heat to its surroundings by natural
processes (radiation, conduction, convection). This natural
cooling is an intrinsic safety feature.
It is possible to
remove all of the decay heat by these natural processes
providing that the reactor is small (5&6).
If such a reactor
is too large then it may overheat and release radioactivity,
supposing that we rely exclusively upon natural processes to
cool it (7).

s.

Another basic concept employed in some designs of
"intrinsically safe" reactor is shown in 9. Here fission is
occurring. If due to poor cooling the core heats up the
resultant increase in temperature of the core slows down the
fission process and so less heat is generated. Also heat is
lost to the surroundings by natural processes as the core heats
up. At some temperature the heat loss will balance the heat
generation rate. If the core remains undamaged at this
temperature it would be "intrinsically safe".

2

Attractions of Intrinsic Safety
6.
Intrinsically safe designs, if achieved, might be
attractive for four reasons. Safety assurance might be easier
and less reliant upon, for example, the plant operators. If
complex safety systems were not required this might reduce the
cost of the plant. Intrinsically safe plant might be
permissible in urban or near-urban areas and so district
heating opportunities could open up. Finally, and perhaps most
attractive, intrinsically safe reactors might be better
understood by and therefore more acceptable to the public.
Designs for Intrinsically Safe Reactors
7.
A number of designs have been developed claiming intrinsic
safety. The main ones are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1
POWER (MW(e))

REACTOR
Pressurised Water Designs
PIUS (Process Inherent Ultimate Safety)

250

SECURE (Safe and Environmentally Clean
Urban Reactors)

500

Gas Cooled Designs
Modular High Temperature Reactor·

100

Fast Reactor Designs
PRISM (Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module)

415

SAFR (Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor)

350

For Comparison:
Sizewell 'B' PWR

1200

3

They have several features in common - they are all small units
and in addition in most cases they do not generate so much heat
in relation bo their size as is achieved in conventional
design. This is because it is easier to cool a small reactor
than a large one using natural processes. However, this leads
to a significant disadvantage: the smaller reactor will be a
more expensive source of power than the larger one. Some cost
savings may be possible if the safety-related systems used in
conventional plant can be simplified or even removed in the
intrinsically safe design, but this may not completely offset
the less efficient design of the plant. Thus there may well be
an economic penalty in adopting an intrinsically safe design.
8.
A recent design is the PRISM concept shown at 17 and 18.
(The SAFR design (not illustrated) is similar to PRISM.) This
is close to the basic concept of 1 to 9. On loss of all normal
cooling the reactor would normally be shut down by the safety
system but if this did not work, thermal expansion of the core
and related structures would reduce reactor power to a low
level, the concept illustrated in 9. The heat would be removed
by natural convection of the air around the vessel and no core
damage would result (the concept of 6). we see that PRISM
embodies two of the intrinsic safety features described in this
brief: it shuts down if it starts to overheat and it can get
rid of decay heat by natural processes. Figure 18 shows PRISM
in greater detail and includes the normal heat removal loop
which includes a heat-exchanger through which flows sodium (the
coolant: PRISM is a fast reactor) that has been heated in the
core. If this cooling system fails then the core heats up
until it spontaneously shuts down. Then the emergency air
cooling removes decay heat by natural convection.
9.
The PIUS reactor concept developed in Sweden is perhaps
better known.
It is shown in 19. The reactor core is
surrounded by an enormous tank of.water at high pressure,
containing a reactor "poison" which absorbs neutrons. The
poisoned water, if it enters the core, will switch off the
chain reactor and transfer the heat from the core by natural
convection. Heat can be removed by allowing the water to boil
away. As there is a large amount of water it may take weeks to
boil it all away. The reactor operates by the main pump
pumping clean water into the core to keep out the poisoned
water.
If the pump stops the reactor is automatically shut
down by the entry of the poisoned water.
Drawbacks
10. The basis of intrinsic safety is that a fundamental
property of the reactor will protect it from overheating at all
times. However, great care is needed in applying this.
it
might be thought, for example, that to make a reactor reduce
power strongly as the temperature rose would always be an
advantage, 9. However, in fact, this would make it vulnerable
to accidents in which it was cooled too much, say by a steam
line breaking leading to rapid cooling so that the power rose
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to too high a level and the core was damaged (10). Engineered
systems can have their response closely tailored to meet the
safety requi 0 ements and can in a last resort be switched off by
the operator if they are making the situation worse. Intrinsic
features require very careful consideration to ensure that they
are truly intrinsic safety features under all circumstances.
11. The intrinsically safe designs mentioned above are all
novel designs. None of them has been built to date; none are
under construction. This contrasts with the relatively long
experience with all the currently-used reactor types. It would
be a very long time before.adequate experience has been built
up on the novel systems, in addition it might be that prototype
operation would reveal unforeseen problems which comprised the
intrincally safety characteristics of the reactor. Finally,
being small they would probably be relatively costly for a
given output, as noted earlier, in paragraph 7,
12. The main thrust of intrinsically safe designs is to
protect against faults occurring within the plant - pumps
stopping, loss of water feed, etc. However, these faults are
already well protected-against by the safety systems provided
in existing designs.
It is thought that the safety of modern
designs is so high that the risk from these plants is very
largely determined by events outside the plant, such as
earthquakes. Whilst the intrinsically safe designs offer some
advantages in these areas (such as not relying on on-site or
off-site power supplies) the case for intrinsic safety against,
for example, major structural failure, is by no means obvious.
Thus a large earthquake or the impact of a heavy aircraft might
split the tank of sodium coolant in PRISM, or the tank of
pressurised water in PIUS, in either case the reactor would
overheat and give off radioactivity.
Developments of Existing Design with Intrinsic Safety Features
in Existing Designs of PWR, AGR, HTGR and LMFBR
13. The concept of intrinsic safety is not ignored in the main
stream of reactor development. Several developments of current
systems are under way which to varying degrees incorporate
features having a degree of intrinsic safety. Advanced PWR and
BWR concepts still rely heavily on engineered safety features
but the natural capability of water coolant as both moderator
and coolant.is being exploited to the full.
In the AGR, as the
temperature of the fuel rises its reactivity diminishes. The
passively safe HTGR is a development of existing technology
using the high temperature capability and high thermal capacity
of the core to enable passive removal of decay heat.
14.
PFR, the fast reactor at Dounreay, possesses a number of
inherent safety features which provide considerable assurance.
It has for example been demonstrated that, in the event of a
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failure of forced circulation of the primary coolant, natural
circulation will prevent fuel and coolant temperatures from
exceeding their normal operating levels. Even in the extreme
case whereby, given the above considerations the reactor failed
to trip, the reactor's measured negative power co-efficient
will automatically reduce the reactor's power level and thereby
confine the incident to within the primary containment. A
further example which illustrates the PFR's robustness against
loss of heat removal incidents is the case of loss of the steam
plant and failure to trip, in this instance the reactor power
will be returned to zero whilst the primary sodium temperatures
rises to a uniform pool temperature of about Goooc.
15.
The CDFR design by NNC has many intrinsic safety features
such as using the heat transport capability and thermal
capacity of sodium to minimise the reliance on external power
sources for decay heat removal.
Experiments at DFR and WAGR
during their concluding phases of operation, and also at PFR,
have demonstrated that many of these intrinsic safety features
of current designs are effective in practice and provide a
valuable and resilient safety margin which is intrinsic in the
basic design of the relevant system.
16. Evidently designs of intrinsically safe reactors are still
at a formative stage. No plants have been been built or
operated. The concept of intrinsic safety is appealing but it
may not prove easy to realise in practice: there is no
experience of the reactors proposed and the designs may not be
proof against the complete spectrum of initiating events
considered for developed designs. Also there may be an
economic penalty.
17.
It is likely to be more fruitful to continue the
development of existing designs which incorporate some
intrinsic safety features already. These developed designs
have a balance between intrinsic safety features and carefully
designed engineered safety features so that the plant does not
rely entirely on either for its safe and reliable performance.

6

CONCLUSIONS
1.

There is a view that intrinsic safety features are better
than engineered safety features. For example, shut-down
absorbers might not be dropped into the reactor when
needed but if the coolant is the moderator then
fission-heat ceases when the coolant is lost (no coolant
but nothing to
cool •.. ).

2.

Unfortunately intrinsic features cannot be switched off
which lead to limitations and could in extreme situations
even be dangerous. Thus they may not be truly intrinsic
safety features under all circumstances.

3.

We therefore need to employ both intrinsic and engineered
safety features. This is done. The UKAEA is re-examining
existing reactors to see whether the right balance is
struck between the two.
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CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERATING BOARD

Sudbury House, JS Newgate Street, London EC/A 7AU. Telephone 01-634 5111

23 July, 1986

From lht Chairman
The lord Marshall of Goring Kt, CBE, FRS

Emeritus Professor J H Fremlin
46 Vernon Road

Edgbaston
Birmingham
Bl6 9SH
Dear John,
The man who can best help you understand Chernobyl is I think
John Gittus. He will be coaing with me to the conference in Vienna in August
and he has the responsibility to write up thefBritish·report on the conference.
I also think he would enjoy helping you. I have therefore copied your letter to
him with the suggestion that he l.!J:!~~~~'?uch with you.
The statement that came from the Russians yesterday explains that they
were doing experiments with the turbine generator so that it looks as though my
guess that they were looking at mixed oxide fuels was incorrect. I do hope the
Russians explain everything clearly in August, else we shall all be left very
frustrated and puzzled.
Your second question is easily answered. There are several specific
parts of the Chernobyl design which would have prevented it getting a licence in
this country. So that you can understand that, I attach to this letter several
notes which I have put out in recent weeks. I am also asking NNC to send you a
copy of their review report of the RBMK design written in 1976. John Gittus
could best answer your questions about collective dose.

'·~~"
Marshall of Goring
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EMERITUS PROFESSOR J.B. FREMLIN
46 Vernon Road
Edgbaston
Birmingham
Bl6 9SH
Telephone: 021-454 0314

14tll JulJ" 1986
Lord Marshall,
CEGB,
15 llevgate Street,
London !C1
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Dear Walter,
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To whom should I write to ask for the latest data on
Chernob7l, so that I do not have to bother 70u again?

i:
~-·

The Oltford Universit7 Press is to bring out a paper-back edition
of wq book, and have said I can write a postscript on Chernob7l, and will
al1ov ae 3000 words if get it done by the beginning of October.
Although
I need it badl7 within the next two months I have as 7et seen n0 definitive
statement from the USSR of the initiating cause of the accident itself.
Your suggestion that experiments with 11-238 and PQ.239 could have 'beea
responsible sounds very llkel.7 if the experiments iDTolved onJ.7 a niall perhaps aeparatel.7 cooled and monitored - •action of the core, ·eapeciall.7 if
the change or cross sectiOJl for Pll-239 with moderator temperature is
different from that of U-Z35. Whatever the cause was it se9118 likel.7 that
8Jl operator error or a llOnitoring !ailare was inTolved.
!f;r' aecond quest.ioa would perhaps more properl.7 go to the Nuclear
Iutallation Inspectorate. I would like to know of &n7 'specific part or
parts of the Chernobyl desip that would have prevented.the grantiag of a
llceace, and i t po111ible llow one of such parts could have contl'ibuted to
· the accident. It &n7 auch part could be identified it ¥ould be of ver7
great value in a discussi. . of the effects of Chernobyl 011 our ow
estimates of risk.
The other thing that I badl.7 11eed to kmw is the Sonat estimate of
dose received in the Ukraine·or elsewhere, aJld an;r
data available on the areu with local dose ratea to people 111 the open
above !O rem/7ear, 'ra/7ear and 1 ra/7ear, or an;r other qu.11titative
data on, •ore real1stica1J.7, u;r figures on the dose rate· criteria ued
& contr~ :tne return .troa evacuation and the nllJlbers of pe0ple inTolved.
Data on dose criteria tor evacliatita ~ be diffiou1t -to get,
because SOllle TBr7 11117 things •e• to have been done. It ·se9118 to me
higlLQr probable that evacuation from liev vp a reepoue to' frightened
people rather than to important rediation doses; aDd the idiot ad'doe to
wmaea not to have children for three 7earli looks like a part7 boss wanting
to look extra careful of Ide people end with a co11plete ignorance of the
difference between congeaital damage to babies in uter. at the tllle of t.he
irradiation lllnd the much lass lilleli plletio damage tor vhich the risk of
spre111ioa er trannd.Hioa would last for tll8 rBBt sf a ~-•11 life.
I had some.good reports from friends in our adience at the
Ro1111e of C..-na, siigge11ting that each of 1111 •atisfaotori}7'oompl-nted
the otlaer.
the

total~collective

Yours sincere}7,
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Introduction

This is the fifth issue of a newsletter on the Chernobyl nuclear
accident. The purpose of the newsletter is to provide a concise
account of what is currently known and, where appropriate, what
can be reasonably surmised about the station, the event itself
and its radiological and political aftermath botn in tne UK and
abroad.
The newsletter is compiled from all available sources by
representatives of NOSG, GDCD and SNL in tne CEGS and by SRO
in OKAEA.
The newsletter is revised and reissued weekly. In advance of
a new issue, daily updates are provided, as appropriate.

The weekly newsletter and daily updates are available to
organisations within the r.ra nuclear power industry. See attached
list. Copies which are mailed (rather than electronically
distributed) will have new and changed material side-lined.
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l.

DESIGN SUMMARY

The basis of a nuclear station containing RBMK reactor units is
provided by two units of electrical power 1000 MW each, with a common
fuelling machine hall. Each unit is a reactor of a graphite-moderated,
pressure tube, boiling water type with direct cycle to two 500 MW
turbines.

The reactor fuel is contained inside pressure tubes, which

are located in the graphite in vertical columns. The reactor water
passes through the pressure tubes and starts to boil. The steam
leaves the pressure tubes as a two-phase mixture with a void content
of 15\, is directed to common steam lines, and is then transferred
to the turbines.
Thirteen units containing RBMR-1000 reactors are now operating: 4
at Leriingrad nuclear power station, 4 at Chernobyl, 3 at Kursk, 2 at
Smolensk, and l unit containing an RBMK-1500 at the Ignala nuclear
power station.
Fairly extensive information has been presented in Russian and Western
technical literature, however where specific reactors have been
considered these have generally been those at teningrad or Smolensk.
The reactor involved in the incident at Chernobyl is the most recently
constructed fourth reactor, ie second half of the second station.
This is thought to be part of the same series and thus similar to the
Smolensk reactor. The information presented here should thus not be
considered a precise description of Chernobyl No 4 reactor, but has
been taken from all the available sources on RBMK 1000 reactors.
It should be noted that because Part I of the newsletter is a
concatenation of several sources rather than a written paper some
repetition of information has been inevitable in attempting to
cover as much detail as is available.
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2.

LARGE RBMK UNITS IN SERVICE AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION

I
I

Status
at
31.12.85

Station

Unit

I

No of

I

Commercial

I Output
f units f operation
I MWe (netJ I
I

I

I
I

1--------------1--------------1------------1-------1--------------1
I
I Leningrad
I
950
I 4 I l974-l98l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In
Service

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Kursk
Chernobyl
Smolensk
Ignala

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

950
950
950
1450

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3

4
2
l

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1976-1983
1978-1984
1983-1985
1984

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1--------------1--------------1------------1-------1--------------1

I
I
I
I
I Under
I Construction
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

Kursk
Ignala
Chernobyl
Smolensk
Kostroma

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

950
1450
950
950
1450

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i

l
2
2
2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1986
1986
1987-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989

Figure l shows the location of these stations in the USSR.

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
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3.

STATION LAYOUT

T~o

different arrangements of the reactor and turbine halls have
been adopted for the RBMK stations. Fig 2, attached, shows the
arrangements of the main buildings in the first stages (units l &
& 2) at Kursk & Smolensk, and Fig 3 is an artist's sketch of the
Smolensk plant. The dates of construction might suggest that
Chernobyl l & 2 resembles Kursk, whilst the two later units resemble
Smolensk as shown in Figure 3.
In the Smolensk layout the buildings A, B, C & F of Fig 2(a)
have been replaced by a single block measuring 72 m x 162 m.
The reactor blocks face each other with their transport
entrances. The space between the reactor blocks is occupied by
auxiliary systems and repair services. The reactor section also
includes the pump station & evaporation plant of a liquid waste
storage facility, and a gas-activity suppression plant which is
located directly under the central span roof. The stack is
located on the roof of the reactor section.
4.

REACTOR VAULT

The graphite structure forming the core and reflector is
supported on a welded metal structure. There is concrete
shielding 3 m thick above the core and 2 m thick below the core.
Water tanks provide the inner radial biological shielding and
there is an annulus f j.lled with special sand between these
water tanks and the outer concrete of the reactor vault. The
space immediately round the graphite core is sealed and contains
a helium/nitrogen mixture (40\ He/60\ N2).
The space outside the inner---;-olume is filled with nitrogen at 22 mm
WG higher pressure than that of the He/N2 mixture. If a pressure tube
should burst and increase the pressure in the gas space there are
special bursting discs which are designed to relieve pressure at
1.8 kgf per square cm (26.Slb per square in).
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5.

THE REACTOR CORE AND REFLECTOR

The core i• 12 m in diameter and 7 m high. The graphite assembly is
formed from graphite columns consisting of blocks of graphite 250 mm
squared x 600 mm high with openings for channels ll4 mm diameter.
There are also 20 openings 45 mm diameter in the graphite assembly
for temperature channels (situated along ribs of the columns) and
in the outer columns of the graphite stack are positions for the
reflector cooling channels. The total number of columns is 2488 and
the total weight of the graphite is 1700 te (density of l.67 g/cc).
The graphite columns rest on steel slabs placed on steel structure

and they are centred by shielding slabs and

connecting pieces.

Radial movement is prevented by rods located in the peripheral columns

of the reflector.
The heat generated in the moderator is transferred to the fuel channels
by conduction and radiation via 'piston ring' type graphite rings, one

mounted tightly on the fuel channel and the other fitting tightly in
the graphite column (Fig 4). The maximum temperature in the graphite
stack is 700 degrees c.
The core is enclosed by a radial graphite neutron reflector l m thick
and top and bottom neutron reflectors each 0.5 m thick. It contains
the uranium fuel elements, the moderator, coolant, reactor control·
rods, radial and vertical neutron-flux sensors, and thermocouples for
measuring the graphite temperature.

6.

FUEL CHANNELS

The RBMK-1000 qra?hite-channel boiling-water reactor has 1693
fuel channels (FC) arranged in vertical holes in the graphite stack
(see Fig 5). Each channel has a body of tubular construction within
which is located a fuel stringer.
The coolant is boiling light water circulating in the vertical
zirconium channels which pass through the graphite moderator.
The part of the pressure tube inside the moderator is made of a

zirconium alloy and has the form of a tube 88 mm in diameter with
a ~all thickness of 4 mm.
The upper and lower ends of the zirconium 2.5 Nb alloy tubes have
extensions made of alloy steel which are connected by special
transitions pieces (see Fig 6} to ensure they are leak-proof at
operating temperatures, when transition sections transfer steam to
steam separators. The upper end of each channel has a sealing
device to meet the requirement of the refuelling machine (Fig 7).
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The joining of the Zr-2 1/2 Nb tube to the stainless steel sections
is achieved by means of transition joints (Fig 5). The Zr-2 1/2
Nb is welded to a zirconium alloy transition piece (zircaloy-2
or zircaloy-4) by means of an electron beam weld and the transition
piece is then joined to the stainless steel by means of a diffusion
weld. There is then a further weld, argon arc, between the
stainless steel piece and the connection to the upper and lower

steel structures of the reactor.

The condition of the Zr-2 1/2 Nb

pressure tubes on installation was believed to be 45\ cold worked

followed by stress relief at 550 degree C, a condition for low
growth under irradiation. The fuel channel assembly is welded
directly to the header (ducting the steam water mixture to the
drum separator) and via a thermal expansion joint (stainless
bellows) sub-assembly to the water feed lines.

7.

THE FUEL

Each of the 1693 fuel channels contains two fuel sub-assemblies
held together by a central supporting rod and suspended from a
plug in the upper duct (see Figs 8 & 9)
The sub-assemblies are each 3.5 m long and are made up of 18
fuel ?ins (called elements by the Russians) spaced by ten stainless
steel cellular spacer lattices. The fuel pins are of 1.8\ enriched
uranium dioxide pellets in a zirconium-niobium (Zr + l\ Nb) cladding

13.6 mm od and 0.9 mm thick.

The inner space of the fuel pin is

filled with an argon-helium mixture.
Details of the fuel elements and their thermal parameters are given
in Tables l and 2 respectively. The design dryout margin for the
sub assembly under steady operating conditions with continuous

refuelling is re?orted to be l.38.
The design limit of damaged fuel pins Ear normal operation (in terms
of number and size of fuel pin defects), which determines the level
of activity which may be reached in the primary coolant, is as

follows (primary damaged fuel pin design limit):
l\ of fuel pins with gas leaks, and 0.1% of fuel pins in which
there is direct fuel/coolant contact.
8.

CONTROL ROD DESIGN

The channels for the control and shut-down rods and the in-core
instrumentation run through the central holes in the graphite columns.

The square lattice of 211 control rods and 12 vertical power profile
sensors has a pitch of 700 mm and is at 45 degrees to the fuel lattice.
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The control rods are divided functionally into groups covering radial
control of the power distribution, maintenance of the required radial
field profile (local automatic regulators, automatic regulation of

mean power level), emergency interruption of chain reaction (safety
rods), and regulation of axial power distribution.

The rods of the

first four groups are withdrawn from the core upwards; the shorter
absorber rods of the last group are withdrawn downwards. The
control-rod channels are made of the same zirconium alloy as are the
fuel channels and are 88 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick. They too are
fitted with graphite rings on the outside. The rods are built up from
standard absorber elements with articulated joints .. In each element a
65 x 7.5 mm boron carbide sleeve is contained in the leak-proof annulus
formed by a 70 x 2 mm outer tube and a 50 x 2 mm inner tube, both made
of aluminium alloy.
The control rod channels are cooled by a separate water cooling
circuit. Water from a circul~tion tank is pumped by electric pumps
to the top of the reactor where it anters the control channels at
40 degrees C. It leaves the channels at a maximum temperature of
76 degrees C and passes via heat exchangers back to the tank. When
the rods are withdrawn from the core they are replaced by graphite
displacers to reduce Parasitic absorption caused by the coolant.

The rods are divided by function as follows.
(a)

89 manually operated rods.

(b)

12 automatically operated rods for power variation.

(C)

57 emergency shutdown rods.

(d)

21 shortened absorber rods. These, and the manual rods are
used for controlling the power distribution in the reactor.

The power distribution control, radial profile control, power-level
control and safety rods consist of six elements and have an overall
length of 6170 mm, while the axial profile control reds consist of
three elements and have an overall length of 3050 mm.
9.

REFUELLING

The RBMK reactors are designed to be refuelled at full load.
Fig 2 illustrates a refuelling machine operating from a gantry
running the full length of the common fuelling machine hall.
Recharging fuel on the first and second units at the Leningrad
power station with the reactor operating was carriad using the
charging-discharging machine.
After assembly the machine was adjusted and tested on a special rig.
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For one recharging cycle which takes 3 hours, the machine carries
out the following operations semi-automatically:
loading of new fuel sub-assemblies into the machine on the rig;
accurate approach to the fuel channel being recharged and linking
up with it;
breaking the seal of the fuel channel and removal of irradiated
fuel sub-assembly:
checking fuel channel with special gauge;
placing new fuel sub-assembly:
sealing fuel channel;
unloading of irradiated fuel sub-assembly from charging-discharging
machine into the storage pond receptacle.
During the recharging process the water in the recharging machine is
maintained at a pressure slightly in excess of the pressure in the
fuel channels which creates an excess flow of cold water up to
l cu m/hour and prevents contamination of the machine by circuit
water.
During the reactor operating period the charging-discharging machine
carried out more than 200 recharging cycles with the reactor on
power. No events requiring observation occurred.
Before the charging-discharging machine was brought into operation
removal of supplementary absorbers and fuel sub-assemblies on the
shutdown reactor was carried out using the protective casing of the
central hall crane.
10.

THE COOLANT SYSTEM

The coolant circuit is shown in Fig 10.

It consists of two
parallel loops each of which cools half of the reactor.

Water at 270 degrees C enters the bottom of each fuel channel
individually through a 53.5 mm diameter pipe. On leaving the tap
of the fuel channel the steam water mixture is passed via an
individual 72 mm pipe to a drum separator. Each loop has two drum
separators linked by steam and water connectors. The drums are made
of carbon steel lined with stainless steel. Saturated steam at 284
degrees c, 70 kgf/sq cm is passed to a general collector supplied by
both loops from which it enters two 500 MW turbines. Condensate from
the turbine is returned to the drum separators by electric pumps.
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A feedwater collector is located along the bottom of each drum
separator. From these collectors feedwater is taken via 12 312 mm
downcomers to a 1020 mm pump inlet header. Each loop has 4 main
circulation pumps (3 operational, one standby) which pass the
feedwater to a pump outlet header. From the outlet header the
feedwater passes via 22 325 mm lines to the pipes which feed the
individual channels.
The water is maintained by deaeration and anion/cation beds at:
02 = O.l - 0.2 mg/kg
Cl < 0.1
mg/kg
Cu < 0.05 mg/kg
Under boiling conditions and in the absence of measures to suppress
radio.lysis the quantity of radiolytic gases in the steam is 15-25
normal ml/kg H2 and 8-12 normal ml/kg 02 .
(Comment: This may be of some importance since it suggests a
mechanism for the production of explosive gases ~hich does not
require any Zr/H20 or H20/graphite reaction).
The specific conductivity of the feedwater is O.l micro Siemens/cm
while that of the circulation water is l.O micro Siemens/cm.
The silicic acid content in the reactor water is less than 0.5 mg/kg.
The corrosion products of iron (calculated as iron) are standardised
at < or = 0.2 mg/kg.

ll.

MODERATOR He/N2 CIRCUIT (see Fig 10 and Fig 13)

The space immediately round the graphite core is sealed and contains
a helium/nitrogen mixture (40\ He/60\ N2)• which is circulated
through the core and inner structures. This is at a pressure

of 150 mm WG and the flowrate is 500 cubic m/h.

It is fed into

the inner chamber below a membrane under the core and flows

through the gaps between the graphite blocks.

•

Composition from other references gives 60:40 and 90:20.

The

purpose of the nitrogen is unknown although one technical
paper stresses that it has been •optimised.'
Helium is inert
with good heat transfer and low neutron cross section capture
properties. The ne~ative reactivity worth of the nitrogen at
such a low pressure and core voidage is not thought to be of
significance in overall reactivity calculations.
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Gas is removed from the reactor through 12 mm pulse tubes from each
channel of the reactor.

The channel integrity monitoring system

monitors the gas for increased relative humidity and increased
temperature. A leak in one of the channels causes an increased
humidity signal which identifies the group with the faulty channel
and an increased temperature signal identifies the individual channel.

The gas is then dried and purified and returned to the space below
the graphite core from which it is distributed via annular gaps in
the channel graphite blocks. Any impurities are discharged via the
stack. The circulation and drying of the gas also ensures that
water vapour (and hence water) is removed from within the moderator
envelop. The space outside the inner volume is filled with nitrogen

at 22 mm WG higher pressure than that of the He/N2 mixture.
12.

SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL

The residual power production in the core when the reactor has been
shut down is fairly substantial. For example, after a day it is

0.4\ of the nominal power (Nnom), ie, 12.8 MW. After 30 days, this
falls to 0.12\ Nnom and then remains virtually constant for a long
time. Thi! makes clear why it is not permissible to drain the
core even after shutdown. 7herefore, in conducting servicing on
the forced multiple circulation loop (FMCL), it is necessary to
organise core cooling.
One of the basic specifications required by USSR designers for such
a cooling system is that the cooling should be reliable and that
safe access should be provided to the Forced Multiple Cooling Loop
for examination or repair. This is attained by installing shut-off
valves at various parts of the circuit to provide for draining,
and also for organising various core cooling modes.
During the design of the RBMK, three conditions of service cooling
were provided for in order to facilitate servicing, as shown on Fig 15.
l) natural circulation with nominal water levels in the separators
and the FMCL valves open;

2) interrupted natural circulation with the separators drained
and the FMCL valves open; and
3) bubble mode with nominal water levels in the separators but
with the pressure-regulating valves (eRV) at the inlet to
the fuel channel (FC) closed.
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Natural circulation in the Forced Multiple Cooling Loop is provided
by cooling the water in the outlet section of the loop, for which
one uses the ordinary flushing and cooling system. The coolant
heated in the core is transferred by the cooling pumps from the
water tapping points in the separators to the flushing cooler,
where the temperature is reduced by heat transfer to the water
in the intermediate circuit. The cooled water passes to the
feed pipelines and then to mixers at the inlet, which thereby
cools the circuit. This condition is used for ordinary reactor
cooling, in repairing the main circulation pumps {MCP), and also
in· servicinq the pressurised and suction pipes, as well as for
preliminary cooling of the reactor and FMCL before the start of
servicing.
In the state of interrupted natural circulation, the separators are
drained and communicate with the atmosphere. The core is supplied
by spontaneous flow from a servicing tank connected to the
pressurised collectors in the Forced Multiple Cooling Loop (FMCL)
by special pipes.
The gate valves in the main circulation pumps may be closed, ie, it
is possible to drain the FMCL as ~ell. In this state, one can service
the separators, the pipelines, the suction collectors, and the MCPs'
pipelines with their valves. Here, to provide for safety, special
rubber-metal plugs are inserted in the pipelines from the collectors
and the main circulation pumps.
In the third state, the pressure regulating valves (PRV) at .the inlet
to the FC are closed, and the level in the separators is nominal.
Under these conditions, one can repair the equipment and the FMCL
pipes on the section from the inlet gate valves on the MCP to the
PRVs. This mode of cooling is widely used in general replacement
of failed transducers in the flowmeters and PRVs. In the latter
case, a special freezing system provides ice plugs in the water
pipelines.
If the circulation ceases and parts of the Forced Multiple Cooling
Loop (FMCL) are drained, the following technical specifications have
been inserted in "Engineering Rules for Operating Nuclear-Power
Station Units Containing RBMK Reactors."
Transfer of the fuel channels to bubble mode, ie, closing the
valves at the inlet, is allowed not earlier than 72 hours after
shutting down the reactor in order to reduce the residual power
to a permissible level if the following conditions are met:
{a)

water levels in the separators are above the ends of the upper
series of steam-water pipes (SWP);

(b)

the water temperature in the separators should be not less
than 80-90 degrees C in order to avoid hydraulic shocks in
the SWPs: and

(c)

the pressure in the separator is atmosphetic.
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It is forbidden to reduce the water levels in the separators below
the ends of the SWP if the fuel channels have closed inlet valves.
In all cases where parts of the forced multiple circulation loops
(FMCLJ are drained, the water level should not fall more than 1 m
below the heads of the fuel channel (FCJ, and then it is necessary
to provide a constant supply of cold water to the core. Also,
studies on servicing conditions involving water level reduction
in the loop have enabled the limiting positions to be established
for the upper and lower water levels in the servicing tank, which
is connected to the FMCL to supply the core when the outlet system
is drained. Results obtained with interrupted natural circulation
experiments have enabled specifications to be formulated for the
forced cooling system operating during servicing without boiling.
13.

EMERGENCY FEED ANO COOLING SYSTEM

Safety of the installation with complete stoppage of feed water fed
into the power units is achieved by switching off the reactor by the
emergency safeguarding system according to a signal for decreasing
the flow rate below 50' of the instantaneous value. In this regime,
the input of water into the circulation loop by emergency feed
pumps constitutes approximately 10\ of the nominal value; they are
switched on 10-20 sec following cessation of feed water inflow.
As investigations showed, cessation of feed water flow leads
to a decrease in the level in the separators. This can cause an
undesirable entrapment of steam in the down-drop part of the loop
and cavitation failure of the main circulating pumps, and inhibits
the development of natural circulation. Lowering the level in the
separators is avoided by switching off the main circulating pumps,
which decreases the rate of decrease in the st~am content in the
active zone and the output pipelines of the reactor. As a result
of this, less water is required from the separators for replacing
steam in the circulation loop.

•.
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The regime in which input of feed water ceases with switching off of
the main circulating pumps is similar to the shutoff regime for the
unit, namely:
the rate of decrease of heat energy is greater than the rate of
decrease in the flow rate of water over the entire transient
process, which indicates reliable cooling of the active zones;
maximum decrease in the level in the separators is observed after
75 sec, and then it begins to increase; the steam pressure in the
separators at. the beginning of the process decreases and then
becomes somewhat greater than the nominal value, and after 72
sec stabilizes at the nominal level.
The main circulating pumps are switched off after

t~iggering

of the

emergency safeguard systems according to a signal showing a decrease
in the flow rate of feed water below 50\ of the instantaneous value
with a decay of approximately 9 sec. The active zone is cooled by
natural circulation of the heat carrier.
It is assumed by OSSR designers that most serious emergency
situations can arise with rupture of the large pipelines in the
power unit.
In the event of depressurisation of the primary
circuit, the emergency cooling system must guarantee the following

(secondary damaged fuel pin design limit):
fuel pin cladding temperature not greater than 1200 degrees C;
local depth of cladding oxidation not greater than 18\ of the
initial wall thickness:
fraction of reacted zirconium not gr~atec than l\ of the mass
of fuel pin claddings of the channels of one main distributing

header.
The design includes technical means that do no-t. P~rmit the emission
of the steam gas mixture into the operation area and especially
outside the limits of the nuclear power plant, which are described in
Section 16. The most characteristic damage of the circulation loop is
rupture of the small pipelines (drainage, pulsed lines, etc).
Rupture
of the large pipeline was thought most unlikely.
Experiments on natural
specimens showed that at a pressure of 8.5-9.0 MPa in pipelines with a

diameter of approximately 800 mm, leakage is

possible if the depth of

the fatigue cracks is approximately 0.75 of the thickness of the wall,
and length approximately 470 mm. Monitoring the ~etal guarantees
elimination of sudden pipeline rupture, since the critical dimensions
of the defects are large and must be revealed with planned shutdown of
the units. During inspection, the metal is examined and monitored by
special methods (ultrasonic flaw detection, acoustic emission).
In
spite of this, the design of nuclear power plant includes measures
which ensure its safety with sudden transverse rupture of the largest

pipeline.
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Initially, Leakage is about 6 tons per sec in the case of total
sudden rupture of a pipe with diameter 300 mm and approximately
40 tons per sec with the same rupture for a pipe with a diameter
of 900 mm. As a result of an analysis of emergency situations,
two independent signals have been chosen for triggering the emergency
safeguard for the reactor: pressure increase in enclosures where
the pipelines of the loop are located and decrease in the Level in
any separator to values exceeding its deviation from the nominal
value in the transient regimes.
The most dangerous is a rupture of a pipeline at the head of the
main circulation pump, since in this case there is a sudden cessation
of input of heat carrier into the channels of the emergency path of
the reactor. This particular hypothetical accident determines the
fast response of the emergency reactor cooling system, its maximum
capacity (about 1.1 tons per sec), and minimum time for removing all
of the heat carried from the emergency loop (10-12 sec). In order
that the fuel elements are not damaged, the heat carrier is introduced
into the channels of this half from the emergency reactor cooling
system.
The water from the emergency reactor cooling system is input to each
distributing group collector, and in order to avoid its loss through
the rupture section in the head collector non-reverse valves are
provided at the inlet to the distributing group collector. The
emergency reactor cooling system consists of two subsystems: a main
subsystem with a hydroaccumulation unit and a subsystem with prolonged
cooling with special pumps and water storage in tanks. The cooling
water from the tanks, and after their discharge with the help of pumps,
is input to the collector of the emergency reactor cooling system of
each half of the reactor and further along the pipelines in each
distributing group collector. The lines for bringing water into the
collectors include fast-acting valves, which are opened with a pressure
increase in the enclosures. At the same time, the water enters into
that reactor loop in which the level in the separators has dropped or
pressure differential between the head collector and separators has
dropped. This method for including the main subsystems of the
emergency reactor cooling system provides for cooling of the active
zone with complete and partial rupture of large diameter pipelines
and excludes false triggering with emergencies that are not related
to loss of hermetic seal in the Loop.
Investigations have shown that for any rupture of pipelines up to
maximum diameter, due to the rapid action and capacity of the
emergency reactor cooling system, there is an acceptable temperature
regime for the fuel elements.
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14.

REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

Because of the special features of the reactor and its large size and
hiqh power, and with a view to more efficient and safer operation,
the power control and monitoring systems have been improved. This
nas involved tne following items:
First, tne control system, wnicn regulates tne total power of tne
reactor and its average neutron flux from the far sub-critical state
to normal operating level. The startup apparatus enables the reactor
power to be controlled from (10 to tne -10) of tne nominal level. A
further increase in power is controlled by the automatic protection
regulator operating over the reactor power range 0.1\ to 5\.
Automatic control of reactor power over the range 5\ to 100\ is
provided by two automatic controllers. An emergency signal operates if
a set signal is exceeded and recorded on not less than two measuring
channels of different groups. This gives protection against power
excursions for the reactor as a whole and also for local power
excursions. The rate of power increase and the power distribution
on the periphery of the reactor are also monitored from the signals
of the radial reflector ionization chambers. ?revision is also, made
for manual regulation of the power distribution and reactivity, and
automatically maintaining the power level and ensuring protection of
the reactor in an emergency. This system includes as sub-systems
localized automatic regulation and localized emergency protection.
These work on the signals from in-core ionization chambers. The
localized automatic regulation system automatically stabilizes the
radial and azimuthal power distribution, while the localized protection
system ensures the protection of the reactor in an emergency and
snuts off tne local regulation system if tnis goes out of order.
There are five emergency danger categories requiring reductions
to 80\, SO\, 40\, 30\ and complete snutdown.
Secondly, nuclear monitoring of the radial power distribution,
which works on the power level of 130 fuel assemblies uniformly
distributed over the core, using in-core detectors. The vertical
monitoring system measures the neutron density at seven points along
the length of each of 12 fuel assemblies. The detector signals are
passed to a computer in the control complex.
Thirdly, a data-processing program which calculates the power of all
fuel assemblies from the detector signals and from calculated reactor
physics data, the safety margins to maximum allowable power for the
particular flow through each channel, the maximum permissible levels
of the detector signals, the void fraction, the power generation of
each channel, etc.
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Fourthly, a computer at a centre outside the reactor installation,
which periodically carries out nuclear and optimisation calculations.

Thus the monitoring, control and protection of the reactor are
effected by several independent systems.

At the joints of the graphite blocks of the moderator there are 20
vertical holes 45 mm in diameter 17 of which contain thermocouples at
three different heights to monitor the temperature of the graphite.
During the life of the fuel in the reactor the flow of water
into the individual channel is adjusted twice by means of a
regulating valve placed at the entrance to the channel.
This
maintains the proportion of steam in the water.
15.

ENGINEERING MONITORING

The RBMK is provided with engineering monitoring systems to
transmit to the operators visual and recorded information on the
values of parameters which describe the operatinq conditions of
the reactor and the state of the following components of its
structure.
(a) fuel channels; a more detailed description is provided under
this heading below;
(bl control and safety-system channels;
(c} reflector cooling channels;
(d) graphite stack;
(e) metal structures.
There are systems for local monitoring of water flowrate through
the fuel channels and the control and safety-system channels, for
detecting fuel-pin failures, and for monitoring the integrity of
channel tubes.
Fuel Channels
Leakage monitoring of fuel element claddings during operation of the
nuclear power station is carried out by the following monitoring
systems:
(i) Individual channel system for monitoring gamma radiation of
coolant leaving the pipework from each fuel channel using
scintillation spectrometric detectors.

The basic constituent of the power gamma spectrum recorded by
detectors is radiation of short-lived products originating from
fission.
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The advantage of the ehannel scintillation spectrometric detector
system used is the possibility of using it for a qualitative
determination of the presence of coolant flow in the fuel channels
in the event of the ball-type flowmeter failing, based on the
nitrogen-16 activity;
(ii) System for continuous monitoring of gamma activity of steam
leaving the drum separators using gamma spectrometric analysis of
condensate steam samples having:

- gaseous fission products passing into steam on separation;
- decay products of fission fragments (caesium and rubidium):
(iii) systems for laboratory analysis of reactor circuit
activity.

~ater

The activity of water in the operating reactor varied between
l x (10 to the -4) and 1 x (10 to the -5) Ci/litre.

A case occurred of leakage of a fuel channel containing supplementary
absorber.
The cause of the leak turned out to be inadequacy in the design of
the supplementary absorber which suffered vibration in the flow of
water.
The leaking channel was unambiguously detected using the fuel channel
integrity monitoring system and the reactor was shut down and cooled.
Using special equipment the faulty channel was replaced with a new
one. All the supplementary absorbers were replaced by improved ones
and the fuel channels were inspected before recharging and allowed
to continue operating. No other cases of leakage were found.
During the operating period of the Leningrad Nuclear Power
Station, 30 stringers were removed f:om the fi=st unit due to
leaking fuel element claddings and 5 from the second unit.
Examination of 11 stringers from the first unit in the "hot" cell
showed the presence of defects in the first and second fuel elements
in each stringer having a burn-up level of 10 MWD/kg uranium.
There was whitening of the weld zone in the region of the closure on
the fuel elements of the stringer and cracks on the ~eld of the
lower closure of the upper fuel sub-assemblies.
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Analysis of the results of examining corrosion product deposits
on the fuel element cladding showed that for the first year of
operation of the reactor of the first unit, a film of corrosion
products formed on the fuel element surface (basically consisting
of 90\ iron oxide deposits) with a thickness up to 40 microns. The
maximum thickness of the film is in the zone where coolant starts to
boil, ie on the fuel elements in the lower fuel sub-assemblies.

The data obtained confirms the thermocouple readings recording the
variation of temperature oE the internal surface of the fuel element
cladding in the zones where boiling starts and in the coolant boiling
zone. In the period preceding the acid flushing of the reactor
of the first unit the thickness of the film of deposits was found in
a preliminary examination in the hot cell to be 50-60 microns.
There are systems for local monitoring of water flowcate through
the fuel channels and the control and safety-system channels, for

detecting fuel-pin failures, and for monitoring the integrity of
channel tubes.

16.

SAFETY SYSTEMS

The RBMK was designed to provide protection against radiation

for service staff and the population and also to prevent
contamination of the surrounding locality of radioactive
substances, both under conditions of prolonged operation and in
emergency situations which may arise. The design was believed

to fulfil the following conditions
(a)

terminate the chain reaction in an emergency;

(b)

cool the core reliably under emergency conditions resulting
from the breakdown of various equipment;

(c)

prevent the failure of fuel cladding with any possible failure
of the reactor coolant pipework;

(d}

prevent the discharge of radioactive coolant outside the
power station or of specialised localised equipment in
quantities exceeding permitted standards.

The plant items and systems required to achieve these objectives are:
reactor control and protection system;

system for physically controlling the energy distribution
throughout the core volume;
technological process monitoring and control system;
reactor emergency cooling system;
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accident localisation system for receiving discharges of
radioactive coolant, described more fully under the subheading
'Accident Localisation', below.

burst can detection system, and a series of other systems;
a vent stack some 150 metres high (492 ft) through which
off-gases from the turbine condenser and other gases can be
discharged to atmosphere.
plant to hold up and clean the gases if necessary, before
discharge.
Accident Localisation
As was mentioned earlier, the maximum credible accident is usually
associated with the instantaneous full cross-sectional fracture of
a pipeline with the maximum diameter in the reactor cooling system
(see fig 13) involving outflow of coolant from both sides. In the
RBMK-1000 type reactor the maximum inside diameter of pipes and
collectors in the multiple forced circulation system (see fig 14)
is very considerable (see fig 11).
In order to prevent the destruction of a building when such large
pipes fracture, and at the same time ensure that radioactive products
contained in the coolant are retained, large diameter ~ipes and
collectors, together with their valves, are contained in a hermetically
sealed chamber under the reactor (fig 12). The chamber is designed
for a gauge pressure of 4.5 <gf/sq cm (see footnote 2).
The group distribution manifolds and pipework of the lower water lines,
whose inside diameter is equal to 300 and 50 mm respectively, are
arranged in another hermetically sealed room ('the lower water line
room) designed for a gauge pressure of 0.8 kgf/cubic cm.
An important task resides in achieving an all-round reduction in the

pressure in the chamber and the room housing the lower water lines
in the event of bursts involving the largest pipes in them, ie the
pressure collector of the lower water lines and the group distribution
manifold. This problem is solved by the provision of a set of measures.
The principal measures involve the installation of inserts (leak
limiters) at the inlet to the group distribution manifolds, the use
of a sparge pond arranged at the bottom of the reactor building, and
the division of the hermetically sealed buildings into sections, the
partitions between which have check valves.
The inserts (leak limiters), ~hich are constructed in the fo<m of
Laval type nozzles, hardly disturb the normal operation of the
reactor and cause only a slight increase in the hydraulic resistance
of the pipework (by 0.3 - O.~ kgf/cm sq). At the same time, in the
event of a burst pipe the inserts reduce by several times the process
of the coolant entering the hermetic chamber room, because a critical
flow rate of the medium is formed in their flow section.
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The sparge pond contains approximately 3000 cubic m water. In the
event of a pipe bursting in the reactor plant the steam caused by
the escaping coolant will not only fill the hermetic chamber room,
but will also pass, together with the air filling the hermetic
chamber room, into the sparge pond through several hundred stand-pipes,
400 mm dia downcomers in the floor of the reactor building. Upon
entering the pond, the steam bubbles through a l m deep layer of water,
condensing in the process. After it has passed through the water, the
air displaced from the chambers will fill the air in the space above

the pond, thereby raising the pressure. This rise in pressure will
open the check valves arranged in the inter-storey floor between the
sparge pond and the non-emergency sections of the chamber and will
by-pass some of the air into these sections; this reduces the overall
pressure in the localization system.
In addition to the above-mentioned system for reducing the pressure
in case of accidents, fig 12 shows, likewise in simplified form,
the sprinkler-cooling system, which serves to cool the air filling
the chambers and remove radioactive aerosols and iodine from this
air. A particular feature of this system is that it operates not
only during a post-accident period, but also during normal working,
performing those functions which, in re-circulation systems for
ventilating hermetically sealed rooms at nuclear power stations,
normally rest with water-air heat-exchange equipment and filters,
ie aerosol and iodine filters. The pumps belonging to this system
draw water from the sparge pond, the water being cooled in the
heat-exchangers and treated in normal water filters with ion-exchange
units before it is fed to a sprinkler arranged in a permanent cell.
The water screen thus created in the path of the circulating air
ensures that the air is cooled and ~erosols and iodine are removed
from it.
Footnotes
l.

One of the systems developed in conjunction with two institutes,
Gidroproekt and VTI, is examined here.

2.

In fig 12 the outlines oE the chamber are shown by a thick line.
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17.

FAOLT STUDIES

The list of design basis accidents for RBMK type reactors includes:
situations leading to a change in reactivity:
accidents involving the tripping out or failure of equipment at
a nuclear plant;

accidents caused by a burst in main circulation pipework, steam
lines and feed piping.
Fault studies have been carried out by the Russians on this reactor.
These have led them to conclude that:
{a)

If one of six main circulation pumps fails power must be
reduced by 20\.

(b)

If one of the two turbogenerators is tripped power must be
reduced by 40\.

(c)

If both turbine generators trip power must be reduced by 70\.

These load reductions will be cartied out automatically (see
section 14).
It was shown that in these situations the· basic plant parameters
do not exceed their permitted values.
In the event of turbine trip steam is passed by safety valves to
bubblers'' and after these have exhausted their capacity secondary
11

steam is sent to the condensers.

If all the main circulating pumps fail natural circulation can be
established via pump bypass lines and will adequately cool the
shutdown reactor.
Leakage of coolant circuit pipework was also considered.

In the event of a small pipe burst (including a channel tube)
the flow of coolant through the channel affected would increase
to greater than normal values. It was calculated that the fuel
would not burn out.
Bursting discs would allow the steam-gas
mixture to escape from the core.
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Failures of pipework up to 900 mm diameter have also been
considered.

This would cause an increase of pressure in reactor

areas and a reduction of water level in the separators which would
trigger the highest level emergency signal. A sharp deterioration
of core cooling would occur. An emergency cooling system will
automatically come into operation. This system is shown in fig 10.
Initially water is fed from a hydroaccumulator and the deaerators
directly to the header at inlet to the half of the reactor affected.
In the longer term a prolonged reactor shutdown cooling sub-system
using pumps powered by an emergency diesel generator supply and
drawing water from station reservoir can be brought into action.

All equipment and pipework of the recirculation loop of the reactor
is located in closely sealed compartments preventing the discharge
of a steam-gas mixture from the nuclear power station into the
atmosphere in the event of pipework ruptures, since the steam-gas
mixture is removed via special tunnels into a localisation unit
where the steam is condensed. The compartments are designed to
withstand an overpressure of 0.4 MPa, which is not exceeded even
with a full instantaneous rupture of the largest pipework.

(Comment:

It should be noted that this does essentially constitute

a containment system.)

The total loss of electrical power of the nuclear plant has also
been considered in fault studies.

For all the above transients arising from equipment failures the
criterion of nuclear power station safety that is taken is the
absence of dryout on th~ fuel pin surface.
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GENERAL SPECIFICATION
.

3l40

Electrical powec (at generator terminals), MW

1000

Core diameter, m

ll.8

Core height:., m

7

Lattice pitch, mm

250 x 250

Number of channels in lattice

2044

Thermal power, MW .

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

. .

made up of:
- fuel channels
- control and safety system channels
- reflector cooling channels
Number of channels outside lattice

1693
195
156
18

made up of:
17
l

- temperature channels

- gas sampling channels
Constant uranium dioxide charge,

t

204

Uranium enrichment, \ . . .

l.8

Mean power of fuel channel, kW

1850

Power of most highly loaded channel, kW

2700

Coolant flow, t/hour
Mean bulk steam content

37. 5 x
( 10 to the 3)
O.lS

Saturated steam temperature, deg C

284

Coolant temperature at fuel channel inlet, deg C

270

Saturated steam pressure in drum separators, kgf/cm sq

70

Feedwater temperature, deg C

160

Maximum

g~~phite

temperature, deg C

700

Burn-up MW!l/kg uranium

18.5

Mean channel power rating MW/te

15. 4 (cf 13.6
at HYB)

Peak channel power rating MW/te . . . . . . . . • . . .

22.4 (cf 17.4
at HYB)
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Coolant Circuit

Two parallel loops, 4
pumps per loop. Coolant
enters the fuel channels
from below (supplied by
individual feeder pipes)
and the steam-water
mixture from the top of
the channels passes along
individual riser pipes to
steam drums (2 drums per

loop)
The coolant pressure at

the steam drums is 68.6
bar (994lb/sq in).
Feedwater temperature is
160 degree c.
Refuelling

On load, up to 5 channels/
24 hours.

Turbine generators

2x500MWe capacity each at
the generator terminals.

Reactor building

(See Fig 2) The reactor
core is in a concrete
vault and the main primary
circuit components (piping,
pumps, steam drums) are in
separate cells with
concrete biological
shielding round them. In
the bottom of the reactor
building is a 'bubbler
pond' (suppression pool)
into which steam can be
discharged if it cannot
be passed to the turbine
condenser.
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TABLE l
CHARACTERISTICS OF RBMK-1000 FUEL SUB-ASSEMBLY
A<"ID FUEL ELEMENT
Distribution of fuel elements in fuel
sub-assembly

2 rows of 6 and 12

Spacer grid

Stainless steel cellular
type

Supporting central rod

Zr alloy with 2.5\ Nb

Length of fuel element

3644

Weight of urani1.lm dioxide (mean)

3.59 kg

Length of fuel column

3430 mm

Volume of gas collector

17.4 cubic cm

Filler gas

Helium at l atm

Fuel element cladding

Zr alloy with l\ Nb in
fully annealed condition

External diameter of cladding

13.6 mm

mm

Wall thickness of cladding (min)

0.825 mm

Diametral gap between fuel and cladding

0.18-0.38 mm

Fuel enrichment

l. 8\

Fuel density

>or = 10.3 g/cubic cm

Height of fuel pellet

12.0 mm

Diameter of fuel pellet

ll.52 mm

Volume of indentation on pellet
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TABLE 2

THERMAL PARAMETERS OF RBMK-1000 FUEL SUB-ASSEMBLY
ANO FUEL ELEMENT
Maximum power of fuel channel
Coolant pressure

Coolant temperature

3000 KW

- at inlet

00 kgf/square cm

- at outlet

73 kgf/square cm

- at inlet

265 degrees c

- at outlet

284 degrees

Maximum steam content

27 wt.\

Maximum velocity of steam-water mixture

20 m/sec

c

Rate of flow of coolant through fuel at
maximum power

21,200 kg/hour

Maximum thermal flux from surface of
element

83 W/square cm

Maximum linear thermal power

350 W/cm

Maximum fuel temperature

1800 degrees C

Mean burn-up

19,500 MW!l/t uranium

Duration of operation of fuel element
at rated power

1190 days
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PART 2.

STATE OF THE PLANT AND RECOVERY MEASURES

=================================================
Diary of Events on Site

Date
26 April

Statements
The reactor was at 200MW (6\) which was a
shut down condition. This was the usual
bottom point when the intention was to take

the reactor to full power again. Going below
this point causes a build up of Xenon from
the fission by-products and the reactor has
to wait for the Xenon to decay. The reactor
had been at full power. It went through its
shut down procedures which took 2 1/2 hours.
Main coolant pumps were in service. The power
surged from 6\ to SO\ in 10 seconds before the
reactor shut down automatically. (The reason
for this surge is as yet unknown).

Source

Dr Blix's
briefing to

missions at
IAEA on
12 May.

At 01.23 h local time, a hydrogen explosion
occurred, (the time interval between the power
excursion and the explosion is not yet known).
Gorbachev stated on 14 May that "the considerable

emission of steam and subsequent reaction resulted in
the formation of hydrogen, its explosion, damage to
the reactor and the associated radioactive release~.
The explosion took the roof off the reactor hall and
caused the overhead crane which weighed 200 te to fall
on to the reactor causing further damage. Fires started
which carried the radioactive gases to height of lSOOm.
The temperature of the fuel exceeded 2500 degrees C
(inferred by Sweden from their detection of small
spherical particles of ruthenium). The Commander of
the fire team reported that the reactor hall flames

were raging on various floors, fire centres also
broke out in the turbine hall. The fire in the buildings
was extinguished in three hours and the fire team
evacuated at about 05.00h. Meanwhile at 03.20h a
senior electrical foreman and others were called
to the plant. The small group (about 7 in number)
entered the strictly prohibited area. An eyewitness
from this team reported that on arriving at the
reactor "the graphite had fallen out and was lying
around the floor; the background radiation level was
very high." The team leader set about working on the
transformers to restore power to the unit. Shutting
off the hydrogen feed valves was a particularly

hazardous operation and there was also concern
with the rise in temperature within the cable ducting.
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M Rosen (IAEA) who visited the Chernobyl site on
8 May stated that, "the accident appears to have
been caused by a steam explosion in the core, which
in turn, was the consequence of an increase in
reactivity. The lack of precursors tended to rule

out a coolant failure in one or more channels as this
would have been seen in the control room data. This
incident was virtually instantaneous and probably
caused by the withdrawal of the control rods."
204 site workers and fire fighters received
radiation exposures in excess of LOOREM, of
these, 18 were in a serious condition, 49
people were later discharged after medical
examination. Two people were killed in the
explosion, an instrument technician and a
plant operator, one from steam burns and
the other from falling debris.

Dr Blix'•
briefing.
TASS 8
May
Many
Sources

Confirmation that the chain reaction
stopped at the moment of the accident was
given by medical examinations of people
affected. These indicated that there was

no evidence of neutron irradiation.
An Investigating Commission headed by the
Deputy Premier Shcherbina was set up within
hours of the explosion. One of its first
decisions taken within a few hours after the
explosion, was to shut down Number 3 reactor
housed in the adjoining building.

Associated
.Press
interview
with
Yemelianov
20-05-86

A helicopter reconnaissance flight was made
over Reactor 4.
27 April

Helicopters commenced the dropping of material on
to the damaged reactor.

27-29
April

The serious casualties in hospital were
transferred to Moscow. About 25,000 people
were evacuated from a lOkm zone within 36
hours of the accident. This evacuation
included the township of Pripyat.

Date
Hundreds of fire-fighting appliances were used
not
to pump out the suppression pool. The water
specified was channelled away to a special secure place.
(Vaporizers are being made to purify this water).

3 May

49,000 people were evacuated from a JOkm zone
within 7 days of the reactor accident.
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7 May

Work started to build embankments along the
Pripyat river to prevent contamination of

Pravda
7 May

water supplies to a wide area.
8 May

Lyashko (Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Ukraine) said that the plant situation
was under control and that the temperature of
the damaged reactor had fallen to 300 degrees C
(this is believed to be the graphite). The
other three units on the site are being
supervised by rotating shifts of workers.

9 May

Rosen stated that the objective now was to
encase the fourth reactor in concrete.
Ilyin reported that workers inside the zone
were observing a 2SR exposure limit.

10 May

Velikhov reported that the soil under the
reactor is being frozen.

Work begins to

decontaminate the territory. TASS report
stating over 5000 Tonnes of sand, boron,
dolomite and lead had been dropped by
helicopter to close the crater.
11 May

Velikhov reports situation no longer

represents a major threat.

13 May

BBC
Monitoring
broadcast

TASS
11 May

Soviet TV reports that in short time, Sets
l, 2 & 3 will be put into action~

Soviet
TV - 11
May

Velikhov reported that reservoir under the
reactor had been pumped out.

TASS
13 May

Work is in progress to provide a cooled
base plate for the damaged reactoC' when
it has been encased in concrete. ·rhe
work is being carried out from a huge
trench by the wall of the Number 3 unit.
The most difficult first metres of the
collector tunnel have been laid at a
depth of over 6 metres in solid sand stone
with permanent radiation monitoring. There
are over 400 people taking part in the
round-the-clock work.
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15 May

Soviet correspondents taken to visit
Chernobyl power station in armoured
personnel carriers. There are 50 workers

on shift at the first three generating
units.

Fire and radiation safety were being

closely monitored.
to Unit 4.
25 May

Lorries bringing concrete

Several thousand tonnes of materials have

been used to seal the reactor and the
breathing is now described as becoming
shallower. However, heaps of contaminated
fragments and debris still litter the site.
11

JO May

11

Russia is ready to accept global safety
standards for nuclear reactors,
Mr Valentine Falin, director of the Novosti
news agency, said in Bonn on 30 May.

2nd June

Officials in charge of cleaning up the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster aim to start
up two of the power plant's four reactors

from October, a local Communist Party
official said on 2nd June

TASS
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PART 3.

CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT

============~===~=============

Joint CEGB (BNL) and tJKAEA (SRO) View on Possible Accident Sequences

-------------------------------------------------------------------l.

INTRODUCTION

More information is startinq to become available on the possible
course of the accident at Chernobyl unit 4, but it is still too
early to be able to make definitive statements about exactly what
happened. Indeed it is clear from statements made by the Russian
scientific team that they are not yet in a position to be able to
give a definitive account of the course of the accident. This is
not surprising in retrospect if one considers that it took some
time for the course of ·the TMI-2 accident to be determined undec
circumstances which must have been more straight-forward, in that
access to the plant was much easier in that the off-site consequences
were small. Therefore, this note must, by its very nature, be to a
great extent speculation. As more information has become available,
some of the possibilities have begun to appear less likely.
Nonetheless, the reliability of information that could exclude certain
possibilities has not yet been fully established, so the range of
possibilities discussed in this paper will not be completely limited
by it.
The n~xt section reviews some of the information available.
Based on this, some generalised scenarios have been developed. It
should be recognised however, that they are based upon very limited
information and their merits could easily change as more information
becomes available.
2.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE COURSE OF THE ACCIDENT

The information available on the incident at Chernobyl has tended to
be contradictory and has been confused by possibly misleading reports
put out by interested parties, which have, in effect, bee~ largely
speculation. The "hard" facts are that the reactor building has been
destroyed by fire and/or explosion, a core/graphite fire ensued and a
significant quantity of the fission product inventory has been
released. Reports available from the IAEA team which visited the area
as well as Tass and Pravda are starting to paint a more consistent
picture. A more detailed chronology of events is being built up by
NOSG but this assessment is lar~~ly based on the following.
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The "initial" incident appears to have been an explosion or explosions
which occurred at 1.23 am on Saturday 26 April. This resulted in a
fire in the reactor building, which may have spread to the turbine
hall roof. There have been unconfirmed US reports that intercepted
Soviet communications traffic indicated that there was a problem on
the Friday but this is not borne out by the IAEA reports. Blix and
Rosen (IAEA) have reported that the event occurred when the reactor
was at a low power (200 MW th), which is normal for a routine short-term
shutdown, and that all pumps were running at the time. Rosen stated
that he had seen control room data which supported the theory that the
reactor had been at full power prior to the "shutdown''. The shutdown
itself was said to be uneventful until the accident occurred, this
appeared to be a spontaneous event. It was reported that there was
an explosion which "took the roof off the reactor" and caused the
300 te overhead crane to fall into the reactor causing further damage.
At some time prior to the explosion, the power of the reactor suddenly
surged from 6\ to SO\ in ten seconds.
Soviet scientists are still
analysing the data but believe they are close to identifying the cause
of the explosion. They are confident that the accident originated
inside the reactor and was not a consequence of an event from outside.
It has also been reported that the design of the Chernobyl reactor has
been reviewed and no design flaw has been identified. However,
operating procedures are being reviewed at similar plants and stringent
alert procedures are being adopted. This strongly suggests an element
of operator error.
Gorbachev in his 14 May statement on Soviet television, reported that
information provided by specialists indicated that "the reactor s
capacity suddenly increased during a scheduled shutdown of the fourth
unit. The considerable emission of steam and subsequent reaction
resulted in the formation of hydrogen, its explosion, damage to the
reactor, and the associated radioactive release". However, he went
on to say that it was still too early to pass final judgement on the
causes of the accident.
1

The release itself appears to have been a relatively prolonged one.
There are reports that the firemen were evacuated from the site at
5 am and that some helicopter sorties to drop sand were flown on
the Saturday. Rosen has reported that the fire was extensive,
encompassed one quarter of the top of the core at one stage and
produced temperatures high enough to melt fuel cods. It has also
been reported that suppression pools beneath the reactor have been
drained to eliminate the possibility of steam explosions should
molten debris fall into them. Concrete is being injected into the
empty pool vaults to provide additional support for the reactor
building over the vaults and to provide an additional impediment
to basemat melt thrn119h.
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3.

PHENOMENOLOGY OF TllE INITIAL STAGES

The common element in the descriptions we have available is that
the incident started with an explosion which may well have been in
the reactor vault. This led to a release of steam as well as a
fire. The first two casualties were a reactor operator and an
instrument technician who were killed by steam and falling debris.
Parts of the circuit in a boiling water reactor lie outside the
containment. This includes the steam mains, deaerator, off-gas
plant, refuelling stand-pipes and turbine. A fracture of one of
these items, either spontaneously or in the case of the stand-pipes
as a result of a dropped load, cannot be ruled out and turbine
failure has been suggested as a possibility since the alternator is
hydrogen-cooled and so a consequential failure of this would lead
to additional explosions and fire. Normally these external steam
lines can be isolated in case of Eailure but consequential damage
may prevent this or lead to additional failure which may cause the
fault to develop further. Failure to isolate would result in the
containment being bypassed. One sequence in this class which would
not require any additional failures to be postulated is steam drum
failure. This event is regarded as "incredible~ and would lead not
only to failure of the steam drum cells but also a LOCA beyond the
capacity of the ECCS system. The IAEA experts have reported that
the first explosion was within the core and havs explicitly denied
steam drum failure as an initiating event. This would rule out an
explosion as the original initiating event, as indicated below.
Under normal conditions, none of the materials in the core have the
potential to cause explosions. For an explosion to occur, either
chemical reactions must reduce water to produce hydrogen, which
can then explode if it mixed with air, or fuel rod materials must
melt and then mix with liquid ~ater to provide the initial conditions
for a steam explosion or· steam spike. In either case, this would
require greatly elevated core temperatures as significant reduction
of water by either the zirconium cladding or the graphite moderator
requires t:mperatures of 1000 degrees C or above and large-scale
melting of the fuel cladding could not occur until a temperature of
1850 degrees C was reached (though some local fuel liquifaction might
occur at temperatures above 1300 degrees C). For such temperatures
to be attained, either the coolant supply to a fuel channel would have
to be reduced or departure from nucleate boiling ~ould have to occur.
The latter could result from an overpower transient, a reduction of
coolant pressure or some combination of the two. Indeed, as the
core appears to have a negative coolant density coefficient of
reactivity, an overpower transient could arise as a direct result of
a fall in pressure increasing the void fraction of the coolant.
Overheating of fuel however, does not by itself provide the necessary
conditions for an explosion. As already noted, to produce a hydrogen
explosion the gases produced by the reduction of water must mix with
air to produce an explosive mixture, and to produce a steam explosion
molten materials and water must be intermixed.
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The graphite moderator of the Chernobyl reactor was inerted by a
He/N2 mixture which was in turn surrounded by a nitrogen blanket
prior to the accident, so failures of these blanketting systems
would have had to occur to allow air access to the core if a
chemical explosion occurred. The He/N2 blanket boundary might
have been breached by rupture of its bursting disks by steam
released from failed pressure tubes. It is not clear, however,
where the boundary of the nitrogen blanket lay. It may well have
extended throughout the pressure cells since these are interlinked
by blowdown tunnels: in which ease a pressure rise would simply
cause venting to the suppression pool and it would be difficult
to envisage means by which air could gain access to the core.
If hydrogen is produced in the circuit due to overheating then it
is possible that it may be removed via the deaerator and accumulate
in the off-gas treatment plant. An explosion in this region may
well set Eire to roof structures since it is quite high in the
plant. The failure could cause consequential damage as well as
bypassing the containment. This, however, does not accord with the
description of an in-reactor explosion.
A steam explosion could not arise unless liquid coolant re-entered
the channel. Thus, there would have to be water remaining in other
parts of the primary circuit t~at could re-enter the channel at some
stage, or emergency injection to the channel would have to occur to
reflood it. If fuel melting occurred as a result of a reactivity
transient, then although water would be forced out of the channels
by the increase in heat transfer, the pumps would restore the flow
as the transient subsides. The general geometry of a long tube
containing molten material is reminiscent of some of the
configurations which have been used in experiments to promote such
interactions (eg a "shock tube"). The resultant explosion may
displace the stand-pipe closure expelling steam, hydrogen and molten
material into the reactor hall. The hydrogen may ignite and, in
addition, if the interaction involved unoxidised Zr, expelled particles
of this may burn rapidly. In thermal explosions involving molten Al,
chemical explosions involving the rapid oxidation of finely divided
Al are often observed. The combination of steam pressure, hydrogen
and Zr burning would probably collapse the relatively light reactor
hall. The accident would then develop as a LOCA with the containment
bypassed. This progression will be discussed in the next section
since it is common to many of the postulated sequences.
A further difficulty in interpreting the in-core explosion as a
steam explosion arises if, as appears likely, the circuit pressure
were close to its normal value or about 7 MPa at the time of the
explosion. Various studies have concluded that a steam explosion
is difficult to trigger at high pressures (>l MPa). There is,
however, evidence that a steam explosion occurred during a reactivity
transient in an in-pile experiment at EG & G Idaho at a pressure of
6.4 MPa, so a steam explosion in the Chernobyl reactor at normal
operating pressure is a possibility. Furthermore, if pressure
tube failure occurred during the melting transient the resulting
depressurisation would reduce the local system pressure.
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4.

DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAs WITH BYPASSED CONTAINMENT

Since many of the events described above lead to a LOCA with a breach
outside the containment, it is worth examining how this may proceed.
Any extended event has many possible variations because operator
actions or attempted recovery operations may affect both the
timescales and the course of the events. For simplicity, the
postulated sequence here will ignore any external action. It will
also be assumed that the safety systems function normally: further
failures will simply speed up events.
Following the breach, the ECCS system should be activated. Part of
the core may be uncoolable because the explosion may have damaged
the inlet pipework. However, the rest of the core would be cooled,
provided the resultant damage did not exceed the ECCS capacity,
although the water will gradually be lost through the breach.
Normally for breaches inside the containment the ECCS water would
run back into the pressure suppression pool from whence it could be
recirculated. However, for a breach outside the containment, this
water is lost and eventually the ECCS pumps will be starved of
supplies and the core would uncover and melt. It should be noted
that the reactor has two separate circuits but it is not clear that
the suppression pool is similarly divided so both halves could be
affected. This would mean that the core may effectively be treated
as three different zones: the initial damaged area (the size of
which will be sequence dependent) which may not be coolable even
when ECCS water is available~ the rest of that circuit which will
undergo a LOCA with long-term failure of ECCS and the other circuit
which will undergo an intact circuit fault with long-term failure
of feed. Each would have a different time constant which may help
to explain the apparently rather extended timescale of the releases.
Replenishing the water supply would extend the timescale but the
meltdown and possible growth of the local damaged region would still
be a potential problem. This or the possibility that the damage
exceeded the ECCS capacity may explain why the Russians were worried
about the advisability of maintaining a water pool below the reactor.
One would expect that the high temperatures generated would lead to
degradation of the roof and its penetrations. At some stage this
would allow air access to unoxidised Zr and graphite leading to a
fire.
There may be significant amounts of Zr left both because of
the relatively large quantities and because the heat-up could be
under steam-starved conditions if the thermal capacity of the graphite
significantly delays the onset of oxidation after uncovering the fuel.
Oxidation of Zr in air would give a very intense fire.
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5.

POSSIBLE INITIATORS

So far the discussion has concentrated on the course of the accident
following the explosion. The question arises as to what caused the
explosion in the first place? Some are initiators in themselves
(eg turbine failure or steam drum failure) but the others require
the production of either molten material or hydrogen. There may be
many ways to postulate this happening but to remain undetected (or
ignored if operator error is postulated) a local fault seems the
most likely. These may be under-cooling or over-power faults.
Examples of under-cooling faults would include such things as a
dropped .stringer with consequential damage. One might postulate a
scenario in which a stringer was dropped whilst the reactor was at
power. The "routine shutdown" may have been to recover from this
but holding the power level at 7\ may have been too high for adequate
cooling, resulting in fuel melting. Failure of the pressure tube and
subsequent depressurisation may then have promoted coolant re-entry.
One might, however, have expected the initial event to have been in
the control room log as the reason for the shutdown.
A start up fault is also possible since one of the modes of cooling
allowed in RBMK and used to enable certain maintenance operations to
be carried out is to cool the fuel channels by recirculation with the
channel inlet valved shut. If the reactor went back to power with a
channel inlet valve either completely or partly shut this may lead to
melting as well as hydrogen production. Since there are flow meters
on each channel this should be detected, but there are indications
that these may not be very reliable since it has been remarked that
a more accurate value for the flow is often obtained from the quality
meters than the flow meters. If this is the case the operator may
ignore the low reading for a while. The shutdown may then have been
to check the instrumentation, which would explain the presence of the
instrumentation technician. However, this may also not be consistent
~ith the lack of indications of a precursor in the control room logs.
A reactivity transient may be particularly serious iE the reactor is
operating close to local instability, as it may be at low power. In
this case a reactivity change due to say a dropped stringer, (the power
at which refuelling is carried out is not known but the intention was
to do this at full power), failure of a bottom entry control rod,
withdrawal of control rods or a control system fault could drive the
re~ctivity rise rate beyond the capability of the control system and
lead to a local criticality. If the channels remained voided for long
enough then melting may take place before coolant re-entry.
The sequence has been considered in terms of a local criticality
fault but is may be fairly extensive compared with a single-channel
meltdown. If a significant part of the core is affected, then it
may be possible that a steam explosion, in the true sense, is
unnecessary in that the pressure build-up from non-explosive steam
production and rapid hydrogen generation as a result of molten
zirconium/water reactors may pressurise the system at too fast a
rate to be relieved, except by failing the circuit. Such failures
could include the roof penetrations and roof struc~ure.
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6,

CONCLUSIONS

Various sequences can be postulated which fit the known facts. The
propagation of an undetected local fault or local criticality seem
the strongest possibilities, particularly the latter in view of the
increase in power. Propagation of these events could be either via
steam or hydrogen "explosions", with the former being more probably
in reactor and the latter affecting out-of-reactor plant.
All the sequences considered here lead to complete meltdown. This
may not be the case in reality but since it is operator action to
recover the situation which is likely to be the limiting factor, it
is not possible to predict this without details of the actions
taken. The current estimates of the fission product release could
be interpreted as indicating only a local meltdown. However, the
use of sand and other materials to smother the fire may also have
effectively introduced a "filter bed" which has held up activity.
Given this and the other uncertainties, it is not possible to
reliably estimate how much of the core is involved.
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PART 4.

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

=·================================

CURRENT SRO VIEW FOR CHE:RNOSYL RELEASE

Some Preliminary Conclusions about the Source Term
Measurements from a wide range of sources around Europe present
a fairly consistent picture. Only the characteristic nuclide
distribution has been examined, with no regard to the absolute
magnitudes of activity. To date, data from the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark and Hungary, collected over the period 28 April
to 4 May, have been examined. At all sites, most members of the
following list oE radio-nuclides had been detected: Nb 95,
Mo 99/Te 99, Ru 103, I 131, 132, 133, Cs 134, 136, 137, Te 132,
Ba 140/La 140, Ce 141. A very few measurements of Np 239 have
been reported from Sweden and Finland, the activity ratios have
been compared with the shut-down core inventories calculated by
FISPIN for a 1000 MW(e) RBMK reactor at various burn-ups. A
fairly consistent picture of the relative release fractions of
different fission products emerges:Element

Relative Release Fraction

Cs

l.O

I

0.2-0.3
0.3-0.5
0.03-0.07
0.02-0.03
<0.005
<0.005
0.001-0.07

Te
Ru
Ba

Ce
Nb
Np

From this the following conclusions can be drawn
a)

The Cs 137/Cs 134 ratlo is everywhere consistent at about 2.0,
corresponding to an average fuel burn-up of 1 year to 500 days.

b)

Measurements over a period extending over 1 week after the
accident initiation on 26 April, after half-life corrections,
all point to the same shut-down inventory, ie there was no
significant continuing reactivity in the core generating
short-lived fission products after 26 April. This is .in line
with USSR statements.

c)

Relating to b), the radionuclide 'finger print' at a variety of
locations and times is much the same. This suggests that either
the release did not continue for long {ie more than a couple of
days), or if it did, then the release characteristics from fuel
were fairly constant over the period. The former seems more
likely.
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d)

The iodine to caesium ratio is generally found to be about 0.3.
This suggests that iodine has deposited from the cloud faster
than caesium, assuming that the original release fractions were
closely similar. A mixed gaseous and particulate iodine release

seems likely - computer runs show that Cs I would be largely
decomposed in air at lSOOK, for example, in a fire (graphite
or hydrogen). Note, however, that an air sample measured in
Finland (Nurmijarvi, 28 April) incorporating a charcoal filter
gives a ratio Cs/I = l.O, with 85% of the iodine on the charcoal.
Other glass-fibre filters probably missed the gaseous component,
or were subject to desorption. Cs/I ratio on ground samples are
also much closer to unity than in air samples.
e)

The Te release fraction is comparable with that for iodine,
fully consistent with expected behaviour in an oxidizing regime,

ie Te hold-up on Zircalloy is not a dominant feature.
f)

The ratio of release fractions of volatiles (Cs, I, Te) and
non-volatiles (Ba, Ce) is

~hat

we would eKpect for release from

PWR fuel which has got very hot, probably attaining eutectic
(Zr-U-0) melting temperature (2200-2400 degrees C).
g)

There is evidence for enhancement of Ru release above the level
of Ba, Ce. This is consistent with an oxidizing regime within

the core, probably associated with the air ingress which would
be necessary to promote a graphite fire. Computer runs point
to major volatility of Ru03 in air above lSOOK.
h)

The evidence for actinide release is limited and erratic.

Press
reports of Pu detection have appeared. Only Np 239 has been
reported to date in the data we have received, and that only in
Sweden and Finland. Some Swedish surface samples are consistent
with large fractional Np 239 releases, several \ of inventory.
However, a Finnish air sample suggests approximately O._J.\consistent with non-volatiles. There is no mechanism for enhanced
Np release - the chemical affinity to Pu is near exact. At
present, the Swedish surface measurements must be considered
suspect. Np 239 and Te 132 share one common gamma energy,
although they should be readily distinguishable.
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Implications for Accident Scenario

A scenario being considered is that an in-core local transient

overpower during power increase led to local pressure-tube dry
out, gross fuel overheating, and a steam explosion on reflood which
blew a hole in the pile cap. This meant that air could get into
the graphite pile very early on. An uncontrolled LOCA ensued,
with the damaged channels rapidly overheating, and undamaged
channels possibly heating up much more slowly.
All remote measurements, and even closer-in results now available,
support the original SRO position that at most a few \ of volatile
fission products escaped from the plant. This could arise in two
scenarios:
a)

There was limited initial damage to the core, the damaged
channels rapidly overheated to fuel melting temperatures and
released all of their volatile fission products, but cooling
was maintained in much of the undamaged core.

bl

As a) but with loss of coolant to all channels and a large
differential heat-up rate between the damaged and undamaged
channels. By the time the originally intact channels had
reached dangerous temperatures, sufficient sand and other
materials had been dumped on top of the reactor to filter
out most of the fission products released from them - possibly
a few days after accident initiation. This is consistent with
the USSR admission that the whole core was 'white hot' one
week after the accident started.

It is probable that the in-core graphite fire had little effect
in promoting fission product release compared with decay heat,
except in terms of stimulating core ventilation. Ex-core the
fires were probably even more effective in the latter respect.
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Radioactivity Measurements and Dose Assessments
After the Chernobyl Accident

The Central Electricity Generating Board regularly monitors the
environment around its nuclear plant in order to determine levels
of radioactivity. The routine power station measurements are very
sensitive and the radioactivity carried into the UK from the Chernobyl
reactor by the prevailing weather conditions was rapidly located. The
radioactive cloud was first detected as the Dungeness nuclear power
station. Subsequently, the environmental monitoring equipment at all

the CEGB's nuclear stations recorded levels of increased activity
above the natural background which varied widely according to the
local weather conditions. All the measurements were made available
to the National Radiological Protection Board for assessment.
The incident has demonstrated the high sensitivity and reliability oE
the CEGB's monitoring facilities.
Although the increased radioactivity
was readily detectable, it remained below the level at which
precautionary action in the context of health effects was required.
Nevertheless, it is emphasised that the CEGS's operations would
have been subject to a searching and stringent local inquiry if such
levels had arisen at one of its own stations.
At the CEGB's Nuclear Research Laboratories at Berkeley,
Gloucestershire, an environmental sampling programme was set up using
exceptionally sensitive equipment to measure activity and composition
of the radioactive material in the cloud. Whilst many radionuclides
were detected, the isotopes of main radiological significance were
those of iodine and caesium. The Berkeley measurements showed a
transient 15 per cent increase in the gamma radiation level during
passage of the cloud. Some cadionuclides wece de~osited from the
air onto the ground surfaces, and background levels have now returned
virtually to normal.
A preliminary assessment has been made by Laboratory staff of the
radiation dose to a member of the public in the Berkeley area. The
main contributions appear to arise from the consumption of foodstuffs
containing traces of iodine and caesium, and from long term irradiation
by caesium deposited onto the ground. With regard to the latter
contribution, it may be noted that the local deposition of caesium
(in terms of the amount of radioactivity deposited per unit area) is
approximately ten to twenty per cent of the caesium deposition from
the atmospheric weapons tests.
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The estimates of radiation dose made at BNL indicate that the total
dose to be received by an adult over his lifetime will be unlikely
to exceed 400 microsieverts. This corresponds to 0.5 per cent of
the dose received from natural background radiation over the same
period. These estimates would be doubled for infants under one year
old who consume fresh cow's milk. This is well within the natural
background variability, and the extra radiation dose could, for
example, be acquired by taking annual holidays in areas of higher
natural background such as Cornwall.
An analysis of the components of the activity release has made it
possible for the CEGB's scientist to make some deductions about
how long the fuel had been in the reactor, and about the condition
of the core when the release occurred. Bad this information been
more directly available to the international community, then the
process of assessment would have been substantially improved.
(Note: HSD Report on CEGB NPS site dose measurements to be issued.)
A meeting was held on 20th May at Thames House South and hosted by
NII. Representatives from NII, NRPB, NNC, CEGB, BNFL, MOO, Imperial
College and SRO attended. The purpose of the meeting was to hear
a presentation by Helen ApSimon of Imperial College concerning a
preliminary analysis of doses in Europe resulting from the Chernobyl
accident, using the computer code MESOS.
The nature of the analysis is that the code splits the release into
3-hourly "puffs 11 ; trajectories are followed using a synoptic wind
field derived from surface pressure data. The depth of the mixing
layer is interpolated from radiosonde measurements; rainfall is
interpolated from routine meteorological recordings of "current
weather". A spatial mesh of lOOkm x lOOkm is used (thus allowing
only a coarse representation of close-in details). Average doses
over 24 hours were calculated.
The following meteorological aspects are considered to be important:a)

A radiosonde measurement near the release point indicated that
the mixing layer would be around 3000 m deep, which is untypically
large.

b)

Fortunately for the Russians, there appears to have been no local
rain during the first couple of days.

c)

A frontal system on Wednesday 30th caused fairly high wet
deposition in France, Germany and Scandinavia.

d)

A high pressure system on Thursday lst May caused a bi-furcation
in the concentration pattern, the division of material further
South eventually led to the tJ1( contamination.

.

--

.
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The release wa! assumed to start at l am Russian time on Saturday
26 April (2100 GMT Friday). Analysis so far has concentrated on
noble gases and iodine 131. Noble gas release was assumed to be
dominated by Xenon 133, with the whole inventory released as a
short burst immediately. The iodine release was spread over four
days. A multi-step time profile was assumed with a decrease in
release rate by a factor of three on Monday 28th and a further
decrease by a factor of 3.3 on Tuesday 29th. (A decreasing profile
was found to give the most consistent fit to the data). The total
magnitude of the iodine release was a free parameter to be chosen
to give the best overall agreement with measurements.
The success of the analysis can be judged from the following
conclusions:a)

Calculated trajectories appear fairly accurate judged against
the arrival times in various countries, and the timing of
peaks, etc.

b)

A single nomalising factor for the total iodine release ( approx
2 x 10 to the power 7 Ci) appears to correlate a la;ge amount
of data over the whole of W Europe, both air concentrations and
concentration in rainwater.

c)

The rather complex, and at first sight, anomalous, time development
of dose in W Germany is quite well predicted in terms of the
complex meteorological pattern.

d)

The spatial pattern of I 131 wet deposition correlates well with
observations; the pattern for the OK is particularly well
predicted.

e)

A single early dose measurement in Southern Scandinavia ties in
reasonably well with the hypothesis of an early, near total,
release of noble gases.

The inferences for the source term based on this analysis are:a)

Total Iodine - 131 release of 2 x 10 to the power 7 Ci (within a
factor of 2) spread over 4 days. This represents about 20\ of
the core inventory at shutdown.

b)

Release tails off after about 2 days.

c)

targe prompt noble gas release (little direct evidence).

It is t~e intention to carry out a similar analysis on Cs - 137
again using MESOS.
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CHRO~OLOGY O~

RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Saturday 26th April
- The chain reaction automatically stopp~d at the time of the
accident. This was subsequently confirmed by the fact that
medical examination of persons affected showed no evidence of
high neutron flux exposure.
- Firemen and some nuclear power station personnel were among
those injured by radiation.
- Most residents in adjacent areas were indoors at the time of the
accident thus reducing their exposure.

- In the early morning of the 26th, monitoring equipment (location
not specified) registered increased radioactivity.

- The Ukrainian Minister of Health ordered hundreds of teams from
all regions in the Ukraine; each team comprised· doctors, radiation

monitors and laboratory technicians. By mid-morning, most of those
who had been called had already arrived in Riev.

- It was later reported that the helicopter pilots and station staff
did not know the radiation levels in detail on this first day.

- TASS

Sunday 27th April
- According to Mr. Shcherbina, the peak radiation levels in the
immediate proximity of the Chernobyl site were recorded today,

although he did not give this figure.
- Washington Post 7th May
- Evacuation began.
About 25,000 people were evacuated from a 10 km zone within 36
hours of the accident. This evacuation included the township

of Pripyat.
(The evacuation was subsequently extended to a 30 km zone around
the power station).

- As a preventive measure, potassium iodide tablets were widely
distributed inside as well as outside the 30 km zone.

- TASS
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Monday 28th April
- Radiation readings on the central and east coast of Sweden were
l4x normal, and on the west coast were normal. Readings in
Stockholm were Jx normal. At noon in Stockholm, readings revealed:

Caesium
Iodine
Niobium
Rubidium
Cerium

- 134, 137
- 131

99
- 103
- 143

In southern Sweden, ground concentrations measured were:
Lanthanum
Zirconium
Iodine
Neptunium

- 140, 60 Sq/sq m
- 95, 60 Sq/sq m
- 131, 83 Bq/sq m
- 239,300 Sq/sq m

Neptunium 239 was also detected on the Danish island of Bornholm
with winds from the south and southeast.
- Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF)
Tuesday 29 April
- Radiation readings in Sweden and Denmark have fallen due to a
shift in wind direction.

- T"'SS/AIF
Radiation dose rates in Scandinavia in excess of normal background
levels as follows:

Stockholm 2-Jx
Finland
6-lOx
Denmark
Sx
also Cs -137 levels 100 x background, and I -131 levels of
"300-800 counts/sq m" repcrted at Ringhals.
- Memo from Berkeley Nuclear
Laboratories
- Information from L Devel, Studsvik (the Swedish energy research
station 75 km south of Stockholm), 2.00 pm.
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Tuesday 29 April, continued
Airborne concentrations have been relatively steady since early
Sunday morning, and still are (even though the wind has shifted
to the west). Values are:-

I
I
Cs
Cs
Np
Te
Zr
Ru
Ba
Ce

-131
approx 5 Bq/cu m
Bq/cu m
1.25
-133
Bq/cu m
-137
1.0
-134
0.5
Bq/cu m
Bq/cu m
-239
1.0
-132
0.5
Bq/cu m
-95, Nb -95
-103, Ru -106
0.25 Bq/cu m
-140
-141, Ce -144

Deposition samples over this period give:-

I -131
Cs -137
cs -134
Np -239

600
100
50
1500

Bq/sq
Bq/sq
Bq/sq
Bq/sq

m

m
m
m
- Dex SRO to HSD

Wednesday 30th April
- As a result of measures taken in the past 24 hours, the emanation
of radioactive substances decreased. Radiation levels in the area
of the power station and the settlement have fallen. Work is

under way to clean polluted sections of the adjoining locality.
- The state of the air basin over the remaining territory of the
Kiev region and the city of Kiev evoke no concern. The quality
of drinking water, as well as wate: in rivers and reservoirs is
in keeping with standards.

- TASS
- In Switzerland, the first increase in radiation level ~as observed
in the ~/NE part of the country on the morning of 30th April.
External dose rates increased to about 3 to 4 times normal.
- Information received from SRO
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Friday 2nd May
- The interaqency task force established by the White House has
released the following information
I~ is believed that air containing radioactivity now covers much
of Europe and a large part of the Soviet Union. The distribution
of radioactivity is likely to be patchy. Air containing
radioactivity detected by aircraft at 5000 feet about 400 miles
west of northern Norway is believed to have moved westward and
now appears to be heading south or southeastward perhaps to return
to western Europe. There is no independent confirmation of the
radioactivity in the air moving eastward across Asia.

Environmental monitoring data have been provided by the Swedish
government for the Stockholm area for April 28-30. EKtrapolations
of those data suggest that radiation exposure levels at the
Chernobyl site would have been in a range from 20 rem to hundreds
of rem whole-body for the two-day period over which most of the
radiation release probably took place. Radiation doses for the
Thyroid gland have been estimated to be in a range of from 200 rem
to thousands of rem for the same period. Those doses are sufficient
to produce severe physical trauma including death. IT SHOULD BE
EMPHASIZED THAT THESE ARE ESTIMATES SUBJECT TO CONSIDERAB~E
UNCERTAINTY. The US has as yet no information from the Soviet
Union as to actual radiation levels experienced at the accident
site.
- AIF
- Moscow party chief Boris Yeltsin is reported to have said in a
television interview in West Germany today that the radiation level
in the vicinity of the plant was "200 roentgen per hour, or 300
times the lethal dose".
- Washington Post 7th May
- Activity was first detected in the UK (south)
Friday 2nd May/Saturday 3rd May
The peak concentrations in air were measured in the UK during this
period.
- HSD memo HS/RBP/3.10
- It is believed that by now, 49,000 people have been evacuated from
a 30km zone around the power station.
- TASS
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Sunday 4th May
Boris Yeltsin is reported as saying that the level of radiation
in the vicinity of the plant has dropped to 150 Roentgens/hr.
- Washington Post, 7th May
- Radioactivity believed to have resulted from Chernobyl has reached
Japan. A one litre sample of rain which had fallen in Chiba by
Saturday (3rd May) was found to contain 4000 picocuries of I -131.
The reading increased to 13,300 picocuries for the same amount
of rain collected at the same spot from 10.30 pm Saturday (3rd May)
to 8.10 am Sunday (4th May).
Sunday 4th May
- Levels of Iodine 131 in rainwater in Scotland reached 9,400 Bq/litre.
The derived initial concentration in drinkin9 water for substituting
fresh supplies (assuming a 2 day substitution time is necessary)
2
ll,000 Sq/litre.
- Press Cutting
Monday 5th May
- The 30km zone radiation level has fallen to 2-3 m rem/hr.
- TASS
Tuesday 6th May
- In the UK, MAFF began delivery of samples of milk to all District
Survey Laboratories and also to some individual stations fot
gamma-spectrometry analysis. MAFF have also delivered a few samples
of vegetables to laboratories for determination of activity in Bq/kg.

- aso memo RS/RBP/3.10
Wednesday 7th May
- Work has started to put up embankments along the Pripyat river to
prevent contamination of water supplies.

In the US, the Washington Post reports Mr Shcherbina as giving the
first official figures on radiation levels which he said now
registered 10-15 milliRoentgens/hr in the immediate proximity of

the Chernobyl site.

Re said that the figure had dropped two to

three times, and that the high had been

the day after the accident.

rec~rded

on April 27,

Shcherbina did not give that figure.
- Washington Post/Pravda
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Wednesday 7th May, continued
- In the UR, the Department of the Environment set up an emergency
information centre.
- A further 'cloud' reached the south of England between the 7th
and 8th of May but this contained relatively little activity and
was barely detectable.
- BSD memo, HS/RBP/3.10
Thursday 8th May
- Report received from collective farm about 30-40 km from Chernobyl;
doses were small, amounting to 50 or 40 milliRoentgen.
The level of background radiation in Kiev (0.35 mRem/hr) is
gradually falling, and currently within the 'norms recommended'.
In the last few days, 20,000 inhabitants of Kiev including more
than 5,500 children have been examined; no adverse effects
attributable to Chernobyl were found.
- A third victim has died in a Kiev hospital due to.radiation.

- All persons resident in the vicinity of the station and evacuated
within a 30 km radius have been examined; except for a group of
people who had been close to the place of the accident, no changes
were found in them.
- Systematic measurements Of contamination throughout the Soviet
Union are being taken~ Higher levels of radiation have been
recorded in Poland, Rumania, Rungary and Yugoslavia. In the
Soviet Union, higher radiation has been recorded among other
places in Kiev and in the south of the country, but this
'presented no danger'.
- Radiation level at the perimeter of JO km zone has dropped to
0.15 m rem/hr.
- TASS
- During the course of a helicopter flight over the damaged plant
the personal dosimeters worn by Dr Blix and his companions
registered 350 mrem/hr at a height of 400 m above the plant and
at a distance of 800m.
- Nature, ·vol 321, 15 May
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Wednesday 9th May
The level of radiation in some places adjacent to Chernobyl power
station reached 1015 milli Roentgens/hr. As a result of decay,
it has reduced by several times.
- The radiation levels in Zhlobin and Gamel were given as O.Sm rem/hr
and 0.3 m rem/hr respectively.
- 92,000 people have been evacuated from the JO km zone.
- TV warnings have been given to the local populace in Kiev to beware
of drinking milk, eating lettuce etc.

It was reported that the

population of Kiev were not adhering strictly to the rules of
protection against radiation.

- The radiation level in the zone within a radius of JOkm from the
site continues to decrease.
- According to the Polish Government Commission, the latest

radiological readings are:= 1.5-6.5 Sq/cu m

Concentration of Iodine in
the atmosphere

Radioactivity levels(whole body?) = 0.01-0.05 m rem/hr
Contamination of water, in pipes
Surface water

=

l

;0-10. 0 Sq/litre

= 2.3-31.7

Bq/litre

= 7-493

Sq/litre

- BBC Monitoring Service
Saturday 10th May
- In a statement given on 10th May, Mr Ilyin, Vice president of the
USSR Academy of Medical Sciences reported that no one in the area
of the nuclear power station is being exposed to more than

25 Roentgens.
Radiation levels in Kiev do not exceed 0.35-0.4 milliroentgens
per hour.

- EEC ban the import of fresh agricultural produce from 6 Eastern
Block countries and Yugoslavia.
There has been a sharp reduction in the emission of radioactive
substances.
- Work has begun on a large scale to decontaminate the territory.
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Saturday 10th May, continued
- The rate of the dose of radiation in Kiev has dropped by a factor
of 2 from the previous day.
- Monitoring of the Kiev's water reservoir is being carried out

several times daily.
- Blood tests have been taken from all those involved in first aid.
- Radiation levels = 0.33 milliRoentgen/hr, 60 km from station.
- BBC Monitoring Service/TASS
- In tha United States, precipitation samples collected 9-lOth May
in Salt Lake City, Utah; Jacksonville, Florida; Santa Fe,
New Mexico; Albany, New York; Cheyenne, Wyoming, contained
radioactivity from the Chernobyl accident. Values of I -131
ranged from 7 to 360 picocuries per litre. The rainwater
samples from Santa Fe also contained low concentrations of
Ruthenium-103 (28 picocuries per litre) and Caesium -137
(18 picocuries per litre).
- AIF
Sunday llth May
- It was reported on the 11th that 204 people had received
radiation doses higher than 100 rem but 50 were able to
leave hospital after a few hours.
- TASS
Monday 12th May
Izvestiya reports on the ban of street sale of food and water in
Kiev.

- TASS
- In a despatch from Kiev, it was reported that radiation levels
in the 30 km zone have fallen 2.5 to 3 times, and now stand at

about 0.4 milliRoentgen/hr.
- BBC Monitoring Service.

- In Finland, the situation remains unchanged over the last 24 hours.
The highest figures are 10 times normal. Some restrictions have
been imposed on foodstuffs.
- BBC Monitoring Service
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Tuesday 13th May
- Returning from Kiev, foreign journalists reported that water and
soil samples were being taken every day. All the evacuees
constantly undergo medical check ups.

- Radiation levels adjacent to Chernobyl are 10-15 milli Roentgens/hr
and 0.3-0.4 milliRoentgens/hr in Kiev.
- TASS
Wednesday 14th May
- In the regions outside the 30 km zone, agricultural ~ork is
going on, and industrial enterprises are functioning normally.
- AIF
Mr Ivan Silayev, a deputy prime minister, said it might take
months to decontaminate the area around Chernobyl because "there
are radioactive substances at the power station and the zone
around it." Soviet press reports say there is no real danger to
health in most of the forbidden zone, but they add "it's a
different matter close to the fourth block~ where the original
explosion occurred.
Mr Silayev revealed that workers at the Chernobyl plant are
covering some 360,000 sq yds (300,000 sq m) of contaminated
surfaces a day with a neutralising membrane. The decontaminating
film would prevent radioactive dust and particles polluting the
soil or water.
Smaller fragments of radiOaCtive dust littering the site are
deactivated in a different manner. A plastic material is
sprayed on to the debris, which then hardens allo~ing removal
to burial sites.

- Press Cuttings
14th May.

Friday 16th May
- Dr R Gale {US bone marrow transplant specialist) reported

as saying, 11 people have now died from the affects of
radiation (plus two initial fatalities); of the 2S people
in the initial fire team 5 were now dead.
- UK Press D/Telegraph
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Wednesday 21st May
- The Times reports that a Communist paper admitted "the extent
of the mass radiation panic" in Kiev. Western observers believe
that 2SO,OOO children between the ages of 6 and 13 and all breast
feeding mothers have now been evacuated for the duration of the
Summer.
- In parts of Sweden a ban on milk has been imposed (This
restriction will last for some months).
- The Times

Friday 23rd May
Following concern in other countries over radioactivity levels in
Beef, MAFF are anxious to establish a correlation between grass and
beef activity levels in this country. CEGB have been asked by MAFF
to assist in the analysis of grass samples, particularly with respect
to Caesium levels.
- HSO TELEX

Monday 26th May
- Mr Velikhov is reported to have said, during a Moscow news

conference, that the death toll has risen to 17 (plus the
initial two). The 17 were among 35 people, mainly firemen,
brought to hospital in Moscow suffering from radiation burns.
- Radioactivity in the immediate vicinity of the Chernobyl site
"still measured hundreds of Roentgen per hour and work could
only be done there using robots or thick protective suits. At
a distance of 38 miles away, the level was only lS milliRoentgen.
- The Guardian (27th Max)
Wednesday 28th May
- The Soviet Government news agency Novosti indicated that as many
as 1000 people ~ere injured in the accident, including some from
Communities surrounding the disaster site. The agency's report on
th~ Moscow hospital, where the most serious cases have been treated,
was the first to suggest that such a large number of people were

affected by radiation.
- D/Telegraph (29th May)
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Thursday 29th May
- Dr Gale said that the death toll from the accident had risen to
23, including 21 deaths from radiation. About 55 others in
hospital were in a serious condition.
Thursday 29th May, Continued
- Dr Yevgeny Chazov, Deputy Health Minister said that 210 people
were still receiving treatment, and 30 were in a serious condition.
Reacting to Soviet news reports that a total of 1,000 people had
been injured, Dr Chazov explained that this figure related to the
total of medical investigations.

He acknowledged that the size

and magnitude of the Chernobyl accident had at first been underestimated by the local authorities.
- The Guardian (30 May)
Monday 2nd June
- Report received that a new West German reactor at which a radioactive
leak went unreported during the Chernobyl events has been shutdown.
At the time the high radiation level in the district was blamed on

Chernobyl, but an independent ecological institute claims that 70\
of the elevated radiation level measured on 4th May had nothing to

do with the Soviet accident.
The institute said it detected 50,000 Bq/sq m in samples of soil.
- The Guardian
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Tuesday 3rd June
The death toll has risen to 25 in total, and 30 people are in a
critical state.
- The London Standard (4th June)
Wednesday 4th June
- The Soviet authorities have admitted that the evacuation programme
was much more widespread, and that the radiation zone extended much

further to the north than was previously acknowledged.

60,000

children were evacuated from the Gamel region of the republic of

Byelorussia. Gomel has 350,000 inhabitants, about 100 miles north
of Chernobyl. The Deputy Prime Minister of Byelorussia said that
they were surprised to find that there were some clean zones within
30 km limit, and some dirty sports outside; some of the original
evacuees were permitted to return whilst it became necessary to
evacuate other areas.

- An earlier report which erroneously claimed that a second evacuation

zone had been established around the city of Gomel, was withdrawn by
Reuters.
- It was clear however that the evacuation plan had been greatly

extended. Of the original 92,000 evacuees, 26,000 had come from
that part of the evacuation zone within the republic of Byelorussia.
The evacuation of a further 60,000 children indicates the scope of
the second phase of evacuation. Many adults accompanied the
children. Although earlier official statements had said food from
outside the 30 km zone was safe, it was now believed that people
throughout the Gomel region of Byelorussia, an area tl:le -sire of
Southern England, were being warned not to touch food from their
private plots.
Some wells have had to be closed, and new wells sunk into deep
arresian water. Streets are periodically being washed, new asphalt
laid, and a chemical film is put on land bordering the roads.

- The Guardian (Sh June)
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l.

NPC REPORT ON RBMK-1000 REACTORS

In March 1976 a report (NPC(R) 1275) entitled "The Russian
Graphite-Moderated Channel - Tube Reactor" was produced by
the Nuclear Power Company Limited, (this being the forerunner
of the National Nuclear Corporation). It is important to
recognise the purpose of the report and the background at
that time. Active measures were then in hand to promote
Anglo-Soviet relations and nuclear power was judged to be a
suitable area for fruitful interchange. A British Nuclear
Forum delegation, including NPC staff, therefore visited
Russia in October/November 1975 and there was also a return
Russian visit. The main objective of the visit was to see
what could be learnt from the very significant progress
that the Russians were making in the design and construction
of the RBMK.pressure-tube type of reactor. The UK was then
in the middle of an extensive design study to see whether it
should adopt the Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor as a
commercial power producer, and the superficial similarities
between the two concepts suggested that closer collaboration
couid be beneficial.
The assessment of the Leningrad reactor by NPC after these
visits was therefore a ~airly detailed comparison with the
commercial SGHWR design as it existed at the time, and
represented a genuine attempt to try to gain benefit from
the Russian collaboration. However, at the end of it, it was
concluded that various f@atures, including the approach to
safety, would make it very difficult to transplant the Russian
ideas into the UK grid system. These features are discussed
in more detail in this report.
The Russian data was not always comprehensive or easily
understood and therefore presented NPC with difficulties in
analysis and assessment. Subsequently, design changes,
including the provision of vented containment, have been
incorporated into later RBMK stations, such as Chernobyl.
Thus, the assessment was based on limited information and ~as
essentially a ''snapshot'' at that point in time. The report
has not been altered to try and update the information and
views within it, so that readers should bear these provisos
in mind in compacing it with current information.
Nevertheless, NNC believe that whilst, with hindsight, it
may be imperfect and inaccurate in parts, the views in it
are still substantially valid and there would be difficulty
for many safety-related aspects to gain acceptance in the UK.
In the light of the great interest surounding the incident
at Chernobyl and in the absence of much technical data on
the reactor, it has been decided to publish the above report
for general information.
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2.

CEGB STATEMENT ON CONTAINMENT, ISSUED BY LORD MARSHALL

The Accident at Chernobyl - The Containment Issue
The nuclear accident at Chernobyl has understandably led the
public to ask questions about the safety of our own reactors.
One major issue is containment. In the accident at the Three
Mile Island nuclear power station, Pennsylvania, USA, there was
a partial core meltdown, but there was no significant harm to
the public because virtually all the radioactivity was retained
inside the containment building when the primary pressure boundary
was breached. The Chernobyl reactor accident on the other hand
has led to ~arge release of radioactivity and does not have
similar containment. People, therefore, naturally ask what
.containment do we have on our own Magnox and advanced gas cooled
reactors? This note compares the containment features of different
types of reactor systems. We hope that this will reassure the
public about the safety of our own reactors.
Unfortunately the word containment can have either a general or
a specific meaning depending on reactor type or national habit the objective of all safety devices in a reactor is to contain"
the radioactivity. To avoid confusion we shall refer to physical
boundaries or buildings as 11 barriers 11 •
11

11

11

All nuclear fuel is enclosed inside sealed cans, often referred to
as the fuel cladding. These cans are the first barrier against
the escape of radioactivity and are common to all reactor types.

The fuel together with the other components of the reactor core
and the primary coolant, whether it be gas or water, are enclosed
within a primary pressure circuit, which provides the second
"barrier" to the escape of radioactivity. In a light water reactor
like the PWR or BWR, this second barrier is provided by the pressure
vessel and the main coolant circuit, made of extremely thick, tough
steel. In the early Magnox reactors the pressure vessel is also
made of steel4 Although not so thick because the gas pressure in
a Magnox reactor is only modest compared to a light water reactor
we are nevertheless confident that it too will not fail
catastrophically. In the later Magnox reactors and in all the
Advanced Gas Cooled reactors, a concrete pressure vessel is used.
Sometimes in the UK this second barrier is colloquially referred
to as ~primary containment".
For all the reactor systems mentioned above, the pressure vessel
11
contains" the pressure of the system. In practice, this barrier
connot be complete, it cannot be a totally closed cylinder or
sphere, otherwise there would be no way to get the coolant, either
water or gas, in and out. There must be pipes penetrating this
barrier so the heat can be removed, so the control rods can get in
and out and so that instruments can be inserted and taken out.
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The golden rule of safety in the Western world is that we must be
pessimistic and assume Murphy's law applies to all pipes breaching
a steel pressure vessel or a concrete vessel. That is, we assume
that they can fail completely and we must then prove that no harm
comes to the public nevertheless. Sometimes it is also necessary
to protect the public by providing a third barrier, the containment
buildingM. This a large sealed building surrounding the reactor,
the primary circuit, and all the pipes and apparatus connected to
it. Sometimes, depending on the nature of the technology, it
is not necessary to provide that third barrier because of the
precautions we take to ensure that significant radioactivity does
not escape in the first place from the first or second barriers.
11

In the Western world, for water reactors like the PWR or the boiling
water reactor, where there is a breach in the primary boundary for
whatever reason, steam will escape from the primary circuit. That
steam will be radioactive because water borne corrosion products
are irradiated in the reactor core, and there are sometimes failed
fuel elements in the reactor. That steam must be contained so that
the radioactivity is not released into the environment. For this
reason all water cooled reactors must have a third barrier in the
form of a containment building. In the event of such an accident,
the steam trapped inside the containment building is automatically
sprayed with cold water and thereby condensed back into water.
Again,
our safety rules insist upon Murphy's law, namely, we assume a
breach in the primary circuit and that therefore the C02 gas will
escape through the hole. However, the gas escaping from the gas
cooled reactors is relatively free of radioactivity.

-In our gas cooled reactors the situation is very different.

The reason is that radioactive corrosion products are not readily
transported by the gas, and great care is taken to ensure that no
fuel with damaged cladding remains in the reactor.
Gas cooled reactors also behave very differently from water reactors
in the event of a loss of coolant accident. In gas cooled reactors
the gas will simply stream out and the pressure inside the primary
circuit will steadily drop, but nothing much else will happen. Gas
cannot change suddenly into something else as water can change into
steam. Consequently, the environment of the fuel elements changes
relatively slowly and there are numerous devices which ensure that
we can keep the coolant circulating past the fuel.
In those
circumstances, we know that leakage of radioactivity from the fuel,
if any, into the coolant will only occur to a limited degree and the
coolant will remain relatively clean.
Therefore, in these accidents, in contrast to the water reactors,
there is no harm in releasing the C02 gas directly to the environment
and there is no necessity to provide a containment building.
For both water and gas cooled reactors we can imagine even larger
accidents. The worst credible accident in the UK system might require
an evacuation of the public from within a radius of about 1.5 miles.
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The discussion given earlier should make clear the essential task of
the primary circuit to hold the coolant IN. In gas cooled reactors
it serves a second equally important role, to keep air OOT and thus
prevent graphite fires.
We can also look at how these general principles apply to pressure

tube reactors. The principle of a pressure tube reactor is that
the second barrier will not be provided by a steel pressure vessel
or a concrete pressure vessel, but by a stout pressure tube. The
pressure tube therefore surrounds either a ~ingle fuel element or
small number of fuel elements and is then connected up to steel
pipes and steam drums. The Canadians in their safety assessments
assume that a failure in the primary circuit can occur, and they
put their entire primary circuit inside a containment building
~hich can withstand the failure so that, in br6ad principles,
their safety arguments are somewhat similar to those for light
water reactors, though, of course, they are different in points
of detail.
In the RBMK reactors in the Soviet Onion they use pressure tubes,
water cooling and a graphlte moderator, a very different concept
from any commercial plant in the West.
We do not know in detail the safety principles followed in
designing that reactor but from fundamental principles this
design needs a "barrier" with a unique function. This barrier
need not be robust enough to contain the primary pressure (that
is done by the pressure tubes} but it needs to have sufficient
strength to "contain" the pressure if a tube fails {as the
Canadians do) and to surround the graphite to prevent the air
getting IN. It is this unique ''barrier" which appears to have
failed at Chernobyl - because it did have a graphite fire and
therefore air did get in. In UR reactors this second function
(preventing air getting IN) is achieved automatically by the
robustness of the primary circuit (i.e. second barrier).
We must avoid jumping to hasty conclusions and we must learn what
we can from this unfortunate accident, but present evidence suggests
that it would be wiser to have a graphite moderator cooled and
contained within the primary circuit rather than have a graphite
moderator hot, outside the primary circuit and contained only
within a weaker containment building.

The provision of a "containment building'' or the use of graphite as
a moderator - has no intrinsic value or importance at all as an
isolated fact. Neither is the choice of water or gas as a coolant
itself an important fact. What is ESSP.NTIAL is that each reactor
concept is provided consistently with whatever the technology
demands.
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J.

IAEA EMERGENCY SESSION 21 MAY 1986

The full JS-nation board of the IAEA, including the Soviet Union,
agreed in emergency session at Vienna on 21 May 1986 to seek building
accords on coping with nuclear disasters. The day-long meeting which
was requested by Bonn in the wake of the Chernobyl disaster, called
unanimously on Dr Hans Blix, the IAEA head, to set up expert groups
to draft a world agreement commiting countries to report promptly
any nuclear accidents that crossed national frontiers. A second
binding convention to be drafted would provide for co-ordination of
the emergency response and aid in event of a nuclear accident.
September was set as a target date for both drafts. A separate
IAEA conference will be held in Vienna within three months to hear a
detailed account by Soviet experts on the cause and development of
the accident which is still being extensively analysed.
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4.

SRD COLLABORATION

Assessments by the UKAEA in support of the Industry Task Force, set
up following the Chernobyl Accident are being coordinated by the
Director of SRD, Dr J H Gittus. An office has been set up at
Culcheth, headed by Dr MR Hayns, (contact MA HG Alderson
0925 31244 ext 1361).
SRO are collating and assessing the radionuclide dose measurements
made in the various European countries following the accident. The
object is to obtain a measure of consistency and therefore accuracy,
so that an attempt can be made to more clos~ly define the source
characteristics of the radioactive release with respect to the
neutronic shutdown and· irradiation history of the fuel in the
reactor. The collection and dispersal of this information is being
closely coordinated with the National Radiological ~rotection Board,
who have the national responsibility in this area.
SRO and the CEGB have collaborated in an exercise to review possible
scenarios for the progression of the accident at the Chernobyl
reactor. This will be based on the latest available information
emanating from the IAEA and elsewhere, and also on the interpretation
of the radionuclide dose measurements from all known sources.

The Directorate has commenced a review of decontamination procedures
for land and buildings. Since SRO maintains strong links with many
overseas countries, close cooperation has been possible, leading to
a rapid exchange of views and data. The Deputy Director of SRD,
Prof H J Teague along with Mr P B Woods of HMNII attended an
extra-ordinary meeting of the NEA CSNI on the 9th May, where the
accident was discussed at a technical level. Contact has been
established with the appropriate branch of the USNRC.
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5.

OVERSEAS REACTIONS

SWEDEN
The Swedish Government is committed by the terms of a 1980 Referendum,
and a subsequent vote in Parliament to the phasing out of nuclear power
plants by the year 2010. Anti-nuclear organisations have now attacked
the government for not accelerating the phasing-out plans and for
insisting the Barsebaeck re4ctors are safe, The two Barsebaeck BWRs
are fitted with unique systems for containment venting through filters.
The Swedish Parliament is expected to devote a full day's debate,
probably this month, to the subject of Chernobyl, with participation
expected from the Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson and Energy Minister
Birgit ta Dahl.
ITALY
The Italian Government doe~ not intend to abandon its nuclear
energy programme nor to close down existing nuclear plants as
a result of the Chernobyl disaster, the inner Cabinet has decided.
However the Government favours holding a national conference on
nuclear energy, and wants there to be a "pause for reflection"
while new safety standards Eor future nuclear plants are considered.
The decision means that the country's three existing nuclear plants
will stay open. This includes the magnox station at Latina whose
premature closure has been requested by the Socialist Party which is
part of the Government.

Radiation Consequences
The Italian province of Como has reinstated bans on milk following
recent rainfall and an increase in radioactivity following the
Chernobyl disaster, a nuclear energy spokesman said on Sunday.

Officials in Milan, the capital of the region, prohibited the sale
of milk produced from local sheep and goats and reinstated a ban
on giving milk to pregnant women or to children under 10.
George Armstrong of the Guardian stated in Rome on Monday that
Sixty-thousand rabbits that have eaten fresh grass in the past
month in an area round take Como encompassing the towns of teggo,
Erba, and Ballano, must be handed over to the authorities to be
killed. The order comes from the Lombardy region health office,
which has found radioactivity two to four times higher than the
permitted level in rabbit meat.
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FRANCE
The head of nuclear safety in EdF, Pierre Tanguy stated that following
the Three Mile Island accident, EdF completely re-examined the safety
of its magnox: reactors and concluded that the containment function"
was assured by the prestressed concrete vessels. The Chinon-AJ plant
is different from the rest, as its caisson does not envelope the entire
primary circuit. This reactor has been shut down since May 1984 for
major repairs to the internal structures, and the French
environmentalists are demanding that it should be decommissioned.
M Jacques Leclercq, head of the Nuclear and Fossil Generating Group
at EdF has said that they will have to satisfy the national safety
authorities about starting-up Chinon-A3 in November. However, if the
analysis of the Chernobyl accident calls into question the safety of
Chinon-AJ or even the other French magnox reactors and if solving the
problem proves too costly, then EdF could shut down all the magnox
stations.
11

USA
The OS Nuclear Regulatory Commission is re-exam1n1ng "its decision
on non-containment 1' at the Fort St Vrain plant. Fort St Vrain
is a graphite-moderated high-temperature reactor operated by Public
Service of Colorado and is the only commercial reactor operating in
the USA which does not have an air-tight containment building. The
"confinement'' structure consists of a pre-stressed concrete reactor
vessel which houses the core. The vessel is 49ft wide, 107ft high
and the walls are more than 9 ft thick. Its ceiling and floor are
15.S ft thick.
On 13 May, the staff of the USNRC told the commissioners that they
would recommend no changes in the safety and licencing regulations
of US commercial nuclear plants based on what was known to date
from the accident at Chernobyl. The staff said a chimney effect
appeared to have thrown the plume so high that it was carried over
the immediate area and dispersed. The NRC estimates that about
half the radioactive isotopes in the core were released. They
recommend setting up through the auspices of the IAEA an
international early warning system for reporting such accidents and
the need for a system of rapid international data collection and
exchange.
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CHINA
The Chernobyl nuclear accident is accelerating concern in China
over the safety of its own nuclear development programme. There
are worries about carelessness in atmospheric testing, the storage
of nuclear waste and the operation of its own nuclear reactors which
include small experimental plants (probably more than ten in number).
GEC (UK) is expecting to supply the turbines for the proposed 1800 MW
nuclear plant at Daya Bay in Guangdong province. Chinese officials
have sought to reassure Hong Kong opinion by stressing the safety of
the nearby Daya Bay reactor to be supplied by Framatome (France).
YUGOSLAVIA
The official Tanjug news agency announced on 21 May it has put off
building a nuclear power station in the main wheat growing area.
This is the second cancellation of a nuclear plant this month.
Officials say the Government is backing away from its nuclear
development plans until the Chernobyl disaster can be assessed
properly.
FINLAND
The Finnish government were reported on 27 May to have said
that as a result of the Chernobyl accident they would.postpone a
decision on whether to build a fifth reactor.

HOLLAND
Daily Telegraph, 27 May, reported that the Dutch government
decided to suspend its plans for a major expansion of its
nuclear power programme in the 1990s.
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